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Introduction

This English-Igbo Glossary of HIV, AIDS and Ebola-Related Terms contains over 1,500 clear and concise entries covering
most aspects of the HIV, AIDS and Ebola discourse. Translated by a team of language and medical experts, the entries are
accessible, and complemented by explanations relating to the nature and symptoms of each medical term. Created
especially with both medical practitioners and health care consumers in mind, the bilingual glossary provides authoritative
and lucid definitions for a wide range of terms in the HIV, AIDS and Ebola debate as well as practices and health
conditions related to the epidemics. Entries reflect diseases, signs, symptoms, drugs, drug administration, disease
management and control, techniques and equipment, health service organizations, treatment, tests and screening,
prevention, safe behaviour and procedures.
The main purpose of the glossary is to strengthen communication between the Igbo-speaking population and the health
workers serving them. In doing this, the aim is to facilitate dialogue by eliminating linguistic and cultural barriers. It is
hoped that the use of appropriate terms in indigenous languages in talking about HIV, AIDS and Ebola will help to reduce
stereotypes and attitudes which continue to stigmatize people living with these conditions.
This glossary is the outcome of a fruitful collaboration between medical experts (medical doctors, nurses, pharmacists and
microbiologists) and language experts. The study was made possible by the generous financial support of the Tertiary
Education Trust Fund (TETFund) through its National Research Fund. We thank the University of Ibadan, Usmanu
DanFodiyo University, Sokoto, Bayero University Kano, University of Nigeria, Nsukka, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria,
University College Hospital, Ibadan, University of Nigeria Teaching Hospital, Enugu, Murtala Muhammed Specialist
Hospital, Sokoto, Usmanu DanFodiyo University Teaching Hospital, Sokoto, and Catholic Caritas Foundation of Nigeria
(CCFN), Makurdi for research support and for weeks of research leave.
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We acknowledge the supportive roles of the following members of staff of the University of Ibadan: Prof. Kola Owolabi of
Yoruba Language Centre, Prof. Obododimma Oha of Department of English, Prof. Arinpe Adejumo of Department of
Linguistics, Prof. A.B. Ekanola of Department of Philosophy, Mr A.O. Ojelabi (the former Director of Academic
Planning), Prof. Isaac Adewole (the former Vice Chancellor) and Prof. Idowu Olayinka (the current Vice Chancellor). The
commitment of members of the research team and of both the language and medical experts has been crucial to the
successful completion of this project.

Methodology
From November 23, 2015 to January 23, 2016, we were able to carry out data collection in 10 states of Nigeria, namely
Anambra, Ekiti, Enugu, Imo, Kano, Katsina, Lagos, Ogun, Oyo and Sokoto. This exercise involved visits to major
hospitals, Ebola management centres, media houses and non-governmental organizations (NGOs) (with focus on
HIV/AIDS) to collect terminologies which are regularly used in their daily activities. The glossary also draws terms from
UNAIDS and UNESCO online resources, and from existing medical dictionaries such as Oxford Concise Medical
Dictionary (8th edition), New Concise Medical Dictionary (5th edition), English-Igbo Medical Dictionary and Stedman’s
Medical Dictionary (28th edition). Additional source materials include newspaper write-ups and articles on Ebola in
Nigeria, Liberia, Guinea and Sierra Leone.
To be able to translate the terms, the research team and experts held a series of workshops. From September 28-30, 2015,
we organized a metalanguage workshop on HIV, AIDS and Ebola vocabulary in Hausa, Igbo and Yoruba. The workshop,
which was believed to be the first step towards actualizing the goal of this project, was in two parts. The first part of the
workshop, which took place on September 28, was a training workshop. The interactive workshop (involving presentations
and discussions) was aimed at training the participants on lexical modernization, and particularly on how to compile a
metalanguage for HIV, AIDS and Ebola terminology in the three languages. The second part, which was a specialized
workshop, took place on September 29 and 30. Language and medical experts for each language as well as some interested
individuals shared information and made suggestions regarding the compilation of the metalanguage in their own
languages. Many of the terms, which we translated before the workshop, were also assessed.
vi

At the end of the translation of the entries, there were workshops at the University of Nigeria, Nsukka, from April 18-21,
2016 (to consider and agree on the translated HIV, AIDS and Ebola terminologies in Igbo); at the University of Ibadan
from April 25-28, 2016 (to consider and agree on the translated HIV, AIDS and Ebola terminologies in Yoruba); and at the
Usmanu Dan Fodiyo University, Sokoto from July 11-14, 2016 (also to consider and agree on the translated HIV, AIDS
and Ebola terminologies in Hausa). Many of the translated terms were verified with several members of the Network of
People Living with HIV and AIDS in Nigeria (NEPWHAN), Society for Women and AIDS in Africa, Nigeria (SWAN),
and the media in the three languages concerned.

Members of the Igbo medical terminology team
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Prof. Herbert Igboanusi (University of Ibadan)
Dr Charles C. Okolie (Catholic Caritas Foundation of Nigeria, Makurdi)
Prof. G.I. Nwaozuzu (University of Nigeria, Nsukka)
Dr Achiaka Irabor (University College Hospital, Ibadan)
Prof. Boniface M. Mbah (University of Nigeria, Nsukka)
Mr Simon O. Onah (University of Nigeria Teaching Hospital, Enugu)
Dr Gerald Nweya (University of Ibadan)
Mrs Patricia Abokede (nee Obi) (University College Hospital, Ibadan)
Mr Peter Ugochukwu Ihunna (University of Ibadan)

Members of the research team are
1.
2.
3.
4.

Prof. Herbert Igboanusi (Principal Researcher)
Dr Achiaka Irabor (Medical Coordinator)
Dr Clement Odoje (Co-researcher)
Dr Garba Ibrahim (Co-researcher)
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Important Abbreviations
Some important abbreviations used in this glossary are:
ONA
dg
d.k.
y.b.

Ori Nchekwa Ahụ
dịrị gawa
dị ka
ya bụ

viii

S/N

SOURCE

DEFINITION

IGBO

TRANSLATION

1

Abacavir

A popular HIV/AIDS antiretroviral
drug.

Udi ogwu
Abakavi

Ụdị ọgwụ a ma ama maka ori
nchekwa ahụ (ONA)/Mmịnwụ.

2

Abdominal

Area between the chest and the hips
that contains the stomach, small
intestine, large intestine, liver and
gallbladder.

Metụtara afọ

Akụkụ ahụ dị n‟etiti obi na
ukwù nke bu afọ, nke obere na
nnukwu eriri afọ dị n‟ime ya,
tinyere imeju na àkpà ilughilu.

3

Abdominal pain

Pain in the belly. Abdominal pain can
be acute or chronic.

Afọ mgbu

Mgbu n‟ime afọ. Afọ mgbu
nwere ike ịdị njọ maọbụ nọtèe
aka n‟ahụ.

4

Abnormal

Outside the expected norm, or
uncharacteristic of a particular patient.

Esoghi usoro

Nke adịghị n‟usoro atụrụ anya
maọbụ nke eyighị njirimara
onye ọrịa.

5

Abortion

The expulsion or removal of all
Ite ime
embryo or foetus from the uterus in a
state of pregnancy when it is incapable
of independent survival.

Ntepụ ma ọ bụ mwepụ
ọkpụkpụ nwa n‟akpa nwa
n‟oge ime mgbe nwa naenweghị ike ịdị ndụ n‟onwe ya.

6

Abruptio
Placentae

Premature separation of the placenta
from the site of implantation on the
uterus before delivery of the foetus.

Nkopu eriri
àkpà nwa

Nkopu eriri àkpà nwa n‟ime
afọ tupu mmụpụta ya.

7

Absolute contraindication

When a particular treatment or
procedure should not be used under
any circumstance because of the
severe and potentially life-threatening
risks involved.

Ǹjụ
enyemọgwụ̀

Ọnọdụ ọgwụgwọ ma ọ bụ
usoro mgbe enweghi ike inye
ọ́gwụ̀ n‟ihi ajọ ọnọdụ na-eso
ime nke a.

1

2
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8

Abstain (V)

Restrain oneself from doing or
enjoying something.

9

Abstinence Be
Faithful Use
Condoms (ABC)

A popular HIV/AIDS prevention
message.

10

Abstinence

11

Acanthosis
nigricans

12

Access to
information

13

Accidental
innoculation

Njụ́mihe

Mwezuga onwe n‟ime ihe ma ọ
bụ iri ihe dị añaa.

Ozi mgbochi ONA/mmịnwụ a
Ǹjụ
ma ama.
akwamiko
Nkwudosi ike:
Were okpu
nna-bụ-enyi
(NNW)
The practice of restraining oneself
Usoro mwezuga onwe n‟ime
Njụ́mihe
from indulging in something, typically
ihe tụmadị ịñụ mmanya naegbu egbu ma ọ bụ mmekọ
alcohol or sex.
edine.
A skin disorder characterized by
Agbamọkụ ahụ site n‟inwe ahụ
Mgbachu
velvety, light brown-to-black
akpụkpọ ahụ ịkwọ mụrụmụrụ nwee ntụpọ
markings that develop mainly in the
ojii nke na-apụtakarị n‟ime
folds of the body, such as in the
njibi ahụ, dị ka abụ, ikpu, na
armpits, groin, and creases of the neck.
akịrị olu. Nsogbu a nwere ike
Acanthosis nigricans can be an
isite na mburu-pụta-ụwa ma ọ
inherited condition or can occur as the
bụ nsogbu mmiri ahụ, izi, ma ọ
result of an endocrine disorder, cancer,
bụ ịñụ ọ́gwụ̀ dị añaa.
or use of certain medications.
This is the ability of having the
Nke a bụ ọnọdụ inwe ike ma ọ
Nnweta ozi
opportunity to know what is going on
bụ òhèrè ịmata ma ọ bụ inweta
ozi gbasara ihe na-eme na
in your environment.
gburugburu onye.
Mbute ONA na mberede mgbe,
An occupational exposure to HIV that Ịnweta ọgwụ
ịma atụ, dibịa ma ọ bụ nọọs
mgbochi
occurs during the performance of job
mepụrụ onwe ya ọbara site
mberede
duties (by a nurse or doctor, for
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example). This includes a needle stick
or cut with a sharp object, contact of
mucus membranes (mouth, eyes), or
contact of skin (especially when the
exposed skin is chapped, abraded, or
afflicted with dermatitis – skin rash or
sores – or the contact is prolonged or
involving an extensive area) with
blood, tissues, or other bodyfluids
(stool, urine, vaginal secretions, saliva,
mucus) to which universal precautions
apply.

3

n‟ịdụ onwe ya ntụtụ ma ọ bụ
igwe pịrị ọnụ, metụ asụ mmiri
(n‟ọnụ na anya) ma ọ bụ metụ
akpụkpa ahụ bu ọbara, ma ọ bụ
mmiri ahụ (ọkachasị mgbe ha
akpachaghị anya ma ọ bụ mgbe
ha nwere ajọ ọkọ n‟ahụ, ọnya
ma ọ bụ mgbe ha na ndị nwere
ONA mekọrịtara ọtụtụ oge na
ebe) n‟ime ahụ ma ọ bụ mmiri
ọnya (nsị, mamịrị, ọnya mmiri
ọtụ̀, asụ, mmiri ahụ) nke e
kwesiri ịkpachapụrụ anya.
Ọnọdụ inweta ihe tụmadị
n‟amaghị ama.

14

Acquire

To get something

Nweta

15

Acquired

Not inherited, or present at birth
(congenital), but developing after
birth. It is obtained by one‟s action.

Mbute

Abụghị mburu-pụta-ụwa,
adịghị mgbe a mụrụ mmadụ
(mburu-pụta-ụwa) ma na-apụta
ihe mgbe a mụchara nwa. A
na-ebute ya site
n‟akparamagwa mmadụ.

16

Acquired drug
resistance

Nnweta ǹjù
ọgwụ

Mgbe agịrị ONA na-anaghị
anabata ọgwụ pụtara ihe mgbe
a na-añụ ọgwụ ọrịa ONA.

17

Acquired
Immunity

When a drug-resistant strain of HIV
emerges while a person is on
antiretroviral therapy (ART) for the
treatment of HIV infection.
Immunity that develops during a
person‟s lifetime. There are two types

Nnweta nche
ahụ

Nche ahụ na-amụbawanye na
ndụ mmadụ. E nwere ụdị

4
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ọnọdụ nnweta nche ahụ abụọ:
nche ahụ dị ire na nche ahụ
nnọrọ-m-ele.

of acquired immunity: active
immunity and passive immunity.
18

Acquired Immune
Deficiency
Syndrome (AIDS)

Deficiency of cellular circular
immunity induced by infection with
the Human Immuno Deficiency Virus
(HIV1).

Mminwụ

Ụkọ nche ahụ nke sitere
n‟ibute nje mmịnwụ (ÒNA-1).

19

Actions

This is a process or state of acting or
of being active.

Adịmike

Nke a bụ usoro ma ọ bụ ọnọdụ
inwe ike ime ihe.

20

Active Immunity

Protection from a disease as a result of
previous exposure to the diseasecausing infectious agent or part of the
infectious agent (antigen). The
protection can be a result of having
had the disease or having received a
vaccine to prevent getting the disease.

Nche Ahụ dị
Ike

Nnweta nchekwa ọrịa site na
mpụtara ngosipụta mbụ mgbe o
buteburu ọrịa a, nke mere ka
ụmụ irighiri ihe kpatara ọrịa
ma ọ bụ so n‟otu mmiri nche
ahụ na-akpata mbute ọrịa.
Nchedo a nwere ike isi
n‟inwebu ọrịa nke a ma ọ bụ
agbamọgwụ mgbochi iji
gbochie ọrịa ya.

21

Acute

Acute is the description of a disease of
rapid onset, severe symptoms, and
brief duration.

Dị njọ

Nke a bụ nkọwasị ọnọdụ dị njọ
nke ọrịa bịara ngwangwa,
gosipụta njirimara ma mee
obere oge.

22

Acute care clinics

Urgent care is a category of walk-in
clinic focused on the delivery of
ambulatory care in a dedicated

Ụlọ-ọgwụ
maka ajọ ọrịa

Nleta gbanụ gbanụ na ngwuru
ụlọ-ọgwụ̀ a kwadoro maka ileta
ndị nọ n‟ajọ ọnọdụ (tụmadị
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medical facility outside of a
traditional emergency room.

ngwuru na-abụghị ebe a naanabata ndị nọ n‟ajọ ọnọdụ).

It is the primary stage of infection and
lasts until the body has created
antibodies against HIV. During this
first stage of infection, the virus is
replicating at a rapid rate.
An infection causing disease with a
sudden onset, severity and (often)
short course. As related to HIV
infection: Once the virus enters the
body, HIV infects a large number of
CD4 + T cells and replicates rapidly.
During this acute or primary phase of
infection, the blood contains many
viral particles that spread throughout
the body, seeding themselves in
various organs, particularly the
lymphoid tissues.

Ọrịa ONA
nke ike

Acute Infection
and Early Disease
Research Program
(AIEDRP)

A federally funded research program
that studies how HIV infects humans
and how the disease progresses to
AIDS.

Atụmatụ
nnyocha
(AIEDRP)

Acute Inflamatory
Demyelinating

An autoimmune process that is
characterized by progressive muscle

Ọrịa utubo

23

Acute HIV
Infection

24

Acute infection

25

26

5

Òfùfè ọ́rịa
ONA nke ike

Nke a bụ ọnọdụ izizi mbute
ọrịa nke ga-anọgide tutu ahụ
emebeta nche ahụ ga-egbu
ONA. N‟oge mbute ọrịa izizi a,
nje ahụ na-amụbawanye ọsịịsọ.
Ọrịa na-efe efe nke na-abịa na
mberede, na-adị njọ na-anaghị
adịte aka. Dịka o si metụta ọrịa
ONA: Òzugbo nje a banyere
n‟ahụ, ÒNA na-abanye n‟ọtụtụ
ọ̀wọ̀ CD4 + T ma mụbaa
ọsịịsọ. N‟ọnọdụ ọjọọ a ma ọ bụ
àgbà mbute izizi a onye ahụ
na-ebu ọtụtụ mkpụrụ nje ọ̀bàrà
ke ga-agarube n‟ahụ niile, naakụnye onwe ha n‟ime akụkụ
ahụ ndị ọzọ ọkachasị n‟ime
ahụ.
Nke a bụ atụmatụ gọvmenti
etiti na-akwado ọmụmụ etu
mmadụ si enweta ONA na etu
ONA si eto tutuu ọghọrọ
mmịnwụ.
Nke a bụ ọrịa n‟otubo.

6
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Polyneuropathy
(AIDP)
27

Acute Retroviral
Syndrome

28

Acyclovir

29

weakness in the limbs and mild
sensory symptons. It is a disease that
affects the nerves.
The acute or primary HIV infection
often passes unrecognised, but may be
present as a mononucleosis-like
syndrome within three months of the
infection. The diagnosis is made by
demonstrating HIV antigen in the
blood.

Mgba-ama
izizi nke ONA

Mgba-ama ONA izizi nke a
naghị amata mgbe ụfọdụ; o
nwere ike ịdị n‟ọ̀bàrà n‟ime
ọnwa atọ e nwetara ọrịa. A naamata ya site na nleleta nche
ahụ ONA n‟ọ̀bàrà.

An antiviral drug used especially in
the treatment of herpes and AIDS.

Ọgwụ
Asiklovi

Ọgwụ̀ ONA a na-añụ ọkachasị
n‟ọgwụgwọ nke akpàtà na
mmịnwụ.

Adenopathy

Any disease involving or causing the
enlargement of the glandular tissues,
especially one involving the lymph
nodes.

Azị̀za

Ọrịa ọ bụla metụtara ma ọ bụ
na-ebute ọzịza ara ọkachasị
nke metụtara akwarà.

30

Adenovirus

A class of virus that causes
inflammation.

Ǹje azị̀za

Ụdị nje na-ebute ọzịza ahụ.

31

Adherence

The extent to which a patient
continues the agreed-upon treatment
as prescribed.

Ka o kwesiri

Ime ihe ma ọ bụ ịñụchi ọ́gwụ̀
anya ka e si tụọ aka.

32

Adherence support Adherence support workers are
important members of the antiretroviral therapy (ART) clinical team.
They help to improve patient

Ndị ọrụ ahụ-ike na-ahụ na a
Nnweta
nkwado ka o ñụchiri ọgwụ anya dị ezigbo
mkpà n‟otu ndị ọrụ ahụ-ike nakwesiri
ahụ maka ọgwụgwọ ONA. Ha
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7

na-enye aka n‟ịkwalite usoro
añụmọgwụ onye ọrịa, mmụta,
na nghọta; ha na-akụzi ma naagbaziri onye ọrịa n‟asụsụ ya;
ha na-enyekwa aka ka ndị dibịa
na nọọs rụwa ọrụ ndị ọzọ a
chọrọ.

adherence, knowledge, and
understanding; provide education and
counselling in the patient‟s own
language; and free nurses and doctors
to focus on other clinical needs.

33

Adherence to HIV
treatment

“Treatment adherence” is a phrase that
means taking your HIV drugs when
and how you are supposed to.

Nñụchị ọ́gwụ̀
ONA anya

“Nsochi ọgwụgwọ anya” bụ
aha úrè pụtara ọñụñụ ọgwụ
ONA etu na mgbe o kwesiri.

34

Adjuvant

An ingredient – as in a prescription or
solution – that facilitates or modifies
the action of the principal ingredient.
It may be used in HIV therapies or for
HIV vaccines.

Ọkwalite ike
ọgwụ

Ihe a na-etinye n‟ọgwụ iji
nyere ya aka ma hazie ike
ọgwụ ahụ. E nwekwara ike
itinye ya n‟ọgwụ. E nwere ike
itinye ya n‟ọgwụgwọ ONA ma
ọ bụ n‟ọgwụ mgbochi ONA.

35

Administration of
drug

(Route of Administration) A term used Usòrò
to refer to how a drug or therapy is
ènyèmọ́gwụ̀
introduced into the body. Systemic
administration means that the drug
goes throughout the body (usually
carried in the bloodstream), and
includes oral administration (by
mouth) and intravenous administration
(injection into the vein).

(Usòrò ènyèmọ́gwụ̀) Nke a bụ
okwu e ji akọwa etu e si etinye
ọgwụ n‟ahụ. Usoro ntinye
ọgwụ pụtara na ọgwụ naagarube n‟ahụ (site n‟ọsịsọ
ọ̀bàrà); ọ gụnyere ọñụñụ ọgwụ̀
(site n‟ọnụ), na ọgbụgba ọgwụ
(site n‟akwarà).

36

Adverse drug
reaction (ADR)

Any unintended, undesirable response
to a drug taken at a normal dose for

Nke a bụ ahụ anabataghị ọgwụ,
nke e nyere ka o si kwesi, nke

Ahụ
anabataghị

8
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normal use. Adverse drug reactions
(ADRs) are classified by onset,
severity, and type.

ọgwụ (AAỌ)

a na-atụghị anya ya. A na-ekeji
ahụ anabataghị ọgwụ (AAỌ)
ụzọ atọ: mbido, ndịdebe njọ, na
ụdịrị.

37

Adverse event

In a clinical trial, this is an unwanted
effect detected in participants. The
term is used whether or not the effect
can be attributed to the intervention
under study.

Nsogbu si na
nnwale

Na nnwàle ọgwụ, ajọ mmetụta
a chọpụtara na ndị nsonye. A
na-eji okwu a akọwa ya
n‟agbanyeghi ma mmetụta ahụ
esi na ya bụ nnwale ma ọ bụ na
o sighi.

38

Aerosolized

A form of a drug such as pentamidine,
turned into a fine spray or mist by a
nebuliser and inhaled.

Mmèmụ́
nkùkù

Ụdị ọgwụ̀, ịma atụ,
„pentamidine‟, nke e mere
mmiri mmiri ma ọ bụ ikuku
ikuku ka a na-ekuru ya ekuru.

39

Affected
community

This includes HIV-positive people,
persons living with AIDS and other
individuals, including their families,
friends and advocates, directly
impacted by HIV infection and its
physical, psychological and
sociological ramifications.

Ogbè
mmetụtara

Nke a gụnyere ndị mmadụ
nwere ONA na mmịnwụ,
tinyere ndị ezi-na-ụlọ, enyi, na
ikwu na ibe ha, ndị nnyemaka,
ya bụ, ndị niile ọrịa a metụtara
n‟ụzọ abụla ụzọ.

40

Agammaglobuline
mia

A near total absence of antibodies
(immunoglobulins) resulting in the
loss of ability to produce immune
antibodies.

Enweghị
ngwa
nchenọbara

Enwekwaghị nche ahụ (nchenọbara) nke nwere ike ịkpata
emepụtaghi oche ahụ.

41

Agency for Health
Care Policy and

An agency of the Public Health
Service that supports activities to

Òtù AHCPR

Ụlọ ọrụ ahụ-ike na-akwado ọrụ
dị iche iche e ji akwalite ma

9
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42

Research
(AHCPR)
AIDS
Bibliography

43

AIDS case
definition

44

AIDS Clinical
Trials Group
(ACTG)

45

AIDS Control
Programme (ACP)

46

AIDS defining
illness

enhance health care services and
improve access to them.
The National Library of Medicine
publishes the monthly AIDS
Bibliography, which includes all
citations from the AIDSLINE
database.
Diagnostic criteria for AIDS
established by the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC). To be
diagnosed with AIDS, a person with
HIV must have an AIDS-defining
condition or have a CD4 count less
than 200 cells/mm3.
The ACTG is composed of a number
of US medical centers that evaluate
treatment for HIV and HIV-associated
infections. ACTG studies are
sponsored by the National Institute of
Allergy and Infectious Diseases.

na-enweta ahụ-ike.

Ọba Akwụkwọ Obodo nke naebipụta ihe gbasara mmịnwụ
kwa ọnwa nke gụnyere ihe
niile gbasara mmịnwụ site
n‟ọba AIDSLINE.
Ntụ nchọpụta mmịnwụ nke
Nkọwa
Ogige Njizi na Mgbochi Ọrịa
nsogbu
(ONMỌ) wubere. Iji kpebie na
Mmịnwụ
mmadụ nwere mmịnwụ, onye
ahụ ga-enweriri agwara ọrịa
mmịnwụ ma ọ bụ ọnụ-ọgụ ọ̀wọ̀
pekarịrị 200 mm3.
Òtù ACTG gụnyere ụfọdụ
Òtù ACTG
ogige ụlọ-ọgwụ n‟ US na-atụle
agwọm ONA na ọrịa metụtara
ONA. Ndị na-ahụ ma naakwado òtù ACTG bụ ndị
ngalaba na-ahu maka nsọahụ
na ụmụ ọrịa na-efe efe.
Country-specific programmes set up to Atụmatụ Njizi Ebunuche atụmatụ a bụ ịhụ na
control the spread of HIV infection.
egbochiri mbufe ONA.
Mmịnwụ
(ANM)
AIDS defining illnesses are conditions Ọrịa
Nke a bụ ọnọdụ na-egosipụta
that, in the setting of a HIV infection,
na onye nwere ONA nwere
ngosipụta
confirm the diagnosis of AIDS.
ọrịa mmịnwụ n‟ezie.
mmịnwụ
Edensibịa
maka
mmịnwụ

10
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47

AIDS Dementia
Complex (ADC)

(HIV-associated dementia or HAD) A
degenerative (destructive)
neurological condition attributed to
HIV infection, characterized by a
group of clinical presentations
including loss of coordination, mood
swings, loss of inhibitions, and
widespread inability to think. It is the
most common central nervous system
complication of HIV infection.

Mmetụtara
uche na-eso
mmịnwụ

(Nchefu si n‟ONA ma ọ bụ
NSONA) Nke a bụ ọrịa mbibi
ọrụ ụbụrụ, nke njirimara ya
gụnyere enweghị ike
ejikwataghị onwe, mmeso
ọjọọ, amakwaghi onwe na
echezighi echiche. Ndị a bụ
akwara kacha pụta ihe na
nsireme ọrịa.

48

AIDS Drug
Assistance
Programmes
(ADAPs)

Federally funded programmes that
provide medications and other HIV
related services to low-income,
uninsured, and under-insured people
with HIV/AIDS. Services of AIDS
Drug Assistance Programs (ADAPs)
are available in all 50 states and US
territories.

Atụmatụ
ADAP

Nke a bụ atụmatụ gọvmenti
etiti na-enye ọgwụ na
enyemaka ndị ọzọ metụtara
ONA nye ndị ụgwọ ọnwa ha dị
ala ma ọ bụ ndị enweghi
nchekwa nwere ọgwụ ONA/
mmịnwụ na enyemaka ndị ọzọ.
E nwere ADAP na steeti ọ bụla
dị n‟Amerika.

49

AIDS Drugs

Any substance, other than food, used
in the prevention, diagnosis,
alleviation, treatment, and cure of
AIDS desease.

Ọgwụ̀
mmịnwụ

Ihe ọ bụla na-abụghị nri, nke e
ji egbochi, akwụsị, ma naagwọ mmịnwụ.

50

AIDS Education
and Training
Centers (AETCs)

The centers train primary caregivers to
incorporate HIV prevention strategies
into their clinical priorities, along with
diagnosis, counselling and care of

Òtù AETC

Ogige ahụ-ike na-azụ ndị nleta
ka ha tinye usoro mgbochi
ONA n‟ọrụ ha kacha mkpa, ya
na nchọpụta, mgbazi na nleta
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ndị nwere ONA na ezi na ụlọ
ha.

HIV-infected persons and their
families.
51

AIDS Knowledge
Base

Full-text electronic database on AIDS,
available in print as well as electronic
form, produced and maintained by
physicians and other health care
professionals.

Ǹtọ́àla
mmụ̀ta
mmịnwụ

Ọdọnọ kọmputa maka ederede
mmịnwụ, dị n‟ụdị akwụkwọ e
biri ebi na akọrọ igwe
kọmputa, nke ndị ọrụ ahụ-ike
na-ahụ maka ya.

52

AIDS Prevention
Initiative in
Nigeria (APIN)

APIN is a leading Nigerian
organisation in the provision of
prevention, care and treatment services
to patients with HIV/AIDS and other
diseases of public health significance.

Àtụ̀ Mgbochi
Mmịnwụ na
Naịjirịa
(AMMN)

Otu Mgbochi Mmịnwụ na
Naịjirịa (AMMN) bụ otu a ma
ama na Naịjirịa, na-ahụ maka
mgbochi, nleta na ọgwụgwọ
ndị nwere ONA/mmịnwụ na
ọrịa ndị ọzọ pụtara ihe n‟ahụike ọha na eze mara.

53

AIDS Research
Advisory
Committee
(ARAC)

Board that advises and makes
recommendations to the Director,
National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases, on all aspects of
HIV-related research, vaccine
development, pathogenesis and
epidemiology.

Otu Bọọdụ
ARAC

Otu bọọdụ ndị na-enye Onyeisi, ngalaba na-ahu maka
nsọahụ na ụmụ ọrịa na-efe efe,
ndụmọdụ na ntụzi-aka gbasara
nchọcha gbasara ONA, imebe
ọgwụ̀ ọgbụgba, ebe nsiribịa
ọrịa na ndapụta ọrịa.

54

AIDS Service
Organization
(ASO)
AIDS vaccine

A health association, support agency
or other service active in the
prevention and treatment of AIDS.
A special preparation of antigenetic
material that can be used to stimulate
the development of antibodies and

Òtù ASO

Ngalaba otù ahụ-ike na
nkwado na-arụsi ọrụ ike na
mgbochi na ọgwụgwọ ONA.
Ọkụkụ ọgwụ izugbe e nwere
ike iji kpalite mmebe nche ahụ
nke ga-eme ka ahụ

55

Ọgwụ
mgbochi
mmịnwụ
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56

AIDS wasting
syndrome

57

AIDSline

58

AIDS-related
cancers

59

AIDS-Related
Complex (ARC)

thus confer active immunity against
AIDS.
An AIDS-defining condition that
Ntaramahụ
includes at least 10% weight loss in
nsinammịnwụ
the presence of diarrhoea, chronic
weakness, and documented fever for at
least 30 days that is not the result of
another infection or disease. In
developing countries, it is often called
“slim disease”.
Aidsline is a statewide confidential
Ozi Mmịnwụ
information, counselling and referral
service on HIV/AIDS.

Several cancers are more common or
more aggressive in persons living with
HIV. These malignancies include
certain types of immune system
cancers known as lymphomas, kaposi
sarcoma, and anogenital cancers that
primarily affect the anus and the
cervix.
(Early symptomatic HIV infection) A
group of common complications found
in early stages of HIV infection. They
include progressive generalized
lymphadenopathy (PGL), recurrent

Izì metụtara
mmịnwụ

Mbido
njirimara
mmịnwụ

kwụdonwuo megide ibute
mmịnwụ.
Agwara ọrịa mmịnwụ ndị
gụnyere ntaramahụ ruru pasent
iri n‟ihi afọ ọsịsa na ọgbụgbọ,
ajọ ike ọgwụgwụ, na ahụ-ọkụ
ruru ụbọchị iri atọ, nke naesighi n‟ọrịa ọzọ. N‟obodo naemepe emepe, a na-akpọkarị ya
“ọrịa lịga lịga”.
Nke a bụ ụlọ ọrụ na-echekwa
ozi gbasara ONA/mmịnwụ, naagbaziri ma na-eziga ndị nwere
ONA/mmịnwụ ụlọ-ọgwụ nke
ka n‟ogo maka ọgwụgwọ.
Ọtụtụ ọrịa izi metụtara
mmịnwụ na-aka apụta ihe ma ọ
bụ dịwanye njọ na ndị nwere
ONA. Ọrịa nchigha azụ ndị a
gụnyere ụfọdụ izi a mara dị ka
izi ọbara ọcha, izi kaposi, na izi
na-eme n‟ọnụ ike na ọtụ.
(Nsireme mbido ọrịa mmịnwụ)
Òtù ọnọdụ nrọhị a na-ahụ taa
n‟oge mbute ONA. Ha gụnyere
ụmụ ọrịa mmiri ọwọ,
mbịaghachi ahụ ọkụ, ịta ahụ a
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fever, unexplained weight loss,
swollen lymph nodes, diarrhoea,
herpes, hairy leukoplakia, fungus
infection of the mouth and throat, and
the presence of HIV antibodies.
An online database service administered by the National Library of
Medicine, with information about
clinical trials of agents under
evaluation against HIV infection,
AIDS and related opportunistic
infections.

Nnwale ọgwụ̀
mmịnwụ

13

na-amaghị ebe o si, ọzịza
azịza, ọnyụnyụ na ọgbụgbọ,
ọkọ, mwuchasị ntutu, awaka
ọnụ na akpịrị na ọdịdị ogbu
ONA.
Ọdọnọ ọwa ozi kọmputa maka
ederede gbasara nnwale ọgwụ
ONA, mmịnwụ na ọrịa na-eso
ha nke Ngalaba Ọba akwụkwọ
Agwọmọrịa na-achịkwa.

60

AIDSTRIALS

61

Airborne disease

Diseases or bacteria that are spread
through the air.

Ọrịa ǹsì
n’ikuku

Ọrịa ma ọ bụ ụmụ irighiri nje
na-esi n‟ikuku abịa.

62

Alanine aminotransferase (ALT)

A liver enzyme that plays a role in
protein metabolism. Abnormally high
blood levels of ALT are a sign of liver
inflammation or damage from
infection or drugs. A normal level is
below approximately 50 IU/L.

Ngwe ALT

Ngwe imeju na-arụ ọrụ ịgbaze
odozi ahụ. Mgbali elu ALT naegosi ọzịza imeju ma ọ bụ
mmerụ ya site n‟ọrịa ma ọ bụ
añụmọgwụ. Ogo ya dị mma
n‟ahụ bụ mgbe o pekarịrị ihe dị
ka iri ise IU/L.

63

Albumin

A protein made by the liver and found
in high concentrations in blood. This
protein may be measured as part of a
liver function test.

Odozi ahụ
Albumin

Odozi ahụ nke imeju naemepụta na-adị nnukwu
n‟ọ̀bàrà. E nwere ike ilele ka ọ̀
ha iji mata ka imeju si arụdebe
ọrụ.
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64

Alkaline
phosphatase

An enzyme normally present in certain Ngwe alkalaịn
cells within the liver, bone, kidney,
fosfetas
intestine, and placenta. When the cells
are destroyed in those tissues, more of
the enzyme leaks into the blood, and
levels rise in proportion to the severity
of the condition. Measurement of this
enzyme is used as an indication of the
health of the liver.
A juice or jelly substance obtained
Àlo verà
from the leaves of an aloe plant used
as a soothing treatment for the skin
and burns as well as in cosmetics; any
of the succulent plant having spiky
leaves which yield the jelly and juice.

65

Aloe vera

66

Alopecia

Loss of hair that frequently occurs in
patients undergoing treatment for
cancer or suffering from other
diseases, such as AIDS, where cellkilling, or cytotoxic, drugs are used.

Ndapụ ntutu

67

Alpha Interferon
(Interferon Alpha,
IFN)

A protein produced by the immune
system in response to infection that
assists in controlling virus infection.

Ụdị mmiri
nche ahụ

68

Alternate Test Site

Alternate site refers to testing blood
Ebe nlele ọzọ
glucose on parts of the body other than

Ụdị ngwe a na-ahụkarị n‟ụfọdụ
ọ̀wọ̀ n‟ime imeju, ọkpụkpụ,
akụrụ, eriri afọ, na akpa nwa.
Mgbe ọ̀wọ̀ ndị a mebiri, ngwe
ndị a na-ehibanye n‟ọbara; ogo
ya na-arị elu ka ọnọdụ ya si
jọdebe njọ. E ji ntụ ngwe a
egosipụta ahụ-ike imeju.
Nke a bụ mmanụ nke e si
n‟akwụkwọ alo vera enweta; a
na-ete ya dị ka ọgwụ akpụkpa
ahụ, ọnya ọkụ na-emekwa ude;
ụdị osisi ọ bụla nwere ogwu
n‟egburu akwụkwọ ya naagbapụta oroghoro mmanụ a.
Ndapụ ntutu a na-ahụta mgbe
onye ọrịa izi na-añu ̣ ọgwụ
tinyere ndị nwere ọrịa ndị ọzọ
dị ka mmịnwụ; nke a na-adị
mgbe e ji ọgwụ na-egbu ọwọ
agwọ ọrịa.
Nke a bụ ndozi ahụ, nke mmiri
nche ahụ na-emepụta mgbe e
butere ọrịa; ọ na-enye aka
igbochi mbute ọrịa.
Ebe nlele ọzọ bụ ilele ọbara si
n‟akụkụ ahụ na-abụghị mkpịsị
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the fingertip: most commonly the
forearm, palm or thigh.
This refers to any type of medicine
that supplements or is used in lieu of
biomedicine (i.e. conventional
medicine) or allopathic medicine. In
other parts of the world, where
traditional medicine predominates, the
term may refer to biomedicine itself.
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aka: ọkachasị isi aka, ọbọ aka
ma ọ bụ akpata ụkwụ.
Nke a bụ ụdị usoro ọgwụgwọ ọ
bụla na-abụghị nke oyibo.
N‟akụkụ ụwa ndị ọzọ, nke a bụ
ebe usoro ọgwụgwọ ọdịnala
pụtara ihe, okwu a nwere ike
ịpụta usoro ọgwụgwọ ọdịnala.

69

Alternative
therapy

70

Alternative/
Complementary
medicine

A broad category of treatment systems
(e.g. chiropractic, herbal medicine,
acupuncture, homeopathy,
naturopathy, and spiritual devotions)
or culturally based healing traditions
such as Chinese, Ayurvedic, and
Christian Science. It shares the
common characteristic of nonacceptance by the biomedical (i.e.
mainstream Western) establishment.

Usòrò
ọ̀gwụ́gwọ́ ọzọ

Nke a bụ usoro agwọmagwọ dị
iche iche (d.k. mgbọrọgwụ na
mkpa akwụkwọ, ejim ntụtụ,
nsinachi, na ekpemekpe) ma ọ
bụ agwọmagwọ omenala dị ka
nke ndị Chaịna, Ayurvedik na
sayensi ndị ụka. Ihe jikọrọ ha
ọnụ bụ na ndị usoro oyibo
anabataghị ha.

71

Alum

Potassium aluminum sulfate or
ammonium aluminum sulfate, used
especially as an emetic (i.e. an agent
that induces vomiting), an astringent
(i.e. a substance that contracts tissues)
and styptic (i.e. a substance that tends
to check bleeding by contracting the
tissues or blood vessels).

Alọ̀m

E ji alọ̀m eme ka agbọ hụọ
mmadụ (ya bụ ihe na-akpalite
mmadụ ịgbọ agbọ), ihe naachịkọta ahụ ma na-emekwa ka
ọ̀bàrà kwụsị ịgba mmadụ.

Usoro
ọ̀gwụgwọ
ọdịnala
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72

Alveolar

Pertaining to the alveoli sac, the site of
gas exchange in the lungs.

Gbasara ngụ

73

Amebiasis

An inflammation of the intestines
caused by infection with Entamoeba
histolytica (a type of ameba) and
characterized by frequent, loose stools
flecked with blood and mucus.

Ọzịza eriri afọ Nke a bụ ọzịza eriri afọ nke nje
amịba na-akpata. Njirimara ya
bụ ọnyụnyụ nsị mmiri mmiri
nwere ọbara na abụ kwa mgbe
kwa mgbe.

74

Amino acids

Typically, an amino acid of the
Ngwa ndozi
general formula R- CHNH3 +- COO ̅
ahụ
(i.e. the amino in the α position); the L
forms of these are the hydrolysis
products of proteins. In rarer usages,
this class of molecules also includes αamino phosphoric acids and αaminosulfonic acids.

Ngwa ndozi ahụ nke a mara
fọmụla ya dị ka R-CHNH3 +COO ̅ (ya bụ ngwa ndozi ahụ
dị n‟ọnọdụ ọ bụla) ndị dị ka L
bụ mmepụta odozi ahụ. A naejikwa ya akọwa ụdị mmiri
ndozi ahụ ọzọ.

75

Amniocentesis

The surgical insertion of a hollow
Usoro mmị̀ta
needle through the abdominal wall and mmiri àkpà
into the uterus of a pregnant female to nwa
obtain amniotic fluid (i.e. the serous
fluid in which the embryo is
suspended) especially to examine the
foetal chromosomes for an
abnormality or for the determination
of the sex of the embryo.

Nke a bụ usoro isi n‟afọ mị̀ta
mmiri si n‟àkpà nwa iji lelee
ọwọ nwa, ịmata ma ọ dịkwa
mma, na ịmata ma ọ bụ nwoke
ma ọ bụ nwaanyị

76

Amphotericin B

This is an antifungal drug often used
intravenously for serious systemic

Ọ́gwụ̀ ǹje ebu

Nke a metụtara àkpa ume, ebe
ikuku si na-agbanwerita.

Nke a bụ ọgwụ̀ ǹje ebu, nke a
na-agbakarị n‟akwarà maka
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77

Anal
Intercourse/Anal
Sex

78

Anamnestic
response

79

Anaphylactic
shock

80

Anaemia

fungal infections and it is the only
effective treatment for some fungal
infections.
A type of sexual intercourse in which
a man inserts his penis in his partner‟s
anus. Anal sex can be assertive or
receptive.

The heightened immunologic reaction
elicited by a second or subsequent
exposure to a particular pathogenic
microorganism or antigen.
A life-threatening allergic reaction
characterised by a swelling of body
tissues (including the throat) and a
sudden decline in blood pressure.
Any condition in which the number of
red blood cells/mm³, the amount of
haemoglobin in 100 mL of blood,
and/or the volume of packed red blood
cells/100mL of blood are less than
normal; generally, generally pertaining
to the concentration of oxygentransporting material in a designated
volume of blood, in contrast to total
quantities as in oligocythemia, oligochromemia, and oligemia.

Mmekọ ndinà
nke ike nsị

Nzaghachị
nkwalite ike
ọbara
Afụ̀fụ̀

Mpe ọbara
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ọrịa nje dị njọ, ọ bụ naanị
ọgwụ dị ire n‟ọgwụgwọ ụfọdụ
ọrịa ebu.
Nke a bụ ụdị mmekọ edine nke
nwoke na nwoke ma ọ bụ
nwoke na nwaanyị site n‟ike.
Mmekọ ndinà/edine site n‟ike
nwere ike ịbụ site na mmanye
ma ọ bụ nkwekọrịta.
Nkwalite nchekwa ahụ nke naesite n‟inweta nje e nwetabugoro ma ọ bụ site n‟ike
òmebe ǹche ahụ.
Ajọ ahụ ịjụ ihe, nke na-akpata
ahụ ọzịza (tinyere akpịrị) na
ọbara mgbada ala na mberede.
Ọnọdụ ọ bụla nke ogo ọ̀wọ̀
ọ̀bàrà ruru /mm³, ntụ ọ̀bàrà
himoglobin bụ 100mL, na/ma
ọ bụ ogo nke ọ̀wọ̀ ọ̀bàrà mmee
jiri 100mL pekarịa ka o kwesiri
ịha; ka o sila dị, a na-atụ
ndịsimike ikuku-ndụ na-ebu
ọ̀bàrà site n‟ịtụ ogo ọbara nye
ka o kwesiri ịha, dị ka ọ dị
n‟ọrịa oligosaịtema,
oligokromemia na oligemia.

18
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81

Anergy

The loss or weakening of the body‟s
immunity to an irritating agent, or
antigen. Patients may be so
immunodeficient that they are unable
to produce a reaction to an infectious
agent.

Enweghị ike
kwụdo

82

Angry

Displaying or feeling anger.

Iwe

83

Angular cheilitis

Àwaka ọ́nụ́

84

Animal products

85

Anogenital

It is characterised by fissuring,
cracking, burning and dryness at the
angles of the mouth. Saliva seeps into
these cracks leading to maceration of
skin.
An animal product is any material
derived from the body of an animal.
Examples are fat, flesh, blood, milk,
eggs, and lesser known products, such
as isinglass and rennet.
Related to the anal (rectum) and/or
genital (sexual) area of the body.

86

Anonymous

Without an ability to identify a person.
In anonymous testing, patientidentifying information is not linked to
testing information, including the
request for tests or test results.

Nsi
n’anụmanụ

Gbasara ike
na/ma o ̣ bụ
ngwa ọ̀mụ̀mụ́
Achọghị ka a
kpọọ aha

Enwekwaghị ma ọ bụ inwe
mpe nche ahụ nke si na mgbu
nche ahụ ma ọ bụ omebe nche
ahụ. Ndị ọrịa nwere ike
mịnwụgide tutu ha agaghị
enwekwa ike igbochi mbute
ọrịa.
Ngosipụta ma ọ bụ ọnọdụ iwe
iwe.
Njirimara ya bụ mgbawa ọnụ,
inwe apa ọnụ na nkewa ọnụ
ebe asụ mmiri ga na-asọfe ma
na-ebute awaka akpụkpọ ahụ.
Ihe dị iche iche e si n‟ahụ
anụmanụ enweta, d.k. abụba,
anụ, ọbara, mmiri ara, àkwa, na
ihe ndị ọzọ dị ka akpa imeju na
eriri afọ anụmanụ.
Nke a metụtara ebe ike ma ọ
bụ ọ̀mụ̀mụ́ (mmekọ
ndinà/edine) n‟ahụ mmadụ.
Enweghị ike gosipụta mmadụ.
N‟ime nlele nke amaghị onye
ọrịa, ozi gbasara onye mere
nlele ọrịa ma ọ bụ mpụtara
nlele ahụ bụ ihe dịịrị naanị
onye ọrịa ahụ.
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Anorexia

The lack or loss of appetite that leads
to significant decline in weight.

Nke a gbasara enweghị mmasị
Enweghị
agụụ/ mgbadu iri nri nke wetere ọdịda n‟aru ̣
mmadụ.
afọ

88

Antelope

Any of a number of cud-chewing deer- Ele
like animals having hollow horns.

89

Antenatal

The period between conception and
birth. Same as prenatal.

Agbata ọtụtụ
ime na
ọmụmụ nwa;
Pụta kwara
tupu a mụọ
nwa.

Nke a bụ site n‟oge adịmime
ruo oge ọmụmụ nwa.

90

Antenatal clinic
(ANC)

The antenatal clinic aims to provide
increased continuity of pregnancy
care.

Nlekwa
nwaanyị dị
ime

Mbunuche ụlọ-ọgwụ nlekwa
nwaanyị dị ime bụ iletawanye
ụmụ nwaanyị dị ime anya.

91

Antepartum

The time period before child birth.
Antepartum refers to the mother.

92

Anthrax

Highly infectious, often fatal, bacterial
disease of mammals, especially cattle
and sheep, that is transmissible to
humans and causes skin ulcers,
cutaneous anthrax or a form of
pneumonia when inhaled pulmonary
anthrax.

Tupu à mụ́tùo Tupu à mụ́tùo nwa. Ọ bụ nne
nwa ka nke a gbasara.
nwa
Ajọ ọrịa ofufe, na-egbukarị
Ọrịa antraks
ọnwụ, nje ọrịa ụmụ anụmanụ,
ọkachasị ehi na atụrụ, nwere
ike ife mmadụ ma bunye ya izi
akpụkpọ ahụ na oyi ngụ.

93

Anti-HIV
medication

Antiretroviral drug.

Ọ́gwụ̀ ONA

Nke ọ bụla n‟ime ụmụ
anụmanụ na-ata ngwe nwere
mpì.

Ọgwụ mgbochi ori nchekwa
ahụ.
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Antibiotic

A natural or manufactured substance
that prevents the growth of bacteria or
fungi. Some antibiotics are used to
treat infectious diseases.

Ọgwụ ǹje
bakteria

Ọgwụ nsi-na-chi ma ọ bụ nke a
kụrụ akụ na-egbochi mmụba
nje ma ọ bụ ebu n‟ahụ. Mgbe
ụfọdụ, a na-eji ya agwọ ọrịa
ofufe.

95

Antibodies

Substances in the blood or other body
fluids that destroy bacteria, viruses, or
other harmful agents (antigens). They
are members of a class of proteins
known as immunoglobulins which are
produced by special white blood cells
called B-lymphocytes.

Nche ahụ

Nke a bụ ụmụ odozi ahụ ndịna
ọ̀bàrà ma ọ bụ mmiri ahụ nke
na-egbu nje ukwu, nje mpe, ma
ọ bụ nche ahụ. Ha nọ n‟otu
ndozi ahụ a kpọrọ ọbara nche
ahụ; ọ̀wọ̀ ọ̀bàrà ọcha pụrụ iche
a na-akpọ B-limfosaịt naemepụta ya.

96

AntibodyDependent CellMediated
Cytotoxicity
(ADCC)

An immune response in which
antibodies bind to target cells,
identifying them for attack by the
immune system.

Ǹjem̀gba
okpuru

Usoro nche ahụ ebe ọtụtụ nche
ahụ na-amakọ n‟ọwọ ha bu
n‟uche ibibi.

97

AntibodyMediated
Immunity

Also called humoral immunity.
Immunity that results from the activity
of antibodies in blood and lymphoid
tissue.

Nche ahụ

A na-akpọ ya nche ahụ
nnyemaka. Nche ahụ a na-esite
n‟ọrụ nche ahụ dị n‟ọbara
nakwa mmiri ahụ.

98

Anticoagulant

A drug used to prevent the blood from
clotting.

Ọ́gwụ̀
mgbochi
mkpụkọ
ọ̀bàrà

Ọgwụ e ji egbochi mkpụkọ
ọ̀bàrà.
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Antifolate

100

Antifungi

101

Antigen

102

AntigenPresenting Cell
(APC)

103

Antihistamine

104

Antimicrobial

An agent that inhibits intracellular (i.e.
inside cells) production of folinic acid.
A substance that kills or slows the
growth of a fungus.

Antifọlet

A substance that, when introduced into
the body, stimulates the production of
an antibody.
A type of immune cell that enables a
T-lymphocyte (T cell) to recognize an
antigen and mount an immune
response against the antigen. Antigenpresenting cells (APCs) include
macrophages, dendritic cells, and
B-lymphocytes (B cells).
A drug or other compound that
inhibitsthe physiological effects of
histamine, used especially in the
treatment of allergies.
An antimicrobial therapy kills or
inhibits the growth of microorganisms
such as bacteria, fungi, or protozoans.
Therapies that kill microorganisms are
called microbiocidal therapies and
therapies that only inhibit the growth
of microorganisms are called
microbiostatic therapies.

Òmebe ǹche
ahụ

Ogbu nje ebu

Ọwọ̀ omebe
ǹche ahụ

Ọ́gwụ̀ afụ̀fụ̀

Ọ́gwụ̀ ògbu
ǹje

21

Ụmụ ihe na-egbochi mmebe
ọkwalite ọbara n‟ime ọ̀wọ̀.
Nke a bụ ihe na-egbu ma ọ bụ
akwụsị mmụba ebu n‟ahụ
mmadụ.
Ọgwụ a na-agbanye n‟ahụ, nke
na-eme ka nche ahụ sie ike.
Nke a bụ ụdịrị nche ahụ naenyere ọ̀wọ̀ ọ̀bàrà ọcha aka
ịmata omebe nche ahụ ma buso
ya agha. Omebe nche ahụ
gụnyere nnukwu ọ̀wọ̀ ọ̀bàrà
ọcha, ọ̀wọ̀ ndịka osisi na ọ̀wọ̀
ọ̀bàrà ọcha (ọwọ B).
Ọgwụ ma ọ bụ akụrakụ ọzọ naechu adịmire ọgwụ histamin,
tụmadị n‟ọgwụgwọ ahụ
njụmihe.
Ọ́gwụ̀ ògbugbu ǹje na-egbu ma
ọ bụ gbochie otuto nje na ebu
dị iche iche.
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Antineoplastic

A substance that prevents the
development or growth of tumor.

Ọgwụ ìzì

Ọgwụ e ji egbochi mmụba ma
ọ bụ otuto ọwọ izi.

106

Antiprotozoal

A substance that kills or inhibits the
growth of single-celled
microorganisms called protozoa, such
as Pneumocystis jiroveci.

Ọgwụ ǹje
protozụa

Ọgwụ e ji egbu ma ọ bụ
egbochi mmụba irighiri
ekereke dị ka Pneumocystis
jiroveci.

107

Antiretroviral

A substance that suppresses a
retrovirus such as HIV.

Ọ́gwụ̀ ONA

Ọgwụ e ji egbochi mmụba nje,
d.k. ONA.

108

Antiretroviral
agents

Substances used against retroviruses
such as HIV.

Ọ́gwụ̀ ONA

109

Antiretroviral
card

These are treatment cards used to
identify HIV/AIDS patients.

Kaadị ONA

Ụmụ ọgwụ e ji alụso ONA
ọ̀gụ̀.
Ndị a bụ kaadị njirimara ndị
nwere ONA/mmịnwụ.

110

Antiretroviral
drugs

Substances used to stop the
multiplication of retroviruses such as
HIV.

Ụmụ ọgwụ
ONA

Ihe ndị e ji akwụsị
mmụbawanye nje, d.k. ONA.

111

Antiretroviral
failure

An undesirable antiretroviral drug
treatment outcome with evidence of
ongoing viral replication.

Ọdị̀da
ọ̀gwụ́gwọ́

Mmụbanye ọrịa nke sitere
n‟o ̣gwu ̣gwo ̣ ekweghi ekwesi.

112

Antiretroviral
Therapy (ART)

The recommended treatment for HIV
infection. Antiretroviral therapy
(ART) involves using a combination
of three or more antiretroviral (ARV)
drugs from at least two different HIV
drug classes to prevent HIV from
replicating.

Ọgwụ́gwọ́
ONA

Ọ́gwụ̀ ONA iwu kwadoro.
Ọ́gwụ̀gwọ́ ONA gụnyere
ịgwakọta ọgwụ ya atọ ma ọ bụ
karịa site n‟òtù ọgwụ ONA dị
iche iche iji gbochie
mmụbawanye ya.
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Antiretroviral
Toxic Neuropathy

Nerve damage that is due to
antiretroviral (ARV) drugs.

Ògbugbu
ahị̀rị́ ụ̀bụ́rụ̀
n’ihì ọgwụ

Nke a bụ mmebi akwarà n‟ihi
ọñụñụ ọgwụ òri nchekwa ahụ́
(ONA).

114

Antisense
Antiviral

A drug made of short segments of
DNA or RNA that can bind to and
alter or suppress the function of viral
DNA or RNA. Antisense antivirals
prevent viruses from replicating.

Ọ́gwụ̀
mgbòchi nje
mpe

Ọgwụ e ji mkpụmkpụ eriri na
agịrị ọ̀wọ̀ mebeta, nke nwere
ike ijikọ ma bèlata ọrụ ọgwụ
nwere eriri ọwọ ma ọ bụ agịrị
ọwọ. Ha na-egbochikwa nje
ịmụba.

115

Antitoxins

Antibodies that recognise and
inactivate toxins produced by certain
bacteria, plants or animals.

Nche ahụ

Nche ahụ, nke na-amata ma
ghasaa ike nsị nje bakteria,
osisi, na anụmanụ na-ebute.

116

Antiviral

A substance or process that destroys a
virus or suppresses its replication (i.e.
reproduction).

Ọgwụ
mgbochi nje
mpe

Ihe ma ọ bụ usoro e si egbugasị
nje ma ọ bụ ebèlata mmụba ya.

117

Anxious

Feeling or showing worry,
nervousness, or unease about
something with an uncertain outcome.

Atụmuche

Mmetụta ma ọ bụ mgbakasị
ahụ nke na-egosi atụmuche, ịtụ
anya na anọkwataghị gbasara
ihe nwere ike ịpụta n‟ihe jekọ
ime.

118

Aorta

The main artery in mammals that
carries blood from the left ventricle of
the heart to all the branch arteries in
the body except those in the lungs.

Òkpòrò ukwu

Nke a bụ nnukwu okporo naadị n‟anụ nnyemara, nke naebu ọ̀bàrà agarube ahụ site
n‟obi ruo n‟akwara niile ma e
wezuga ndị nke dị na ngụ.
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Aphthous ulcer

A painful mouth or throat sore of
unknown cause. Aphthous ulcers are
common in persons living with HIV.

Ọnya ọnụ

Ọnya ọnụ ma ọ bụ akpịrị naafụ ụfụ, nke a maghị ihe
kpatara ya. Ndị nwere ONA
na-enwekarị izi a.

120

Apoptosis

A normal type of cell death that
removes unwanted cells during
embryological development, regulates
the number of cells in tissues, and
eliminates many potentially dangerous
cells such as cancer cells.

Ọnwụ́nwụ́
ọ̀wọ̀

Nke a bụ ọnwụ ọ̀wọ̀ nke naewepụgasị ọ̀wọ̀ ndị a chọghị
mgbe mmụpụta ọ̀wọ̀; ọ naahazi ọnụ ọgụ ọ̀wọ̀ n‟ahụ ma
wepụgasịa ụmụ ọ̀wọ̀ dị njọ, dị
ka ọ̀wọ̀ izi.

121

Approved drugs

In the United States, the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) and
similar government departments must
approve a substance as a drug before it
can be sold.

Ọ́gwụ̀ ndị a
kwàdoro

Ọgwụ ndị nwere nkwado
gọvmenti etiti tupu e rewe ha.

122

Apron

An apron is an outer protective
garment that covers primarily the front
of the body. It may be worn for
hygienic reasons as well as in order to
protect clothes from wear and tear, or
else due to a symbolic meaning.

Akwà
nchekwa

Nke a bụ akwà mkpuchi nke a
na-eji ekpuchi ihu ahụ. A naeyi ya maka adịmọcha, nakwa
iji ya chekwaa akwa site na nka
na ndọka ma ọ bụ dị ka ihe
ọdịmara.

123

Area under the
curve (AUC)

A measure of how much drug reaches
a person‟s bloodstream in a given
period of time after a dose is given.
The information is useful for
determining dosing and for identifying
potential drug interactions.

Mmata ogo
ọ̀bàrà

Nke a bụ ntụ iji mata etu ọ̀bàrà
mmadụ si banyedebe n‟ọ̀bàrà
n‟oge dị añaa ka e nyechara
ọgwụ. Ozi a dị mkpa ịmata ogo
ọñụñụ ọgwụ na nrụkọrịta
ọgwụ̀.
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ARM

125

Armed Forces
Programme on
AIDS Control
(AFPAC)

126

Arrhythmia

127

ART initiation/
antiritroviral
initiation

128

Arteriole

129

Artery

130

Arthralgia

A group of participants in a clinical
trial, all of whom receive the same
treatment or placebo.
Specific programmes set up to control
the spread of HIV infection among the
military.

Ndị njiri
nwàle ọ́gwụ̀
Atụmatụ Ndị
Soja Maka
Ijikwa
Mmịnwụ
(ASMIM)
Nkụ́gheri
mkpụrụ obì
Mbido
ọ̀gwụ́gwọ́
ONA

Any irregularity in rhythm or rate of
the heartbeat.
Antiretroviral therapy (ART) is
recommended for all HIV-infected
individuals to reduce the risk of
disease progression.
A small arterial blood vessel just
Okpòrò obere
proximal to the capillaries containing a
large proportion of smooth muscle
relative to its size.
Blood vessel that carries oxygen-rich
Okpòrò
blood away from the heart. It is a
blood vessel that transports blood
away from the heart. All arteries
except pulmonary artery carry blood
that has been oxygenated in the lungs.
A pain in a joint.

Mgbu njibi

25

Nke a bụ ndị otu so na nnwale
ọgwụ; ha niile natachara otu
ụdị ọgwụgwọ.
Atụmatụ pụrụ iche eji ebelata
mfesasị ONA n‟etiti ndị amị.

Ọ́nọ̀dụ́ ọ̀kụ́kụ́ mkpụrụ obi ọ
bụla nke na-adakọrịtaghị.
A kwadoro ka ndị niile nwere
ONA na-añụ ọgwụ mmịnwụ iji
gbochi ọrịa ịga n‟ihu.
Nke a bụ okpòrò obere nke
ọ̀bàrà ji àgarube n‟ahụ
nwegasịrị ọtụtụ akwara n‟ime
ya.
Okporo ọbara nke na-ebupụ
ọbara site na mkpụrụ obi gazuo
ahụ. Ọ bụ ya na-ebupu ọbara
site na mkpụrụ obi. Okporo
niile, ma e wezuga nke ngụ,
na-ebu ọbara a yọchalara na
ngụ.
Nke a bụ mgbu a na-enweta
n‟ebe njibi ahụ.
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Arthritis

Inflammation of the joints.

132

Aspartate
Aminotransferase
(AST)

133

Aspergillosis

An enzyme found especially in the
heart, muscle, and liver cells.
Aspartate aminotransferase may be
measured as part of a liver function
test.
A fungal infection resulting from the
fungus Aspergillus of the lungs that
can spread through the blood to other
organs. Symptoms include fever,
chills, difficulty in breathing and
coughing up blood. If the infection
reaches the brain, it may cause
dementia. See also Dementia.

134

Assay

135

Assembly and
Budding

Determining the amount or purity of a
chemical substance in alloys,
mixtures, living tissues, or any other
system, by means of biological
methods.
Names for a portion of the processes
by which new HIV virus is formed in
infected host cells. Viral core proteins,
enzymes and RNA (ribonucleic acid)
gather just inside the cell‟s membrane,
while the viral envelope proteins
aggregate within the membrane.

Ọzị́za njikọ
ọ́kpụ́kpụ́
Ngwe AST

Nje
Aspagilosis

Nlele

Nlele
mgbàkọta na
mmụ́ba

Nke a bụ ọ̀zịza njibi ahụ.
Ngwe a na-ahụ ọkachasị na
mkpụrụ obi, anụ ahụ, na ọ̀wọ̀
imeju. E nwere ike ịtụ ngwe
AST iji mata ka imeju si
arụdebe ọrụ.
Nke a bụ ọrịa si na nje ebu
aspagilus ngụ nke na-esi
n‟ọbara na-ebusa ọbara n‟ahụ.
Njirimara ya gụnyere ahụ ọkụ,
oyi ntụmankwe, ekuteghi ume
ọfụma na nkwapụta ọbara. Ọ
bụrụ na ọrịa a metụta ụbụrụ, o
nwere ike ibute ọrịa nchefu ihe.
Hụkwa ọkpọnụbụrụ.
Iji usoro amụmamụ ndụ
chọpụta òkè ma ọ bụ adịmọcha
mmiri mmụọ dị n‟ihe dị ka
ngwakọ, anụ ahụ, dg.
Nke a bụ akụkụ usoro e si
enweta nje ONA ọhụrụ n‟ahụ
obuu. Odozi ahụ, mmiri ahụ na
eriri agbụrụ na-agbakọta n‟ime
ọwọ ebe urukpu nje odozi ahụ
na-agbakọta n‟ahụ ọ̀wọ̀ ahụ.
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Assisted childbirth

137

Asthenia

138

Asymptomatic

139

Asymptomatic
HIV infection

140

Ataxia

141

Atherosclerosis

An assisted birth is when a baby needs
help to be born with the aid of special
instruments.
Weakness; lack or loss of energy or
strength.
Without symptoms. Usually used in
AIDS literature to describe a person
who has a positive reaction to one of
several tests for HIV antibodies, but
who shows no clinical symptoms of
the disease.
Stage of HIV infection during which
there are no symptoms of HIV
infection. During this stage of HIV
infection, which varies in length of
time from person to person, HIV
slowly destroys the immune system.
There is incoordination of gait and
balance, and it is due to damage of the
cerebellum and spinal cord.
Alcoholism may also result in such
imbalance.

Ènyèmaka
n’ọ̀mụ̀mụ̄
nwa
Ike ọ̀gwụ́gwụ́

The gradual build-up of plaque inside
of artery walls. (Plaque is made up of
fat, cholesterol, calcium, and other
substances found in blood.) Over time,
the plaque hardens and narrows the

Mgbochi
òkpòrò

Enweghị
ngosipụta

Enweghị
ngosipụta
ONA

Ọrịa ahụ ọma
jijiji

27

Nke a bụ enyemaka n‟oge
mmụpụta nwa site n‟iji ngwa
mmụpụta nwa.
Ike ọgwụgwụ, enweghị ma ọ
bụ ntufu èpù ma ọ bụ ike.
Enweghi nsireme. E ji nke a
akọwa onye a chọpụtara nje
ONA n‟ahụ ya mana ọ naghị
egosi agwara ya.

Mgbe onye nwere nje ONA
egosipụtaghị nsireme ọrịa.
N‟oge nnweta ONA a, nke oge
ya dị iche site ka ahụ mmadụ si
dị, ONA na-eji nwayọọ naebibi nche ahụ obuu.
Enweghị ike ịkwụrụ nke ọma,
mkpatara ya na-abụ mmebi
ọkpụkpụ ụbụrụ. Añụrụma
nwekwara ike ịkpata ụdị
akwụdonwughi ahụ a.
Nke a bụ ọnọdụ nkwakọ abụ̀bà
n‟ime akwarà. (Nkwakọ
jupụtara n‟abụba, mmịrị abụba,
mmiri ọkpụkpụ nakwa ihe ndị
ọzọ a na-ahụ n‟ọ̀bàrà). Ka oge
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arteries, decreasing the flow of
oxygen-rich blood to organs and other
parts of the body.

na-aga, nkwakọ a na-akpụkọ,
mee ka ọwa okporo pee mpe
ma mee ka mbuga ọ̀bàrà-ndụ
n‟akụkụ ahụ ndị ọzọ sie ike.

142

Attenuated

Weakened or decreased. For example,
an attenuated virus can no longer
produce disease but might be used to
produce a vaccine.

Mbelàta ike

Ike ọgwụgwụ na mbèlata. Ịma
atụ, nje a kụturu ike ya agaghị
enwe ike bunye mmadụ ọrịa
mana e nwere ike iji ya kụọ
ọgwụ mgbochi.

143

Autoantibody

An antibody that is active against
some of the tissues of the organism
that produced it.

Mgbu onwe

Nche ahụ na-egbu akụkụ anụ
ahụ nke ọ dị n‟ime ya.

144

Autoimmune
disorder

A condition that occurs when the
immune system mistakenly attacks
and destroys healthy body tissue.
Autoimmune disorders may be caused
by drugs used to treat opportunistic
infections.

Ọrịa mgbu
onwe

Ọnọdụ a na-enweta mgbe ǹche
àhụ́ lusoro ma ọ bụ bibie anụ
ahụ n‟amaghị ama. Nke a
nwere ike ịbụ site n‟ọgwụ a
ñụrụ iji gbuo ọrịa ndabe.
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Autoinnoculable

Susceptible to being innoculated with
microorganisms from one‟s own body.

Nlụso onwe

Enwemike ịgbanye onwe ọgwụ
nje site n‟ahụ onwe.
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Autologous

Pertaining to the same organism or
one of its parts originating within an
organism itself.

Gbàsara onwe Ihe gbasara ihe ma ọ bụ akụkụ
ya; site n‟ime onwe.
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Auxiliary

Acting to support or supplement a
group of people.

Ǹnyèmaka

Ọdịdị ire n‟ịkwado ma ọ bụ
inyere otu aka.
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Avascular necrosis
(AVN)

Death of bone tissue (osteonecrosis)
due to a lack of blood supply.
Avascular necrosis (AVN) most
commonly affects the hip. Symptoms
include pain in the affected area of the
body, limited range of motion, joint
stiffness, muscle spasms, and limping.

Ọ́nwụ́
ọ́kpụkpụ

Ọnwụ́ ọ́kpụ́kpụ́ n‟ihi
enwetaghị ọ̀bàrà. Ọnwụ́nwụ́
ọ́kpụ́kpụ́ na-emetụtakarị ukwu.
Nsireme ya gụnyere ụfụ n‟ebe
ahụ o mere, agazighi ije,
nsimike njibi ukwu, ègbù na ite
ụkwụ.
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Azidothymidine
(AZT)

One of the first drugs used against
HIV infection, AZT is a nucleoside
analog that suppresses replication of
HIV.

Ọ́gwụ̀ AZT

Otù n‟ime ọgwụ izizi e jiri
gwọọ ONA; AZT bụ ọgwụ naebelàta mmụba ONA.
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B Cell Lymphoma

Lymphoma is a form of cancer that
affects the immune system,
specifically involving the white blood
cell type called B-lymphocytes.

Ọwọ̀ ìzi B

Nke a bu ̣ u ̣di ̣o ̣wọ̀ ìzi nke naemetụta nchekwa ahụ, tụmadị
nke o ̣wọ̀ ìzi B.
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B-Lymphocytes
(B Cells)

One of the two major classes of
lymphocytes. During infections, these
cells are transformed into plasma cells
that produce large quantities of
antibody directed at specific
pathogens.

Ọwọ̀ B

Otu n‟ime otu ọ̀wọ̀ abụọ. Mgbe
ọrịa ọ̀wọ̀ na-efe mmadụ, ọ naagbanwe bụrụ mmiri ahụ nke
ga-amụba nche ahụ n‟ime nje.
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Bacteria

A group of microorganisms all of
which lack a distinct nuclear
membrane (and hence are considered
more primitive than animal and plant
cells) and most of which have a cell
wall of unique composition (many

Ǹje bakteria

Òtù ụmụ ihe ndị a dịghị ahụ
anya na-enweghi ahụ ụmị (e
were ya ka enweghi ezi
mwube dị ka ọwọ anụmanụ ma
ọ bụ osisi); ha nwere ahụ ọwọ
pụrụ iche (ọgwụ nche ahụ na-
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egbu ya site n‟ibibi ahụ ọwọ
nje a).

antibiotics act by destroying the
bacterial cell wall).
153

Bacterial

Of or pertaining to bacteria, as in a
bacterial lung infection.

Gbàsara
bakteria

Gbàsara nje-bakteria, dị ka nke
metụtara ọrịa ngụ̀.
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Bacterial vaginosis

Bacterial vaginosis (BV) or very
uncommonly vaginal bacteriosis is an
infection of the vagina caused by
bacteria.

Nsi nwaanyị

Nje ọrịa ọtụ ma ọ bụ nje ọrịa
nwaanyị.
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Bactericidal

Capable of killing bacteria.

Ògbu nje
bakteria

Nke nwere ike igbu nje
bakteria.
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Bactericide

A drug used to kill bacteria.

Ọ́gwụ̀ nje
bacteria

Ọgwụ e ji egbu nje bakteria.
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Bacteriostat

A drug used to prevent the growth of
bacteria. Bacteriostats do not kill
bacteria.

Ọ́gwụ̀ nje
bakteria

Ọgwụ e ji egbochi ntowanye
bakteria. Ọgwụ nje a anaghị
egbu ya egbu.
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Bacteriostatic

Capable of inhibiting the reproduction
of bacteria.

Ògbu nje
bakteria

Nke nwere ike igbochi mmụba
nje bacteria.
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Baculovirus

A virus of insects used in the
production of some HIV vaccines.

Ngwa ọ́gwụ̀
mgbochi ọrịa

Nje ụmụ ahụhụ e ji emepụta
ụfọdụ ọgwụ mgbochi ONA.
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Bartonellosis

A group of infections caused by the
bacteria Bartonella. Examples of the
various infections include cat scratch
disease, trench fever, bacillary
angiomatosis (BA), and bacillary
peliosis hepatis. BA and bacillary
peliosis hepatis occur only in people

Ǹje
Bartonella

Otu ọrịa nke nje Bartonella naebute. Ọmụma atụ ọrịa ndị a
gụnyere ọrịa ọkọ nwa ologbo,
ezigbo ahụ ọkụ, BA na BBP.
BA na BBP na-eme ndị nche
ahụ ha na-adịghị ike dị ka ndị
nwere ONA.
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with weakened immune systems, such
as people with HIV.
Ozi isi m̀bụ́

1. Nke a bụ ozi e nwetara n‟isi
mbido iji tụọ mgbamonwe a
chọpụtara n‟ọmụmụ ahụ. 2. Ihe
a ma ka ọ ha nke e ji atụnyere
nke a na-amaghị etu ọ ha.

161

Baseline

1. Information gathered at the
beginning of a study from which
variations found in the study are
measured. 2. A known value or
quantity with which an unknown is
compared when measured or assessed.
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Basophil

It is a type of white blood cells that are Ụdị ọ̀wọ̀
responsible for the symptoms of
Basofil
allergy. The granules stain blue when
exposed to a basic dye for microscopic
examination.

Ụdị ọ̀wọ̀ ọ̀bàrà ọcha nke naakpata nsireme nsọmihe. A
chọọ ilele ya, a na-emetụ ya
daị; mgbe ahụ, ọ chaba anụna
anụna.
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Bat

A small nocturnal flying mammal with Ụsụ
leathery wings stretching from the
forelimbs to the rear legs and tail. Bats
eat fruits or insects, usually hang
upside down when resting, and often
use echolocation to detect their prey
and to navigate.

Nnụnụ nwere isi oke na-efekarị
n‟abalị; nku ya na-adị ka
akpụkpa ahụ. Ụsụ na-eri
mkpụrụ osisi na ụmụ ahụhụ ma
na-akpọ isi ala ma o bere
n‟osisi.
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Bedding

The mattress, pillows and coverings
such as sheets, quilts and blankets
used to prepare a bed.

Ngwa àkwà

Ngwa àkwà ụra, gụnyere nke
pilo, na akwa nsakwasị, àkwà
na agbadi, na ihe ndị ọzọ e ji
edozi àkwà.

165

Bedridden

Confined to bed by sickness or old
age.

Ọnụnọ̀
n’àkwà ọrịa

Nke a bụ ịnọ n‟emegharịghị
ahụ n‟akwa ọrịa.
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Behaviour Change
Communication
(BBC)

167

Being faithful to
partners

168

Belief system

169

Bicuspid valve

170

b.i.d (“bis in die”)

171

Bilirubin

This is an interactive process of any
intervention with individuals,
communities and/or societies (as
integrated with an overall
programmes) to develop
communication strategies to promote
positive behaviours which are
appropriate to their settings.
This is an act of clinging to one
partner and being faithful to one
another.
A set of beliefs, especially religious or
political beliefs, that form a unified
system.

Mkparịta-ụka
mgbanwe
Àgwà (AMM)

Nke a bụ usoro mkparịta-ụka
enyemaka nye ndị mmadụ, otu
(ka o metụta atụmatụ ahụ niile)
iji tụpụta atụmatụ maka
nkwalite agwa ọma nye ọnọdụ
ha.

Nkwụdosiike

One of the four valves of the heart.
This valve is situated between the left
atrium and the left ventricle.
An abbreviation of a Latin word
meaning “two times a day”. The
abbreviation is commonly used in drug
dosing instructions.
1. A bile pigment whose measurement
can be used as an indication of the
health of the liver. 2. A substance
released from old or damaged red
blood cells. Small amounts of bilirubin

Vavụ/amị
mkpị

Nke a bụ ọnọdụ okwukwe na
nnọgidesi ike n‟ebe ọyị, di ma
ọ bụ nwunye mmadụ nọ.
Nkwenye mmadụ, ọka-chasị
okpukpere chi ma ọ bụ
nkwenye ndọrọ ndọrọ, nke naakwado usoro ndịnotu.
Otu n‟ime ami ̣mkpi ̣ano ̣ nke
obi.

Usoro
nkwenye

Ugboro abụọ
n’ụbọchị
(uan)
Mmiri ntụ̀rụ̀
àgwà
Bilirùbin

Ndebirisi okwu Latiṇ pụtara
“ugboro abụọ n‟ụbọchị”. A naejikarị ya enye ntụzi aka
añụmọgwụ.
1. Mmiri edò edò nsìna ọ̀bàrà e
nwere ike iji tụọ ahụ-ike imeju.
2. Ihe ọ̀wọ̀ ọ̀bàrà ochie ma ọ bụ
nke mebiri emebi na-agụsịsịta.
Obere mmiri ntụ̀rụ̀ àgwà
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normally enter the bloodstream and
circulate until they reach the liver and
then into the bowel, where bilirubin is
further broken down and excreted. The
normal value is 0.1 to 1.5 milligrams
per litre of blood.
172

Binding antibody

As related to HIV infection: an
Ǹche àhụ́
antibody that attaches to some part of
the HIV virus. Binding antibodies may
or may not adversely affect the virus.

173

Bioavailability

174

Biological
Response
Modifiers (BRMs)

175

Biopsy

A measure of the rate and extent to
which a drug is absorbed and becomes
available at the site of drug action in
the body.
Substances, either natural or
synthesised, that boost, direct or
restore normal immune defences.
BRMs include interferons,
interleukins, thymus hormones and
monoclonal antibodies.
The surgical removal of a piece of
tissue from a living subject for
microscopic examination to make a
diagnosis (for example, to determine
whether abnormal cells such as cancer
cells are present).

Ogo mgbazè
ọ́gwụ̀

Nkwuwa
Nchekwa Ahụ
(NNA)

Mbèrè àhụ́
maka nlele
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bilirùbin na-aba n‟ọbara ma naagarube tutu o ruo n‟imeju ma
si ebe ahụ banye n‟akpakwuru,
ebe ọ ga-agbazekwu e wee
nyụpụ ya. Ogo adịm mma ya dị
n‟agbata 0.1 ruo 1.5 mg nye
otu lita ọbara.
Dị ka o si metụta ọrịa ONA:
nche ahụ na-amado n‟akụkụ
nje ONA. Nche ahụ mmado
nwere ike ma ọ bụ ghara inwe
ike imetụta nje ahụ.
Ogo mgbaze ọgwụ na etu ọ
dịdebere n‟ebe o kwesiri ịrụ
ọrụ n‟ahụ.
Akamere ma ọ bụ ekereke naakwalite nchekwa ahụ. NNA
gụnyere ọtụtụ nchekwa ahụ dị
ka odozi ahụ nke ọ̀wọ̀, odozi
ahụ ọ̀wọ̀ ọ̀bàrà ọcha, mmepụta
nche ahụ na nche ahụ nkuchi.
Nke a bụ ọnọdụ mbepụ anụ
ahụ ihe dị ndụ maka iji ya eme
nlele iji chọpụta ọrịa (ịma atụ,
iji mata ma o nwere nsogbu
ọ̀wọ̀ dị ka izi ọ̀wọ̀).
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176

Biotechnology

177

Bird flu

178

Birds

179

Bisexual

180

Bitter kola

1. The use of living organisms or their
products to make or modify a
substance. These include recombinant
DNA techniques (also referred to as
genetic engineering) and hybridoma
technology. 2. The industrial
application of the results of biological
research, particularly in fields such as
recombinant DNA or gene splicing,
which permits the production of
synthetic hormones or enzymes by
combining genetic material from
different species.
This is an acute and generally fatal
viral infectious disease of chickens
and other domestic and wild birds.
A member of the class of animals aves
in the phylum chordate.
This term is often used to describe
people whose sexual objects of choice
include both men and women.

Ǹkà ndụ̀ aka
mere

1. Iji ihe dị ndụ ma ọ bụ ihe si
na ha rụpụta ihe. Ndị a gụnyere
njikọta usoro àgbọ DNA (nke a
na-akpọkwa mmebe eriri
agbụrụ) na ngwakọ akamere. 2.
Ntinye n‟ọrụ ihe a chọpụtara
na nkepụta akamere tụmadị
n‟akịrị agbọ akamere, nke naanabata mmebe ọjali ma ọ bụ
ngwe site n‟ọtụtụ ekereke.

Ọrịa
ọ̀kụ́kọ̀/ọ́nwụ́
ọ̀kụ́kọ̀
Nnụnụ

Nke a bụ ajọ ọrịa na-efe èfè
nke ọnwụ ọkụkọ, ụmụ anụ ụlọ
na nnụnụ ọhịa ndị ọzọ.
Otu n‟ime agbụrụ anụ ndị
nwere nku.
Nke a bụ okwu a na-ejikarị
akọwa ndị na-achọ ka ha na
nwoke ma ọ bụ nwaanyị naenwe mmekọ ndinà/edine.

Gbasara
nwoke na
nwaanyị

Garcinia kola (bitter kola, a name
Akịịlụ
sometimes also used for G. afzelii) is a
species of flowering plant in the
Clusiaceae or Guttiferae family.

Garcinia kola nke a mara dị ka
akị ilu n‟asụsụ Igbo bụ mkpụrụ
osisi a na-enweta na mbà
Afrịka dị ka; Bene, Kemerun,
DR Kongo, Aịvri Koost,
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Bitter kola tree

182

Bitter leaf

183

Black seed

184

Black stools

185

Blade

Garcinia kola or bitter kola is a tree
that grows in the rain forests of West
Africa. The fruit, seeds, nuts and bark
of the plant have been used for
centuries in folk medicine to treat
ailments from coughs to fever.
Vernonia is a genus of about 1000
species of forbs and shrubs in the
family Asteraceae. Some species are
known as iron weed. Some species are
edible and of economic value. They
are known for having intense purple
flowers.

Osisi akịilu

Black seed oil is an ancient remedy
with modern uses for cancers, heart
health, eczema and skin health,
autoimmune disease and more.
This means that you have some
internal bleeding somewhere along
your intestinal path but is far enough
away from your rectum that it has time
to dry.
The end portion of a dental instrument
designed for cutting, probing or

Àkịrịgba/
àgbàrà

Ònugbù

Ǹsị ojii

Agụ̀ba
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Gabọn, Gana, Laịberia,
Naijirịa, Senigal na Siera Loon.
Garcinia kola ma ọ bụ akịilu bụ
osisi na-eto n‟Ọdịda Anyanwụ
Afrịkà. E jirila mkpụrụ na osisi
ya na-agwọ ụkwara na ahụ ọkụ
n‟usoro ọdịnala kamgbe narị
kwụrụ narị afọ gara aga.
Nke a so n‟akwụkwọ dị
n‟agbụrụ Asteraceae ruchara
ihe dị ka otu puku. Akwụkwọ
ònugbù bụ nke a mara dị ka
Vernonia n‟asụsụ Bèkee. A naeri ụfọdụ eri ebe ndị ọzọ naenye ego. E ji ịcha ndụ ndụ
mara ha.
Mkpụrụ agbara bụ otu n‟ime
ihe e ji agwọ izi, ọrịa mkpụrụ
obi, eringo, ọrịa akpụkpọ ahụ
na ONA ndị ọzọ kamgbe.
Nsị ojii pụtara na mmadụ
nwere ọgbụgba ọbara n‟ọwa
eriri afọ, nke dị anya n‟ebe ike,
nke na-enye ya ohere ka ọ
kpọọ nkụ tupu ọ pụta.
Ngwụcha ikpeazụ ngwa ọrụ,
nke e mere maka mgbubi,
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scraping, connected by a shank to the
handle.
Loss of blood from the body as a
result of illness or injury.

Ọgbụgba
ọbara

nrụnye ma ọ bụ mkpụcha, nke
e jikọrọ n‟ihe a na-ejide aka.
Mgbafu ọbara site n‟ahụ n‟ihi
ọrịa ma ọ bụ mmerụ ahụ.

186

Bleeding

187

Bleeding disorder

Haemophilia and Christmas diseases
are disorders resulting from deficiencies of two coagulation factors called
factor VIII and factor IX. Individuals
with any of these disorders can bleed
internally without warning.

Ọrịa ọgbụgba
ọbara

Nsogbu ọgbụgba ọbara bụ ọrịa
sitere na mpe mkpụkọ ọbara a
na-akpọ Mkpụkọ VIII na IX.
Ndị nọ n‟ọnọdụ a nwere ike
ịgba ọbara ime ahụ na ntụmadị.

188

Bleeding from
body openings

Bleeding may occur: Inside the body
when blood leaks from blood vessels
or organs. Outside the body when
blood flows through a natural opening
(such as the vagina, mouth, or rectum)
Outside the body when blood moves
through a break in the skin.

Ọgbụgba
ọbara si
n’oghere ahụ

Ọgbụgba ọbara nwere ike
ịdapụta: N‟ime ahụ, mgbe
ọbara na-ehipụta site n‟akwara
na mbu ọbara. N‟elu ahụ, mgbe
ọbara si n‟oghere nsi-na-chi
apụta (dị ka ọtụ, ọnụ na ọnụ
ike). N‟elu ahụ, mgbe e
mepụrụ anụ ahụ.

189

Blinded study

A clinical trial in which participants
are unaware as to whether or not they
are in the experimental or control arm
of the study.

Nnyòcha
nzuzo

Nke a bụ nnwale ọgwụ nke ndị
e ji eme nchọpụta amaghị ma
ha so n‟otu ntụnyere ma ọ bụ
n‟otu nnwale.

190

Blindness

Blindness is the inability to see
anything, even light. If you are
partially blind, you have limited
vision.

Ìsì

Ikpù ìsì bụ ọnọdụ enweghi ike
ịhụ ihe ọ bụla, ma ọ bụrụgodu
ìhè. Ọ bụrụ na i kpuchaghị ìsì
ọfụma, ị ga na-ahụ ụzọ inyogo
inyogo.
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191

Blip

A temporary, detectable increase in
Nsogbu ndịjọ́
the amount of HIV in the blood (viral
load) that occurs after antiretroviral
therapy (ART) has effectively
suppressed the virus to an undetectable
level. Isolated blips are not considered
a sign of virologic failure.

192

Blood

The red fluid that is pumped from the
heart and circulates around the bodies
of humans and other vertebrates.

Ọbara

Mmiri mmee mmee na-esi na
mkpụrụ obi agbapụta ma naagarube n‟ahụ mmadụ niile na
anụ ọkpụkpụ azụ ndị ọzọ.

193

Blood bank

A blood bank is a cache or bank of
blood or blood components,
gatheredas a result of blood
donation or collection, stored and
preserved for later use in blood
transfusion.

Ọba ọbara

Ọba ọbara bụ ebe a na-edosa
ọbara, ọba ọbara ma ọ bụ ngwa
ọbara, nke e nwetara site
n‟onyinye ọbara ma ọ bụ nnata
ọbara, e chekwara maka nnyefe
n‟ọdịnihu.

194

Blood brain
barrier

The barrier between brain blood
vessels and brain tissues whose effect
is to restrict what may pass from the
blood into the brain.

Ọ́gbà ọ̀bàrà
n’ụ̀bụ́rụ̀rụ̀

Nke a bụ ọ́gbà dị n‟etiti mbi
ọ̀bàrà na ụ̀bụ́rụ̀ nke ọrụ ya bụ
igbochi ndịna ọ̀bàrà ịbanye
n‟ụ̀bụ́rụ̀.

195

Blood cell

Any of the cells that is present in the
blood in health or disease.

Ọ̀wọ̀ ọbara

Nke a bụ ọ̀wọ̀ ọ bụla nke dị adị
n‟ọbara n‟ahụ-ike ma ọ bụ ọrịa.

196

Blood cell count

Number of red and white cells in a
given blood.

Ǹtụ́ ọ̀wọ̀
ọbara

Ǹtụ́ ọ̀wọ̀ ọbara bụ ọnụ-ọgụ
ọbara mmee na ọ̀wọ̀ ọbara
ọcha dị n‟ime ọbara.

Nchọpụta, mgbe nta, ogo
mmụba ONA n‟ọ̀bàrà ka ọgwụ
gbuchara nje ya nke mere na a
nakwaghị eleleta ya. A naghị
ewere nke a dị ka ọgwụgwọ
na-adịghị ire.
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Blood circulation

The systemic circulation provides
functional blood supply to all body
tissues. It carries oxygen and nutrients
to the cells and picks up carbon
dioxide and waste products. Systemic
circulation carries oxygenated blood
from the left ventricle, through the
arteries, to the capillaries in the tissues
of the body.

Ngarube
ọbara

Usoro ngarube ọbara nke naebuga ọbara n‟ahụ niile. Ọ naebukwa ikuku ndụ na nri-ahụ
n‟ọ̀wọ̀ ma wepụ ikuku ọnwụ na
ihe ndị adịghị mma n‟ahụ.
Usoro ngarube ọbara naebugakwa ikuku ọbara site
n‟akụkụ obi aka-ekpe, site
n‟akwara gàa n‟okporo nta dị
n‟ahụ.

198

Blood clotting
factor

Any substance in the blood that is
essential for blood to coagulate.

Mkpụkọ
ọbara

Ihe o ̣ bụla dị n‟ọbara nke
nwere ike ibute mkpu ̣ko ̣ o ̣bara.
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Blood count

The number of red and white blood
Ǹtụ́ ọbara
cells and platelets in a given volume of
blood.

Ọnụ-ọgụ ntụ ọbara mmee na
nke ọbara ọcha dị n‟ọ́wọ́ ọbara
na ogo mmiri ọbara.
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Blood culture

This is a microbiological culture of
blood. It is employed to detect
infections that are spreading through
the bloodstream.

Mbanye
ọbara

Nke a bụ mbanye ọbara. A naeme ya iji chọpụta ọrịa naagbasa n‟ime ọbara.
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Blood donor

Ònye ọbara
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Blood film
examination

Somebody who gives blood for use in
transfusions
Blood films are examined in the
investigation of haematological
(blood) disorders and are routinely
employed to look for blood parasites,
such as those of malaria and filariasis.

Onye na-enye ọbara maka
mgbanye ọbara.
Nnyòcha ọ̀bàrà bụ nlele amịmị
ọbara iji chọpụta nsògbu ọ̀bàrà
na ịmata nje dị n‟ọ̀bàrà, dị ka
nke ịbà na nkọ̀kasị ahụ.

Nnyòcha
ọ̀bàrà
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Blood group

204

Blood group A

205

Blood group AB

206

Blood group B

207

Blood group O

208

Blood heat

A class into which human blood is
divided for transfusion purposes
according to the presence or absence
of antigens that determine its
immunological compatibility. The
ABO system is the most commonly
known set of blood groups.
Blood group A individuals have A
antigen on the surface of their red
bloodcells, and their blood contains
antibodies to antigen B.
Blood group AB individuals have both
A and B antigens on the surface of
their red blood cells, and their blood
does not contain any antibodies to
antigen A or B.
Group B blood contains anti-A
antibodies.
Blood group O individuals have
neither A and B antigens on the
surface of their red blood cells, and
their blood contains antibodies to both
antigen A and B.
Form of transferred energy that arises
from the random motion of molecules
and is felt as temperature, especially as
warmth or hotness of blood.
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Òtù ọbara

Òtù ọbara e kejiri n‟òtù n‟òtù
maka nnyefe ọbara dị ka ọdịdị
òmebe nche ahụ nke ga-ahụ
ndakọrịta nchedo ahụ. Otu AB-O bụ ụdịdị ọbara a ma ama.

Òtu ọbara A

Òtù ọbara A nwere nche ahụ
n‟ọ̀wọ̀ ọbarammee; ọbara ha bu
òmebe nche ahụ B.

Òtu ọbara AB

Ndị nwere òtù ọbara AB nwere
òmebe nche ahụ ọ̀wọ̀ A na B
n‟elu ọ̀wọ̀ ọbara mmee; ma
ọbara ha e nweghi nche ahụ
ọbụla n‟ọ̀wọ̀ A ma ọ bụ B.
Òtu ọbara B nwere mgbochi
nche ahụ A.
Ndị nwere òtù ọbara O
enweghị òmebe nche ahụ A na
B n‟ọ̀wọ̀ ọbarammee. Ọbara ha
bu òmebe nche ahụ A na B.

Òtu ọbara B
Òtu ọbara O

Mkpomọkụ
ọbara

Ike e nyefere site na mmegharị
ahụ nke na-apụta ihe dị ka
mkpomọkụ tụmadị ọpọ ma ọ
bụ adịmọkụ ọbara.
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Blood pressure

Blood pressure is the pressure of the
blood against the blood-vessel walls.

Ọnọdụ ọbara

Nke a bụ ọnọdụ ka ọbara si aga
n‟ọwa akwara obi.
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Blood products

A blood product is any component of
the bloodwhich is collected from a
donor for use in a blood transfusion.

Nsinọ̀bara

Nke a bụ ngwa ọbara ọ bụla
nke e nwetara n‟ahụ onye
ọbara maka inye onye ọzọ
ọbara.
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Blood serum

The fluid that separates from clotted
blood, similar to plasma but without
clotting agents.

Mmiri ọbara

Mmiri ọbara nke na-apụta
n‟ọbara kpụkọrọ akpụkọ; o yiri
mmiri ahụ na-enweghi ngwa
mkpụkọ ọbara.
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Blood test

A scientific analysis of a sample of
blood.

Nlele ọbara

Ụzọ izugbe e ji elele ọbara a
mịtara amịta.
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Blood transfusion

Blood transfusion is done to
compensate the loss of blood or to
correct anaemia. It may also be
required after internal bleeding.

Ntinye ọbara

A na-etinye ọbara iji dochie
ọbara gbafuru agbafu ma ọ bụ
iji kwalite mpe ọbara. E
nwekwara ike ime ya mgbe e
nwechara ọgbụgba ọbara ime
ahụ.
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Blood vessels

An artery, vein, or capillary through
which blood flows.

Okporo o ̣bara

Okporo, akwara ma ọ bụ ọwa,
ebe ọbara si aga n‟ahụ.
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Bloodshot eye

This is an inflamed and irritated eye.

Ọ̀zị̀za anya

Nke a bụ ọ̀zịza anya, na anya
ịcha ọ̀bàrà ọ̀bàrà.
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Body ache

Overextending the muscles with
physical activity or traumatising the
muscles due to a the painful activity

Ahụ mgbu

Nke a bụ ịrụfe ọrụ oke ma ọ bụ
inye anụ ahụ nsogbu karịa site
n‟ajọ ọrụ; ịma atụ, ihe mberede
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such as a car accident can result in
aches all over the body.
Any fluid in the human body, such as
Mmiri ahụ
blood, urine, saliva, sputum (spit),
tears, semen, mother‟s milk or vaginal
secretions. Only blood, semen,
mother‟s milk and vaginal secretions
have been linked directly to the
transmission of the HIV virus.
They are noticeable physical changes
Mgbanwé ahụ
in body shape or appearance. In people
with HIV, these changes may be due
to HIV infection, opportunistic infections, or antiretroviral (ARV) drugs.

217

Body fluids

218

Body habitus
changes

219

Body piercing

This is a form of body modification. It
is the practice of puncturing or cutting
a part of the human body, creating an
opening in which jewellery may be
worn. The word piercing can refer to
the act or practice of body piercing, or
to an opening in the body created by
this act or practice.

Mkpọpu ahụ
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Boils

A boil, also called a furuncle, is a deep
folliculitis, an infection of the hair

Etuto

41

okporo ụzọ nwere ike ibute
mgbu n‟ ahụ niile.
Mmiri na-adị mmadụ n‟ahụ dị
ka ọbara, mamịrị, asụ, ụkwara
(mgbụpụ), anya mmiri,
esi/olulu, mmiri ara, mmiri ọtụ̀.
Naanị ọbara, olulu/esi, mmiri
ara na nke ọtụ̀ bụ ndị e si na ha
enweta nje ONA.
Nke a bụ ụmụ mgbanwe a naahụgasị n‟ahụ mmadụ. N‟ebe
ndị nwere nje ONA nọ,
mgbanwe ndị a nwere ike ịbụ
site na nje ONA, ụmụ ọrịa so
ya, ma ọ bụ n‟ihi ọgwụ ONA ọ
na-añụ.
Nke a bụ ụzọ nkwazi ahụ, nke
bụ usoro mkpọpu ma ọ bụ
mbepu akụkụ ahụ ma nweta
oghere ebe e nwere ike iwe
iyeri ntị. Okwu a bụ mkpọpu
nwere ike ịpụta ịkpọpu,
omenala ma ọ bụ oghere dị
n‟ahụ nke e si n‟ime nke a
nweta.
Etuto, nke a na-akpọkwa etito,
bụ ọrịa metụtara ukwu ajị. Ọ
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follicle. It is most commonly caused
by infection by the bacterium aureus,
resulting in a painful swollen area on
the skin caused by an accumulation of
pus and dead tissue.

bụ nje bacterium aureus naebutekarị ya; ọ na-eme ka ebe
o metụtara zaa aza site na
mkpụkọta abụ na anụ ahụ
nwụrụ anwụ.

221

Bone marrow

The soft connective tissue found
within the inner cavity of certain
bones that produce red blood cells.

Ụmị ọkpụkpụ

Anụ ahụ njikọ dị nso na-adị
n‟ime oghere ọkpụkpụ ụfọdụ,
nke na-emepụta ọwọ ọbara
mmee.
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Bone marrow
transplant

The moving of the bone marrow from
one body to another.

Mbugharị ụmị ọkpụkpụ site
n‟otu onye gafee n‟onye ọzọ.
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Booster

A second or later dose of a vaccine
given to increase the immune response
to the original dose.

Mbènye ụmị
ọkpụkpụ
Ọ́kwàlite

224

Boosting

The use of an antiretroviral (ARV)
drug to increase the effectiveness of
another ARV drug.

Nkwàlite

Ojiji otu ọgwụ ONA kwalite
ike ọgwụ ONA ọzọ.

225

Bowel tolerance

The amount of oral ascorbic acid
tolerated by a patient without
producing diarrhoea; it increases
somewhat proportionately to the stress
or toxicity of their disease.

Ntụ nnabata

Nke a bụ ogo ọñụ ọgwụ odoma
C, nke mmadụ pụrụ ịnabata
n‟asaghị ya afọ; nke a naagbadebe ụkwụ ka ọrịa ya si
dịdebe njọ.
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Boxed warning

The strongest form of warning
required by the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) for prescription
drug labelling. A boxed warning alerts

Ọ́kwà
ntụ̀ziaka

Nke a bụ amamọkwa karịchara
nke ndị otu NAFDAC na-enye
maka enyemọgwụ. Ọkwa dị
n‟igbe na-egosi nsogbu so ya

Ọnụ ọgwụ mgbochi nke abụọ
ma ọ bụ karịa, ndị a gbara iji
kwalite adịmire nke mbụ.
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bụ ọgwụ ma ọ bụ ka e chekwa
ya nke ọma. Egbugbere igbe a
na-adị oji; a na-edebe ya n‟elu
ọdịmara ọgwụ, ahụ akwụkwọ
mkpanaka a na-etinye n‟ime ya
ma ọ bụ akwụkwọ mgbasa ozi
a na-enye onye ọrịa ma ọ bụ
dibịa na-elekọta ya.

health care providers and consumers to
increased risk of serious adverse
reactions associated with use of a drug
or to restrictions on use of a drug. The
boxed warning is presented in a box
surrounded by a black border and is
placed on the drug label and any
package inserts or promotional
materials intended for the prescriber or
patient.
227

Brain

The portion of the central nervous
system that is located within the skull.
It is the enlarged and highly developed
mass of nervous tissue that forms the
upper end of the central nervous
system.

Ụbụ́rụ̀

Ọsụụ usoro akwara etiti dị
n‟okpokoro isi; ọ bụ ukwu
nrịhọ akwara buru nnukwu ibu;
ọ bụ ya kpọchiri isi n‟usoro
akwara etiti elu.
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Branched DNA
assay

A sensitive molecular technique to
monitor the amount of HIV in a
patient‟s bloodstream (i.e. the viral
burden).

Nlele DNA

Otu n‟ime usoro e ji atụ ogo
ONA dị onye ọrịa n‟ọbara (ya
bụ, ibu ONA).
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Breakthrough
infection

An infection, caused by the infectious
agent the vaccine is designed to
protect against, that occurs during the
course of a vaccine trial. These
infections may be caused by exposure
to the infectious agent before the
vaccine has taken effect, or before all

Nzọ̀wara ọ́rịa

Nke a bụ ọrịa, nke a na-ebute
site n‟ọrịa a na-agba ọgwụ
maka ya; ya bụ, mgbe a naelele ọgwụ mgbochi. Nke a
nwere ike isi na mbute ya bụ
ọrịa tupu ọgwụ mgbochi ahụ
arụba ọrụ ma ọ bụ tupu a
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doses of the vaccine have been given.
Breakthrough infections also occur in
trial participants receiving placebos.

gbachaa ọgwụ mgbochi niile. E
nwere ike ịhụta nzọwara ọrịa a
na ndị e ji eme nchọpụta
natarala ọgwụ nnwale a.
Ara ụmụ nwaanyị nwere mmiri
ara maka ụmụ aka ma bakwaa
uru mkpuke na mmekọ edine
ha na nwoke. Ara nwaanyị
nwere ihe ruchara ọgba mmiri
ara iri na ise ruo iri abụọ. Ha
na-apụta n‟ọnụ ara. Ara
enweghi anụ ahụ ọ bụla.
Inye ara ma ọ bụ ileta nwa bụ
inye ụmụ aka mmiri ara si
n‟ara nwaanyị.
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Breast

Female breast produces milk for the
child and has secondary sexual
characteristic function too. Female
breast contains 15 to 20 lobes of milk
secreting glands. These have outlet in
the nipple. The breast contains no
muscle.

Ara
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Breastfeeding

Breastfeeding or nursing is the feeding
of babies and young children with
milk from a woman‟s breast.

Ènyemara

232

Bronchoscopy

Nnyòcha ngụ̀

Usoro nlele e ji enyocha ime
ọwa ngụ̀. E ji ọ́wa ọbara nwere
igwe e ji ese foto n‟isi ya eme
nke a. E nwere ike iji usoro
nlele ngụ chọpụta ọrịa ONA,
ndị yitere ya na izi.
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Bronchospasm

Mpịakọ́ ngụ̀

234

Budding

A procedure used to look inside the
airways of the lungs. The procedure is
done using a bronchoscope, a flexible
tube that has a camera on one end of
it. A bronchoscopy may be used to
diagnose HIV-related infections or
cancer.
Sudden, involuntary contraction of the
muscles of the bronchi (airways in the
lungs).
This is a form of asexual reproduction
in which a new organism develops

Mpịakọ́ anụọwa ume na
mberede, nke a maghị ụma
mee (ọwa dị n‟ime ngụ̀).
Nke a bụ mmụba ihe na-esi
n‟ome ọhụrụ apụta ma ọ bụ

Mmụba ọ̀wọ̀
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from an outgrowth or bud due to cell
division at one particular site.
Bundibugyo virus (BDBV) is a close
relative of the much more commonly
known Ebola virus (EBOV). BDBV
causes severe disease in humans and
(experimentally) in non-human
primates, the Ebola haemorrhagic
fever.

nkewapụta site na nne ya n‟ihi
nkerisi ọwọ n‟ebe dị añaa.
Ebola Bundibugyo bụ nje
yitere nke Ebola a ma ama a
na-akpọ EBOV. BDBV naebute ọrịa ọjọọ n‟ahụ mmadụ
nakwa ọzọdịmgba, ahụ ọkụ na
ọgbụgba ọbara na-eso Ebola.
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Bundibugyo Ebola
Virus BDBV
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Burial team

The burial teams know that safe burial
is very difficult for the family and the
community and are trained to show
respect to the body and the family.
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Burkitt’s
Lymphoma

A lymphatic cancer that involves not
Izi Burkitt
only the lymphatic and the associated
reticuloendothelial system, but also
other body tissues. This disease, which
is most common in Central Africa, is
thought to be possibly caused by the
Epstein-Barr virus.
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Bush meat

The meat got from wild animals

Anụ anụ ọhịa

Anụ ndị e nwetere site n‟anụ
ọhịa.
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Buttock

The lump or fleshy mass on the
posterior aspect of the lower trunk,

Ike

Nnukwu ntopụta ma ọ bụ
nnukwu anụ dị n‟azụ ike

Ebola
Bundibugyo

Òtù èlimozu

45

Ndị na-eli ozu mara na ili ozu
bu ọrịa na-efe efe n‟enweghi
nsogbu siiri ezi na ụlọ, na
obodo onye nwụrụ anwụ ike.
Nke a mere e ji enye ha ọzụzụ
ka ha nye ozu na ndị ezi na ụlọ
ya nsọpụrụ.
Izi ọwọ a metụtara ma ọwọ ma
akụkụ anụ ahụ ndị ọzọ. A naeche na ọ bụ nje Epstein-Barr
na-ebute ọrịa a pụtara ihe na
mbà Sentral Afrika.
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formed primarily by the gluteal
muscles.

mmadụ.

240

Cachexia

General ill health and malnutrition,
marked by weakness and emaciation,
usually associated with serious
disease.

Ọ̀tịta àhụ́ ọrịa

Ọrịa izugbe na erighi ezigbo
nri ndị e ji ike ọgwụgwụ, ịta
ahụ tụmadị nke si n‟ọrịa mara.

241

Campaign

A planned and organised series of
actions intended to achieve a specific
goal, especially fighting for or against
something or raising people‟s
awareness of something.

Mgbasa ozi

Usoro a tụziri ma hàzie nke
ọma iji nweta ihe a chọrọ,
ọkachasị ibu agha ka e nweta
ma ọ bụ kwụsị ọrịa site n‟ime
ka ndị mmadụ mata gbasara ya.
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Campylobacteriosis

An enteric (intestinal) infection caused Ọ́rị́à ǹje
by the bacterium Campylobacter.
Campylo
Symptoms of campylobacteriosis, if
bacter
any, include diarrhoea (often bloody),
abdominal cramping and pain, nausea
and vomiting, fever, and fatigue. Some
people with campylobacteriosis may
develop Guillain-Barre syndrome.
Certain bacterial enteric infections,
including campylobacteriosis, occur at
a much higher rate in people with HIV
than in the general population.

Ọrịa eriri afọ nke si na nje
Campylobacter. Nsireme ya
gụnyere otoro, nke ọ̀bàrà naadị ọtụtụ oge, afọ ọrụrụ na
mgbu, ọrụrụ na agbọmagbọ,
ahụ ọkụ na oke ike ọgwụgwụ.
Ụfọdụ ndị nwere ọrịa a
nwekwara ike inweta ọrịa ndị
ọzọ dị ka ọrịa nje afọ, nke naemekarị ndị nwere ONA.
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Cancer

It arises from the abnormal and
uncontrolled division of cells that then
invade and destroy the surrounding
tissues.

Nke a na-esite na mmụba ọwọ
aghara aghara nke na-ekewasị
ma na-ebibi anụ ahụ dị na
gburu gburu ha.

Izi
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Cancers associated
with AIDS

These are HIV/AIDS-related sickness
found in multiple sites in the body,
including the skin, lymph nodes, and
organs such as the liver, spleen, lungs,
and digestive tract. HIV/AIDS-related
NHL is the second most common
cancer associated with HIV/AIDS,
after Kaposi‟s sarcoma.

Izi mmịnwụ

Ndị a bụgasị ụmụ ọrịa a na-ahụ
n‟ọtụtụ ebe n‟ahụ onye nwere
mmịnwụ, dị ka akpụkpọ ahụ,
aba mmiri ọwọ na mpaghara
ahụ dị ka imeju, ọzacha ọbara,
ngụ na ọwa eriri afọ. ONA,
mminwụ na ọrịa izi ndị ọzọ
yitere ya so ọrịa Kaposi
sakoma n‟ọrịa na-eso ONA/
mmịnwụ eje.

245

Candida

Yeast-like fungi commonly found in
the normal flora of the mouth, skin,
intestinal tract and vagina, but can
become clinically infectious in
immune compromised people.

Ǹje Candida

Ọrịa ụgwà dị ka ebu a naahụkarị n‟akụkụ ọnụ, akpụkpọ
ahụ, eriri afọ na ọtụ̀, nke
nwekwara ike ịrịa ndị nche ahụ
ha esighị ike.
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Candidiasis

An infection with a fungus of the
Candida family, generally Candida
albicans; it most commonly involves
the skin (dermatocandidiasis), oral
mucosa (thrush), respiratory tract
(bronchocandidiasis) and vagina
(vaginitis).

Ọrịa Candida

Ọrịa nje ebu nke Candida
albicans na-ebute; Ọ naemekarị n‟akpụkpa ahụ, ọnụ,
ọwa nkumume na ọ́tụ̀ nwaanyị.
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Capillaries

Minute blood vessel consisting only a Okporo
simple squamous epithelium and a
mpeka
basement membrane, major site for the
exchange of substances between the
blood and tissues.

Okporo pekachara nke nwere
ọdịdị mfe; ebe a ka ọbara na
anụ ahụ na-agbanwe ihe ha
yọchatara n‟ahụ.
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Carcinogen

Any cancer-producing substance.

Mkpata izi

Ihe ọ bụla na-akpata izi.
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Cardiomyopathy

Disease of the heart muscle. Cardiomyopathy weakens the heart muscle,
making it hard for the heart to pump
blood to the rest of the body. HIV
infection or use of some antiretroviral
(ARV) drugs may cause cardiomyopathy.

Ọrịa mkpụrụ
obi

Ọrịa anụ ahụ mkpụrụ obi. Ọ
na-eme ka ike gwụ anụ ahụ
mkpụrụ obi ma mee ka ọbara
ghara inwe ike si na mkpụrụ
obi gazuo n‟akụkụ ahụ ndị ọzọ.
Ọrịa ONA ma ọ bụ ọñụñụ
ụfọdụ ọgwụ mmịnwụ nwere
ike ịkpata ọrịa a.
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Case-fatality
ratio or rate

The proportion or percentage of
people with a disease who die as a
result of the disease.

Ogo ọnwụ

Nke a bụ ogo ọnwụ ma ọ bụ
ọnụ-ọgụ ndị nwụrụ n‟ime ndị
nwere ọrịa nwụrụ.
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Casual sex

Sexual activity between people who
are not established sexual partners or
do not know each other well.

Mmekọenwe
ghi nchekwa

Mmekọ nke ndi ̣abu ̣ghi ̣di na
nwunye ma o ̣ bu ̣ ndi ̣amaghi ̣
onwe ha.
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Catheter

A tubular medical device for insertion
into canals, vessels, passageways or
body cavities, usually to permit
injection (e.g. through an intravenous
catheter into a vein) or withdrawal of
fluids or to keep a passage open.

Mmị̀

Ngwa ọrụ dị ka rọba maka
ntinye ọgwụ n‟ọwa, okporo na
oghere ime ahụ (ọmụma atụ,
site na mmị banye n‟akwara)
ma ọ bụ ịmịpụta ihe n‟ahụ ma
ọ bụ ime oghere ghere oghe.
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CCR5

A protein on the surface of certain
CCR5
immune system cells, including CD4
T-lymphocytes (CD4 cells). CCR5 can
act as a coreceptor (a second receptor
binding site) for HIV when the virus

Odozi ahụ dị n‟elu ụfọdụ nche
ahụ, dị ka ọ̀wọ̀ mmiri nche ahụ
CD4 T (ọ̀wọ̀ CD4). CCR5
nwere ike ịrụ ọrụ ka ọnatakọ
(ebe mmakọ ọnata nke abụọ)
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enters a host cell.
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maka ONA mgbe nje bara
n‟ọ̀wọ̀ onye nwetara ONA.
Ọgwụ òri nchekwa ahụ́. CCR5
na-egbochi nnata CCR5 nọ
n‟elu ọ̀wọ̀ nchedo ahụ, dị ka
ọ̀wọ̀ mmiri ahụ CD4 (ụmụ ọ̀wọ̀
ahụ CD4). Nke a na-egbochi
òri nchekwa ahụ́ ịbanye n‟ọ̀wọ̀
ahụ.
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CCR5 Antagonist

Antiretroviral (ARV) HIV drug class.
CCR5 antagonists block the CCR5
receptor on the surface of certain
immune cells, such as CD4 Tlymphocytes (CD4 cells). This
prevents HIV from entering the cell.

Ọgwụ
mmịnwụ
CCR5
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CD4 or CD4+
CELLS

Cluster of differentiation 4, a surface
protein which is present only on some
cells important in the immune system.

Ọwọ̀+ CD4

Odozi ahụ nke dị sọ n‟ọ̀wọ̀ nke
bara uru maka nchedo ahụ.
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CD4 count

A way to measure how severe an HIV
infection is. The HIV virus infects the
CD4 cell and eventually kills it. Since
CD4 cells help fight infection in the
body, the lower the count (and more
severe the HIV), the more likely one
will get sick with other diseases.

Nlele ọnụ-ọgụ
CD4

Ụzọ e si atụ etu ọrịa ONA si
dịdebe njọ. Nje ONA naabanye ọwọ CD4 ma bibie ya
n‟ikpeazụ. Ebe ọ bụ na ọwọ
CD4 na-enye aka n‟ichekwa
ahụ, ka ọnụ ọgụ ya si pedebe
mpe (ka ONA si akawanye
njọ) bụ ka ohere mmadụ nwere
ibute ọtụtụ ọrịa si adịwanye.
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CD4 percentage

Percentage of white blood cells that
are CD4 T lymphocytes (CD4 cells).
In certain cases, such as during acute
HIV infection or HIV infection in
children younger than 5 years of age,
CD4 percentage is used rather than

Pasent CD4

Ogo ọ̀wọ̀ ọbara ọcha, nke
nwere izi CD4 T (izi CD4).
N‟ụfọdụ ọrịa, dị ka ONA ọjọọ
ma ọ bụ ONA n‟ụmụ aka naerubeghị afọ ise, a na-eji pasent
CD4 karịa ole CD4 dị nelele
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uto ONA ma ọ bụ adịmire
ọgwụ ONA.

CD4 count to assess HIV progression
or response to antiretroviral therapy
(ART).
258

CD4 receptor

A protein found primarily on the
surface of CD4 T-lymphocytes (CD4
cells). To enter a host cell, HIV binds
to a CD4 receptor and a coreceptor
(either CCR5 or CXCR4) on the host
cell.

Ọnabata CD4
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CD8 (T8) cell

Cluster of differentiation 8, a surface
protein which is present only on some
cells important in the immune system.

Ọwọ CD8
(T8)
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CD8 T lymphocyte

A type of lymphocyte. CD8 T
lymphocytes (CD8 cells) recognize
and destroy cells infected with
microorganisms, such as bacteria or
viruses.

Ọwọ CD8 T

Ụdịrị mmiri ahụ. Mmiri ahụ
CD8 T (ọwọ̀ ahụ CD8) naamata ma na-ebibi ọ̀wọ̀ nwere
nje dị iche iche.
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CDC-information

A service of the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) that
disseminates health information on a
wide variety of disease prevention and
health promotion topics to the general
public, health careproviders, and
partners worldwide. Information is
available via the Web, phone, e-mail,
and postal mail.

Ozi CDC

Ọrụ ndị otu CDC bụ ịgbasa ozi
ahụ-ike, tụmadị mgbochi ọrịa
na ụzọ dị iche e si enweta ozi
gbasara ahụ-ike. E nwere ike
inweta ozi ndị a site n‟ọwa
ududo mba ụwa, ekwe-ntị, ozie na post ọfis.

Nke a bụ odozi ahụ na-adịkarị
n‟elu mmiri ọwọ CD4 T (ọwọ
CD4). Iji banye n‟ime ọwọ
mmadụ, ONA na CD4 naamakọ (ya bụ CCR5 ma ọ bụ
CXCR4) n‟elu ọ̀wọ̀.
Odozi ahu ̣ nke di ̣so ̣ n‟ọwọ̀ nke
bara uru maka nchedo ahụ.
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Cell

The basic unit of all living organisms,
which can produce itself exactly. Each
cell is bounded by a cell membrane of
lipids and protein, which controls the
passage of substances into and out of
the cell.

Ọwọ̀

Ntọ-ala ihe niile dị ndụ, nke
nwere ike ịmụba onwe ya. Ihe
mejupụtara akpụkpọ ahụ ọwọ̀ ọ
bụla bụ abụba na odozi ahụ ndị
na-ayọcha ihe na-abanye ma ọ
bụ esi na ya apụta.
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Cell lines

Specific cell types artificially maintained in the laboratory (i.e. in vitro)
for scientific purposes.

Ọwọ̀ àgbụ̀rụ̀

Ụdịdị ọwọ̀ a na-echekwa n‟ụlọọrụ nlele iji mee nchọpụta dị
iche iche.
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Cell-mediated
immunity (CMI)

The branch of the immune system in
which the reaction to foreign material
is performed by specific defence cells
(i.e. killer cells, macrophage and other
white blood cells) rather than
antibodies.

Nchekwa
ǹsìnà ọ̀wọ̀

Ngalaba nche ahụ na-ebu agha
ịhụ na ihe dị añaa abanyeghi
n‟ahụ (ya bụ, ogbu ọ̀wọ̀ ahụ,
nnukwu ọ̀wọ̀ ọ̀bàra ọcha na
ọ̀wọ̀ ọ̀bàra ọcha ndị ọzọ) karịa
ụmụ nche ahụ.
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Centers for
Disease Control
and Prevention
(CDC)

A Public Health Service agency
Ògìgè CDC
responsible (among others) for
assessing the status and characteristics
of the AIDS epidemic and the
prevalence of HIV infections. CDC
supports the design, implementation
and evaluation of prevention activities,
and maintains various HIV/AIDS
information services, such as the CDC
National AIDS Clearing house.

Ngalaba Ndị Ọrụ Ahụ-ike naatụle ọnọdụ na njirimara
mfesasị mmịnwụ na mbute
ONA. Ògìgè CDC na-akwado
ntụle atụmatụ, mmejupụta ha,
na ntụle ọrụ mgbochi; ha naelezikwa ụlọ mgbasa ozi
mmịnwụ na ONA dị ka ụlọ-ọrụ
CDC Etiti na-agba ama maka
mkpochapụ mmịnwụ n‟obodo.
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Centers for
Medicare and

A federal agency that administers the
Medicare program and monitors the

Ngalaba ụlọ-ọrụ etiti na-enye
ọgwụ ma na-ahazi enyemaka

Ògìgè CMS
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Medicinal Services
(CMS)
267

Central Nervous
System (CNS)

268

Central Nervous
System (CNS)
Damage

269

Cerebral

270

Cerebral
haemorrhage

Medical programs offered by each
state, including the Children‟s Health
Insurance Program.
Composed of the brain, spinal cord
and its coverings (meninges).
(By HIV infection). Although monocytes and macrophages can be infected
by HIV, they appear to be relatively
resistant to killing. However, these
cells travel throughout the body and
carry HIV to various organs, especially the lungs and the brain. People
infected with HIV often experience
abnormalities in the central nervous
system. N8pa Investigators have
hypothesized that an accumulation of
HIV in the brain and nerve cells or the
inappropriate release of cytokines or
toxic by-products by these cells may
be to blame for the neurological
manifestations of HIV disease.
Pertaining to the cerebrum, the main
portion of the brain.
The loss of blood from a ruptured
blood vessel, either internally or
externally.

Usòrò
mmekọrịta
ụ̀bụ́rụ̀ n’àgịrị
Mmebì
metụtara
ụ̀bụ́rụ̀ nà
àgịrị

Gbasara
ụ̀bụ́rụ̀
Mgbamọbara
ụ̀bụ́rụ̀

nke steet ọ bụla, tinyere
Atụmatụ Nchekwa Ahụ-ike
Ụmụ Ntakịrị.
Usòrò nwere mmekọrịta ụ̀bụ́rụ̀,
àgịrị na mkpuchi ya.
(Site na nnweta ONA)
N‟agbanyeghị na ONA nwere
ike ịbanye n‟ọ̀wọ̀ ọbara ọcha
na-egbochi nje na ọ̀wọ̀ ọbara
ọcha, ONA anaghị egbu ha
ọsịịsọ. Etu o sila dị, ọwọ naebu ONA agazu ahụ niile
tụmadị ngụ na ụbụrụ. Ndị
nwere ONA na-enwe nkwarụ
ụbụrụ. Ndị nchọcha N8pa naeche na mgbakọta ONA
n‟ụbụrụ na ọwọ akwara ma ọ
bụ nnyụpụta ajọ ọbara ọwọ ndị
a nwere ike ịbụ ihe na-akpata
ọrịa agịrị nke a na-ahụta na ndị
nwere ONA.
Gbasara etiti ụbụrụ, ọsụụ
ụbụrụ.
Ọgbụgba ọbara n‟ime ma ọ bụ
elu ahụ site na mbu ọbara.
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Cervical Cancer

272

Cervical dysplasia

273

Cervical
Intraepithelial
Neoplasia (CIN1,
CIN2, CIN3)

274

Cervix

275

Caesarean Section

A neoplasm of the uterine cervix that
can be detected in the early curable
stage by the Papanicolaou (Pap) test.
A precursor lesion for cervical cancer.
Studies indicate an increase in
prevalence of cervical dysplasia
among HIV-infected women.
Additional studies have documented
that a higher prevalence is associated
with greater immuno suppression.

Izi ọ́nụ́ akpa
nwa

Dysplasia of the cervix epithelium,
often premalignant (i.e. cancerous),
characterised by various degrees of
hyperplasia, abnormal keratinization
(forming horny epidermal tissue) and
condylomata. Considerable evidence
implicates human papiloma virus
(HPV) in the development of CIN.
The part of the uterus that protrudes
into the cavity of the vagina.
Delivery of a baby by a surgical
incision through the mother‟s
abdominal wall and uterus. In some
pregnant women infected with HIV, a
scheduled Caesarean delivery may
reduce the risk of mother-to-child
transmission of HIV.

Ọnya ọ́tụ̀;
mmalite izi
ọ́nụ́ akpà nwa

Ọnya ọ́nụ́
akpa nwa

Ọ́nụ́ akpà
nwa
Nkupùta nwa
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Izi ọ́nụ́ akpa nwa, nke e nwere
ike ịchọpụta n‟oge site n‟iji
nlele Papanikolaụ.
Nke a bụ ọnya so izi ọ́tụ̀.
Nchọcha na-egosi na ọnụ-ọgụ
ụmụ nwaanyị nwere ọrịa a naabawanye n‟ime ndị nwere
ONA. Nchọcha ọzọ kwa
chọpụtara na nke a naesitekawa na mgbada nchekwa
ahụ.
Ọnya ọ́nụ́ akpà nwa na-abụkarị
izi. Njirimara ya gụnyere
mmụbafe ọwọ, eshishi na ọnya
nsi nwaanyị.

Akụkụ ọnụ́ akpà nwa n‟ime ọ́tụ̀
nwaanyị.
Nke a bụ ọ̀mụmụ nwa site na
mbèwa afọ nwaanyị. N‟ụfọdụ
ụmụ nwaanyị dị ime nwere
ONA, nkupụta nwa nwere ike
ibèlata ONA si na nne fere
nwa.
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Nke a bụ ọrịa Chagas nke
amịmị Traịpanosoma kruzi naebute. A na-ebutekarị ọrịa a
site n‟imetụ nsị kwarịkwata
nke na-ata mmadụ na
anụmanụ. Na ndị nwere ONA,
mkpake ọrịa a nwere ike ịkpata
ọzịza ụbụrụ na ịba
ọkpọnụbụrụ.
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Chagas disease

A disease caused by the parasite
Ọrịa Chagas
Trypanosoma cruzi (a type of
protozoa). Chagas disease is most
commonly transmitted when people
come into contact with the faeces of an
infected reduviid bug, a bloodsucking
insect that feeds on humans and
animals. In people with HIV,
reactivation of chronic Chagas disease
infection can cause inflammation of
the brain and meninges (meningoencephalitis).
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Challenge

In vaccine experiments, the exposure
of an immunized animal to the
infectious agent.

Ọmụma aka

Na nchọpụta, mgbe anụ nke a
gbaarala ọgwụ mgbochi bịara
nje ọrịa nso.
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Chancroid

A sexually transmitted infection
caused by the bacterium Haemophilus
ducreyi. Chancroid causes genital
ulcers (sores), which increase the risk
of HIV transmission.

Ọnya nsi
nwaanyị

Ọrịa nke a na-ebute na mmekọ
edine, nke nje Hemofilus
dukreyi na-akpata. Ọrịa a naakpata ọnya utu/ọtụ nke nwere
ike ịbawanye mbufe ONA.
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Chemokines

Small proteins secreted by cells to
mobilize and activate infection
fighting white blood cells. Chemokines are involved in many immune
and inflammatory responses.

Mmiri ọ̀wọ̀
ọ́bàrà

Obere odozi ahụ ọ̀wọ̀, nke naanyụpụta iji kwado ma kpalie
ọwa ọbara ọcha. Mmiri ọ̀wọ̀
ọ́bàrà a na-eso n‟ọrụ nchekwa
na nzaghachi dị iche iche.
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Chemoprevention

Use of specific drugs, vitamins, or
other substances to reverse, suppress,

Usoro
mgbochi ọrịa

Nke a bụ iji ọgwụ dị añaa,
odoma ma ọ bụ ọgwụ ndị ọzọ
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gbochie, kpagbuo, ma ọ bụ
gbochie ọrịa.

or prevent a disease.
281

Chemotherapy

The treatment, mostly of cancer, by
the use of a series of cytotoxic drugs
that attack cancerous cells. This
treatment commonly has adverse side
effects that may include the temporary
loss of the body‟s natural immunity to
infections, loss of hair, digestive upset
and a general feeling of illness.

Ọgwụ́gwọ́
ọrịa izi

Ọgwụ́gwọ́, ọkachasị nke izi,
site n‟iji ọgwụ mgbu na-aluso
ọ̀wọ̀ izi ọgụ. Ọgwụgwọ a
nwere ike ibute ntufu nche ahụ
nsi-na-chi, ndapụ ntutu,
mgbadu afọ nakwa ọdịdị ka
ahụ adịghị mmadụ.
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Chest

The area of the body located between
the neck and the abdomen.

Obì

Akụkụ ahụ dị n‟etiti olu na afọ.
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Chest pain

Heart or blood vessel problems that
can cause chest pain, angina or a heart
attack. The most common symptom
is chest pain that may feel like
tightness, heavy pressure, squeezing,
or crushing pain.

Obì mgbu

Ụfụ obi ma ọ bụ nsogbu mbu
ọbara, nke nwere ike ịkpata obi
mgbu ma ọ bụ mba-mmụọ.
Nsireme pụtakarịrị ihe n‟obi
mgbu bụ inwe ihe dị ka
mkpọchi obi, obi ịnyị arụ,
mpịkọta ma ọ bụ ajọ ụfụ ahụ.
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Chest X-ray

Chest X-ray is a projection
radiograph of the chest used to
diagnose conditions affecting the
chest, its contents, and nearby
structures.

X-reè obì

X-reè obì bụ fòto ime ahụ, nke
e ji achọpụta ọrịa obi, ndịna ya
na akụkụ nọdebere ya.
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Child health

Child health is the purview of
paediatrics which became a medical
specialty in the mid-nineteenth

Ahụ-ike ụmụ
aka

Ahụ-ike ụmụ aka bụ amụmamụ
gbasara ụmụ aka nke ghọrọ
ngalaba amụmamụ ahụ-ike na
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century. Before that time the care and
treatment of childhood diseases were
included within such areas as general
medicine, obstetrics, and midwifery.
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Children Affected
by AIDS (CABA)

287

Children Living
with HIV
Child-TurcottePugh
Classification
system

288

289

Chimpanzee

290

Chlamydia

291

Cholangiopathy

Children affected by AIDS are not
HIV-infected, but are related to
person(s) living with HIV.
These are the children that are infected
with HIV.
A classification system used to
measure liver function, especially in
people with chronic liver disease. The
system may be used to assess liver
function in people who have HIV/
hepatitis C virus (HCV) coinfection.

Ụmụ aka
KABA

A medium-sized ape with long darkbrown hair covering its body except
for its naked face and ears.
The agent of a sexually transmitted
disease. A genus of Gram-negative
bacteria that are obligate intracellular
parasites in humans and other animals,
in which they cause disease.
Bile duct disease. (Bile ducts are tubes
that carry bile from the gallbladder to
the small intestine, where the bile is

Àdaka

Ụmụ aka
nwere ÒNA
Usoro nlele
imejù

Ǹje
Chlamydia

Mkpọ́chi
nlumilu

1850 ha. Tupu mgbe ahụ, nleta
na ọgwụgwọ ụmụ aka dị
n‟okpuru ngalaba ọgwụgwọ
izugbe, ụmụ nwaanyị na
nnapụta nwa.
Ụmụ aka ọrịa mmịnwụ
metụtara ebughi ONA mana
ndi bu mminwu
̣
̣ mu ̣ru ̣ ha.
Ndị a bụ ụmụ ntakịrị nwere
ONA.
Nke a bụ usoro nkeji ogo, nke
e ji atụ arụmọrụ imeju,
ọkachasị na ndị nwere ọrịa
imeju tara akị. E nwere ike iji
usoro a tụlee arụmọrụ imeju
ndị nwere ONA/nje ịba ọcha
n‟anya C.
Ụdị enwe toturu ogo nke ajị
jupụtara ahụ belu sọọsọ n‟ihu
na ntị ya.
Nke a bụ ọrịa nsi nwaanyị. Ọ
dị n‟agbụrụ nje EnweghiGram; ọ na-amị mmadụ na
anụmanụ ndị ọzọ ma naebunye ha ọrịa.
Ọrịa ọwa nlumilu. (Ha bụ amị
na-ebuga nkụmilu site n‟akpa
nlumilu gaa n‟obere eriri afọ,
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used to digest fats.) Cholangiopathy
may occur as a complication of AIDS
or may be caused by certain
opportunistic infections.
An acute infection of the small
intestine by the bacterium vibrio
cholera, which causes severe vomiting
and diarrhoea (known as ricewater
stools) leading to dehydration.
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ebe nkụmilu a na-agbari nri.) E
nwere ike ibute mkpọchi
nlumilu site n‟ọrịa mmịnwụ ma
ọ bụ ọrịa ndị ọzọ so ya.
Ajọ ọrịa eriri afọ, nke nje otoro
bakterium vaịbrio na-ebute, ọ
na-akpata ọgbụgbọ na ọnyụnyụ
(afọ otoro), nke nwere ike ibute
mmịkpọ.
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Cholera

293

Cholesterol

It is a fat-like material (a sterol)
present in the blood and most tissues,
especially nervous tissues.

Àbụ̀bà

Ọ bụ nri nwere àbụ̀bà dị
n‟ọbara na anụ ahụ, tụmadị
n‟agịrị.
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Choroiditis

Inflammation of the choroid
membrane of the eye (Pathology).

Ọzị́za anya

Nke a bụ ọ̀zịza akụkụ nchekwa
ọ̀bàrà mkpụrụ anya.
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Chromosome

A thread-like structure found within a Ọ̀wọ̀ àgbụ̀rụ̀
cell. Chromosomes, which are made of
DNA coiled around proteins, carry all
of the genetic information essential to
the life of the cell.

Ewumewu dị ka èrí dị n‟ime
ọwọ̀. Ọwọ̀ agbụrụ, nke eriri
agbụrụ DNA na-agba odozi
ahụ ya okirikiri, na-ebu akara
àgbụ̀rụ̀ ahụ niile dị mkpa maka
ndụ̀ ya.
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Chronic diarrhoea

These are frequent loose stools which
are a daily occurrence. There may be
occasional normal stools. Despite the
need to stay within the reach of a
toilet, the person is otherwise well.

Nke a bụ ọnyụnyụ nsị dị mmiri
mmiri kwa ụbọchị. Onye naarịa otoro nwekwara ike ịgazi
mkposi kwa mgbe kwa mgbe.
E wepụ mkposi ọ na-aga kwa
mgbe kwa mgbe, onye ahụ
enweghi nsogbu.

Otoro

Òtòrò
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Chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS) is a
debilitating disorder characterized by
extreme fatigue or tiredness that does
not go away with rest, and cannot be
explained by an underlying medical
condition.
Chronic Idiopathic Chronic, spontaneous loss or destructtion of myelin. Myelin is a soft, white,
Demyelinating
somewhat fatty material that forms a
Poly-neuropathy
thick sheath around the protoplasmic
(CIPD)
core of myelinated nerve fibre.
Chronic leukaemia An often fatal cancer in which white
blood cells displace normal blood,
leading to infection, shortage of red
blood cells anaemia, bleeding, and
other disorders. Certain types of
childhood leukaemia respond well to
treatment, which includes drugs
chemotherapy and radiotherapy.
Chronic ulcers may be painful. Most
Chronic ulcers
patients complain of constant pain at
night and during the day.

Ọrịa
agwụmiike

To move or flow freely in an enclosed
space or defined area.
The continuous movement of blood
through all parts of the body.

Garube (V)

Chronic fatigue
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Circulate (V)

302

Circulation

Ọ́rịa ụ̀bụ́rụ̀

Izi ọbara

Ọnya alaala

Ngarube

Ike ọ̀gwụ́gwụ́ ogologo oge bụ
nnukwu nsògbu nwere ike
ịkpatara mmadụ oke ike
ọ̀gwụ́gwụ́, nke ezumike anaghị
akwụsị; e nweghi ike ịkọwa ihe
kpatara ya.
Ọrịa abụ̀bà teelara aka, nke naakpata mbibi ma ọ bụ enweghi
abụba n‟agịrị. Mayelin bụ
abụba nro ọcha na-agba agịrị
okirikiri.
Izi ọjọọ, nke na-eme ka ọ̀wọ̀
ọbara ọcha na-anọchi ọbara
mmee, nke nwere ike ibute
ọrịa, mpe ọbara mmee,
mgbamọbara na ọrịa ndị ọzọ. A
na-agwọta ụfọdụ izi ọbara ụmụ
aka site na nchamọkụ na
mmịkpọ.
Nke a bụ ọnya nke anaghị ala
ala na-afụ ezigbo ụ̀fụ. Ọtụtụ
ndị nwere ọrịa a na-ebe maka
ahụ ụ̀fụ ya n‟abalị nakwa n‟oge
ehihie.
Ịga were were n‟ime ihe ma ọ
bụ n‟ebe dị añaa.
Ngarube ọ̀bàrà n‟akụkụ ahụ
niile.
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303

Circulatory system

304

Circumcision

305

Circumoral

306

Cirrhosis

307

Civil Society
Network for
HIV/AIDS in
Nigeria (CiSHAN)

308

Clade

309

Class-sparing
regimen

The system consisting of the heart,
blood vessels, and lymph vessels that
pumps blood and lymph around the
body.
This is an act of removal of the
foreskin of the penis.
Pertaining to the area of the face
around the mouth.
A chronic progressive disease of the
liver characterized by the replacement
of healthy cells with scar tissues.
CiSHAN is the national umbrella
network of civil society organizations
(CSOs) working on issues in the
prevention and impact mitigation of
HIV & AIDS in Nigeria.
A group of related HIV variants,
classified according to degree of
genetic similarity. HIV-1 group M
variants are currently grouped into
clades A, B, C, D, F, G, H, J and K.
Class-sparing regimens are used to
save specific ARV drugs for future use
in case a regimen needs to be changed
because of toxicity or drug resistance.
A class-sparing regimen may also be
used to avoid the adverse effects

Usoro
ngarube
ọbara
Mbemugwù
Okirikiri
egbugbereọ́nụ́
Mmebì imeju

Otu CiSHAN

Otu ụdị́dị́
ONA

Nhàzi ọgwụ̀
òri nchekwa
ahụ́
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Usoro akụkụ ahụ, nke gụnyere
mkpụrụ obi, mbu ọbara, mmiri
ọbara, ndị na-agbanye ọbara na
mmiri ọbara n‟ahụ.
Nke a bụ usoro e si ewepụ
mkpuchi ọnụ amụ̀.
Gbasara egbugbere ọnụ.
Ajọ ọrịa imeju, nke njirimara
ya bụ iji anụ apa dochie ọ̀wọ̀.
Ngalaba Òtu Njikọta maka
ONA/Mmịnwụ na Naijirịa
(NONOMN) na-ahụ maka
mgbochi na nkwado ndị nwere
ONA/mmịnwụ na Naịjirịa.
Otu ụdịdị ONA, nke a naekewa site n‟etu ha si yie.
Ugbu a, a na-ekeji ụdịdị ONA1 otu M n‟otu A, B, C, D, F, G,
H, J na K.
Nhàzi ọgwụ̀ ONA n‟usoro e ji
edokwa ọgwụ ONA dị añaa
maka ọdịnihu; nke a bụ ma ọ
bụrụ na a chọrọ ịgbanwe ọgwụ
n‟ihi nsi ndịnọgwụ ma ọ bụ
ahụ anabataghị ọgwụ. E
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associated with a specific drug class.

310

Client intake form

311

Clinical

312

Clinical Alert

313

Clinical
characteristics of
Ebola

These are forms obtained by clients or
patients when they first come to a
hospital.
Pertaining to or founded on
observation and treatment of patients,
as distinguished from theoretical or
basic science.
A mechanism, adopted by the National
Institutes of Health in conjunction
with the editors of several biomedical
journals, for urgent cases in which
timely and broad dissemination of
results of clinical trials could prevent
morbidity (sickness) and mortality
(death). The Clinical Alert does not
become a barrier to subsequent
publication of the full research paper.
Clinical Alerts are widely distributed
electronically through the National
Library of Medicine and through
standard mailing.
The first clinical description of Ebola
outbreak in 1976:
"The illness is characterized with a
high temperature of about 39°C,

Fọọm
nnabata
Gbàsara
ọ̀gwụ́gwọ́

Mgba ama
gbanụ̀ gbanụ̀

Njirimara
ọrịa Ebola

nwekwara ike idokwa ọgwụ
maka ndị ahụ ha anaghị
anabata ọgwụ dị añaa.
Ndị a bụ fọọm mbụ onye ọrịa
na-agbata mgbe ọ bịara n‟ụlọ
ọgwụ izizi.
Nke gbasara ihe a chọpụtara
ma ọ bụ a hụtara mgbe a naagwọ ndị ọrịa karịa ihe a gụtara
n‟akwụkwọ.
Nke a bụ usoro ndị ngalaba naahụ maka ahụ-ike na ndị naahazi mbipụta akwụkwọ ahụike dị iche iche ji agbasa ozi
gbasara nchọpụta nnwale
nchọcha dị iche iche iji
gbochie ọnwụ na ọrịa. Ozi
gbanụ gbanụ ndị a anaghị
egbochi mbipụta akwụkwọ
nchọcha a n‟uju. A na-agbasa
ozi gbanụ gbanụ n‟igwe ozi
site n‟ọba akwụkwọ Ahụ-ike
Obodo na usoro mgbasa ozi
izugbe ndị ọzọ.
Nkọwapụta mbụ nke ọrịa
Ebola n‟afo ̣ 1976. Njirimara
ọrịa a bụ nnukwu ahụọkụ ruru
ogo 39°C, ọgbụgbọ ọbara,
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314

Clinical endpoint

315

Clinical failure

316

Clinical latency

hematemesis, diarrhoea with blood,
retrosternal abdominal pain,
prostration with "heavy" articulations,
and rapid evolution death after a mean
of three days."
In a clinical trial, an outcome or event
used to objectively measure the effect
of a drug or other intervention being
studied. Common endpoints include
severe toxicity, disease progression,
and death.
A type of HIV treatment failure. The
occurrence or recurrence of an HIVrelated complication, usually an
AIDS-defining condition, after 3
months of antiretroviral therapy
(ART) is considered clinical failure.
The state or period of an infectious
agent, such as a virus or bacterium,
living or developing in a host without
producing clinical symptoms. As
related to HIV infection, although
infected individuals usually exhibit a
period of clinical latency with little
evidence of disease, the virus is never
truly latent. Even early in the disease,
HIV is active within lymphoid organs
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ọnyụnyụ ọbara na afọ mgbu.

Ngwụ́cha
ọ̀gwụ́gwọ́

Ọ́nọ̀dụ̀ ọ́jọ́ọ́

Ọ́nọ̀dụ̀
apụtaghị ìhè

Na nnwale ọgwụ, nke a bụ
mpụtara ma ọ bụ emume e ji
atụ̀ adịmire ọgwụ ma ọ bụ
usoro nnyemaka, nke a naatụle. Ngwụ́cha ọ̀gwụ́gwọ́
gụnyere ajọ nsi ọgwụ, mmụba
ọrịa na ọnwụ ndị mmadụ.
Nke a bụ ụdị ọgwụgwọ ONA,
nke na-arụghị ọrụ ma ọ bụ
mbịaghachi ONA, nke na-agba
ama nnweta mmịnwụ ka e
richaalara ọgwụ ọnwa atọ.
Nke a bụ oge ma ọ bụ ọnọdụ
mbute nje, dị ka nje ma ọ bụ
ụmụ nje ọrịa dị adị ma ọ bụ naamụba n‟ahụ obuu n‟apụtaghị
ihe. Dị ka o si metụta nnweta
ONA, n‟agbanyeghi na ndị
nwetara ya nwere ike ibi ndụ
ha n‟egosighi na ha nwere ya,
o nweghi mgbe ọrịa a na-ezo
onwe ya ezo. Ma n‟oge mbido
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317

Clinical practice
guidelines

318

Clinical
progression

319

Clinical services

320

Clinical trial

321

Clitoris

ya, ONA na-adị ire n‟ime
ọbara ebe ọtụtụ nje ọrịa na-adị.
Ntụzị aka ọrụ Usoro dị mma ndị dibịa na-eji
enye ọgwụ maka ọnodụ nrịa
ahụ-ike
nrịa ma ọ bụ ọrịa.
Nganihu ọrịa Ogo ọnọdụ ọrịa nke e nwere
ike ịtụ site n‟ịchọpụta njirimara
na nsireme ya. Ọmụma atụ, e
nwere ike iji mgbanwe n‟ọnụ
ọgụ CD4 chọpụta etu ONA si
agadebe n‟ihu.
Clinical services are better partnership Ọrụ Ụlọ-ọgwụ Ọrụ ụlọ-ọgwụ dị iche iche naaka mma ma a gbakọta aka
in service delivery in the hospitals.
rụọ ha.
A carefully designed and executed
Àdịmire ọ́gwụ̀ Nchọpụta a kpachapụrụ anya
investigation of the effects of a drug
mee ka a mata adịmire ọgwụ
(or vaccine) administered to human
(ma ọ bụ ọgwụ mgbochi) e
subjects. The goal is to define the
nyere ndị mmadụ. Mbunuche
clinical efficacy and pharmacological
ya bụ ịchọpụta ike na adịmire
effects (toxicity, side effects,
(ajọ nsireme ma ọ bụ nrụkọ) na
incompatibilities or interactions) of the
njụ ya na ọgwụ ndị ọzọ.
drug.
It is an erectile organ of the female
Ọ bụ akị nkeli ụmụ nwaanyị,
Akị ọ́tụ̀
external genitalia that is homologous
nke na-akpa agwa ka amụ
with the penis in males. It is partly
n‟ụmụ nwoke. Ire ọtụ naconcealed by the labia minora but free
ekpuchi ya mana ọ na-adị ka
extremity appears as a round tubercle.
ọnụ ọwa n‟isi ọtụ.
where large amounts of virus become
trapped in the FDC network.
Standards for physicians to adhere to
in prescribing care for a given
condition or illness.
Advance of disease that can be
measured by observable and
diagnosable signs or symptoms. For
example, HIV progression can be
measured by change in CD4 count.
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Clomiphene

323

Clone

324

Clot of blood

325

Clothing

326

Clotting blood
disorder

327

Cluster of
Differentiation
Nomenclature

Clomiphene or Clomifene is a selective estrogen receptor modulator of the
triphenylethylene group that has
become the most widely prescribed
drug for ovulation induction to reverse
anovulation or oligoovulation.
A genetically identical replication of a
living cell that is valuable for the
investigation and reproduction of test
cultures.
A mass of thickened liquid, especially
blood.
Fabric made by weaving, knitting, or
felting thread or fibres.
A medical condition involving a
disturbance to the usual clotting of
blood.
This nomenclature was developed to
standardize and compare monoclonal
antibodies from different sources.
Antibodies with similar reactivity
patterns are assigned to CD groups
representing “clusters of differentiation.” T lymphocytes are CD3+ and
can be separated into the CD4+ T
helper cells and the CD8+ cytotoxic/

Ọ́gwụ̀
Klomifin

Nkọ̀pị́

Mkpụkọ nke
ọ̀bàrà
Akwà

Ọ́rịa mkpụkọ
ọ̀bàrà
Usòrò CD
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Ọ́gwụ̀ klomifin ma ọ bụ
klomifin bụ ọñụñụ ọgwụ, nke a
kachasị enye ụmụ nwaanyị
maka njizi myimakwa ha ma
gbochie akwa apụtaghị ncha
ncha ma ọ bụ n‟oge o kwesiri.
Mmụba ọwọ agbọ dị ndụ bara
uru maka nchọpụta na
mmụbawanye.
Nnukwu mkpụkọ ihe dị mmiri
mmiri ọkachasị ọ̀bàrà.
Akwà e mebetara site n‟ịkpa
akpa ma ọ bụ ikwe owu ya
ekwe.
Nke a bụ ọrịa na-eme na ọbara
akpụkọghị.
E mepụtara okwu a ka e jiri ya
hazie ma tụlekọrịta nche ahụ si
n‟ebe dị iche iche. E kejiri
nche ahụ ndị a site na ndị
nwere otu ụdị nsireme, na otu
CD nke na-anọchi anya “ọyọ
ndịmiche”. Izi T bụ CD3+, nke
nwere ike ikewada bụrụ CD4+,
na ènyèmaka ọ̀wọ̀ T na ogbu
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suppressor cells. Although CD4+ cells
are predominantly T lymphocytes,
some monocytes are also CD4+.
328

Coagulopathy

329

Coccidioidomycosis

330

Cofactors

331

Cognitive
impairment

332

Cohort

A disease or condition that affects the Ọ́rịa mkpụ́kọ̀
blood‟s ability to clot.
ọ̀bàrà
An infectious fungal disease caused by Ọ́rịa ebu
the inhalation of spores of Coccidioides immitis, which is carried on
windblown dust particles. It is an
opportunistic disease associated with
AIDS. Also called desert fever, San
Joaquin fever, and valley fever.
A situation or activity that may
increase a person‟s susceptibility to
AIDS. Examples of such cofactors are
other infections, drugs and alcohol
use, poor nutrition, genetic factors and
stress. (A contributory cause of a
disease.)
Difficulty in thinking, reasoning, or
remembering. Some people with HIV
may have cognitive impairment.

Nso naakpata ọrịa

In epidemiology, a group of
individuals with some characteristics
in common.

Ndị òtù

Ọ́rịa echiche

ọ̀wọ̀ CD8+. N‟agbanyeghị na
ọ̀wọ̀ CD4+ bụkarịrị izi T,
ụfọdụ ọ̀wọ̀ ọbara ọcha bụkwa
CD4+.
Ọrịa ma ọ bụ ọnọdụ naemetụta ọ̀bàrà ịkpụkọ.
Ọrịa èbù na-efe èfè na-eri mbọ;
mkpatara ya bụ ikuru nje ya bụ
kokidioidis imitis n‟imi; uzuzu
ikuku na-ebu nje a. Ọ bụ ọrịa
na-eso mmịnwụ. A naakpọkwa ya ahụ-ọkụ ọzara,
ahụ-ọkụ San Joaquin na ahụọkụ ndagwurugwu.
Ọnọdụ ma ọ bụ mmemme
nwere ike imewanye ka
mmịnwụ fee mmadụ. Ọmụma
atụ ha bụ ụmụ ọrịa ndị ọzọ,
ọñụñụ ọgwụ na mmanya naegbu egbu, erighi ezigbo nri,
ọwọ agbụrụ na mgbakasị ahụ.
Nsogbu iche echiche, nchịgharị
uche na ncheta ihe. Ụfọdụ ndị
nwere ONA nwere ike inwe
ọrịa uche.
N‟amụmamụ ndapụta ọrịa, òtù
ndị nwere òfú njirimara.
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333

Co-infection

A person who is infected with more
than one virus is said to have a coinfection.

Mkpị̀ ọ́rịa

Nke a bụ ọnọdụ ofu onye inwe
karịa otu nje ọrịa.

334

Cold extremities

Cold extremities occur when blood
vessels are constricted or slightly
obstructed.

Àjụ́moyi
ụ́kwụ́ nà aka

Mkpọchi ọwa ọ̀bàrà na-adị
mgbe mbu ọ̀bàrà nwere obere
mgbochi.
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Cold sore

A small painful blister on or near the
lips, or sometimes the nose, caused by
the virus Herpes simplex.

Ǹtụkà ọ́nụ́

Nke a bụ ọnya na-afụ ụfụ n‟elu
ma ọ bụ n‟egbugbere ọnụ, ma
ọ bụ n‟oge ụfọdụ n‟imi, nke
nje Hepis simpleks na-ebute.

336

Colitis

Inflammation of the colon.

Ọzịza eriri afọ́ Ọrịa na-aza eriri afọ́ ukwu.
ukwu
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Collapse

(Of a person) fall down and become
unconscious as a result of illness or
injury.

Ngharịpụ̀

Nkubi ume na mberede site
n‟o ̣riạ ma o ̣ bu ̣ mmeru ̣ ahu ̣.

338

Colposcopy

This is a procedure to closely examine
the cervix, vagina and vulva for signs
of disease. During colposcopy, the
doctor uses a special instrument called
a colposcope.

Nnyòcha ahụ
nwaanyị

Nke a bụ usoro e ji elele ọnụ
akpa nwa, ọ́tụ̀ na ikpu maka
ọrịa. N‟oge a na-eme nke a,
dibịa na-eji onyoonyo pụrụ
iche ahụ nwaanyị.
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Commercial sex
worker

A sex worker is a person who works in Onye
the sex industry.
nkwụghari

Onye nkwụgharị bụ onye
tụmadị nwaanyị ji akwamiko
mere aka ọrụ.

340

Communicable
disease

Any disease that can be transmitted
from one person to another

Ọ́rịa òfùfè

Ọrịa ọ bụla, nke nwere ike isi
n‟otu onye fee onye ọzọ.
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341

Communication
breakdown

Communication breakdown is the
inability to give or get information.

Nghasà
mkparịta

Nghasà ụbụ̀bọ̀ bụ mbibi ụbụbọ
ma ọ bụ enweghị ike inye ma ọ
bụ ịnata ozi.

342

Communication
channels

The method to reach the intended
audiences. Channels include mass
media, information and
communication technology (ICT),
participatory communication
engagement approaches, and
interpersonal counselling and
communication (IPC/C) for service
providers, among others.

Usòrò èzìmozi

Usòrò e ji eziru ndị mmadụ
ozi. Usòrò èzìmozi gụnyere
mgbasara ọtụtụ mmadụ ozi site
n‟ọwa ududo, ụbụbọ na ozi
ndụmọdụ ozi maka ndị ọrụ
mgbasa ozi tinyere ndị ọzọ.

343

Communication
strategy

Usoro
mkpakọrịta
ụka

Atụmatụ mgbasa ozi na
nnyemaka gbasara Ebola.
Atụmatụ a gụnyere nhazi
mbunuche mgbasa ozi, ịmata
ndị e bu n‟uche, na idetu ozi
nye ngwa na ọrụ niile.

344

Community-Based
Clinical Trial
(CBCT)
Community-Based
Organization
(CBO)
Community-Level
Ebola Fact Sheet

The guiding design in Ebola
campaigns and interventions.
Developing a strategy involves setting
communication objectives, identifying
intended audiences and determining
consistent messages for all materials
and activities.
A clinical trial conducted primarily
through primary-care physicians rather
than academic research facilities.
A locally based service orga-nisation
that provides social services at the
community level.
This fact sheet can be used to explain
Ebola at the community level.

Nlele n’ogbè

Nlele n‟ogbè nke ndị dibịa
mere na-abụghị nke si na ngwa
nchọcha.
Otu ọrụ nje ozi obodo, nke naarụ ọrụ n‟ime obodo.

345
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Òtù ogbè

Akwụkwọ
nkọ́wa Ebola

E nwere ike iji akwụkwọ
nkọwa a kọwaa ọnọdụ ọrịa
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Information includes description of
Ebola, signs and symptoms, diagnosis,
treatment, transmission and
prevention.
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Ebola n‟obodo. Ozi ndị a
gụnyere nkọwasị Ebola,
ọdịmara na nsireme ya,
nchọpụta, ọgwụgwọ, mbute, na
mgbochi ya.
Ndị a bụ ndị e were n‟ọrụ ahụike ka ha ru ̣o ̣ o ̣ru ̣ n‟otu ime
obodo ma o ̣ bụ ọzọ.
Mmereme niile a na-eme
n‟obodo iji nyere ndi enweghika-ọha-ha aka.

These are workers that are employed
by public health agencies to work in a
community.
Outreach is an activity of providing
services to any populations who might
not otherwise have access to those
services. A key component of outreach is that the groups providing it
are not stationary, but mobile; in other
words they are meeting those in need
of outreach services at the locations
where those in need are.
A federally sponsored programme
that conducts HIV-related clinical
research through a national network of
community-based research units.

Ndị ọrụ
ahụike

Òtù CPCRA

Nke a bụ ngalaba ụlọ ọrụ
gọvmenti etiti nke na-eme
nchọcha gbasara ONA site
n‟ụlọ ọrụ ndabe ya dị iche iche
n‟obodo.

Community
volunteer

This is an altruistic activity where an
individual or group provides services
for no financial gain.

Onye ọ́rụ́
mwepụta
onwe

Nke a bụ ọrụ nke obi ebere ebe
mmadụ ma ọ bụ òtu na-arụ ọrụ
n‟anaghị ego ọ bụla.

Comorbidity

When a person has two or more
diseases or conditions at the same

Òbu ǹnụ̀ ọ́rịa

Nke a bụ ọnọdụ mmadụ inwe
ọrịa abụọ ma ọ bụ karịa otu

347

Community health
workers

348

Community
outreach

349

Community
Programs for
Clinical Research
on AIDS (CPCRA)

350

351

Enyemaka
ọrụ obodo
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oge. Ịma atụ, onye nwere ọ̀bàrà
mgbali elu nwekwara ike inwe
ọrịa obì.

time. For example, a person with high
blood pressure may also have heart
disease.
352

Complement

A group of proteins in normal blood
serum and plasma which, in combination with antibodies, causes the
destruction of antigens, particularly
bacteria and foreign blood corpuscles.

Mmeju

Òtu odozi ahụ dị na mmiri
ọ̀bàrà na mmiri nche ahụ, nke
ha na ogbu nje na-egbukọ nje
tụmadị nje na ọ̀wọ̀ ọ̀bàrà batara
mmadụ n‟ahụ.

353

Complement
cascade

A precise sequence of events, usually
triggered by an antigen-antibody
complex, in which each component of
the complement system is activated in
turn.

Usòrò mmejù

Nke a bụ mmereme mkpalite
nke usoro mmeju mbịakọta ọnụ
nke omebe ogbu nje na nche
ahụ na-akpata.

354

Comprehensive
International
Program of
Research on AIDS
(CIPRA)

A federal programme that provides
long-term support to developing
countries to conduct HIV/AIDS
research relevant to their populations.

Òtù CIPRA

Atụmatụ gọvment ọchịchị
obodo nke na-enye obodo naemepe emepe nkwado ote aka
iji mee nchọcha bara uru
gbasara ONA/mmịnwụ.

355

Comprehensive
Metabolic Panel
(CMP)

Nlele CMP

Nlele ọ̀bàrà nke na-atụ ọtụtụ
ihe, tinyere shuga ọ̀bàrà, odozi
ahụ, electrolaịt dị ka sodiom na
potasiọm, ngwa nnyụpụ dị ka
mmiri nsinahụ na ngwe.

356

Computed
Tomography (CT)

A blood test that measures several
parameters, including blood sugar
(glucose), proteins, electrolytes (such
as sodium and potassium), waste
products (such as blood urea nitrogen
[BUN] and creatinine), and enzymes.
(Computed Tomography). Radiography (using X-rays) in which a
three-dimensional image of a body

Igwe CT

Nke a bụ nnyocha ahụ ebe
kọmputa na-ewube ọdịdị ahụ
mmadụ na nrọhị onyoonyo
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357

Computed
Tomography
Scans

358

Concomitant
drugs

359

Concordant couple

360

Concorde study

361

Concubine

structure is constructed by computer
from a series of plane cross-sectional
images made along an axis. Also
referred to as CAT scan.
Computerized (or computed)
tomography, and often formerly
referred to as computerized axial
tomography (CAT) scan, is an X-ray
procedure that combines many X-ray
images with the aid of a computer to
generate cross-sectional views and, if
needed, three-dimensional images of
the internal organs and structures of
the body.
Drugs that are taken together. Certain
concomitant medications may have
adverse interactions.
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akụkụ atọ. A na-akpọkwa ya
nlele KAT.

Fòto CT

Nke a bụ usoro onyoonyo nke
kọmputa ji ekpokọta ọtụtụ
ònyìnyò iji nweta nhụta nrọhị
dị iche iche nakwa ọdịdị akụkụ
atọ nke akụkụ ahụ mgbe nke a
dị na mkpa.

Ọ́gwụ̀ nñụ́kọ́

Ụmụ ọgwụ ndị a na-àñụ́kọ́ ọ́nụ́.
Ụfọdụ ndị a na-agwakọta ọnụ
añụ nwere ike ịgbaka ahụ
n‟ụzọ dị iche iche.
Di na nwunye nwere ọrịa nsi
nwaanyị dị ka ONA.

Sexual partners in which both partners
are infected with a sexually
transmitted infection, such as HIV.
Joint French/British clinical trial of
AZT in asymptomatic HIV-positive
individuals.

Di na nwunye
bu ọrịa ONA

This is a condition of having a
mistress, kept woman; secondary wife

Iko

Mmụ̀kọ́ ọ́gwụ̀

Mmụkọ́rị́ta ndị French/British
gbasara nnwale ọ́gwụ̀ AZT na
ndị nwere ONA mana ọ
pụtabeghi ihe.
Nke a bụ ọnọdụ nwoke inwe
ọyị nwaanyị o dobere edobe
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(in cultures which allow more that one
wife).
362

Condom

363

Condom
Distribution Form

364

Condyloma

365

Confidentiality

366

Confirmatory test

367

Conjunctivitis

368

Consent

A device used during sexual
intercourse to prevent the exchange of
genital secretions and discharges.
A form for reporting and collecting
condom distribution data.
A wart-like excrescence near the anus
or the vulva; the flat, moist papule of
secondary syphilis.
The expectation that anything done or
revealed will be kept private.
If tests on the first sample were
consistent with HIV infection, it is still
essential to test a second, follow-up
blood sample.
Inflammation or infection of the
conjunctiva, which is the mucous
membrane that lines the inner surface
of the eye. Conjunctivitis is commonly
caused by a bacterial or viral infection,
an allergic reaction, or a blocked tear
duct (in babies).
This is a patient‟s agreement with a
physician performing an operation or
giving drugs or doing certain tests.

ma ọ bụ nwunye nke abụọ
(n‟omenala ebe a na-alụ ọtụtụ
inyom di).̣
Òkpu nna-bụ- Ngwa e ji enwe mmekọ
ndinà/edine e ji egbochi esi
enyi
ịbanye n‟ahụ nwaanyị.
Fọọm mgbasa na nnabata ozi
Fọọm nkesa
òkpu nna-bụ- gbasara nkesa òkpu-nna-bụenyi.
enyi
Ọnya dịdebere akụkụ ọtụ na
Ọ́nya nsi
ike, nke na-ezi ọnya utu/ọtụ.
nwaanyị
Nzobe
Nlele nkwado

Ọ̀zịza anya

Nkweta

Nchekwube na a ga-ezo ya bu ̣
ama ezo.
Ọ bụrụ na nlele mbụ gosiri na e
nwere ONA, ọ ka adịkwa mkpa
na e mere nnyocha mmịta
ọbara nke abụọ.
Ọ̀zịza ma ọ bụ ọrịa anya nke
ime elu anya. Nje, ahụ njụ
ọgwụ ma ọ bụ mmechi ọwa
anya-mmiri (n‟ụmụ ọhụrụ) naakpatakarị ọzịza anya.
Nke a bụ nkweta onye ọrịa ka
dịbia waa ya ahụ, nye ya ọgwụ
ma ọ bụ mee ya nlele dị añaa.
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369

Consultation

A discussion aimed at ascertaining
opinions or reaching an agreement

Ịhụ dọktọ

370

Consulting room

This is a room in which a doctor sees
patients, mainly in a hospital.

Ụlọ ọrụ dibịa

371

Contact tracing

Nchọta nzute

372

Contagious

In epidemiology, contact tracing is the
identification and diagnosis of people
who may have come into contact with
an infected person. For sexually
transmitted diseases, this is generally
limited to sexual partners.
Capable of being transmitted from one
human to another human via direct or
indirect physical contact.

373

Contract
(infection)
Control arm

To acquire, incur, or become affected
by a disease.
The control arm is compared to the
experimental treatment arm to
determine whether the experimental
treatment works.

Mbute o ̣riạ

Control disease
spread

These are ways of contending or
controlling the spread of diseases.

Mgbòchi
mfesà ọ́rịa

374

375

Na-efe èfè

Òtù ǹtụnyere

71

Ụbụbọ na-agbado ụkwụ n‟inye
nkwado ma ọ bụ inwe
nkwekọrịta.
Nke a bụ ọnụ ụlọ ebe dibịa naahụ ndị ọrịa, ọkachasị n‟ụlọọgwụ.
Nke a bu ̣ ncho ̣ta na nnyocha
ndị ha na ndị bu ọrịa nwere
mmekọ. A biạ n‟o ̣riạ nsi
nwaanyị, ọ gbasara sọ ndị
mmekọ ndinà/edine.
Nwe ike fèe èfè site n‟otu onye
gàa n‟onye ọzọ site na mmetụ
onye nwere ma ọ bụ onye
metụrụ onye nwere ọrịa na-efe
efe.
Ọnọdụ mbute o ̣ria.̣
Òtù ǹtụnyere bụ otu e ji
atụnyere ndị e ji mee nnwale
ọgwụgwọ nchọpụta; nke a bụ
iji mata ma ọgwụgwọ nchọpụta
adị ire.
Ndị a bụ ụzọ e si abagide,
ejikwa ma ọ bụ egbochi mfesa
ọrịa.
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376

Control
experimental

377

Controlled trial

378

Convulsion

379

Core

380

Core protein

381

Coreceptor

A standard against which experimental observations may be evaluated.
In clinical trials, one group of patients
is given an experimental drug, while
another group (i.e. the control group)
is given either a standard treatment for
the disease or a placebo.
A type of clinical trial that includes a
control arm. The control arm is
compared to the experimental
treatment arm to determine whether
the experimental treatment works.
A sudden, violent, irregular movement
of the body, caused by involuntary
contraction of muscles and associated
especially with brain disorders.
The bullet-shaped centre of HIV. The
viral core contains the genetic
information (two single strands of
RNA) and three enzymes needed for
HIV to replicate.
As related to HIV: An integral protein
of the HIV virus composed of three
units, p24, p15 and p18.
A protein on the surface of a cell that
serves as a second binding site for a

Ntụnyere
Izugbe

Atụmatụ izugbe nke e ji atụzi
nchọpụta ga. Na nnwale ọgwụ,
a na-enye otu òtu ndị ọrịa
ọgwụ nnwale, ma nyekwa ndị
ọzọ ofu ntụ ọgwụ a ma ama ma
ọ bụ ọzọ (nke bụ otu ntụnyere).

Nke a bụ ụdị nlele ọgwụ nke
gụnyere ntụnyere. A na-eji ya
atụle ọgwụgwọ nnwale iji mata
ma ọgwụgwọ nnwale ana-arụ
ọrụ.
Nke a bụ ajọ ahụ ọma jijiji,
Ọrịa ọdụdọ
ọdụdọ, nsogbu na mgbagwoju
anya nke sitere na nsogbu
ụbụrụ.
`
Nke a bụ etiti ONA yitere
Ụmị
mgbọ. Ụmị nje a nwere eriri
agbụrụ (agịrị RNA mfe abụọ)
na ngwe atọ ga-adịrịrị tupu
ONA amụbawa.
`
Ụmị ǹje ONA Dị ka o si metụta ONA: odozi
ahụ nke nje ONA nke akụkụ
atọ ndị a mejupụtara: p24, p15
na p18.
Odozi ahụ nọ n‟elu ọ̀wọ̀ ahụ
Ọwọ̀
nke na-arụ ọrụ mmakọta nje na
nnabatakọ
Nlele
ǹtụnyere
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virus or other molecules. In order to
enter a host cell, HIV must bind to two
sites on the cell: the primary CD4
receptor and either the CCR5 or
CXCR4 coreceptor.
382

Correlates of
immunity/
correlates of
protection

The immune responses that protect an
individual from a certain disease. The
precise identities of the correlates of
immunity in HIV are unknown.

Nche àhụ́ ga

383

Corrosive
substances

Mgbụ́cha

384

Co-trimoxazole
Preventive
Therapy (CPT)

385

Cotton wool

386

Cough

387

Counselling

A corrosive substance is one that will
destroy and damage other substances
with which it comes into contact.
Co-trimoxazole preventive therapy
(CPT) reduces morbidity and mortality
due to opportunistic infections in
patients living with HIV.
Also called purified cotton. Bleached
and sterilized cotton from which the
gross impurities, such as the seeds and
waxy matter, have been removed: used
for surgical dressings, tampons, etc.
A rapid expulsion of air from the
lungs, typically in order to clear the
airways.
This is a type of talking therapy that
allows a person to talk about their

Ọgwụ
Mgbochi CPT

Òwu

Ụkwara

Mgbàzi
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mkpụrụ ọbara ndị ọzọ. Iji
banye n‟ebe ọ̀wọ̀ mbudo, ONA
ga-amakọrịrị ebe abụọ n‟ọ̀wọ̀
abuọ: ha gụnyere ọnabata CD4
izizi na CCR5 ise ma ọ bụ
ọnabatakọ CXCR4.
Nke a bụ nzaghachi nche ahụ
na-echekwa mmadụ site n‟aka
ọrịa dị añaa. A matachabeghi
ụmụ ihe na-echekwa mmadụ
site n‟aka ONA.
Nke a bụ ihe na-agbụchasị ma
mebie ihe ndị ya na ya
metụtara.
Ọgwụ Mgbochi CPT naebèlata mmerụ ahụ na ọnwụ
site n‟o ̣riạ ndị bu ONA.
A na-akpọkwa ya òwu e
sigburu esigbu; a ñachacha ma
sigbucha ya site n‟atịtị dị iche
iche, a na-eji ya ekpuchi ma
na-ehicha ọnya dị iche iche.
Nkwapụta ikuku si na ngụ
ọsịịsọ iji wụchaa ọwa ikuku.
Nke a bụ ndụmọdụ a na-enye
mmadụ, nke na-enyere ya aka
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388

Counteracting
rumour

389

Creatinine

390

Cross-resistance

391

Cross sensitivity

problems and feelings in a confidential
and dependable environment.
This is a situation whereby rumours
Nkụ́gharị
are discarded.
àsị̀rị̀
A protein found in muscles and blood,
and excreted by the kidneys in the
urine. The level of creatinine in the
blood and urine provides a measure of
kidney function.
Resistance to one or more drugs that
occurs as a result of previous exposure
to a similar drug. For example, HIV
resistance to one non-nucleoside
reverse transcriptase inhibitor
(NNRTI) drug may produce resistance
to all drugs in the NNRTI drug class,
including drugs never used. Excluding
all drugs in a drug class from an HIV
regimen (drug sparing) is a strategy
used to prevent cross resistance.

Mmiri àkụ̀rụ̀

A sensitivity reaction to a drug that
predisposes a person to react similarly
to a different, but related, drug. For
example, a person who has an allergic
reaction to penicillin may also have an
allergic reaction to amoxicillin, a

Nnabatakọ/
Ịsọkọ ọ́gwụ̀

Njụ́bìga ọ́gwụ̀

ịkọwa nsogbu na uche ya n‟ebe
o nweghi onye ọzọ ga-anụ ya.
Nke a bụ ọnọdụ ịkụgharị àsị̀rị̀
ma ọ bụ ịhapụ ikweta n‟asịrị
ndị mmadụ.
Odozi ahụ na-adị n‟anụ ahụ na
ọ̀bàrà, nke akụrụ na-esi na
mamịrị anyụpụ. Ogo ndịna
ọ̀bàrà na mamịrị ya na-egosi ka
akụ̀rụ̀ si arụdebe ọrụ.
Anabataghị otu ma ọ bụ ọtụtụ
ọ́gwụ̀ nke na-esite n‟ịñụbu
ọgwụ yiri ya. Ịma atụ, ONA jụ
otu ọgwụ NNRTI, ọ ga-ajụkwa
ịnabata ụdị NNTI niile, tinyere
ndị a na-añụbeghi mbụ. Nhapụ
iji ọgwụ niile dị n‟otu ọgwụ
ONA bụ otu ụzọ e ji egbochi
anabataghị ọgwụ na ndị ọrịa.

Nnabatakọ ma ọ bụ ịsọkọ
ọgwụ bụ ịnabata ma ọ bụ ịsọ
òtù ọgwụ ka e si nabata ma ọ
bụ asọ ótù n‟ime òtù ọgwụ ahụ,
ịma atụ, onye na-asọ ma ọ bụ
na-anabata ọgwụ penisilin ga
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na-asọ ma ọ bụ na-anabatakwa
amogzisilin.

related antibiotic.
392

Cryotherapy

A minimally invasive treatment in
which liquid nitrogen or argon gas is
used to freeze and destroy diseased
tissue.
This causes chronic basilar granulomatous meningitis small multiple
nodules may also form. These occur in
cryptococcal meningitis. Focal
neurological deficits, seizures and
intracranial hypertension are late
findings. There will be elevated
cryptococcal antigen titre and positive
fungal culture.

393

Cryptococcal
meningitis

394

Cryptococcosis

An infectious disease seen in HIVinfected patients due to the fungus
Cryptococcus neoformans, which is
acquired via the respiratory tract. It
can spread from the lungs to the brain,
the central nervous system, the skin,
skeletal system and urinary tract.

395

Cryptosporidiosis

An opportunistic infection caused by
the protozoan parasite Cryptosporidium parvum.
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Ịgwọ ọrịa site n‟iji naịtrojin dị
mmiri mmiri ma ọ bụ ikuku
agọn kụjụọ ma gbuo anụ ahụ
mere mmebi.
Nke a na-ebute ọkpọnụbụrụ
Ọkpọ́
(ọkpọnụbụrụ basila
n’ụ̀bụ́rụ̀
granulomatọs); ụmụ obere
akpụ̀ nwere ike ịpụta onye
nwere ya n‟ahụ. Nchọpụta oge
ugbu a gụnyere nsogbu mpe
ududu, ọdụdọ na ọbara-mgbalielu. Agwara ya gụnyere ogbu
nje ọ̀kpọ́nụ̀bụ́rụ̀ dị elu na
mpụta ihe na mbanye nje ebu.
Ọrịa na-efe efe a na-ahụta na
Ọrịa èbù
Cryptococosis ndị nwere ONA; ihe na-akpata
ya bụ nje kriptokosus
niofọmans, nke a na-ekute
ekute. O nwere ike gbasaa
n‟ahụ site na ngụ̀ gaa n‟ụ̀bụ́rụ̀ ,
akwarà ụ̀bụ́rụ̀, akpụkpọ ahụ,
usoro ọkpụkpụ na ọwa mamịrị.
Ọrịa na-eso ọrịa ọzọ, nke nje
Ọrịa eriri afọ́
kriptospọridio kriptospọridiosis pavum naebute.
sis
Njìmoyi agwọ
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396

Crystalluria

Crystals in the urine. (Crystals are tiny
stones composed of chemicals such as
calcium.) Use of antiretroviral (ARV)
drugs may cause crystalluria.

Mkpụ́rụ́
ndị̀nà mamịrị

Nke a bụ mkpụrụ ọcha ọcha
na-adị na mamịrị. (Mkpụrụ
ọcha bụ irighiri okwute naenwe mmiri mmụọ dị ka
ọkpụkpụ). Ịñụ ọgwụ ONA
nwere ike ịkpata ọrịa a.

397

Cultural practices

Cultural practices are the customary
actions, habit of doing things.

Òmenàlà

Omenàlà bụ usoro ọdịnala a
na-agbaso eme ihe, akpa agwà
na ihe ndị ọzọ.

398

Culture

The propagation of microoganisms or
tissue cultivated artificially in the
laboratory.

Mbanye

Mbanye ngwa ihe nchọpụta na
laab n‟ụzọ nlele.

399

Cups

A concave vessel for drinking usually
made of opaque material (as opposed
to a glass).

Ọba

Ngwa e ji añụ ihe ọñụñụ nke a
kpụrụ akpụ (a na-ejighi ugegbe
mee (iko)).

400

Cure

1. Heal, make well, restore good
health. 2. Bring an end to an illness,
disorder, or injury by medical
treatment.

Gwọ́ta

1. Gwọ, me ka ọ dị mma,
nweghachite ahụ-ike.
2. Mmemila ọrịa, nsogbu, ma
ọ bụ mmerụ ahụ site
n‟ọgwụgwọ.

401

Cutaneous

Of, pertaining to or affecting the skin.

Gbàsara
akpụ́kpọ́ ahụ

Maka, banyere ma ọ bụ
metụtara akpụkpọ ahụ.

402

CXCR4

A protein on the surface of certain
immune system cells, including CD4
T lymphocytes. CXCR4 can act as a
coreceptor (a second receptor binding

Ọ̀wọ̀ CXCR4

Nke a bụ odozi ahụ, nke na-ese
n‟elu ọ̀wọ̀ nche ahụ, gụnyere
ọ̀wọ̀ nche ahụ CD4 T. CXCR4
nwere ike ịrụ ọrụ dị ka
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site) for HIV when the virus enters a
host cell.

403

CYP3A4

404

Cytochrome P450
(CYP450)

405

Cytokines

An enzyme that plays a key role in the
metabolism of approximately half the
drugs in use today. CYP3A4 is a
member of the cytochrome P450
family of enzymes.
A group of enzymes involved in the
breakdown of drugs in the liver. Many
drugs can inhibit or enhance the
activity of these enzymes, causing
drug levels in the blood to increase or
decrease. Cytochrome P450 (CYP450)
enzymes metabolize all protease
inhibitors (PIs) and non-nucleoside
reverse transcriptase inhibitors
(NNRTIs) and can cause drug
interactions that may result in adverse
effects.
Immune system proteins involved in
the normal regulation of the immune
response. They may also help to
activate HIV-2. Proteins used for
communication by cells of the immune
system. Central to the normal
regulation of the immune response.

Ngwe
CYP3A4

77

ọnabatakọ (ebe mmakọ
ọnabata nke abụọ) maka ONA
mgbe nje banyere n‟ọ̀wọ̀
mbudo.
Ngwe na-arụ ezigbo ọrụ
ngweri ọkara ọgwụ a na-añụ
ugbu a. CYP3A4 so n‟òtù
agbụrụ ngwe saịtokroom P450.

Ngwe
CYP450

Nke a bụ òtú ngwe so naegweri ọgwụ n‟imeju. Ọtụtụ
ọgwụ nwere ike igbochi ma ọ
bụ kwalite ọrụ ngwe ndị a; nke
a nwere ike ime ogo ọgwụ dị
n‟ọ̀bàrà lite ma ọ bụ bèlata. Nje
saịtokroom P450 (CYP450)
na-egweri PI na NNRTI niile;
o nwere ike ịkpalite mmekọrịta
ọgwụ, nke pụrụ inye onye naañụ ya nsogbu.

Ọ̀wọ̀ Sitokin

Odozi usoro nche ahụ nke so
na-ahazi ọrụ nche ahụ. Ha
nwekwara ike inye aka
n‟ịkpalite ONA-2, odozi ahụ
ọwọ nche ahụ ji ezikọrịta ozi.
Ọ dị nnukwu mkpa na
nchekwa ahụ.
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406

Cytomegalovirus
(CMV)

Cytomegalovirus (CMV)

Nje NSM

Nje Saịtomegalo (NSM)

407

Cytomegalovirus
(CMV) retinitis

CMV retinitis is an eye disease
common among people who are
infected with HIV. Without treatment,
people with CMV retinitis can lose
their vision. CMV infection can affect
both eyes and is the most common
cause of blindness among people with
AIDS.

Nje ọrịa anya
NSM

Nje NSM bụ nje ọrịa anya nke
na- emekarị ndị nwere ONA.
N‟agwọghị ya, ndị nwere nje
NSM nwere ike ikpù isi; ọrịa a
nwere ike imetụta anya abụọ;
ya kacha akpata isi na ndị
nwere mmịnwụ.

408

Cytomegalovirus
infection

This is a common virus that can infect
almost anyone. Most people don‟t
know they have CMV because it
rarely causes symptoms.

Nnweta nje ìsì
NSM

Nke a bụ nje bara ụba, nke
nwere ike ife onye ọ bụla.
Imirikiti mmadụ amaghị na ha
nwere nje NSM maka na ọ
naghị enwekarị nsireme.

409

Cytopenia

A lower-than-normal number of blood
cells, including red blood cells, white
blood cells, or platelets.

Mpe ọ̀bàrà

Mpe ogo ọnụ-ọgụ ọ̀wọ̀ ọ̀bàrà dị
mma, gụnyere ọ̀wọ̀ ọ̀bàrà
mmee, ọ̀wọ̀ ọ̀bàrà ọcha, ma ọ
bụ nke mkpụrụ ọ̀bàrà.

410

Cytoplasm

All of the substance of a cell other
than the nucleus.

Mmiri ọ̀wọ̀

Ahụ ọ̀wọ̀ niile belu sọ ụmị ya.

411

Cytotoxic

An agent or process that is toxic to
cells (i.e. it causes suppression of
function or cell death).

Mgbu ọ̀wọ̀

Ihe ma ọ bụ usoro na-egbu ọ̀wọ̀
(ya bụ, ọ na-akpata nrụjọ ma ọ
bụ ọnwụ ọwọ).

412

Cytotoxic T
lymphocyte (CTL)

A lymphocyte that is able to kill
foreign cells that have been marked

Mgbu ọ̀wọ̀
CTL

Nke a bụ mgbu ọ̀wọ̀ nwere ike
igbu ọ̀wọ̀ si esi, ụdị ọ̀wọ̀, nke
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nche ahụ mapụtarala maka
mbibi.

for destruction by the cellular immune
system.
413

Daily activity
reporting

This is an account of daily activity
work.

Ndepụta
emereme

Nke a bụ nkọwa ka e si rụọ ọrụ
kwa ụbọchị.

414

Daily reporting
form

These are forms whereby daily
activities of a patient are recorded.

Nke a bụ fọọm ebe a naedepụta ihe onye ọrịa megasịrị
kwa ụbọchị.

415

Dancing

This is an act of celebrating through
dancing.

Fọọm
ndepụ̀ta
emereme kwà
ụ́bọ̀chị̀
Àgbamegwu

416

Data Safety and
Monitoring Board
(DSMB)

An independent committee composed
of community representatives and
clinical research experts that review
data while a clinical trial is in progress
to ensure that participants are not
exposed to undue risks. A DSMB may
recommend that a trial be stopped if
there are safety concerns or if the trial
objectives have been achieved.

Òtù NMND

Nke a bụ kọmiti nnọrọ-onwe,
nke ndị nnọchite anya obodo
na ọkacha-mara na nchọcha
mejupụtara. Ha na-atụlegharị
ngwa nchọcha mgbe a naanwale ọgwụ iji hụ na ndị
nsoromee adabaghị na nsogbu
e nwere ike igbochi. Òtù
NMND nwere ike inye ntụzi
aka ka a kwụsi nnwale ma ọ
bụrụ na e nwere nsogbu
nchekwa ma ọ bụ na e
mejupụtala mbunuche
nchọcha.

417

Data Safety and
Monitoring Board
(DSMB)

Data Safety and Monitoring Board.

Òtù NMND

Ngalaba Na-ahụ Maka
Nchekwa Datà (NMND).

Nke a bụ ọnọdụ ime mmemme
site n‟ịgba egwu.
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418

Database

An organised compilation of
information, usually maintained in a
computer system.

Ọ́dọ́nọ̀ datà

Ozi gbasara ndokwa data, nke
a hàziri nke ọma, nke e
chekwara na kọmputa.

419

Day care centre

A place where HIV care and treatment
is provided through partnership of key
players with a central role for people
living with HIV/AIDS and their peer
support.

Ebe nleta

Ebe a na-eleta ma na-agwọ ndị
nwere ONA site n‟aka ndị
nkwado, ndị na-enyere ndị
nwere ONA/mmịnwụ na ndị ha
aka.

420

Dead animals

These are animals that are no longer
living.

Anụ nwụrụ
anwụ

Ndị a bụ ụmụ anụmanụ naadịkwaghị ndụ.

421

Deafness

Hearing impairment, deafness, or
hearing loss refers to the inability to
hear things, either totally or partially.

Anụghị ihe

Nsògbu anụmihe, ntị ike, ma ọ
bụ mkpọchi ntị bụ ịnụ ihe
obere ma ọ bụ anụghị ma ọ ọlị.

422

Death

Death is the termination of all
biological functions that sustain a
living organism.

Ọ́nwụ́

Ọnwụ bụ nkwụsị ọrụ ihe niile
na-enye ihe ndụ.

423

Deficiency

A lack or shortage.

Ọ́nọ̀dụ̀ mperi

Ọ́nọ̀dụ̀ mperi.

424

Definitive

For certain; without a doubt. An initial
positive HIV antibody test must be
confirmed by a positive Western blot
test for a person to have a definitive
diagnosis of HIV infection.

Enweghị
mgbagha

Na-agbaghaghị agbagha, doro
anya. A ga-enweriri nlele
„westan blọt‟na-egosi ONA,
nke na-akwado nlele ONA izizi
tupu e kpebie na mmadụ nwere
ONA.

425

Deletion

Elimination of a gene (i.e. from a
chromosome) either in nature or in the
laboratory.

Mwepụ

Mwepụ agịrị àgbọ (ya bụ, site
n‟eriri àgbụrụ) site na nsi-nachi ma ọ bụ na laab.
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426

Dementia

427

Demyelination

428

Dendrite

429

Dendritic cell
vaccine

430

Dendritic cells

Chronic intellectual impairment (i.e.
loss of mental capacity) with organic
origins that affects a person‟s ability to
function in a social or occupational
setting.
Destruction, removal or loss of the
myelin sheath of a nerve or nerves.
Any of the usual branching protoplasmic processes that conducts
impulses toward the body of a nerve
cell.
An experimental vaccine that uses
dendritic cells to boost the immune
system. Dendritic cell vaccines are
currently being studied as a possible
way to treat people with HIV.

Ọkpọ̀nụ̀bụ́rụ̀

Patrolling immune system cells that
may begin the HIV disease process by
carrying the virus from the site of the
infection to the lymph nodes, where
other immune cells become infected.
Dendritic cells travel through the body
and bind to foreign invaders such as
HIV especially in external tissues,
such as the skin and the membranes of
the gut, lungs and reproductive tract.
They then ferry the foreign substance

Ọwọ agị̀rị̄
mpeka

Ọ́rịa ụ̀bụ́rụ̀
Ngalaba agị̀rị̀
mpeka
Ọgwụ̀
mgbòchi
ǹsìnà agịrị
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Ajọ nsogbu ichezi echiche (ya
bụ, enweghi ike ichezi
echiche), nke nwere ike
imetụta mmekọrịta mmadụ na
ibe n‟ọgbọ ma ọ bụ n‟ụlọ ọrụ.
Mmebi, mwepụ ma ọ bụ ntufu
ọbọ agịrị ụbụrụ.
Usoro aba mmiri ahụ ọ bụla,
nke na-eme ka a na-amata
mkpatụta n‟ahụ.
Nke a bụ ọgwụ mgbochi
nnwale, nke na-eji ọwọ agịrị
mpeka akwalite usoro nche
ahụ. Ugbu a, a na-eme nchọcha
ka a ga-esi jiri ọgwụ mgbochi
ọ̀wọ̀ nsina agịrị na-agwọ ONA.
Ngagharị usoro ọ̀wọ̀ nche ahụ,
nke nwere ike ibido ọrịa ONA
site n‟iburu nje ọrịa site n‟ebe
ọrịa ahụ malitere gaa n‟aba
mmiri nche ahụ, ebe ọ gaemetụta ọwọ nche ahụ ndị ọzọ.
Ọwọ agị̀rị̄ mpeka nke na-agazu
ahụ niile makọọ ụmụ nje niile
dị n‟ahụ dị ka ONA, tụmadị
n‟anụ ahụ, dị ka akpụkpa ahụ
na mkpuchi ime ọwa, ngụ̀ na
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to the lymph nodes to stimulate T cells
and initiate an immune response.

431

Dengue fever

This is a debilitating viral disease of
the tropics, transmitted by mosquitoes,
and causing sudden fever and acute
pains in the joints.

Àhụ́ ọ́kụ́
Dengue

432

Denial

This is a refusal to admit the truth or
reality.

Agụ̀gọ́

433

Deoxyribonucleic
Acid (DNA)

434

One of two types of genetic material
found in all living cells and many
viruses. (The other type of genetic
material is RNA.) Deoxyribonucleic
acid (DNA) carries the genetic
instructions for the development and
function of an organism. DNA allows
for the transmission of genetic
information from one generation to the
next.
The United States‟ Department of
Department of
Health and Human Health and Human Services (DHHS)
works closely with state and local
Services (DHHS)
governments and many HHS-funded
services are provided at the local level
by state or county agencies, or through

Àgbụ̀rụ̀
(DNA)

Ngalaba ụlọ
ọ́rụ́ àhụ-ike
(NỌA)

ọ́wa ọmụmụ nwa. Ha naeburukọ ọrịa gakwuru nche
ahụ, kpalie ọwọ nche ahụ T ka
o chekwaa ahụ.
Nke a bụ ọrịa ike ọgwụgwụ naadị na mba okpomọkụ ga; ọ bụ
anwụ-nta na-ebute ya; ọ naebute ahụ ọkụ ntụmadị, na
mgbu njibi ahụ.
Nke a bụ ọnọdụ ịjụ ikwete ezi
okwu ma ọ bụ ihe a na-ahụ
n‟anya.
Nke a bụ otu n‟ime eriri àgbụ̀rụ̀
abụọ a na-ahụ n‟ihe niile dị
ndụ nakwa n‟ọtụtụ nje (eriri
àgbụ̀rụ̀ ọzọ bụ agịrị agbọ
RNA). Eriri agbụrụ DNA naebu agwara maka uto na ọrụ
ihe nwere ya. DNA na-eme ka
a na-ebufe agbọ ọwọ site na
ndụdụ gaa ndụ.
Ngalaba ụlọ ọrụ ahụ-ike
(NỌA) na ndị gọvment steet na
okpuru ọchịchị obodo na ndị
ụlọ ọrụ NỌA ndị ọzọ na-ejikọ
aka enye aka n‟ọrụ ahụ-ike ma
ọ bụ site n‟enyemaka ndị
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435

Depression

436

Desensitization

437

Diabetes

438

Diagnosis

private sector grantees. The agency‟s
11 operating divisions, including the
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC), the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA), and the
National Institutes of Health (NIH),
collectively administer more than 300
HHS programmes.
A mood disorder characterized by
Ndàm-mbà
sadness, inactivity, and inability to
take pleasure or interest in usual
activities. The changes in mood can
interfere with daily life and normal
functioning. Use of some antiretroviral
(ARV) drugs may cause depression.

Preventing or reducing a hypersensitivity reaction to a drug by gradually
increasing the dose of the drug.
Any disorder of metabolism causing
excessive thirst and the production of
large volumes of urine. Used alone,
the term commonly refers to diabetes
mellitus

Mmamahụ́

The identifying of an illness or
disorder in a patient through physical

Mmata ọ́rịa

Ọ́rịa shugà

83

kwụụrụ onwe ha. Ngalaba ụlọ
ọrụ NỌA 11 ndị gụnyere ụlọọrụ CDC, FDA na NIH na-ahụ
maka ọrụ ha karịrị narị atọ.

Ọrịa umezi nke njirimara ya
gụnyere iwe, ịnọ nkịtị na
enweghi obi ụtọ ma ọ bụ
mmasị ime ihe a na-emebu.
Mgbanwe n‟umezi nwere ike
imetụta obibi ndụ na ịrụ ọrụ
mmadụ na-arụbu. Iri ụfọdụ
ọgwụ ONA nwere ike ibute
ndàm-mbà.
Ime ka ọgwụ mara ahụ site
n‟iji nwayọọ na-etinyekwu na
ntụ a na-añụ.
Ọrịa mgbaze nri ọ bụla, nke
na-akpata nnukwu agụụ mmiri
na ịnyụ nnukwu mamịrị. Ọ
bụrụ na ọ kwụrụ naanị ya, ọ
pụtara ọrịa nje daịbitis
melaịtus.
Usoro mmata ọrịa ma ọ bụ
nsògbu onye ọrịa site na nlele
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examination, medical tests, or other
procedures.
Activities or procedures related to
determining the cause of an illness or
disorder.

Ọ́rụ́ mmata
ọ́rịa

ahụ, nnyocha laab, ma ọ bụ
usoro ndị ọzọ.
Usoro ó ṛ ụ́ mmata ọ́rịa.

439

Diagnostic services

440

Dialysis

Mechanical process of removing waste Myọcha
products from blood.

Usoro iji igwe ma ọ bụ akamere sachaa, yọchaa ma ọ bụ
wepụ mamịrị n‟ọbara.

441

Diarrhoea

It is an increase in liquidity, frequency
or volume of movements as compared
to normal for that person. Acute
diarrhoea develops from time to time
due to contamination of food or water.
Such episode clears within 2 or 3 days
even without treatment, only from
fluid balance, while chronic diarrhoea
is due to some diseases and requires
treatment and investigations.

Òtòrò

Ọ bụ mmiri ịgbapụta n‟ahụ,
ịnyụ mmiri mmiri karịa etu
onye ahụ si anyụbu;
mbịaghachi ajọ otoro na-esite
n‟ịñụ mmiri ma ọ bụ iri nri naadịghị mma. Ụdị otoro a naakwụsị n‟abalị abụo ma ọ bụ
atọ ma ọ bụrụgodu na a naañụnaanị mmiri ka o kwesiri.
N‟aka nke ọzọ, otoro nọtere
aka bụ ọrịa kpatara ya, nke
chọrọ nchọpụta na ọgwụgwọ.

442

Didanosine (DDI,
Dideoxyinosine)

Dideoxyinosine (didanosine, Videx), a
nucleoside analog drug that inhibits
the replication of HIV.

Ọ́gwụ̀
Didanosine

Nke a bụ ọgwụ na-egbochi
mmụbanye ONA.

443

Dideoxycytidine
(DDC)

Dideoxycytidine (zalcitabine, HIVID),
a nucleoside analog drug that inhibits
the replication of HIV.

Ọgwụ (ONA)
DDC

Ọgwụ a na-arụ ọrụ dị ka ọgwụ
na-egbochi ONA ịmụba.
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444

Dideoxyinosine
(DDI)

Dideoxyinosine (didanosine, Videx), a
nucleoside analog drug that inhibits
the replication of HIV.

Ọgwụ (ONA)
DDI

Ọgwụ a na-arụ ọrụ dị ka ọgwụ
na-egbochi ONA ịmụba.

445

Diphtheria

Ǹje ntụhị̀ọ

Nke a bụ ajọ ọrịa na-efe efe,
nke nje ntụhịọ na-akpata; ọ naawakpo ọwa nkumume na
akpịrị.

446

Directly Observed
Therapy (DOT)

Ọ̀gwụ́gwọ́
nnọrọmele

Nke a bụ usoro ọ̀ñụñụ ọgwụ,
nke ndị ọrụ ahụ-ike na-anọrọ
na-ahụ ka onye ọrịa na-añụ ntụ
ọgwụ niile e nyere ya. E ji
ọgwụgwọ nnọrọmele ahụ na
onye ọrịa ñụrụ ọgwụ ya niile
etu e si depụta ya nakwa elele
ka onye ọrịa si agbakedebe. A
na-eji usoro a agwọ ụkwara
nta. N‟ọgwụgwọ ONA, a naakpọ usoro a DAART.

447

Directly Observed
Treatment Short
course (DOTS)
Discoloration
(Dark blue)

A serious and extremely infectious
disease caused by a bacterium called
Corynebacterium diphtheria and its
highly strong toxin attacks the upper
respiratory tract and the throat.
A method of drug administration in
which a health care professional
watches as a person takes each dose of
a medication. Directly observed
therapy (DOT) is used to ensure the
person receives and takes all medications as prescribed and to monitor
response to treatment. DOT is widely
used to manage tuberculosis (TB)
disease. In HIV treatment, DOT is
sometimes called directly administered
antiretroviral therapy (DAART).
This is the name given to the tuberculosis control strategy recommended
by the World Health Organization.
Cyanosis is a bluish colour to the skin
or mucus membrane that is usually
due to a lack of oxygen in the blood.

Ọgwụgwọ
Nnọrọmele
(ỌN)
Mgbachu

Nke a bụ aha e nyere atụmatụ
njizi ụkwara nta nke Otu Ahụike Mba-ụwa (OAM) tụpụtara.
Nke a bụ ọrịa na-atụ akpụkpọ
ahụ agwa anụna anụna
egosipụta; nke na-abụ mpe
ikuku ndụ n‟ọbara.

448
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449

Discordant couple

Discordant couples are those where
one partner is HIV-infected and the
other is not, where a couple is defined
as two persons in an ongoing sexual
relationship and each of these persons
is referred to as a “partner” in the
relationship.

Di na nwunye
nke otù
ebughị

450

Discourse

A serious and lengthy speech or piece
of writing about a topic.

Ụbụ̀bọ̀

451

Disease

A disorder with a specific cause
Ọrịa
(which may or may not be known) and
recognizable signs and symptoms; and
bodily abnormality or failure to
function properly, except that resulting
directly from physical injury (the latter
however may open the way for
disease).

452

Disease spread

The routes and agency by which the
germs that cause a disease move from
one victim to another.

Mfesasị ọrịa

453

Disease
transmission

In medicine, public health, and
biology, transmission is the passing of
a communicable disease from an
infected host individual or group to a

Mbufè ọrịa

Nke a bụ ọnọdụ ebe otu onye
n‟ime di na nwunye nwere nje
ONA mana ogbo ya enweghi
nje a; n‟ebe a, di na nwunye
pụtara nwoke na nwaanyị ọ
bụla na-enwe mmekọ edine;
onye ọ bụla n‟ime ha bụ
“ogbo”.
Nke a bụ ogologo ekwumekwu
ma ọ bụ ederede gbasara otu isi
okwu.
Ọrịa nwere ihe kpatara ya (nke
e nwere ike ma ọ bụ ghara
inwe ike ịma) nke nwere
ọdịmara na nsireme e nwere
ike ịhụta; ya na nkwarụ na
arụzighi ọrụ nke ahụ; mmerụ
ahụ esoghi n‟ọrịa (mana nke a
nwere ike inye ọrịa ohere ka ọ
bịa).
Ndị a bụ oke mfesasị ọrịa.

Ọrịa na-efe èfè bụ nke na-esite
n‟otu onye ma o ̣ bu ̣ kariạ bu
ọrịa gaa n‟onye ma ọ bụ ndị
ọzọ.
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454

Disinfectant

455

Disseminated

456

District Ebola
Response Centre
(DERC)
District/
Intermediate
Hospital
Division of
Acquired
Immunodeficiency
Syndrome
(DAIDS)

457

458

459

Division of AIDS
Treatment
Research Initiative
(DATRI)

particular individual or group,
regardless of whether the other
individual was previously infected.
This is a chemical agent that destroys
a harmful organism (i.e. bacteria).
When an infection or disease has
widely dispersed in a tissue, an organ,
or the entire body.
A local government level coordination hub for directing responses to the
fight against the Ebola epidemic.
A major health care facility which
serves a number of local communities.
A federal programme that sup-ports
research on the following: how HIV is
transmitted and causes disease; the
development of therapies for HIV
infection, its complications, and coinfections; and the development of
vaccines and other prevention
strategies.
An organization established by the
National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases as a national
network to test new therapies for HIVinfected persons. Its hallmark is the

Ògbu nje
Agbasaala

Ògìgè DERC

Ụlọ-ọgwụ
ogbè
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Nke a bụ mmiri mmụọ na-egbu
nje (ya bu ,̣ bakteria).
Mgbe nje ma ọ bụ ọrịa
gbasaalara n‟ime ahụ, akụkụ
ahụ, ma ọ bụ n‟ahụ niile.
Ògìgè gọvment ime obodo naachịkọta agha nke a na-ebuso
Ebola.
Ụlọ-ọgwụ nke o ̣tu ̣tu ̣ ndi ̣ime
obodo na-aga.

Ngàlàbà
nchọ́cha
mmịnwụ́

Nke a bụ ụlọ-ọrụ gọvment etiti
na-akwado nchọcha maka ihe
ndị a: etu ONA si agbasa na
ihe na-akpata ya, mmebeta
ọgwụ ya, ntụhị na ọrịa na-esote
ya; na mmebeta ọgwụ mgbochi
na ụzọ mgbochi ndị ọzọ.

Ngalaba
DATRI

Ngalaba DATRI bụ ụlọ-ọrụ
NIAID dị ka ngalaba dị iche
iche na-elele usoro ọgwụgwọ
ọhụrụ maka ndị nwere ONA.
Ebe a ma ya ama bụ etu o si
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ability to rapidly conduct clinical trials
and related research that evaluates new
therapies and novel treatment
approaches for those with HIV
disease.
When an infection or disease has
Agbasaala
widely dispersed in a tissue, an organ,
or the entire body.
A physician or doctor is a professional Dibịa
who practises medicine, which is
concerned with promoting, maintaining, or restoring human health
through the study, diagnosis, and treatment of disease, injury, and other
physical and mental impairments.
A region of a gene or gene product.
Oke

460

Disseminated

461

Doctor

462

Domain

463

Donor

The giver of a tissue or an organ, such
as blood or kidney.

Ònye

464

Dormancy

Ibube

465

Dorsocervical fat
pad

This is a period in an organism‟s life
cycle when growth, development, and
(in animals) physical activity are
temporarily stopped. This minimizes
metabolic activity and therefore helps
an organism to conserve energy.
An accumulation of fat on the back of
the neck between the shoulders. A

Abụ̀bà ekwò

anwale ma na-eme nchọcha
gbasara ya ọsịịsọ tinyere usoro
ọgwụgwọ ONA ọhụrụ.

Mgbe nje ma ọ bụ ọrịa
gbasaalara n‟ime ahụ, akụkụ
ahụ, ma ọ bụ n‟ahụ niile.
Dibịa Bèkee ma ọ bụ nke Igbo
bụ ọka mmụta a zụrụ n‟ọgwụ,
nke ọrụ ya gbasara nkwalite,
nchekwa, na ọgwụgwọ onye
ọrịa site na nlele, mmata na
inye ya ọgwụ ọrịa, mmerụ ahụ,
na nkwarụ ahụ na echiche.
Ngalaba nke àgbọ ma ọ bụ
nsinagbọ.
Onye na-enye anụ ma ọ bụ
akụkụ ahụ dị ka ọ̀bàrà ma ọ bụ
akụ̀rụ̀.
Nke a bụ agba na ndụ ihe mgbe
uto, mwube na (n‟anụmanụ)
arụmọrụ na-akwụsị obere oge.
Nke a na-ebelata ngweri nri ma
na-eme ka o chekwaa ike ya.
Mgbakọta àbụ̀bà n‟ekwo na
etiti ubu. Abụ̀bà ekwo nwere
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dorsocervical fat pad may be due to
use of some antiretroviral (ARV)
drugs.
The administration of individual doses Okè ọ́gwụ̀
of a medication as part of a medication
regimen, usually expressed as quantity
per unit of time. For example, a
prescribed dosage might consist of 25
mg of a medication given 3 times a
day for 6 days.
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ike isite n‟ọñụñụ ọgwụ ONA.

Nke a bụ ọñụñụ ntụ ọgwụ dị ka
akụkụ ọnụ ọgwụ e nyere; nke a
na-abụ oke ọgwụ na ntụ oge.
Ịma atụ, ọnụ ọgwụ e nyere
nwere ike ịbụ miligram iri
abụọ na ise, nke a ga-añụna ntụ
ọgwụ atọ kwa ụbọchị ruo
mkpụrụ ụbọchị isii.

466

Dosage

467

Dose

The quantity of a medication to be
given at one time, or the total quantity
of a medication administered during a
specified period of time. For example,
a patient might receive an initial
medication dose of 50 mg, and, during
the entire course of treatment, receive
a total medication dose of 500 mg.

Ntụ ọ́gwụ̀

Nke a bụ ntụ ọgwụ a ga-eri otu
oge ma ọ bụ mkpokọta ọnụ
ọgwụ a ga-añụ n‟oge e nyere.
Ịma atụ, onye ọrịa nwere ike
ịnata ọnụ ọgwụ izizi dị ntụ
miligram iri ise, ma, n‟ime oge
e nyere nata mkpokọta ọnụ
ọgwụ dị miligram narị ise.

468

Dose-ranging
study

A clinical trial in which two or more
doses of an agent (such as a drug) are
tested against each other to determine
which dose works best and is least
harmful.

Amụ́mamụ́
oke ọnụ ọ́gwụ̀

Nke a bụ nnwale ọ́gwụ̀ , ebe e ji
otu ọgwụ ma ọ bụ abụọ atụ
nyere ibe ha ịmata nke kacha
arụ ọrụ ma gharakwa ịdị njọ
n‟ahụ.

469

Dose-ranging trial

A type of clinical trial. In dose-ranging Nnwàle oke
trials, different doses of a drug are
ọnụ ọ́gwụ̀
tested. Trial results are compared to

Ụdị nnwale ọgwụ. Na nnwale
oke ọnụ ọgwụ, a na-anwale
ọtụtụ ọnụ ọgwụ. A na-atụle
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determine which dose is most safe and
effective.
470

Dose-response
relationship

471

Double orphan

472

Double-blind study A clinical trial design in which neither
the participating individuals nor the
study staff know which patients are
receiving the experimental drug and
which are receiving placebo or another
therapy. Double-blind trials are
thought to produce objective results,
since the doctor‟s and patient‟s
expectations about the experimental
drug do not affect the outcome.
Obtainment of a sample of blood from
Drawing of blood
an individual‟s superficial blood
vessel usually by means of a suitable
equipment.
Clothing.
Dresses

473

474

The relationship between the dose of
some agent (such as a drug), or the
extent of exposure, and a physiological response. A dose-response
effect means that as the dose increases
so does the effect.
A child whose parents are dead.

Ntụ nyere
adịmire ọ́gwụ̀

Mgbei/ngwii
Àmụ̀mamụ̀
nzobe mkpị̀

nchọpụtagasị ma were nke ọ
bụla tụnyere ibe ya ka a mara
nke ka mma dịkarịa ire.
Nke a bụ mmekọrịta ọnụ ọgwụ
na ahụ onye ọrịa. Ntụnyere oke
adịmire ọgwụ pụtara na ka ọnụ
ọgwụ na-akawanye nnukwu bụ
ka adịmire ọgwụ ahụ naabawanye.
Nwata nne na nna ya nwụrụ
ànwụ.
Nke a bu ̣ nhazi nnwale ọgwụ,
nke ndị nsoromee na ndị
nchọcha na-amaghị ndị nnwale
na ndị ntụnyere. A na-ewe
amụ̀mamụ̀ nzobe mkpị̀ dị ka
nke nwere ntụkwasị obi n‟ihi
na ntụmanya dibịa na onye ọrịa
anaghị emetụta mpụtara
nchọcha.

Mmị́ta ọ̀bàrà

Mmị́ta ọ̀bàrà mmadu ̣ site n‟iji
ngwa ọrụ ụlọ-ọgwụ.

Uwe ga

Ndị a bụ ụfọdụ n‟ime ákwà ndị
ọrịa yiri.
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475

Drug abuse

The recurrent use of illegal drugs, or
the misuse of prescription or over-thecounter drugs with negative
consequences.

Nñu ̣jo ̣ o ̣gwu ̣

Ọñụñụ ọgwụ iwu machiri ma ọ
bụ nñu ̣jo ̣ o ̣gwu ̣, ma o ̣ bu ̣ izu
̣ ̣ru ̣
ọgwụ dibịa na-edenyeghi.

476

Drug antagonism

An interaction between two or more
drugs that have opposite effects on the
body. Drug antagonism may block or
reduce the effectiveness of one or
more of the drugs.

Ntakwụ ọgwụ

Nke a bụ mmekọrịta dị n‟etiti
ọgwụ abụọ ma ọ bụ karịa naagbagha adịmire onwe ha
n‟ahụ onye ọrịa. Ntakwụ ọgwụ
nwere ike ime ka otu ọgwụ ma
ọ bụ karịa gbochie ma ọ bụ
bèlata adịmire ọgwụ.

477

Drug class

A group of drugs that share common
properties, which may include a
similar mechanism of action, chemical
structure, or approved use.

Òtù ọgwụ

Otu ọgwụ nwere otu agwara
ndị nwere ike ịgụnye otu ụdị
usoro ọrụ, ndịna ma ọ bụ
nkwado.

478

Drug
concentration

Ogo ọ́gwụ̀
n’ọ̀bàrà

Nke a bụ ntụ ogo ọgwụ dị
n‟ọ̀bàrà; a na-atụ ya dị ka ọnụọgụ maịkrogram kwa mililita.

479

Drug
detoxification

Òchuchu
ọ́gwụ̀

480

Drug interaction

The amount of a drug in a given
volume of blood plasma, measured as
the number of micrograms per
millilitre.
Drug detoxification (informally,
detox) is the process and experience of
a withdrawal syndrome; and any of the
various treatments for acute drug
overdose.
The effects of two or more drugs taken
simultaneously producing an alteration

Ochuchu ọ́gwụ̀ bụ usoro
mwezuga onwe n‟ọgwụ; ya na
nke ọ bụla n‟ime usoro
ọgwụgwọ nñufe ọgwụ tara
nchara.
Adịmire ọgwụ abụọ ma ọ bụ
karịa ndị a ñụkọtara ọnụ, nke

Mmekọrịta
ọ́gwụ̀
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in the usual effects of either drug taken
alone. The interacting drugs may have
a potentially or additive effect and
serious side effects may result.

na-eweta ihe dị iche na ihe nke
ọ bụla n‟ime ha gaara eweta
ma ọ bụrụ na a ñụrụ ha otu otu.
Mmekọrịta ọ́gwụ̀ nwere ike
ịkwalite ike ọgwụ, nke nwere
ike ịgbakasị ọnye ọrịa ahụ.
Njikwa ọñụñụ ọgwụ bụ
mgbazi, nke onye na-enye
mmadụ ọgwụ na-enye onye naañụ ọgwụ, nke mbunuche ya
bụ ịkwalite adịmire ọgwụgwọ
na nzota onye ahụ.

481

Drug management

Medication therapy management
(MTM) is a medical care provided by
pharmacists whose aim is to optimize
drug therapy and improve therapeutic
outcomes for patients.

Nhàzi ọ́gwụ̀

482

Drug regimens

A programme of treatment which
systematically incorporates more than
one medication.

Nhàzi onyinye
ọ́gwụ̀

Atụmatụ nhàzi onyinye ọ́gwụ̀
nke nwere ike inabata
kariạ otu
̣
ọgwụ.

483

Drug resistance

Drug resistance is the reduction in the
effectiveness of a drug such as an
antimicrobial, anthelmintic or an
antineoplastic in curing a disease or
condition.

Anabataghị
ọ́gwụ̀

Anabataghị ọ́gwụ̀ bụ ụzọ
mbèlata adịmire ọgwụ n‟ahụ dị
ka ọgwụ mgbochi, ọgwụ ogbu
ma ọ bụ mwepụcha nje n‟ahụ.

484

Drug synergism

An interaction between two or more
drugs that causes the total effect of the
drugs to be greater than the sum of the
individual effects of each drug. A
synergistic effect can be beneficial or
harmful.

Nkwalitekọ
ọ́gwụ̀

Nke a bụ nkwalitekọ ike ọgwụ
abụọ ma ọ bụ karịa nke
mkpokọta adịmire ukwu ọgwụ
a karịrị mkpokọta adịmire nke
ọ bụla n‟ime. Mkpokọta ike
ukwu ọgwụ nwere ike ịba uru
ma ọ bụ nwe ọghọm.
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485

Drug use

A natural or artificial substance given
to treat or prevent disease or to lessen
pain.

Ọ́gwụ̀ ọñụ́ñụ́/ Ọgwụ nsi-na-chi ma ọ bụ akaokuku/ntinye/ mere nke e ji egbochi ma ọ bụ
mfanye/otite/ọ̀ agwọ ọrịa, ma ọ bụ ebèlata ụ̀fụ.
gbụ́gba

486

Drug-drug
interaction

A modification of the effect of a drug
when administered with another drug.
The effect may be an increase or a
decrease in the action of either
substance, or it may be an adverse
effect that is not normally associated
with either drug.

Nkwuwa adịmire ọgwụ mgbe e
Mmekọrịta
ọ́gwụ̀ nà ọgwụ rikọrọ ya na ọgwụ ọzọ.
Adịmire ha nwere ike
ịkawanye ma ọ bụ belata
n‟adịmire nke ọ bụla n‟ime ha;
o nwekwara ike ibute mgbakasị
ahụ nke abụghị njirimara nke ọ
bụla n‟ime ha.

487

Drug-food
interaction

A change in a drug‟s effect on the
body when the drug is taken together
with certain foods or beverages. Not
all drugs are affected by food, and
some drugs are affected by only
certain foods. A drug-food interaction
can delay, decrease, or enhance
absorption of a drug. This can cause
the drug to be less effective, cause
adverse effects, or increase the action
of the drug.

Mmekọrịta
ọ́gwụ̀ nà nri

Mgbanwe adịmire ọgwụ n‟ahụ
mgbe e jiri nri ma ọ bụ ihe
ọñụñụ ñụọ ọgwụ. Nri anaghị
emetụta adịmire ọgwụ niile;
ụfọdụ nri na-emetụta adịmire
ọgwụ. Mmekọrịta nri na ọgwụ
nwere ike ịhagide, belata ma ọ
bụ kwalite mgbaze ọgwụ. Nke
a nwere ike mee ka adịmire
ọgwụ pelata, bute mkpakasị
ahụ ọgwụ ma ọ bụ kwalite
adịmire ya.

488

Drugs

It is a chemical substance which can
alter the function of some organs.
These include prescribed as well as

Ọ́gwụ̀

Nke a bụ akụrakụ aka-mere,
nke nwere ike ịgbanwe ọrụ
akụkụ ahụ ụfọdụ. Ha gụnyere
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over the counter remedies.
489

490

491
492

493

Drugs &
Alcoholism
Isolation
Drug-susceptible

Dried Blood Spot
(DBS)
Dual Energy
X-ray
Absorptiometry
(DEXA)

Dual-tropic virus

A special programme for treating
persons with drug or alcohol addiction
problems.
Sensitive to the effect of a drug. When
a strain of HIV is sensitive to one or
more antiretroviral (ARV) drugs.
Antiretroviral therapy (ART) will
likely be effective against a drug
susceptible strain of HIV.
This is a blood test to detect HIV
infection in children.
A test that uses low-dose X-rays to
measure bone mineral density,
including calcium content, in a section
of bone. Dual energy X-ray absorptiometry (DEXA) scans are used to
detect osteoporosis and predict the risk
of bone fracture.
A strain of HIV that can enter and
infect a host cell by binding to either
the CCR5 or CXCR4 receptor on the
host cell. To enter a host cell, HIV
must first attach to a CD4 receptor,
then attach to either the CCR5 or
CXCR4 receptor, and finally fuse its
membrane with the host cell

Ọ́gwụ̀ na Njụ
mmanya ọkụ
Nkwenyere
ọ́gwụ̀

Nlele DBS
Fòto DEXA

Ụdị ONA

ọgwụ nkịtị na ndị e denyere
edenye.
Atụmatụ pụrụ iche e ji agwọ
ndị añụrụma.
Ndị ire gbasara akparama agwa
ọgwụ. Mgbe ọgwụ ONA dị ire
n‟ọrịa n‟otu ụdị ONA ma ọ bụ
nke ọzọ. Ọgwụ ONA ga-adị ire
gbasara nkwenyere o ̣gwu ̣
ONA.
Nke a bụ nlele ọbara iji
chọpụta ọdịdị ONA n‟ụmụaka.
Nlele na-eji foto X-ree atụ ogo
ụmị ọ́kpụ́kpụ́, tinyere nri
ọkpụkpụ n‟akụkụ ọ́kpụ́kpụ́. E
ji foto nlele DXA achọpụta
ọdịmara ọrịa na mgbaji
ọkpụkpụ.
Nke a bụ ụdị ONA nwere ike
ịbanye ma metụta ọwọ mbudo
site n‟ịmakọ n‟ọnabata CCR5
ma ọ bụ CXCR4. Iji banye
n‟ọ̀wọ̀ mbudo, ONA ga-eburiri
ụzọ mado n‟ọnabata CD4; nke
a gachaa, ọ makọọ na CCR5
ma ọ bụ ọnabata CXCR4; e
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membrane. HIV is usually R5-tropic
(uses CCR5) during the early stages of
infection, but the virus may later
switch to using either only CXCR4 or
both CCR5 and CXCR4.

mechaa, ọ mapado ahụ ya
n‟ahụ ọwọ mbudo. ONA naachọkarị R5 site n‟iji CCR5 na
mbido ọrịa mana nje nwere ike
mechaa jigidezie naanị CXCR4
ma ọ bụ CCR5 na CXCR4.
Akwụzighi ogo àbụ̀bà, ya bụ,
ndịpe ma ọ bụ ndịfe ogo abụba
n‟ọbara; nke a nwere ike isite
n‟ọñụñụ ọgwụ̀ ONA ụfọdụ.

494

Dyslipidemia

Abnormal levels of lipids (fats),
Ọrịa ogo
including cholesterol and triglyàbụ̀bà
cerides, in the blood. Dyslipidemia can
refer to either decreased or elevated
levels of lipids. Dyslipidemia may be
an adverse effect of some
antiretroviral (ARV) drugs.

495

Dysplasia

The enlargement of an organ or tissue
by the proliferation of cells of an
abnormal type, as a developmental
disorder or an early stage in the
development of cancer.

Ọzị́za ahụ

Ọzị́za akụkụ ahụ mmadụ, nke
ajọ ọwọ nwere ike ịkpata, dị ka
ntojọ ma ọ bụ mgba ama
mmalite izi.

496

Dyspnea

Difficult or laboured breathing.

Ume ọ́kụ́

Anaghị eku ume ọfụma.

497

Early detection

Identification of a specific disease at
an early stage in the natural history of
the disease.

Nchọpụta
n’oge

Nchọpụta ọrịa dị añaa mgbe ọ
na-amalite.

498

Early warning
indicator of HIV
drug resistance
(EWI)

Early warning indicators (EWIs) of
HIV drug resistance (HIVDR) are a
key component of WHO public health
strategy to minimize and assess
HIVDR in countries scaling up

Mgba ama
njụ ọgwụ
ONA n’oge
(MNN)

Mgba ama nke njụ ọgwụ ONA
n‟oge bụ atụmatụ dị mkpa òtù
ọrụ ahụ-ike mba ụwa ji ebelata
ma na-atụle njụ ọgwụ ONA ma
jiri ya na-ewelita aka n‟ọgwụ a
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na-enye. MNN bụ ụzọ e ji
amata ogo nleta onye ọrịa
n‟ọgwụ ONA tụmadị mgbe ọ
malitere ịjụ ịnabata ọgwụ
ONA.

antiretroviral therapy. EWIs are
quality of care indicators which
specifically assess factors at individual
antiretroviral therapy clinics associated with emergence of HIVDR.
499

Ebola awareness

Having information about Ebola
disease.

Mmata maka
Ebola

Ịmata maka ọrịa Ebola.

500

Ebola centre

It is a place where treatment of Ebola
is administered.

Ụlọ ọgwụ
Ebola

Ọ bụ ebe a na-agwọ ndị nwere
Ebola.

501

Ebola clients

Persons infected or affected by Ebola
virus.

Ndị Ebola
mere

Ndị a bụ ndị nwetara Ebola.

502

Ebola
Communication
Network (ECN)

The ECN is a collection of health
communication materials designed to
help address the spread of the Ebola
virus in West Africa.

Njikọ Mgbasa
Ozi Ebola
(NMOE)

Njikọ Mgbasa Ozi Ebola bụ
mkpokọta ngwa ozi ahụ-ike iji
bagide mgbasa nje Ebola
n‟Ọdịda Anyanwụ Afrịka.

503

Ebola contact

A person seen as a possible carrier of
an Ebola disease.

Mmetụ Ebola

Onye a hụrụ dị ka onye nwere
ike ibu nje Ebola.

504

Ebola
contaminated
house

The house that is impure, unclean, or
polluted, especially because of the
Ebola virus.

Ụlọ Ebola
metụtara

Ụlọ adịghị ọcha ma ọ bụ nke
emerụrụ emerụ, ọkachasị n‟ihi
nje Ebola.

505

Ebola
contaminated zone

A zone that is polluted, especially
because of the Ebola virus.

Ogbè Ebola
metụtara

Ogbè adịghị ọcha tụmadị n‟ihi
nje Ebola.

506

Ebola contract

A situation in which two or more
things or people actually touch or
strike against Ebola virus.

Mmetụ Ebola

Ọnọdụ ebe otu ihe ma ọ bụ
onye ma ọ bụ karịa metụrụ ma
ọ bụ nwere nje Ebola.
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507

Ebola control

A place at which Ebola is checked or
inspected or from which Ebola is
directed.

Mbèlata
Ebola

Ebe a na-elele ma ọ bụ elezi
ma ọ bụ enye ntụzi aka maka
Ebola.

508

Ebola control
environment

A place at which Ebola is checked or
inspected or from which Ebola is
directed.

Ogbe njizi
Ebola

Ebe a na-elele ma ọ bụ elezi
ma ọ bụ enye ntụzi aka maka
Ebola.

509

Ebola datasets

Up-to-the-minute datasets on the reach Ndekọ̀ oke
of the virus, health facilities, etc.
Ebola

Nke a bụ ndekọru n‟oge, oke
Ebola gbasadebere, ngwa ọrụ
dị maka ịbagide ya, dg.

510

Ebola detector
machine

A device for sensing the presence of or Igwe
changes in Ebola virus.
nchọpụta
Ebola

Igwe e ji achọpụta ọdịdị na
mgbanwe dị na nje Ebola.

511

Ebola disease

A condition in humans, plants, or
animals that results in pathological
symptoms and is not the direct result
of physical injury.

Ọrịa Ebola

Ọrịa mmadụ, osisi ma ọ bụ
anụmanụ, nke na-egosi nsireme
ọrịa, nke na-siteghi na mmerụ
ahụ.

512

Ebola drugs

A natural or artificial substance given
to treat or prevent Ebola disease or to
lessen pain.

Ọgwụ̀ Ebola

Ọgwụ nsi-na-chi ma ọ bụ akamere a na-eji agwọ ma ọ bụ
egbochi ọrịa Ebola ma ọ bụ
ebèlata ụ̀fụ ya.

513

Ebola emergency
teams

These are individuals who provide
immediate action for Ebola treatment.

Otu gbàta
gbàta Ebola

Ndị a bụ ndị na-ahụ na a gwọrọ
ọrịa Ebola ozigbo.

514

Ebola
enlightenment

This the state of having consciousness
of Ebola.

Mgbasa ozi
maka Ebola

Nke a bụ ọnọdụ ịmata maka
Ebola.
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515

Ebola facts

Information about the virus, its spread,
detection, treatment, previous
outbreaks and different strains of
Ebola.

Akụ́kọ́ nke bụ Nke a bụ ozi maka nje Ebola,
eziokwu maka mgbasa ya, nchọpụta ya,
ọgwụgwọ ya, ndapụtabu na
Ebola
ụdịdị ya.

516

Ebola free

Not at risk of involvement with Ebola
virus.

Enweghị
Ebola

Nke a bụ enweghị nje Ebola.

517

Ebola incidence

The frequency with which new Ebola
infection occurs.

Ihe ndapụ̀ta
Ebola

Ka ihe ndapụ̀ta Ebola si eme.

518

Ebola infection

Ebola infection is an act of contracting
Ebola virus.

Nnweta Ebola

Nke a bụ usoro ọnọdụ mbute
nje Ebola.

519

Ebola information

Definite knowledge acquired or
supplied about Ebola.

Ozi gbasara
Ebola

Ihe a mara ma ọ bụ a gbasara
maka Ebola.

520

Ebola intervention

This is a rapid response of aid workers
to reduce the spread of Ebola.

Mbọ mgbochi
Ebola

Nke a bụ inweta enyemaka
ngwa ngwa iji bèlata mfesasị
ọrịa Ebola.

521

Ebola job aids

Ebola training tool kit is for
organizations (such as nongovernmental organizations [NGOs])
to use to offer training to health care
workers.

Ngwa ọ̀zụ̀zụ̀
ndị ọrụ Ebola

Nke a bụ ụmụ ngwa ọrụ, e ji
azụ ndị ọrụ ahụ-ike maka iji
rụọ ọrụ ịlụso ọrịa Ebola ọgụ.

522

Ebola
management

The coordination of the processes
involved in caring for a person who is
considered to have been exposed to
the Ebola virus.

Nhàzi Ebola

Nhàzi na njizi ndi ̣ha na ndi ̣
nwere nje Ebola nwere
mmekọ.

523

Ebola medication

A drug used to treat Ebola virus.

Ọgwụ Ebola

Ọ́gwụ̀ e ji àgwọ́ nje Èbola.
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Ebola message

525

Ebola negative

526

Ebola patient

527

Ebola positive

528

Ebola posters
(community)

529

Ebola prevalence

530

Ebola prevention

531

Ebola protection
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Atụmatụ ọ bụla ma ọ bụ ozi
gbasara nje Èbola.
Ngosipụta enweghị ọrịa Ebola
ma ọ bụ ọnọdụ, nke e ji eme
nlele maka Ebola.
Onye na-anata ọgwụ ọgwụgwọ
Ebola.
Mpụtara nlele nke gosiri na
mmadụ nwere nje Ebola.
Nke a bụ ụmụ usoro mgbasa
ozi gbasara nje Ebola site
n‟akwụkwọ mgbasa ozi a naamapanye n‟ime obodo Sierra
Leone, Senigal na Laịberia
nakwa nsiribido si n‟aka ndị
otu CDC na UNICEF, gụnyere
nchọpụta Ebola, mgbochi,
nleta na ọgwụgwọ ya.
Mkpokọta ọnụ ọgụ, nke nje
Ebola n‟ogo ọnụ ndị mmadụ.

Any concept or information about
Ebola virus.
Showing the absence of Ebola disease
or condition that is being tested for.

Ozi Ebola

Somebody who receives medical
treatment for Ebola.
The outcome of atest that someone has
been infected with Ebola virus.
Selection of posters from Sierra
Leone, Senegal and Liberia, as well as
generic posters from the CDC and
UNICEF, covering Ebola detection,
prevention, care and treatment.

Onye nwere
Ebola
Nwere Ebola

The total number of cases of Ebola
virus in the statistical population at a
given time.
An action or actions taken to stop
Ebola contact or to stop Ebola disease
from happening.

Ọnụọgụ ndị
nwere Ebola
Mgbochi
Ebola

Mmem ma ọ bụ mmem e mere
iji kwụsị mmetụta Ebola ma ọ
bụ iji kwụsị ọrịa Ebola ịdapụta.

Ebola protection may refer to
materials used in covering the body in
attending to a patient.

Nchekwa
maka Ebola

Nke a bụ ụmụ ngwa ọrụ, nke
ndị ọrụ ahụ-ike na-eji iji nwee
njikere ịlụso ọrịa Ebola ọgụ.

Enweghị
Ebola

Akwụkwọ
mgbasaozi
Ebola
(n’òbòdò)
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532

Ebola protection
action cards

Print materials or Ebola preparedness
kit for aid workers.

Ngwaọrụ ndị
ọrụ Ebola

Mbipụta akwụkwọ gasị ma ọ
bụ ụmụ ngwa ọrụ ndị ọrụ
Ebola.

533

Ebola quarantine
centre

A facility for the mandatory isolation
of people or animals that may have
been exposed to Ebola virus.
Initiatives for countering an outbreak
of Ebola infection.

Ebe chetụ
mara Ebola

Nke a bụ ebe “chere mara” a
na-edosa onye e chere na o
nwere ọrịa Ebola, ma ọ bụ
nwee mmeko ̣ ya na onye nwere
Ebola.

534

Ebola response
plan

Initiatives for countering an outbreak
of Ebola infection.

Ǹrisihụ́ Ebola

Nke a bụ ihe a ga-eme mgbe e
nwere mmetụta Ebola.

535

Ebola River

A river in Central Africa.

Iyi Ebola

Iyi di ̣na mpaghara etiti Afirị ka.
̣

536

Ebola screening

A test or testing carried out routinely
on supposedly healthy people in order
to establish, as early as possible,
whether or not they have an illness or
disease.

Nnyocha
maka Ebola

Nhọ̀cha ma ọ bụ nnyocha e
mere kwa oge, iji wube n‟oge,
ma mata na ahụ adịghị ha ma ọ
bụ na ha bù ọrịa.

537

Ebola sensitive
protection

These are all cover gadgets used
among Ebola health workers.

Ndị a bụgasị ngwa mkpuchi
Ngwa
ahụ ndị ọrụ Ebola ji arụ ọrụ.
nchekwa
maka
mmekọrịta
mmadụ na ibe
ya nye Ebola
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538

Ebola sensitive
social protection

These are the preventive measure of
Ebola gadget for the community.

Ndị a bụ usoro mgbochi ngwa
Ngwa
mkpuchi ahụ ndị ọrụ Ebola
nchekwa
n‟obodo.
maka
mmekọrịta
mmadụ na ibe
ya nye Ebola

539

Ebola survivor
clinic

Rehabilitation centre for persons who
survive Ebola disease.

Òsìnà Ebola
gbakee

Ebe nleko ̣ta ndi ̣si n‟o ̣riạ Ebola
gbakee.

540

Ebola survivors

They are the Ebola victims who
survived and the aftermath. Many of
them are now using their experience to
help fight the disease in their
community.

Òsìnà Ebola
gbakee

Ndị a bụ ndị gbakere n‟ọrịa
Ebola. Ọtụtụ n‟ime ha na-eji
mmụta si n‟ihe ha gabigara
enye aka ịlụso ọrịa ahụ ọgụ
n‟obodo ha.

541

Ebola task force

The Ebola task force provides in-depth Ndị òtù
information about Ebola in local
gbanụ̀gbanụ̀
languages in West Africa.
Ebola

Ndị ọrụ Ebola ndị na-agbasa
ozi gbasara ọrịa Ebola n‟asụsụ
ime obodo n‟Ọdịda Anyanwụ
Afrịka.

542

Ebola test

An examination of a part of the body
or of a body fluid or specimen in order
to find Ebola out, e.g. whether it is
functioning properly or is infected.

Nlele maka
Ebola

Nlele akụkụ ahụ ma ọ bụ
mmiri ahụ ma ọ bụ atụ nlele iji
chọpụta Ebola, d. k, ịchọpụta
ma ọ na-arụ ọrụ nke ọma ma ọ
bụ na o nwetala ọrịa.

543

Ebola test centres

Ebola test centres are secluded places
where Ebola patients are treated.

Ebe nlele
Ebola

Ebe nlele Ebola bụ ebe a
rụpụgasịrị maka ọgwụgwọ ndị
ọrịa Ebola.
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Ọ̀gwụ́gwọ́
Ebola

Ọgwụgwọ metụtara ahụ, uche
ma ọ bụ nsògbu àgwà
ọ̀gwụ́gwọ́ ma ọ bụ ndogharị
Ebola.

Mbufe Ebola

Nke a bụ ọnọdụ ime mbufenye
ọrịa ọjọọ na-efe èfè.

The application of medical care to
cure disease, heal injuries, or ease
symptoms of Ebola.

Ọ̀gwụ́gwọ́
Ebola

Ntinye nleta ọgwụ iji gwọọ
ọrịa, melaa ọnya gasị, ma ọ bụ
bèlata njirimara ha.

EbolaTreatment
Unit (ETU)

Ebola treatment unit.

Ngalaba
Ọgwụgwọ
Ebola (NỌE)

Ngalaba ọgwụgwọ Ebola
(NỌE).

548

Ebola vaccination

A means of producing immunity to
Ebola by using a vaccine or special
preparation of antigenic material to
stimulate the formation of appropriate
antibodies.

Agbamọgwụ
mgbochi
Ebola

Ụzọ mmepụta nche ahụ nke
Ebola site n‟iji agbamọgwụ
mgbochi ma ọ bụ nrụpụta nje
pụrụ iche, iji jikwaa mmebe
nche ahụ kwesiri ekwesi.

549

Ebola vaccine

A special preparation of antigenetic
material that can be used to stimulate
the development of antibodies and
thus confer active immunity against
Ebola.

Ọgwụ
mgbochi
Ebola

Mmepụta àgbo nche ahụ pụrụ
iche, nke e nwere ike iji
kwalite mmepụta nche ahụ ma
kwenye na nche ahụ dị ike, iji
lụso Ebola ọgụ.

550

Ebola victims

Ebola victims are referred to as
affected individuals or those killed by
Ebola virus.

Ndị Ebola
nwetere

Ndị Ebola nwetere bụ ndị niile
a mara nwere mmetụta Ebola
ma ọ bụ ndị ọrịa Ebola gburu.

544

Ebola therapy

Treatment of physical, mental, or
behavioural problems that is meant to
cure or rehabilitate Ebola.

545

Ebola transmission This is an act of transferring a
contagious disease.

546

Ebola treatment

547
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551

Ebola virus

A virus responsible for an acute
infection in humans with features
similar to those of Marburg disease.
Transmission is by contact with
infected blood and other body fluids
and the incubation period is 2-21 days
(7 days on average).

Nje Ebola

Nje nke a maara maka mbute
Ebola nke yiri ọrịa Marburg.
Mbute ya na-esi na mmetụta
ọbara ma ọ bụ mmiri ahụ ndi
ọzọ ma oge mmụba ya bụ
n‟agbata mkpụrụ ụbọchi abụọ
ruo ịrị abụọ na otu (ma ọ bụ ihe
ruru abalị asaa).

552

Ecchymoses (PL)

Bruise, area of discoloration on the
skin caused by a blow, contusion.

Nkwὸcha àhụ́

553

Ecchymosis (SG)

A blue or purplish bruise that results
from bleeding under the skin.

Mmerụ ahụ

554

Edema

Ọ̀zị̀za ahụ

555

Efavirenz (EFV)

556

Effective testing

Abnormal swelling caused by excess
accumulation of fluid in tissues or
body cavities.
Efavirenz (EFV)is a non-nucleoside
reverse transcriptase inhibitor
(NNRTI). It is used as part of a highly
active antiretroviral therapy (HAART)
for the treatment of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) type 1.
This is a testing or proper examination of disease.

Ebe mmerụ àhụ́ ma ọ bụ
nchagharị n‟akpụkpọ ahụ, nke
si n‟ọkpọ ma ọ bụ ọghọm
okporo ụzọ.
Nke a bụ mmerụ ahụ na-acha
anụna anụna ma ọ bụ uhie uhie
site na mgbamọbara okpuru
akpụkpọ ahụ.
Nke a bụ nsògbu ὸkùkό ahụ
site na mgbakọta mmiri n‟anụ
ma ọ bụ ọwa ahụ.
Ọgwụ Efavirenz bụ ọgwụ
mgbochi ONA. A na-eji ya dị
ka ọgwụ ike HAART e ji agwọ
ụdị nje ONA 1.

Ọgwụ
Efavirenz

Nlele dị ire

Nke a bụ nlele ma ọ bụ
nnyocha ọrịa nke ọma.
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(Of a drug or treatment.) The maxiǸdịmire
mum ability of a drug or treatment to
produce a result regardless of dosage.
A drug passes efficacy trials if it is
effective at the dose tested and against
the illness for which it is prescribed. In
the procedure mandated by the Food
and Drug Administration, phase II
clinical trials gauge efficacy, phase III
trials confirm it.
A chemical compound that separates
Mmiri nnu
into ions in a solution or when molten, ahụ
and is able to conduct electricity.

(Gbasara ọgwụ ma ọ bụ
ọgwụgwọ.) Ogo ike ọgwụ ma ọ
bụ agwọmọrịa, n‟agbanyeghi
ntụ ya. Ọgwụ na-agafe nnwale
adịmire ya ma ọ bụrụ na ọ
gwọrọ ọrịa na ntụ a nwalere.
N‟usoro ntụzi aka FDA, ntụ
agba nnwale adịmire II bụ
nnwale adịmire ọgwụ III gaakwado ya.
Nke a bụ mmiri mmụọ naagbari ma e tinye ya na mmiri
ma nwee ike na-ebusa ọkụ
latrik.

Eligibility criteria

Factors used to determine whether a
Ǹtụ́ ntozù
person is eligible (inclusion criteria) or
not eligible (exclusion criteria) to
participate in a clinical trial. Eligibility
criteria may include disease type and
stage and other medical procedures.

ELISA test

(Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent
Assay.) A laboratory test to determine
the presence of antibodies to HIV in
the blood. A positive ELISA test
generally is confirmed by the Western
blot test.

Nke a bụ ọnọdụ na-akọwa ma
mmadụ etozuru ime ihe, (ma ọ
bụ soro mee ihe) ma ọ bụ na o
tozughi (etozughi) iso na
nnwale ọgwụ. Ntụ ntozu nwere
ike ịgụnye ụdịdị na agba ọrịa
na usoro ọgwụgwọ ga.
Nlele ahụ iji mata nche ahụ nke
nwere ONA n‟ime ọ̀bàrà. E ji
Westan blọt ekpebi nke a.

557

Efficacy

558

Electrolytes

559

560

Nlele Elisa
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561

Elite controllers

A very small subset of people infected
with HIV who are able to maintain
suppressed viral loads for years
without antiretroviral (ARV) drugs.
Although antiretrovial therapy (ART)
may be theoretically beneficial for
elite controllers, there is no clinical
data supporting therapy for this group.

Ọkpàgbu nje

Nke a bụ ndị dị obere n‟ọnụ
ọgụ, nwere ONA ma naakpagbu ya ọtụtụ afọ n‟erighi
ọgwụ. N‟agbanyeghị na ọgwụ
ONA dị mkpa maka ndị dị etu
a, e nweghi nchọpụta e meerela
kwadoro ka e nyebe ụdị ndị a
ọgwụ.

562

Embryo

In humans, an infant developing in the
uterus (womb) from conception until
about the third month of pregnancy.

Ọ̀kpụ̀kpụ̀
ọbara nwa

Na mmadụ, ọ̀kpụ̀kpụ̀ ọbara
nwa, nke na-apụta n‟akpa nwa
site na mgbe a tụrụ ime ruo
ọnwa atọ.

563

Emergency
Department

The department of a hospital
responsible for an unexpected and
sudden event that must be dealt with
urgently.

Ngalaba
gbata gbata

Ngalaba ụlọ-ọgwụ na-ahụ
maka ihe ndapụta mberede
chọrọ enyemaka ozigbo.

564

Emotional stress

Signs of stress are different in
everyone, with some people
expressing more physical signs, like
fatigue or high blood pressure, and
others expressing more emotion or
psychological signs, like irritability or
depression. Signs of stress include:
irritability, depressed mood, and
anxiety.

Ndọ́kasị ahụ

Akara ndọkasị ahụ dị iche iche
n‟ahụ onye ọ bụla; ụfọdụ naegosipụta nke ha n‟ahụ ọsịịsọ,
dị ka ike ọgwụgwụ ma ọ bụ
ọbara mgbali-elu ebe ndị ọzọ
na-egospụta nke ha n‟ọnọdụ
ime mmụọ, d. k. mgbakasị ahụ
na nsọkwụ. Akara mgbakasị
ahụ gụnyere ahụ mgbakasị,
ndam-mba, atụmuche.
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565

Emotions

A state of arousal that can be
experienced as pleasant or unpleasant.

566

Empirical

Empirical evidence, data, or knowGbasara
ledge, also known as sense experience, nhụ̀rụ̀nanya
is a collective term for the knowledge
or source of knowledge acquired by
means of the senses, particularly by
observation and experimentation.

567

Empirical therapy

Empiric therapy or empirical therapy
is therapy based on experience and
more specifically, therapy begun on
the basis of a clinical educated guess
in the absence of complete or perfect
information.

568

Encephalitis

Inflammation of the brain, usually
Ọ̀zị̀za ụ̀bụ́rụ̀
caused by a viral infection. Encephalitis can also be caused by a
bacterial infection, toxin, or autoimmune process. Symptoms of
encephalitis range from mild, such as
flu-like symptoms, to severe, such as
seizures. In people with HIV, encephalitis may be due to HIV infection or
opportunistic infections, such as
Toxoplasma gondii infection.

Mmetụta ahụ

Ọgwụ́gwọ́
nhụ̀rụ̀nanya

Ọnọdụ mkpalite mmụọ, nke
nwere ike ịdị mma ma ọ bụ
njọ.
Ihe a na-ahụ doro anya, dị ka
ngwa nchọcha ma ọ bụ mmụta;
nke a bụ okwu mkpokọta e ji
akọwa mmụta ma ọ bụ ebe e si
mụta ihe tụmadị site na
nhụrụnanya, nchọpụta na
nnwale àtụtụ.
Nke a bụ ọ̀gwụgwọ si n‟ihe a
mabu ama tụmadị ọgwụgwọ
ọdịnala, mgbe a na-amaghị
mkpatara ọrịa nke ọma.

Nke a bụ okuko ụ̀bụ́rụ̀, nke
mkpatara ya si na nje. Ọzịza
ụbụrụ nwekwara ike i site na
nje, ọgwụ ma ọ bụ nche ahụ.
Nsireme ὸkùkό ụbụrụ nwere
ike ịdị obere, d.k. ahụ ịcha ọkụ
ma dị njọ, dị ka ὸdụ́dό. Na ndị
nwere ONA, nke a nwere ike i
site na nje ONA ma ọ bụ ụmụ
ọrịa ndị ọzọ so ya dị ka ọrịa
mmịmị ọkpụkpụ azụ, nke nje
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569

Encephalopathy

Abnormality of structure of function
involving the brain.
This refers to health care, not only for
patients in the final hours or days of
their lives, but more broadly care for
all those with a terminal illness or
terminal disease condition that has
become advanced, progressive and
incurable.
When a disease occurs frequently and
at a predictable rate in a specific
location or population. For example,
HIV-2 is endemic to West Africa.

570

End of life/
support care

571

Endemic

572

Endogenous

Relating to or produced by the body.

573

Endoscopy

574

Endotoxin

Viewing the inside of a body cavity
(e.g. colon) with an endoscope, a
device using flexible fibre optics.
A toxin present inside a bacterial cell.

575

End-stage disease

Nje ọrịa
ụ̀bụ́rụ̀
Ngwụcha
ndụ/nkwado
ndụ
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ọrịa ekwo (togzoplasma gonii)
na-ebute.
Arụzighị ọrụ nke ụ̀bụ́rụ̀.
Nke a gbasara nleta ahu ̣ike nke
metụtara ndị nọ na ngwụcha
ndụ ha na ndị ọzọ na-arịa oke
ọrịa ọjọọ.

Mgbe ọrịa na-adapụta n‟ogbè
kwa mgbe kwa mgbe ma bụrụ
nke e nwere ike ibu amụma
gbasara, d. k. ONA-2 naadapụtakarị n‟Ọdịda Anyanwụ
Afrika.
Ǹsìnà ime ahụ Nke gbasara ma ọ bụ nke si
n‟ime ahụ apụta.
Ǹdịna ogbè

Nlele ọwa nri

Iji onyoonyo ime ahụ lelee ime
ọwa nri (d.k. akpakwuru)

Ǹsị ọ̀wọ̀ nje

Nke a bụ nsị dị n‟ime ọ̀wọ̀ nje

Final period or phase in the course of a Ǹtụ nkwe
disease leading to a person‟s death.

Oge ikpe-azụ ma ọ bụ àgbà
njedebe n‟ọrịa, nke na-akpata
ọnwụ mmadụ.
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576

End-stage liver
disease (ESLD)

The most severe stage of liver disease
at which point the liver is barely
functioning, if at all. The treatment for
end-stage liver disease (ESLD) is a
liver transplant.

Ǹtụ nkwe
imeju (ESLD)

577

End-stage renal
disease (ESRD)

Ǹtụ nkwe
akụrụ (NNA)

578

Enteric

579

Enteric-coated
(EC)

580

Enteritis

The most severe stage of kidney
(renal) disease at which point the
kidneys are barely functioning, if at
all. The treatment for end-stage renal
disease (ESRD) is dialysis or a kidney
transplant.
Pertaining to the intestines. Certain
bacterial enteric infections are more
common or more severe in people
with HIV than in people with healthy
immune systems.
When a tablet or capsule is coated
with a substance that prevents the
medication from being released until it
reaches the small intestine where it
can then be absorbed.
Inflammation of the intestine.

581

Envelope

The outer coat or envelope of HIV is
composed of two layers of fat-like
molecules called lipids taken from the
membranes of human cells.

Mkpùchi

Gbasara eriri
afọ́

Mkpùchi
ọ́gwụ̀ (MỌ)

Nke a bụ ọnọdụ ọrịa imeju
ikpe-azụ dị njọ, mgbe imeju
na-ekoropu ma ọ bụrụ na ọ ka
na-arụ ọrụ ncha ncha.
Ọgwụgwọ ọrịa imeju a bụ
mbenye imeju ọzọ.
Ọnọdụ ọrịa akụrụ kacha njọ,
mgbe akụrụ na-ekoropu ma ọ
bụrụ na ọ ka na-arụ ọrụ ncha
ncha. Ọgwụgwọ ọrịa akụrụ
n‟ọnọdụ a bụ myọcha mmiri
ọbara.
Banyere eriri afọ. Ụfọdụ ọrịa
mgbịrị afọ na-aka njọ ma
dịkarịa ụbara na ndị nwere
ONA karịa ndị nwere ahụ-ike.
Mgbe e kpuchiri mkpụrụ ọgwụ
iji gbochie ya ịpụta tutu o ruo
n‟eriri afọ, ebe o nwere ike
ịbanye n‟ime ahụ.

Ọzị́za eriri afọ́ Ọzịza eriri afọ.
Akpụkpọ ahụ ma ọ bụ mkpùchi
ONA, nwere akpụkpọ ahụ
abụba abụọ, nke si n‟ahụ
akpụkpọ ahụ ọwọ mmadụ.
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582

Enzyme

A protein that, in small amounts,
Ǹgwe
speeds up the rate of a biological
reaction without itself being used up in
the reaction (i.e. it acts as a catalyst).

583

Eosinophil

584

Eosinophilia

585

Eosinophilic
folliculitis (EF)

586

Epidemic

A type of white blood cell, called
granulocyte, that can digest
microorganisms. The granules can be
stained by the acid dye, eosin, for
microscopic examination.
An abnormal increase of eosinophils
(a type of white blood cell) in the
blood, tissues, or organs. Eosinophilia
is often a response to infection or
allergens (substances that cause an
allergic reaction).
A rare, severe type of folliculitis
(inflammation of hair follicles)
characterized by itchy bumps or pusfilled sores on the face, chest, back, or
arms. Eosinophilic folliculitis (EF) is
mainly associated with advanced HIV
infection.
An outbreak of a disease that spreads
more quickly and more extensively
among a group of people than would
normally be expected.

Ọ̀wọ̀ Esinofil

Ọ́rịa ọwọ
ọbara ọcha
Esinofilia

Mmụba
Esinofil

Mfesà ọrịa

109

Odozi ahụ nke na-eji nwayọ
nwayọ akwanye ọkụ na ngweri
nri na-ebibighi onwe ya
n‟usoro ahụ (ya bụ, ọ na-arụ
ọrụ dị ka ọkwalite).
Ụdị ọ̀wọ̀ ọ̀bàrà ọcha, a kpọrọ
granulosaịt, nke nwere ike
ịgbaze ụmụ ihe dị ndụ. E
nwere ike iji nsiji daị tee ha
maka nlele.
Nsògbu mmụba ụdị ọ̀wọ̀ ọbara
ọcha n‟ọbara, anụ ahụ ma ọ bụ
n‟akụkụ ahụ. Ọrịa Esinofilia,
nke na-esitekarị na nchekwa
ahụ ma ọ bụ erimeri, nke ahụ
na-asọ.
Ọzịza ukwu ajị, nke e ji
ntukantu ma ọ bụ ọnya ịdị
n‟ihu, obi, azụ ma ọ bu aka nke
abụ jupụtara mara. Ọ bụ mgbe
ọrịa ONA ghọwara mmịnwụ ka
a na-enwe ntukantu a.
Ọrịa mfesazu ebe niile ọsịịsọ
n‟ogbe karịa ka a tụrụ anya.
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587

Epidemic prone
disease

588

Epidemic
threshold

589

Epidemiologic
surveillance

590

Epidemiology

591

Epidemiology of
Ebola

Disease that is normally absent from a
community or present at a low to
moderate level but which can suddenly
become epidemic.
Critical incidence specified a priori,
which, if exceeded, triggers a
declaration of an epidemic or
predetermined public health responses.

Ọrịa nwere
ike ifesa

The ongoing and systematic
collection, analysis and interpretation
of data about a disease or health
condition. As part of a surveillance
system to monitor the HIV epidemic
in the US, the CDC, in collaboration
with state and local health
departments, other federal agencies,
blood collection agencies and medical
research institutions, conducts
standardized HIV seroprevalence
surveys in designated subgroups in the
US population.
The branch of medical science that
deals with the incidence, distribution
and control of a disease in a
population.
This is the study about the spread of
Ebola virus.

Nkwụ̀chà

Mmata ogo
mfesa

Ọrịa a naghị ahụkarị n‟obodo
ma ọ bụ nke apụtaghị ihe, nke
pụrụ ifesazu ebe niile na
ntụmadị.
Ogo ọrịa a tụrụ anya na mbụ,
nke bụ ọ gafee ogo a tụrụ anya,
e tibe mkpu mfesa ọrịa ma ọ bụ
e nyebe ọgwụgwọ a
kwadobuolarị akwado.
Nkọwa, ntapị na nchịkọba
nchọpụta nke na-aga n‟ihu
gbasara ọrịa. Dị ka otu ụzọ iji
kee nkwụcha gbasara mfesa
ọrịa ONA n‟Amerika, otu
CDC, gọvment steet, ngalaba
ahụ-ike n‟okpuru ọchịchị, ọba
ọbara na ụlọ nchọcha ahụ-ike
dị iche iche na-elele ogo mfesa
n‟ogbe dị iche iche n‟ebe ahụ.

Ọmụmụ
mfesà ọrịa

Ngalaba ọmụmụ ọgwụgwọ ọrịa
na-ahụ maka ndapụta, mfesa na
ọgwụgwọ ọrịa n‟obodo.

Ndapụta
mfesa Ebola

Nke a bụ ọmụmụ gbasara
ndapụta mfesasị nje Ebola.
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592

Epithelium

The covering of the internal and
external organs of the body. Also the
lining of vessels, body cavities, glands
and organs. It consists of cells bound
together by connective material and
varies in the number of layers and the
kinds of cells.

Mkpùchi ahụ

Ikpuchi ime na elu akụkụ ahụ.
Ime mbu ọbara, ọwa ahụ na
azịza. Ọ gụnyere ọwọ e jikọrọ
ọnụ di iche iche site na ka izize
ụdịdị ọwọ si dị.

593

Epitope

A unique shape or marker carried on
an antigen‟s surface that triggers a
corresponding antibody response.

Mkpasu

Nke a bụ ụdị akara pụrụ iche,
nke ọrịa na-ebu n‟elu ahụ ya,
nke na-akpalite mbuso agha
nche ahụ.

594

Epstein-Barr virus
(EBV)

A herpes-like virus that causes one of
the two kinds of mono-nucleosis (the
other is caused by CMV). It infects the
nose and throat and is contagious.
EBV lies dormant in the lymph glands
and has been associated with Burkitt‟s
lymphoma and hairy leukoplakia.

Nje- EpsteinBarr

Nje-Barr bụ nje na-ebute ọtụtụ
mfụkasị ọnya ahụ. Ọ na-eme
n‟imi na akpịrị ma na-efe èfè.
Nje-Barr na-ada ibube n‟azịza
ọ̀wọ̀ ma na-ebute ọrịa izi ọbara
dị iche iche.

595

Eradication

The total elimination of a pathogen,
Mkpochapụ
such as a bacterium, from the body.
Eradication can also refer to the
complete elimination of a disease from
the world, such as the global
eradication of smallpox.

Mkpochapụ mkpatara ọrịa
kpam kpam, dị ka nje. E nwere
ike ịhụ mkpochapụ dị ka
ikpochapụ ọrịa n‟ụwa niile,
ịma atụ, mkpochapụ ọrịa
kịtịkpa na mba ụwa niile.

596

Erythema

Redness or inflammation of the skin or Nkwọcha ahụ
mucous membranes.

Akpụkpọ ahụ ma ọ bụ ime ahụ
ịcha ọbara ọbara ma ọ bụ ị́za
aza.
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A skin disease characterized by
papular (small, solid, usually conic
elevation of the skin) or vesicular
lesions (blisters), and reddening or
discoloration of the skin often in
concentric zones about the lesion.
Erythema multiforme has been
associated with many infections,
collagen disease, drug sensitivities,
allergies and pregnancy. A severe
form of this condition is StevensJohnson Syndrome.
Of or pertaining to erythema, of or
pertaining to a reddening of the skin
due to inflammation.

Eshìshì/
Nkwọcha ahụ

Nke a bụ ọrịa akpụ́kpa àhụ́,
nke njirimara ya bụ inwe ụmụ
ntụpọsị eshishi/akpụkpa kpọrọ
nkụ, obere etito na-agbapu
agbapu, ịcha ọbara ọbara na
mgbaji ebe ahụ. E kwenyere na
eshishi na-esite na ọrịa na-efe
efe, nsọmọgwụ na adịmime.
Ọnọdụ ọrịa a nke dị ezigbo njọ
ka a na-akpọ Ọrịa StevensJohnson Syndrome.

Gbasara
nkwọcha ahụ

Erythrocytes

Red blood cells whose major function
is to carry oxygen to cells.

Ọ̀wọ̀ ọ̀bàrà
mmee

600

Esophagus

601

Ethambutol

The passage down which food moves
between the throat and the stomach.
Ethambutol (commonly abbreviated
EMB or simply E) is a medication
primarily used to treat tuberculosis. It
is usually given in combination with
other tuberculosis drugs, such as
isoniazid, rifampicin and
pyrazinamide.

Ọwa
nri/nkọlọ
Ọgwụ ụkwara
nta

Nke ma ọ bụ gbasara ọkpụ-isieringo ma ọ bụ gbasara ahụ
ịcha ọbara ọbara site n‟ihi
ọzịza aza.
Nke a bụ ọ̀wọ̀ ọ̀bàrà mmee,
nke isi ọrụ ya bụ ibute ọwọ
ikuku ndụ.
Ụzọ nri si aba n‟ime afọ.

597

Erythema
multiforme

598

Erythematous

599

Nke a bụ ọgwụ a na-ejikarị
agwọ ụkwara ntà. A naenyekọrịta ya na ọgwụ ụkwara
nta ndị ọzọ, dị ka ọgwụ
isoniazid, rifampicin na
pyrazinamide.
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602

Ethnomedical
system

A concept for analysing health beliefs
in terms of three interrelated
dimensions: (1) The theory of
aetiology/causation of sickness;
(2) Methods for diagnosis; and
(3) Prescription of appropriate
therapies. In this manner, biomedicine
can be analyzed as an ethnomedical
system, one potential option among
several for individuals seeking health
care.

Usoro
ọgwụgwọ
ọdịnaala

Okwu e ji akọwa nkwenye
ahụ-ike n‟ụzọ atọ yitere onwe
ha: (1) Atụtụ mkpatara ọrịa;
(2) Usoro nchọpụta na
(3) Usoro onyinye ọgwụ. Etu a,
e nwere ike ịkọwa mgbọrọgwụ
na mkpa akwụkwọ dị ka ọgwụ
ọdịnala, nke bụ ụzọ ọzọ onye
ọrịa nwere ike isi nweta
ọgwụgwọ.

603

Etiology

The cause of a disease or abnormal
condition. Etiology may also refer to
the branch of medical science that
studies the causes of diseases.

Mkpàtàrà
ọ́rị̀à

Nke a bụ ihe kpatara ọrịa ma ọ
bụ ọnọdụ nsogbu. Nke a
nwekwara ike ịpụta ngalaba
ọmụmụ agwọmọrịa na-amụ
maka mkpatara ọrịa.

604

Euphorbia hirth

This plant family is used locally to
arrest bleeding in the event of an
injury; the leaves of euphorbia hirth
are used in traditional medicine for the
treatment of boils, wounds and control
of diarrhoea and dysentery.

Awo/Mkpa
akwụkwọ
nkwụsị ọ̀bàrà

Agbụrụ mkpa akwụkwọ a ka e
ji akwụsị ịgba ọbara mgbe e
merụrụ ahụ; e jikwa akwụkwọ
awo agwọ etuto, mmerụ ahụ,
otoro, na ọnyụnyụ na ọgbụgbọ.

605

EVD epidemic

An outbreak of Ebola viral disease that Mfesasị EVD
spreads more quickly and more
extensively among a group of people
than would normally be expected.

Ndapụta na mfesazu nje ọrịa
Ebola ọsịịsọ n‟obodo karịa ka a
tụrụ anya.
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606

EVD outbreak

607

EVD patients

608

Excess tearing

609

Exclusive
breastfeeding
Exclusion/
inclusion criteria

610

611

Exhumation of
bodies

Ebola virus disease outbreak is a
sudden increase in occurrences of a
disease in a particular time and place.
EVD patients.
Epiphora, or excessive tearing, is
defined as the overflow of tears from
one or both eyes.
This is an act of feeding a child
through breastfeeding only.
The medical or social standards
determining whether a person may or
may not be allowed to enter a clinical
trial. For example, some trials may not
include people with chronic liver
disease, or may exclude people with
certain drug allergies; others may
exclude men or women or only
include people with a lowered T-cell
count.

Exhumation means the removal from
the ground of a body or cremated
remains. It also covers the disturbance
of body remains within a grave,
particularly when a grave is reopened
for burial.

Ndapụta
Ebola

Mfesasị ọrịa Ebola na ntụmadị
n‟otu ebe n‟oge dị añaa.

Ndị ọrịa
Ebola
Oke mgbam
anya-mmiri

Ndị nwere Ebola.
Ọgbụgba anya-mmiri n‟otu ma
ọ bụ anya abụọ.

Ọnọdụ inye nwata naanị ara.
Enyemaara
naanị
Ntụ izugbe, nke e ji atụ ma
Ǹtụ́
ngụnye/ngụ́pụ mmadụ enwere ike ma ọ bụ na
o nweghi ike isonye
n‟ọgwụgwọ nnwale. Ọmụma
atụ, ụfọdụ ndị nwere ọrịa imeju
ma ọ bụ ndị na-asọ ọgwụ dị
añaa agaghị esonye
n‟ọgwụgwọ nnwale dị añaa;
ndị ọzọ nwere ike ịgụpụ ụmụ
nwoke ma ọ bụ ụmụ nwaanyị
ma ọ bụ gụnye naanị ndị e
weturu ọnụ-ọgụ ọwọ-T ha.
Ọ̀bụ́bọ́ ozu pụtara ngwupụta
Ọ̀bụ́bọ́ ozu
ozu ma ọ bụ ntụ ozu n‟ala. Nke
a gụnyekwara inye ndị nọ n‟ili
nsogbu, ọkachasị mgbe e
kpoghere ili maka elimozu.
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612

Exogenous

613

Exotoxin

614

Expanded access

615
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Nke malitere ma ọ bụ na-esighi
n‟ahụ.
Nsi ǹje, nke nje nyụpụrụ n‟elu
ọ̀wọ̀ nje ahụ.

Developed or originating outside the
body.
A toxic substance, made by bacteria,
that is released outside the bacterial
cell.
A general term for methods of
distributing experimental drugs to
patients who are unable to participate
in ongoing clinical trials and have no
other treatment options. Specific types
of expanded access mechanisms
include parallel track, Treatment IND,
and compassionate use.

Nsìnà ezi

Mgbatị òhèrè
nnyemọ́gwụ̀

Nke a bụ okwu izugbe e ji
akọwa nkesara ndị ọrịa naenweghi ohere isonye
n‟ọgwụgwọ nnwale ọgwụ,
mgbe ha na-enweghi usoro
ọgwụgwọ ọzọ. Ụdịdị mgbatị
ohere a gụnyere inyekọ ya na
ọgwụ ọzọ, ịtụ anya ọrụ ebube,
ma ọ bụ ka ichere oge.

Expanded access
(to treatment)

This refers to the use of an
investigational new drug (IND)
outside of a clinical trial by patients
with serious or life-threatening
conditions who do not meet the
enrolment criteria for the clinical trial
in progress.

Nnweta ohere
mgbatị

Nke a bụ inye onye ọrịa nọ
n‟ajọ ọnọdụ, onye na-etozughi
isonye na nnwale, ọgwụ
nnwale ọhụrụ, mgbe na-abụghi
oge nnwale.

616

Expert mother

These are mothers who know how to
manage their disease.

Ọ̀ka-m-mara

Ndị a bụ ndị nne, ndị na-etu
ọnụ gbasara etu ha si agwọla
ọrịa.

617

Explanation of the
condition

Sharing information to help people
make sense of their involvement in an
unfamiliar situation.

Nkọwa
Ọnọdụ

Nzikọrịta ozi iji nyere ndi
mmadụ aka ịghọta ọnọdụ ha
n‟o ̣nọdụ mgbagwoju anya.

Nsi nsinà ezi
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618

Exposure to sun

Sun exposure causes most of the skin
changes that we think of as a normal
part of ageing.

Ịgba n’anwụ

Iche ahụ n‟anwụ na-ebute
imirikiti mgbanwe anụ ahụ a
na-eche na ọ bụ nka na-akpata.

619

Expression and
heat treatment
feeding cup

Expression and heat treatment feeding
cup is relevant to mothers especially
those in Uganda.

620

Expression
system/gene
expression

In HIV vaccine production, cells into
which an HIV gene has been inserted
to produce desired HIV proteins.

Ngosi na
ọgwụgwọ
enyemara
ụmụaka
Usoro
mmịpụta

621

Extensively Drug
Resistant
Tuberculosis
(XDR-TB)

622

External bleeding

A relatively rare type of multiple drug
resistant tuberculosis (MDR-TB).
Extensively drug resistant tuberculosis
(XD R-TB) occurs when a
Mycobacterium tuberculosis strain
becomes resistant to drugs used to
treat TB, including the two most
effective first-line antibiotics
(isoniazid and rifampin) and most of
the second-line drugs. XDR-TB
progresses more rapidly and is more
severe in people coinfected with HIV
than in people infected with XDR-TB
alone.
This is the discharging of blood
outside the body.

Iko mmịpụta na nchekwa
mmiri ara dị mkpa n‟ebe ndị
nne nọ tụmadị ndị nọ na
Uganda.
Na mmepụta ọgwụ mgbochi
ONA, ọwọ e tinyere agbọ
ONA ka e mebeta ụdị odozi
ahụ ONA a chọrọ.
Ụdị ụkwara nta na-anaghị
anata ọgwụ adịghị ụbara
(Ụkwara nta MDR). Ụkwara
nta MR na-abịa mgbe nje agịrị
ụkwara nta jụrụ ịnara ọgwụ e ji
agwọ ụkwara nta, tụmadị ndị
ọgbara-mbụ na-akwalite
nchekwa ahụ (isoniazid na
rifampin) na ndị dị n‟ọgbara
ọgwụ nke abụọ. Ụdị ụkwara
nta a na-agbasakarị ọsịịsọ ma
ka njọ na ndị nwere ya na
ONA karịa ka ọ dị na ndị
nwere naanị ụkwara nta.
Nke a bụ ịgba ọbara n‟elu ahụ.

Ụkwarà ntà
tara akị (ỤN TA)

Mgbamọbara
elu ahụ
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623

Extrapulmonary
TB

624

Face mask

625

Faeces

626

Failure to thrive

627

Faith-based
organizations
(FBOS)

628

Faith healing

629

Faithful

630

Faithfulness

631

Fallopian tubes

Manifestation of tuberculosis in any
body site apart from the lungs and
bronchila tree.
A covering for the whole head or the
face alone either to protect or disguise
the face.
The waste material that is elimi-nated
through the anus.
Growth and/or developmental
stunting.
Faith-based organizations are a vital
part of civil society. They provide a
substantial portion of care in
developing countries, often reaching
vulnerable populations living under
adverse conditions.
This is an act of applying faith for
healing purposes.
Having or showing true and constant
support or loyalty.
Faithfulness is defined as loyalty,
devotion, trustworthiness, factualness.
Part of the female reproductive
system. A pair of ducts opening at one
end into the uterus and at the other end
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Ụdị ụkwara
ntà

Nzipụta ụkwara nta n‟ahu ̣ niile
belusọ na ngụ.

Ngwa
mkpuchi ihu
Nsị

Mkpuchi isi niile ma ọ bụ
sọọsọ ihu iji chekwaa ma ọ bụ
mee ka a ghara ịmata onye.
Nsị a na-anyụpụta n‟ike.

Etoghị eto

Ọnọdụ etoghi eto.

Otu
FBOS/Otu
gbasara
nkwenye

Otu FBOS bụ otu ndị nkịtị dị
nnukwu mkpa n‟obodo. Ha naenye nnukwu aka n‟obodo naemepe emepe; ọtụtụ oge, ha
na-enyere ndị na-enweghi ka ọ
ha ha bi n‟ajọ ọnọdụ aka.
Nke a bụ iji okwukwe gwọọ
ọrịa.

Ọgwụgwọ
ǹsìnà
okwukwe
Ntụkwasị obi
Nkwụdosi ike

Ọ́wa akpa

Onwunwe ma ọ bụ ngosi ezi
nkwado na nrube isi.
Nkwụdosi ike bụ nrube isi,
nsọpụrụ, nhunyere, ntụkwasị
obi, ịgwa ezi okwu.
Nke a bụ akụkụ ọwa ọmụmụ
nwa. Ha bụ ọwa mkpị, nke otu
n‟ime ha na-emepeje n‟akpa
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632

False negative
result

633

False positive
result

634

Family counselling

into the peritoneal cavity, over the
ovary. Each tube serves as a passage
through which the ovum (egg) is
carried to the uterus and through
which spermatozoa (sperm) move
towards the ovary.
A negative test result that incorrectly
indicates that the condition being
tested for is not present when, in fact,
the condition is actually present. For
example, a false negative HIV test
indicates a person does not have HIV
when, in fact, the person is infected
with HIV.
A positive test result that incorrectly
indicates that the condition being
tested for is present when, in fact, the
condition is actually not present. For
example, a false positive HIV test
indicates a person has HIV when, in
fact, the person is not infected with
HIV.
Family counselling is a branch of
psychotherapy that works with
families and couples in intimate
relationships to nurture change and
development.

nwa ebe nke ọzọ na-emepeje
n‟ọwa akwụ. Ọwa nke mbụ naebuga akwa n‟akpa nwa ebe
nke ọzọ bụ ebe èsì si aga
n‟akwụ akwa.
Nchọpụta
ụgha

Nchọpụta nlele ụgha, nke naegosi na ihe a na-elele adịghị
mana ọ dị n‟ezie. Ọmụma atụ,
nchọpụta nlele ụgha na-egosi
na onye a na-elele ONA
enweghi ya mana o nwere
ONA n‟ezie.

Nchọpụta
ụgha

Nchọpụta nlele ụgha, nke naegosi na ihe dị mana ọ dịghị
n‟ezie. Ọmụma atụ, nchọpụta
nlele ụgha na-egosi na onye a
na-elele ONA nwere ya mana o
nweghi ya n‟ezie.

Ndụmọdụ ezi
na ụlọ

Nke a bụ ọgwụgwọ mgbazi,
nke dị ire n‟ezi na ụlọ, na
n‟etiti di na nwunye dị onwe ha
mma, ji ezi mgbanwe na
agamnihu.
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635

Family Health
International
(FHI)

This is a non-profit human development organization based in North
Carolina. It seeks to address malaria,
tuberculosis, and other infectious and
chronic diseases with international
agencies, governments, foundations,
research institutions, and individual
donors.

Otu FHI

Nke a bụ otu nnọrọ-onwe
nwere isi ọnọdụ na North
Carolina. Ya ma otu ndị dị iche
iche, gọvment, otu mwube, ụlọ
nchọcha na ndị obi ọma ndị
ọzọ na-abagide ịba, ụkwara nta
na ọrịa ndị ọzọ tara akị na-efe
efe.

636

Family planning

Family planning is the planning of
when to have children, and the use of
birth control and other techniques to
implement such plans.

Ịmụ ka a gaazụli

Nhàzi ọmụmụ bụ iji usoro dị
iche iche tụọ atụmatụ banyere
mgbe a ga-amụ ụmụ na ole a
ga-amụ tụmadị nye ole a gaazụli.

637

Fanconi syndrome

A hereditary or acquired kidney
Ọ́rịa akụrụ
disorder that impairs the reabsorption
of electrolytes, glucose, amino acids,
and other nutrients into the
bloodstream when blood passes
through the kidneys. Acquired Fanconi
syndrome may be caused by use of
certain antiretroviral (ARV) drugs.

Nke a bụ ọrịa akụ̀rụ̀, nke naeme na ọ naghị ayọchanwu
mmiri ọbara na-agafe n‟akụrụ.
Mgbe e bughi ọrịa a pụta ụwa,
o nwere ike i site n‟ịñụọgwụ
ONA.

638

Fatal disease

Fatal familial insomnia (FFI) is an
Ọrịa FFI
extremely rare autosomal dominant
inherited prion disease of the brain. It
is almost always caused by a mutation
to the protein PrPC, but can also
develop spontaneously in patients with

Nke a bụ ajọ ọrịa ụbụrụ. Ihe
na-akpatakarị ya bụ nnwogharị
odozi ahụ PrPc; o nwekwara
ike ịrịa, na ntụmadị, ndị nwere
ụdịdị odozi ahụ sFI, nke naesighi na mburu-pụta-ụwa.
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639

Fatigue

640

Fearfulness

641

Feeding cup

642

Female condom

643

Female genital
cutting

644

Foetus

645

Fever

a non-inherited mutation variant called
sporadic fatal-insomnia (sFI).
Extreme tiredness or weariness
resulting from physical or mental
activity.
The quality of being fearful.
Sometimes it is not possible for a baby
to breastfeed directly from his
mother‟s breast and so he needs to
receive breast milk in some other way.
Female condoms are a contraceptive
device made of thin rubber, inserted
into a woman‟s vagina before sexual
intercourse.
Female genital mutilation comprises
all procedures that involve partial or
total removal of the external female
genitalia, or other injury to the female
genital organs for non-medical reasons
(WHO).
Embryo during the later stages of
development within the uterus. In
human reproduction, it refers to an
unborn child from its eighth week of
development.
A body temperature that is unusually
high and usually caused by bacterial or

Àgwụmike

Ajọ ike ọgwụgwụ ime ihe ma ọ
bụ iche echiche.

Atụmụjọ

Omume nkụja.

Ènyemara
n’ụzọ ọzọ

Mgbe ụfọdụ, inye nwata ara
anaghị ekwe omume, a na-esi
n‟ụzọ ọzọ enye ya mmiri ara.

Òkpu-nne-bụ- Nke a bụ òkpu nne-bụ-enyi nke
e ji rọba mee, nke ụmụ
enyi
nwaanyị na-etinye n‟ọtụ̀ tupu e
nwee mmekọ edine.
Mbemugwù nwaanyị gụnyere
Mbemugwù
ụzọ niile e ji ebepụ ire ọtụ ma ọ
nwaanyị
bụ mmerụ ahụ nwaanyị ndị ọzọ
na-abụghị maka agwọmọrịa.

Nwa ebù
n’afọ́

Oge nwa e bù n‟afọ na-etopụta
n‟àkpà nwa. N‟ọmụmụ nwa, ọ
bụ nwa a na-amụpụtabeghị
bido n‟ọnwa abụọ gbagowe.

Ahụ ọkụ

Mkpomọkụ ahụ karịrị ka o
kwesiri, nke nje na-akpata; ihe
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646
647

Fight against
Ebola
Finances

648

Finger prick

649

First-line therapy

650

Fixed-Dose
Combination
(FDC)

viral infections and commonly accompanied by shivering, headache, and an
increased pulse rate.
Concerted effort by all to contain the
Ebola epidemic.
The science of management of money
and other assets.
A procedure in which a finger is
pricked with a lancet to obtain a small
quantity of capillary blood for testing.
Also called a fingerstick.
The preferred standard treatment for a
particular condition. The recommended first-line HIV treatment
regimens include antiretroviral (ARV)
drugs that are safe and effective for
most people with HIV.
Two or more drugs contained in a
single dosage form, such as a capsule
or tablet. An example of a fixed-dose
combination HIV drug is Atripla (a
combination of efavirenz,
emtricitabine, and tenofovir). By
reducing the number of pills a person
must take each day, fixed-dose
combination drugs can help improve
adherence to an HIV treatment
regimen.
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na-eso ya bụ ahụ ọma jijiji, isi
ọwụwa, na iku ume ọkụ.
Ọgụ̀ megide
Ebola
Njikwa àkụ̀
nà ụ̀ba
Ndupu mkpịsị
aka

Mbọ niile iji merịa Ebola.

Ọ̀gwụ́gwọ́
izizi

Ọ̀gwụ́gwọ́ a ma ama kacha
mma maka ọrịa. Ọgwụ kacha
mma a mara maka ONA bụ
ọgwụ ONA dị ire na-anaghị
enye imirikiti ndị nwere ONA
nsogbu.
Nke a bụ ọgwụ abụọ ma ọ bụ
karịa a kụkọrọ n‟otu ọgwụ dị
ka mkpụrụ ọgwụ, ịma atụ
Atripla (ọgwụ ONA a kụkọrọ
ya na efavirenz, emtrucutabine,
na tenofovir). Site n‟ibelata
ọnụ-ọgụ mkpụrụ ọgwụ a gaañụ kwa ụbọchị, nke a na-enye
aka ka onye nwere ONA naañụchi ọgwụ ya anya ka o si
kwesi.

Nkụ kọ́ ọ́gwụ̀

Amụmamụ njikwa àkụ̀ nà ụ̀ba
na akọrọ ngwa ndị ọzọ.
Usoro a na-eji amịta ọbara site
n‟ịdụpu isi aka maka nlele.
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651

Flank pain

652

Flavi virus

653

Fluid

654

Fluid contact

655

Foaming tablet

656

Folic acid

Flank pain refers to pain or discomfort
in your upper abdomen or back. It is
located below the ribs and above the
pelvis and on the side. Flank pain
basically refers to pain in your side
and back. Usually, the pain is worse
on one side of the body.
Any member of the genus (and family)
of arboviruses that cause a wide range
of diseases in vertebrates (including
humans).
Fluids are a subset of the phases of
matter and include liquids, gases,
plasmas and, to some extent, plastic
solids.
Touch exposure to body secretions.

Mgbu akụ̀kụ̀
ukwu

These are tablets that are inserted in
the vagina before sexual intercourse
which prevent pregnancy.
A crystalline vitamin of the B complex
that is used especially in the treatment
of nutritional anaemias. It occurs in
green plants, fresh fruits, liver and
yeast. Also called folacin, folate,
vitamin B9.

Ụdị ọ́gwụ̀
mgbochi ime

Ǹje Flavi

Mmiri ahụ

Mmetụ mmiri

Ọ́gwụ̀
nkwalite
ọ̀bàrà

Nke a bụ mgbu ma ọ bụ ụfụ
n‟ukwu ma ọ bụ n‟azụ. Ọ dị na
mgbada ịsịsa (mkpịsị ngụ)
n‟elu na n‟akụkụ ikpu. Ukwu
mgbu bụ ụfụ na-adị n‟azụ na
n‟ikpu. Mgbu a na-aka njọ
n‟otu akụkụ ahụ.
Otu n‟agbụrụ nje na-akpata
ọtụtụ ọrịa n‟anụmanụ (tịnyere
mmadụ̀).
Mmiri ahụ bụ ụdị ihe a naenweta n‟ahụ, ndị gụnyere
mmiri, ikuku, mmiri ọwọ na
ahụrụ (rọba).
Mmetụta mmiri ahụ mmadụ.
Ndị a bụ ụdị ọgwụ a na-afanye
n‟ọtụ tupu mmekọ edine ka e
wee gbochie ịtụ ime.
Nke a bụ ọgwụ nkwalite dị
n‟agbụrụ ọkwalite odoma B, e
ji àgwό mpe ọbara site n‟erighi
ezigbo nri. Ọ na-adị
n‟akwụkwọ osisi, mkpụrụ
osisi, imeju na nkwụ. A naakpọkwa ya folasin, folate, ma
ọ bụ odoma B9.
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657

Folic acid anaemia

Inadequacy of blood cell volume due
to deficiency of folic acid.

Ọ́gwụ̀ mpe
ọ̀bàrà

Mpe ọ̀wọ̀ ọ̀bàrà site na mpe
ọ̀bàrà.

658

Folinic acid

Also called citrovorum factor. A
metabolically active form of folic acid
that has been used in cancer therapy to
protect normal cells against methotrexate (a cancer chemotherapy agent).
Also used to treat megaloblastic
anaemia.

Ọ́gwụ̀
nkwalite
ọ̀bàrà

A na-akpọkwa ya sitrovorum.
Fọlik asiid dị ire n‟ịgbaze nri e
jirila gwọọ izi iji gbochie ọwọ
ọma ịchakpọ. A na-ejikwa ya
agwọ mpe ọbara.

659

Follicle

A small anatomical cavity or deep
narrow-mouthed depression; a small
lymph node.

Ukwù ajị

Obere oghere ma ọ bụ ndakpu
dị n‟ime ahụ.

660

Follicular
Dendritic Cells
(FDCs)

These are cells of the immune system
Ukwù agịrị
found in primary and secondary lymph mpeka
follicles of the B cell areas of the
lymphoid tissue.

661

Fomite

An inanimate object that can harbour
pathogenic microorganisms and thus
serve as an agent of transmission of an
infection.

Ǹzo nje

Ụmụ ihe ndị adịghị ndụ, nwere
ike izo ma chekwaa nje ma
bụrụ ọgbasa ọrịa.

662

Food & Drug
Administration
(FDA)

The Public Health Service agency
responsible for (among others)
ensuring the safety and effectiveness
of drugs, biologics, vaccines and
medical devices used in the diagnosis,
treatment and prevention of HIV

Ụlọ ọrụ FDA

Ngalaba na-ahụ maka ahụ-ike
ọha na eze (na ndị ọzọ) na ịhụ
maka nchekwa na adịmire
ọgwụ, ọgwụ mgbochi na ọgwụ
e ji achọpụta, agwọ na-egbochi
ONA, mmịnwụ na ọrịa ndị ọzọ

Ndị a bụ ọ̀wọ̀ nche ahụ, a naahụ na mmiri izi ọbara nke
ọ̀wọ̀ B n‟ebe izi ahụ.
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663

Formulation

664

Free drugs

665

Freestanding HIV
Clinic

666

Fridge magnets

667

Friends support
friends

668

Frozen plasma

infection, AIDS and AIDS-related
opportunistic infections. The FDA also
works with the blood banking industry
to safeguard the nation‟s blood supply.
The physical form in which a drug is
manufactured.
Medications provided at no charge to
patients.
These are dedicated HIV clinics that
are not integrated with a non-HIV care
facility.
A refrigerator magnet or fridge
magnet is an ornament, often
whimsical, attached to a small magnet,
which is used to post items such as
shopping lists, child art or reminders
on a refrigerator door, or which simply
serves as decoration.
Friends support friends could be seen
as the tender care rendered by family
members during hard times.

The clear yellowish fluid components
of blood, lymph, or milk which
become congealed into ice or cold.

Mmepụ̀ta

na-eso mmịnwụ. Ụlọ ọrụ FDA
na ndị na-ahụ maka ọba ọbara
na-arụkọkwa ọnụ iji chekwaa
ọbara e nwere n‟obodo.
Ụzọ nrụpụta ọ́gwụ̀ a hụ̀rụ̀ anya.

Ọ́gwụ̀ efù

Nnyemeọgwụ n‟efù.

Ụlọ-ọgwụ
(ONA)

Nke a bụ ụlọ-ọgwụ na-ahụ
maka so ̣ mgbazi na nlele ONA.

Ozi mmado
ONA

Ihe nnyado igbe njụ oyi bụ
ụmụ ihe ndị a na-anyapado
n‟ahụ njụ oyi, nke nwere ike
ịbụ ụmụ kaadị ma ọ bụ èsèrèse
ụmụaka iji wee chọọ ya mma.

Òtù nkwado
onwe

E nwere ike ịhụ nkwado nke a
dị ka enyemaka onye-aghalanwa-nne-ya ndị ezi na ụlọ nàènyé onwe ha mgbe ihe siri
ike.

Mmiri ọbara
oyi

Mmiri ọbara edo edo, ọ̀wọ̀
ọbara ọcha ma ọ bụ mmiri ara
kpụkọrọ akpụkọ.
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669

Fruit bat

Megabats constitute the suborder
Ụsụ
Megachiroptera, and its only
family Pteropodidae of the order
Chiroptera (bats). They are also
called fruit bats, Old World fruit bats,
or, especially the genera Acerodon and
Pteropus, flying foxes.

Ndị a bụ anụ niile dị n‟agbụrụ
ụsụ tinyere awuru na-efe efe.

670

Frutescens

Capsicum frutescens is a species of
chili pepper that is sometimes
considered to be part of the species
Capsicum annuum.

Tatashị

Nke a bụ otu n‟ime akwụkwọ
nri dị n‟agbụrụ ose ogologo.

671

Full blood count
(FBC)

A blood test that measures the
following components in a sample of
blood: red blood cells, white blood
cells, platelets, and haemoglobin. A
full blood count (FBC) with
differential also measures the levels of
the five types of white blood cells
found in blood: neutrophils, lymphocytes, monocytes, eosinophils, and
basophils.

Uju ntụ ọ̀bàrà
(UNỌ)

Nlele ọbara, nke e ji atụ ndịna
ọbara ndị a: ọ̀wọ̀ ọbara mmee,
ọ̀wọ̀ ọbara ọcha, mkpụrụ ọbara
na ọkpụkpụ ọbara. Uju ntụ
ọ̀bàrà (UNỌ) ndịmiche naegosi ogo ọbara na ụdịdị ọbara
ise ndị a na-adị n‟ime ọbara:
nutrofil, limfosaịt, monosaịt,
esinofil, na basofil.

672

Functional
antibody

Ǹche àhụ́ dị
ire

673

Fundoscopy

An antibody that binds to an antigen
and has an effect. For example,
neutralising antibodies inactivate HIV
or prevent it from infecting other cells.
Fundoscopy is a test that allows a
health professional to see inside the

Nche ahụ na-amado na nje ọrịa
ma dị ire. Ịma atụ, ogbu ONA
na-ememila ONA ma ọ bụ
gbochie ya ife ọ̀wọ̀ ndị ọzọ.
Nke a bụ nlele, nke na-eme ka
onye ọrụ ahụ-ike nwee ike

Nlele ime
anya
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fundus of the eye and other structures
using an ophthalmoscope (or
funduscope). It is done as part of an
eye examination and may be done as
part of a routine physical examination.

nyochaa ime mkpụrụ anya na
ewumewu site n‟iji igwe
onyoonyo. E nwere ike ime
nke a wee lelee ọrịa anya ma ọ
bụ ahụ-ike kwa mgbe kwa
mgbe.

674

Fungal nail
infections

Fungal nail infections often start after
a fungal infection on the feet. They
occur more often in toenails than in
fingernails. And they are most often
seen in adults as they age.

Òri mbọ́

Ọrịa ori mbọ na-ebidokarị
mgbe nje ebu banyere n‟ụkwụ.
Ha na-emekarị na mbọ ụkwụ
karịa mbọ aka. A naahụkarịkwa ya na ndị okenye
ka ha na-akawanye nka.

675

Fungi

Plural of fungus.

Èbù

Ụbara èbù.

676

Fungus

This is a simple organism that lacks
the green pigment chlorophyll.

Èbù

Nke a bụ obere ekereke naenweghị agba na-eme ka ihe
chawa ndụ ndụ.

677

Fusion

The first of seven steps in the HIV life
cycle. HIV binds to the CD4 receptor
and a corecept or (either CCR5 or
CXCR4) on the host cell, causing the
viral envelope to fuse with the host
cell membrane. This fusion allows
HIV to release HIV RNA and HIV
enzymes, such as reverse transcriptase
and integrase, into the host cell.

Mmakọ

Agba mbụ n‟agba ndụ ONA
asaa. ONA na-amado
n‟ọnabata CD4 na ọnabatakọ
CCR5 ma ọ bụ CXCR4 n‟ọwọ
mbudo; nke a na-ekpuchi nje
ndị a n‟ahụ ọwọ mbudo.
Mmakọ a na-eme ka ONA
nyụnye agịrị agbụrụ RNA na
ngwe ONA n‟ime ọwọ budoro
ha ma malite ịbawanye.
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678

Fusion inhibitor

679

Gamma Interferon

680

Gamma-Glutamyl
Transpeptidase
(GGT)

681

Ganglion

682

Garlic

683

Gasping

684

Gastroenteritis

Antiretroviral (ARV) HIV drug class.
Fusion inhibitors block the HIV
envelope from merging with the host
cell membrane (fusion). This prevents
HIV from entering the host cell.
A T cell-derived stimulating substance
that suppresses virus reproduction,
stimulates other T cells and activates
macrophage cells.
An enzyme found in many organs in
the body, including the liver. Gammaglutamyl transpeptidase may be
measured as part of a liver function
test.
A mass of nervous tissue composed
principally of nerve-cell bodies,
usually lying outside the central
nervous system.
Allium sativum, commonly known as
garlic, is a species in the onion genus,
Allium. Its close relatives include the
onion, shallot, leek, chive, and rakkyo.
To draw in breath with a sudden short
audible intake.
Inflammation of any segment of the
gastrointestinal tract, from the mouth
to the anus.

Ogbochi
mmakọ́

Ụdị ọ̀wọ̀

Ǹgwe (GGT)
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Otu ụdị ọgwụ ONA. Ogbochi
mmakọ na-egbochi okpuchi
ịmakọ n‟ahụ ọwọ mbudo. Nke
a na-egbochi ONA ịbanye
n‟ọwọ̀ ma ọ bụ n‟ahụ mmadụ.
Ihe ọwọ-T na-anyụpụta naegbochi nje ịmụba ma naakpalite ọwọ-T na ọwọ ọbara
ọcha ndị ọzọ.
Ụdị nje na-adị n‟ọtụtụ akụkụ
ahụ mmadụ tinyere imeju. E
nwere ike ịtụle ya iji mata ka
imeju si arụdebe ọrụ.

Akpụ̀ aka

Nnukwu agịrị akwara nje ọwọ,
nke agịrị mejupụtara na-adị na
mpụta agịrị ụbụrụ etiti.

Galịk/ụdị
yabaas

Ụdịdị yabaas na ụmụ ihe ndị
ọzọ dị n‟agbụrụ ya.

Èkwòmọ́nwụ́

Nke a bụ ọnọdụ ikù ume ọ́kụ́
ọ́kụ́ nke nwere ụ̀zụ̀.
Ọzịza akụkụ eriri afọ, site
n‟ọnụ ruo n‟ike.

Okuko mgbịrị
afọ
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685

Gastrointestinal

Adjective referring collectively to the
stomach and small and large intestine.

686

Gay

Relating to sexual attraction or activity Susupe
among members of the same sex.

687

Gene

The basic unit capable of transmitting
characteristics from one generation to
the next. It consists of a specific
sequence of DNA or RNA that
occupies a fixed position locus on a
chromosome.

Àgbọ̀

Ntọala ekereke na-esite n‟otu
agbụrụ bufeere agbụrụ naesonye njirimara ya. Ihe
mejupụtara ya bụ eriri ọwọ
DNA na agịrị ọwọ RNA; nke ọ
bụla n‟ime ha nwere ọnọdụ ya
n‟ọwọ ọbara ekereke.

688

Generic drug

A drug that has the same active
ingredients, dosage, formulation,
safety, strength, route of administration, quality, effectiveness, and
intended use as a brand-name drug.

Agbụ̀rụ̀ ọgwụ

Aha izugbe e ji akọwa ọtụtụ
ọgwụ nwere otu ụdị abụbọ, ntụ
ọñụñụ, ntụ mmebeta, usoro
ọrụ, ike, adịmire na usoro
ọgwụgwọ.

689

Genetic

Having to do with genes and genetic
information.

Gbasara agbụrụ na ndịna
agbụrụ.

690

Genetic
engineering

Group of new research techniques that
manipulate the DNA (genetic
material) of cells. The gene-splicing
technique, which produces
recombinant DNA, is a method of
transporting selected genes from one
species to another.

Gbàsara
àgbụ̀rụ̀
Ǹkà àgbụ̀rụ̀

Gbasara eriri
afọ

Nkọwa afọ na mgbịrị afọ ukwu
na nke ntà.
Metụtara mmekọ tụmadị, nke
edine n‟etiti nwoke na nwoke
ma ọ bụ nwaanyị na nwaanyị.

Otu nkà nchọpụta ọhụrụ, nke
na-awụgharị eriri agbọ iji
nweta ihe ọhụrụ. Usoro nkewa
eriri agbụrụ, nke na-emebeta
ụdịdị eriri agbụrụ ọzọ bụ usoro
isi n‟otu onye nyefee onye ọzọ
eriri agbụrụ ahụ.
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Genital

692

Genital herpes

693

Genital mutilation

694

Genital ulcer

695

Genital warts

Pertaining to the external and/or
internal organs of reproduction.
A sexually transmitted disease caused
by the herpes simplex virus and
affecting the genital and anal regions
with painful blisters
Female Genital Mutilation comprises
all procedures that involve partial or
total removal of the external female
genitalia, or other injury to the female
genital organs for non-medical reasons
(WHO). It is also sometimes referred
to as female genital cutting or female
circumcision.
Any of several diseases that are
characterized by genital sores. Genital
ulcer are usually sexually transmitted
infections, including genital herpes
(herpes simplex virus 2 infection),
syphilis, and chancroid. Genital ulcer
diseases increase the risk of sexual
transmission of HIV.
A sexually transmitted infection
caused by the human papilloma virus
(HPV). Genital warts appear as raised
pink or flesh-coloured bumps on the
surface of the vagina, cervix, tip of the
penis, or anus.

Ọ́gànụ̀
ọ̀mụ̀mụ́
Nsi nwaanyị

Mbemugwù
nwaanyị

Ọ́nya nsi
nwaanyị

Eshishi ọ́gànụ̀
ọ̀mụ̀mụ́
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Gbasara akụkụ ọmụmụ nwa
nke ime ma ọ bụ elu ahụ.
Ọrịa nsi nwaanyị, nke nje nsi
nwaanyị na-ebunye; ọ naemetụta akụkụ ikpu na ike ma
na-aba ọnya na-afụ ụfụ.
Mbemugwù nwaanyị gụnyere
ụzọ niile metụtara mbepụ ire
ọtụ̀ nwaanyị ma ọ bụ mmerụ
ahụ ndị ọzọ e mere n‟ọtụ̀
nwaanyị na-abụghị maka
ọgwụgwọ ọrịa (Otu Mba Ụwa
Maka Ahụ-ike). A na-akpọkwa
ya mbepụ ire ọtụ̀.
Ọrịa ọ bụla e ji ọnya utu ma ọ
bụ amụ mara. Ọnya nsi
nwaanyị tinyere mvọka amụ
(sifilis) na-esikarị na mmekọ
edine; onye nwere ọnya nsi
nwaanyị na-ebutekarị ONA
ọsịịsọ karịa onye na-enweghi
ya.
Ọrịa mmekọ edine, nke nje
papiloma (NP) na-akpata. Nje
a na-apụta dị ka eshishi n‟ọtụ̀,
ọnụ akpa nwa, elu amụ̀ ma ọ
bụ ike.
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696

Genitourinary
tract

All organs involved in the production
and excretion of urine plus all organs
involved with reproduction. Organs of
the genitourinary tract include the
kidneys, bladder, fallopian tubes, and
penis.

Ọwa mamịrị

Akụkụ ahụ niile so na
mmebeta na nnyụpụ mamịrị
tinyere ọmụmụ nwa. Akụkụ
ahụ ndị a gụnyere akụrụ, akpa
mamịrị, ọwa akpa nwa na amụ̀.

697

Genome

The complete genetic material of an
organism, including all of its genes.
The genome is contained in a set of
chromosomes in humans, a single
chromosome in bacteria, and a DNA
or RNA molecule in viruses. The HIV
genome consists of an RNA molecule
and includes nine genes.

Ọ̀wọ àgbọ

698

Genotypic
Antiretroviral
Resistance Test
(GART)

Nlele GART

699

Gentian violet

A type of resistance test that detects
drug-resistant mutations in HIV genes.
Resistance testing is used to guide the
selection of an HIV regimen when
initiating or changing antiretroviral
therapy (ART).
Crystal violet or gentian violet is a
triarylmethane dye used as a
histological stain and in Gram‟s
method of classifying bacteria.

Àgbọ̀ ekereke ọ bụla tinyere
agbọ ya niile. Ekereke zuru
ezu gụnyere àgbọ̀ ya niile. Na
mmadụ, ọwọ àgbọ dị na
ngwugwu mwube ọ̀wọ̀; nje
bakteria nwere naanị otu
mwube agbọ ebe nje vaịrọs
nwere naanị eriri agbọ DNA
ma ọ bụ agịrị agbọ RNA. Ọ̀wọ
àgbọ ONA nwere agịrị agbọ
RNA gụnyere àgbọ̀ itoolu.
Nke a bụ nlele njụ ọgwụ iji
chọpụta nnwogharị ajụmọgwụ
n‟agbọ ONA. E ji nlele njụ
ọgwụ ahọpụta ọgwụ ONA
mgbe a na-ebido ma ọ bụ
agbanwe ọgwụ ONA.
Ude anụna bụ etemete na-acha
anụna anụna e ji elele ma naekeji ụdịdị nje.

Ànụ̀nụ̀
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Structures within lymphoid tissues that Ebe mpupụ̀ta
contain FDCs in which immune
ọ̀wọ̀
responses are initiated.
Infection of the intestine with a
Okpo eriri afọ
flagellate protozoan, which causes
diarrhoea and other symptoms.

Mwube n‟ime mmiri ahụ
nwere FDC ebe ọgụ nchekwa
ahụ si amalite.
Ọrịa okpo eriri afọ, nke naebute ọnyụnyụ na ọgbụgbọ na
nsireme ndị ọzọ.

Global Fund to
Fight HIV/AIDS,
TB and Malaria
(GFATM)

This is an international financing
organization that aims to attract and
disburse additional resources to
prevent and treat HIV and AIDS,
tuberculosis and malaria.

Otu Ego Mba
ụwa iji Luso
ONA/
Mmịnwụ, TB
na Ịba
(GFATM)

Nke a bụ òtù mba ụwa na-ahụ
maka ịchụta ego na inyekwu
ego maka mgbochi na
ọgwụgwọ ONA, mmịnwụ,
ụkwara nta na ịba.

703

Glycoprotein

A conjugated protein in which the
non-protein group is a carbohydrate
(i.e. a sugar molecule); also called
glucoprotein.

Odozi ahụ

Odozi ahụ a gwakọtara ọnụ;
otu nke esoghi n‟odozi ahụ bụ
nri shuga (shuga).

704

Glycoprotein 120

Glycoprotein 120, a protein that
protrudes from the surface of HIV and
binds to CD4+ T cells.

Odozi ahụ
GP120

705

Glycoprotein 160

Glycoprotein 160, a precursor of HIV
envelope proteins gp41 and gp120.

Odozi ahụ
GP160

706

Glycoprotein 41

Glycoprotein 41, a protein embedded
in the outer envelope of HIV. Plays a
key role in HIV‟s infection of CD4+ T
cells by facilitating the fusion of the

Odozi ahụ
GP41

Odozi ahụ shuga 120, odozi
ahụ nke na-apụta n‟elu ọ̀wọ̀
ahụ ONA mado na CD4+ ọwọT.
Odozi ahụ shuga 160, obu-ụzọ
mkpuchi odozi ahụ gp41 na
gp120.
Odozi ahụ shuga 41, odozi ahụ
dị n‟ime elu mkpuchi ONA. Ọ
na-arụ ọrụ dị mkpà n‟ibunye
ONA CD4+ọwọ -T ọrịa site

700

Germinal centres

701

Giardiasis

702
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viral and the cell membranes.
707

Goat

708

Gonorrhoea

709

Gorilla

710

Gowns

711

Gram &Wright
Stain

Any of various ruminants of the genus
capra related to the sheep.
A sexually transmitted bacterial
disease that causes inflammation of
the genital mucous membrane, burning
pain when urinating, and a discharge.
It is caused by a gonococcus
bacterium.
The largest ape, with a relatively short
but very powerful body and coarse
dark hair.
A gown, from medieval Latin gunna,
is a usually loose outer garment from
knee- to full-length worn by men and
women in Europe from the early
Middle Ages to the 17th century, and
continuing today in certain professions; later, gown was applied to
any full-length woman‟s garment
consisting of a bodice and
attached skirt.
Wright‟s stain is a histologic stain
that facilitates the differentiation
of blood cell types. It is classically a
mixture of eosin (red) and methylene

Ewu
Nsi nwaanyị

Ọzọdịmgba

Ùwe mwụ́dà

Ntụ̀pọ́ Gram
na Wright

n‟ime ka mmakọ nje na ahụ
ọwọ dị mfe.
Anụ ọ bụla na-atagbu ọnụ dị
n‟agbụrụ atụ́rụ́.
Ọrịa nje nsi nwaanyị, nke naebute ọzịza akụkụ ahụ e ji amụ
nwa, na-afụ ụfụ mgbe a naanyụ̀ mamịrị, ma na-ewepụta
abụ. Mkpatara ya bụ nje
gonokokus.
Nnukwu enwe, dịtụ mkpụmkpụ
ma nwee ahụ siri ike na ajị ahụ
ojii.
Ùwe mkpuchi mwụ́dà, nke e
bidoro na agba ochie Yuroop
yiwe; ugbu a, ọ bụzị naanị ndị
ọrụ ụfọdụ na-eyizi ya; n‟ikpe
azụ, e ji ya akọwa uwe mwụda
ụmụ nwaanyị ọ bụla nwere efe
na peteri.

Nke a bụ agba ntụpọ na-enye
aka akọwasị ụdịdị ọ̀wọ̀ ọ̀bàrà.
Ọ bụ ngwakọ etemete uhie na
anụna. A na-eji ya ete akụkụ
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ọbara na ụmị ọkpụkpụ
n‟okpuru obere igwe
onyoonyo.

blue dyes. It is used primarily to stain
peripheral blood smears and bone
marrow aspirates which are examined
under a light microscope.
Ọ̀wọ̀ ọ̀bàrà
ọ́cha

712

Granulocyte

A cell type of the immune system
filled with granules of toxic chemicals
that enable them to digest
microorganisms.

713

GranulocyteColony
Stimulating Factor
(G-CSF)

A protein that stimulates neutronphils, Ọ̀kpali ọ̀wọ̀
which are a type of white blood cell, to Ọbàrà ọ́cha
multiply and mature. A laboratoryproduced version of this protein is
used to boost a low neutrophil count.

714

Granulocytopenia

A deficiency or abnormal decrease in
the number of granulocytes, a type of
white blood cell. Granulocytopenia
may be caused by certain bone
marrow diseases, chemotherapy, or
certain drugs used to treat HIV and
opportunistic infections.

Mpe ọ̀wọ̀
ọ̀bàrà ọ́cha

715

Green amaranth

Amaranthus, collectively known
as amaranth, is a cosmopolitan
genus of annual or short-lived
perennial plants. Some amaranth
species are cultivated as leaf
vegetables, pseudo cereals, and
ornamental plants.

Ogbodo/
Griin

Ụdị ọ̀wọ̀, nke usoro nchekwa
ahụ na ntụ mmiri mmụọ, nke
na-enye aka n‟igweri irighiri
ekereke nta.
Odozi ahụ na-akpalite ọ̀wọ̀
ọ̀bàrà ọcha ịmụba na itopụta. A
na-eji ụdị odozi ahụ a, nke e
mebetara na laab akwalite ọnụ
ọgụ ọ̀wọ̀ ọbara ọcha.
Ọrịa mpe ma ọ bụ mbèlata ọnụ
ọgụ ọ̀wọ̀ ọ̀bàrà ọcha. Ihe nwere
ike ịkpata nke a bụ ọrịa ụmị
ọkpụkpụ, ọgwụgwọ nchamakọ
ma ọ bụ ụfọdụ ọgwụ e ji àgwọ́
ONA na ụmụ ọrịa na-eso ya.
Ogbodo so n‟agbụrụ akwụkwọ
nri a na-akọ kwa afọ. A na-akọ
ụdị griin a dị ka akwụkwọ nri,
mkpụrụ erimeri na ododo.
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716

Grief

This is a multifaceted response to loss,
particularly to the loss of someone or
something that has died to which a
bond or affection was formed.
Although conventionally focused on
the emotional response to loss, it also
has physical, cognitive, behavioural,
social, and philosophical dimensions.

Ùju

Ọnọdụ iri uju tụmadị maka
onye nwụnaharụ ma ọ bụ ihe
fularịrị mmadụ, nke ya na ya
nwere ezi mmekọ.
N‟agbanyeghị na nke a naagbadokarị ụkwụ na umere
mfunarị, o nwere ike imetụta
akparamagwa, echiche,
mmekọrịta na nsirihụtazị ụwa
ndị mmadụ.

717

Guava tree

Guavas are common tropical
fruits cultivated and enjoyed in many
tropical and subtropical regions.

Ukwù Gova

Osisi gova bụ osisi ụwa
ekpomokụ a na-akụ na-eji
ekpori ndụ na mba ụwa dị iche
iche.

718

Guillian-Barre
Syndrome (GBS)

Ọ́rịa Guillian- Ajọ ọrịa ụbụrụ ebe nchekwa
ahụ na-ebibi agịrị etiti ụbụrụ
Barre
n‟amaghị ụma. Ọ́rịa GuillianBarre na-emebi àbụ̀bà naekpuchi akwara ma mee ka ọ
ghara izigara akụkụ ahụ ndị
ọzọ ozi ọsịịsọ. Mmerụ a nwere
ike ịkpata ngwụmike,
mkpọnwụ ụkwụ, aka, ihu na
akwara nkumume.

719

Guilt

A rare acute neurological disorder in
which the immune system mistakenly
attacks part of the peripheral nervous
system. Guillain-Barré syndrome
(GBS) primarily destroys the myelin
that covers the peripheral nerves,
causing the nerve signals to slow
down. This damage can result in
weakness and sometimes paralysis of
the legs, arms, face, and breathing
muscles.
Guilt is a cognitive or an emotional
experience that occurs when a person

Ụ́ta

Ọnọdụ uche ma ọ bụ mkpatụta
ahụ, nke na-abịa mgbe mmadụ
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720

Gushing of blood

721

Gynecomastia

722

HAART

realizes or believes − accurately or not
− that he or she has compromised his
or her own standards of conduct or has
violated a moral standard and bears
significant responsibility for that
violation. It is closely related to the
concept of remorse.
The flow out of blood rapidly and in
large quantities, or the release of large
quantities of blood in a fast-flowing
stream.
Development of larger-than-normal
breasts in males. Gynecomastia is due
to excess growth of breast tissue, not
fat tissue. Gynecomastia is sometimes
caused by natural hormonal changes,
but it can also be due to use of certain
medications, including antiretroviral
(ARV) drugs.
The use of multiple drugs that act on
different viral targets is known as
highly active antiretroviral therapy
(HAART). HAART decreases the
patient‟s total burden of HIV,
maintains function of the immune
system, and prevents opportunistic
infections that often lead to death.

Mgbamọ̀bàrà
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chọpụtara ma ọ bụ kwenyere
na o mehiele ma ọ bụ merụọ
iwu akparamagwa ma taa onwe
ya ụta maka mmehie ma ọ bụ
mmerụ ahụ. Nke a yitere
ọmụma onwe ikpe ma ọ bụ
nchegharị.
Ọgbụ́gba nnukwu ọ̀bàrà n‟ike
ma ọ bụ mgbapụta ọtụtụ ọ̀bàrà
ọsịịsọ.

Àkpụ̀mara

Ọkpụkpụ nnukwu ara n‟ụmụ
nwoke. Ihe na-akpata nke a bụ
otuto nnukwu anụ ahụ; ọ bụghị
ọkpụkpụ abụba. Oge ụfọdụ,
ọkpalite na ọñụñụ ụfọdụ ọgwụ,
tinyere nke ONA nwere ike
ibute akpụmara.

Usoro
ọ̀gwụ́gwọ́
ONA

Ojiji igwe ọgwụ ebe nke ọ bụla
n‟ime ha nwere ụdị nje ọ naabagide ka a na-akpọ HAART.
HAART na-ebelata arọ ONA,
nke onye ọrịa, na-echekwa ọrụ
nche ahụ ma na-egbochi ọrịa
ndị na-eso ya ndị na-akpata
ọnwụ.
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723

Haemoglobin

724

Haemophilia

725

Haemophilus
influenza

726

Haemorrhage

727

Haemostasis

728

Haematology

An iron containing protein in red
blood cells that transports oxygen
around the blood.
A disorder linked to a recessive gene
on the X-chromosome and occurring
almost exclusively in men and boys, in
which the blood clots much more
slowly than normal, resulting in
extensive bleeding from even minor
injuries.
This is associated with acute and
chronic respiratory infections and is a
common cause of influenza infections.
The loss of blood from a ruptured
blood vessel, either internally or
externally.
Hemostasis or haemostasis is a process
which causes bleeding to stop,
meaning to keep blood within a
damaged blood vessel (the opposite of
haemostasis is haemorrhage). It is the
first stage of wound healing. This
involves coagulation − blood changing
from a liquid to a gel.

Odozi ahụ dị n‟ọ̀wọ̀ ọbara
mmee, nke na-ebugharị ikuku
ndụ n‟ime ọbara.
Nsogbu ọbara si n‟àgbọ dị
n‟ọ̀wọ̀ abụmoke X nke a naahụkarị n‟ụmụ nwoke na ụmụ
okorobịa, ebe ọbara anaghị
akpụkọ ọsịịsọ ka o kwesiri ma
na-akpata mgbafe ọbara oke
ma n‟obere mmerụ ahụ.
Nke a na-ebute ajọ ọrịa
Nje ụkwarà
nkumume tinyere ndị nọteelara
aka.
Mgbamọbara Mgbafu ọbara site na ntupu
mbu ọbara n‟ime ma ọ bụ elu
ahụ.
Nke a bụ usoro na-akwụsị
Nkwụsị
ọ̀gbụ́gba ọ̀b rà mgbamọ̀bàrà, ya bụ, ime ka
ọbara nọrọkwa n‟akwara (azụ
nkwụsị ọbara bụ ọgbụgba
ọbara). Nke a bụ agba mbụ
n‟ọlịla ọnya. Agba a gụnyere
ọbara ịkpụkọ site n‟ịdị mmiri
mmiri.
Ngwa odozi
ahụ ndịna
ọ̀bàrà
Òrùru ọ̀bàrà

The study of blood and blood- forming Àmụ̀mamụ̀
tissues and the disorders associated
ọ̀bàrà
with them.

Ọmụ̀mụ́ maka ọbara na anụ
ahụ, ndị na-emebeta ọbara, na
nsogbu metụtara ha.
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729

Haematologist

730

Hair loss

731

Hairy leukoplakia

732

Half-life

733

Hand gloves

734

Handshake

735

Hantavirus

736

Harm reduction
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Onye mụrụ maka ọbara na anụ
ahụ, ndị na-emebeta ọbara, na
nsogbu metụtara ha.
Nke a bụ nsogbu ndasịsị ntutu
isi.
Nke a bụ izi na-apụta n‟akụkụ
ire. A na-eche na ọ dị n‟agbụrụ
ọrịa Epstein-Barr, ọ dịbughi
tupu ọrịa ONA adapụta.

Someone that studies blood and bloodforming tissues and the disorders
associated with them.
Hair loss is the condition of falling off
of hair from one‟s head.
A whitish, slightly raised lesion that
appears on the side of the tongue.
Thought to be related to Epstein-Barr
virus infection, it was not observed
before the HIV epidemic.
The time it takes a drug to lose half its
original concentration or activity after
being introduced into the body. Drug
half-life is considered when
determining drug dosing.

Dibịa ọrịa
ọ̀bàrà

A shaped covering for the hand that
includes five separated sections for the
thumb and fingers, and extends to the
wrist or the elbow.
A gesture of gripping and shaking
another person‟s hand, used as a
greeting or farewell and to seal an
agreement.
Acute respiratory distress syndrome.

Mkpuchi aka

Ǹje Hanta

Nke a bụ ọnọdụ ịkpọ na
ịmagharị mmadụ aka, nke e ji
ekele ekele, asị „ka ọ dị‟ ma ọ
bụ ibinye aka na nkwa e kwere.
Ajọ ọrịa èkùmume.

Harm reduction (or harm minimization) is a range of public health

Mbèlata
nsògbu

Mbèlata mmerụ ahụ bụ iwu
ahụ-ike obodo, nke a na-

Ndapụ̀ ntùtù
Izi ire

Ogo ọkara
àdịmire ọ́gwụ̀

Ǹkwenaka

Nke a bụ oge ọ na-ewe ọgwụ
iji gbarie ọkara ya ma ọ bụ
gbazee ọkara ya n‟ahụ. A naatụle ogo ọgwụ a mgbe a naatụle ọnụ oge e nyeelara
mmadụ.
Ụdị mkpuchi gụnyere ọwa isi
na mkpịsị aka, nke na-eru
n‟ọbọ ma ọ bụ ikpere aka.
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policies designed to reduce the
harmful consequences associated with
various human behaviours, both legal
and illegal.
These are confidential records where
clients information are recorded.

Akwụ́kwọ́
ndekọ̀ HCT

ewepụta iji belata nsogbu naeso ọtụtụ akparamagwa ndị
mmadụ ma nke dị n‟iwu ma
nke na-adịghị n‟iwu.
Ndị a bụ akwụkwọ ebe a naedetu ihe nzuzo gbasara ndị
ọrịa.

737

HCT register

738

HCT worksheet

These are worksheets that may assist
centres in determining which diseases
or conditions to report.

Akwụkwọ ọrụ Ndị a bụ akwụkwọ ọrụ nwere
ike inyere ụlọ-ọgwụ aka ịmata
HCT
ọrịa ha ga-agba ama gbasara.

739

Headache

A pain felt deep within the skull. Most
headaches are caused by emotional
stress or fatigue but some are
symptoms of serious intracranial
disease.

Isi ọwụwa

Mgbu nke a na-enwe n‟ime isi.
Nchekasị ahụ, ike ọgwụgwụ
na-akpata imirikiti isi ọwụwa
mana ụfọdụ na-abụ nsireme ajọ
ọrịa ime isi.

740

Healing

The process of curing somebody or
something or of becoming well.

Ọgwụgwọ
ọrịa/Mgbake
n’ọrịa

Usoro ọgwụgwọ mmadụ, ihe
ma ọ bụ ịgbake n‟ọrịa.

741

Health care

The provision of medical and related
services aimed at maintaining good
health, especially through the
prevention and treatment of diseases.

Nleta ahụ-ike

Ịrụ ọrụ ahụ-ike na ọrụ ndị ọzọ
metụtara ya, nke mbunuche ya
bụ ichekwa ahụ-ike, tụmadị
site n‟igbochi ma ọ bụ
ọgwụgwọ ọrịa.

742

Health education

Persuasive methods used to encourage
people (either individually or
collectively) to adopt lifestyles that
educators believe will improve health

Nkụzi ahụ-ike

Usoro arịrịọ, nke a na-eji arịọ
ndị mmadụ (n‟ótù ótù ma ọ bụ
n‟òtù) ka ha na-ebi ndụ nke ndị
nkụzi kwenyere na ọ ga-
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and to reject habits regarded as
harmful to health or likely to shorten
life expectancy.
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akwalite ahụ-ike ha ma ghara
ibi ndụ e kwenyere dị njọ ma
nwee ike ibutere ha ọnwụ
erughi eru.

743

Health Resources
and Services
Administration
(HRSA)

A public health service agency that
administers (among others) education
and training programmes for health
care providers and community service
workers who care for AIDS patients.
HRSA also administers programmes
to demonstrate how communities can
organize their health care resources to
develop an integrated, comprehensive
system of care for those with AIDS
and HIV infection.

Òtù HRSA

Ndị ụlọ-ọrụ ahụ-ike obodo naakụziri ma na-enye ndị ọrụ
ahụ-ike na nje-ozi obodo ọzụzụ
gbasara ndị nwere mmịnwụ.
Otu HRSA na-akụzikwa ka ndị
obodo ga-esi nwee ike chịkọta
onwe ha ma nyere ndị nwere
ONA na mmịnwụ aka.

744

Health workers

Health workers are persons employed
by public health agencies.

Ndị ọrụ ahụike

Ndị a bụ ndị na-arụ n‟ụlọọgwụ ahụ-ike obodo.

745

Hearing problem

Hearing loss, also known as hearing
impairment, or anacusis, is a partial or
total inability to hear. An affected
person may be described as hard of
hearing.

Anụghị ihe

Akpọ ntị, ma ọ bụ ichi ntị bụ
ịdị ntị ike ma ọ bụ anụghị ihe
ma ọ ọlị. E nwere ike ịkọwa
onye ọrịa dị ka onye ntị ike.

746

Heart disease

Ọrịa obi

747

Heart to heart

Any medical condition of the heart or
the blood vessels supplying it that
impairs cardiac functioning.
Openly straightforward and direct
without reserve or secretiveness.

Ọrịa mkpụrụ obi ma ọ bụ mbu
ọbara, nke na-emetụta ọrụ
mkpụrụ obi.
N‟ezoghi ezo ma ọ bụ hoo haa.

Hoo haa
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748

Heart transplant

To transfer an organ or tissue from one Mbenye
body to another or from one place in
mkpụrụ obi
somebody‟s body to another.

749

HELLP syndrome

A rare but life-threatening complication of pregnancy that is characterized
by Hemolysis (breakdown of red
blood cells), elevated liver enzyme
levels, and a low platelet count.
HELLP develops late in pregnancy, or
sometimes after birth.

Mgbụgba
ọ̀bàrà n’afọ
ime

750

Helminth infection

Ọrịa òkpò

751

Helper/Suppressor
ratio

752

Hematocrit

An infection by a helminth is known
as helminthiasis, soil-transmitted
helminthiasis, helminth infection or
intestinal worm infection.
The T-Lymphocyte Helper/
Suppressor Profile (Helper/
Suppressor ratio, T4:T8 ratio,
CD4:CD8 ratio) is a basic laboratory
test in which the percentage of CD3positive lymphocytes in the blood
positive for CD4 (T helper cells) and
CD8 (a class of regulatory T cells) are
counted and compared.
A laboratory test that measures the
volume of red blood cells in whole

Mbenye akụkụ ahụ ma ọ bụ
anụ ahụ site n‟otu onye gaa
n‟onye ọzọ ma ọ bụ site n‟otu
akụkụ ahụ mmadụ gaa n‟akụkụ
ahụ ya ọzọ.
Nsogbu ime na-anaghị adịkewe
mana ọ na-emesi nwaanyị ime
ike, nke e ji ngharịpụ ọwọ
ọbara mmee mara (HELLP).
Ọrịa HELLP na-adapụta mgbe
nwaanyị dị ime ọmụmụ ma ọ
bụ n‟oge ụfọdụ ka a mụchara
nwa.
Nke a bụ ọrịa okpo afọ.

Ogo CD4 nye
CD8

Nlele ogo ọwọ nnyemaka nye
ọwọ mkpagbu (T4:T8;
CD4:CD8) bụ nlele ntọ-ala ebe
a na-agụ ma na-atụle ogo CD4
(ọwọ nnyemaka) na nke CD8
(ọwọ mkpagbu).

Ogo ọ̀bàrà

Nlele laab na-atụ oke ọwọ
ọbara mmee n‟ọbara mmadụ.
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blood. Hematocrit is normally ordered
as part of a complete blood count.
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A na-asị ka e mee nlele a mgbe
a chọrọ ịmata ọnụ ọgụ ọbara
mmadụ.

753

Hematotoxic

Poisonous to the blood and to the
organs and tissues involved in the
production of blood, such as the bone
marrow.

Mgbu ọ̀bàrà

Nsi ọbara, akụkụ ahụ na anụ
ahụ ndị na-emebe ọbara dị ka
ụmị o ̣kpu ̣kpu ̣.

754

Hematuria

Blood in the urine. The use of certain
antiretroviral (ARV) drugs may cause
hematuria

Ọrịa
nnyụpụta
ọbara na
mamịrị ọ̀bàrà

Ọbara ịdị na mamịrị. Ọñụñụ
ọgwụ ONA ụfọdụ nwere ike
ibute ọrịa a.

755

Hemolysis

The rupture of red blood cell (or the
destruction of red blood cells).

Mmebi ọ̀wọ̀
ọ̀bàrà

Mgbapu ọ̀wọ̀ ọbara mmee. Ma
ọ bụ mbibi ọ̀wọ̀ ọ̀bàrà mmee.

756

Hepatic

Pertaining to the liver.

Gbàsara
imejù

Banyere imejù.

757

Hepatitis

A viral inflammatory process and
inflection of the liver

Ịbà ọ̀cha
n’anya

Usoro okuko nje na imetụta
imeju.

758

Hepatitis B
co-infection

759

Hepatitis B, caused by infection with
the hepatitis B virus (HBV), which is
most commonly passed on to a partner
during intercourse, especially during
anal sex, as well as through sharing
drug needles.
Hepatitis B surface This test looks for hepatitis B surface
antigens in the blood.
antigen test
(hbsag)

Ihe na-akpata nke a bụ ịba ọcha
Nnwekọ́ ọ́rịa
n‟anya B nke bụ nje HBV; a
ọ̀zọ́ na ịbà
ọ̀cha n’anya B na-ebute ya site na mmekọ
edine tụmadị mmekọ n‟ike
nakwa iji otu ntụtụ gbaa ọtụtụ
mmadụ ọgwụ.
Nlele a bu ̣ maka ncho ̣pu ̣ta
Nlele omebe
omebe ncheahu ̣ịbà ọ̀cha n‟anya
nche ahu ̣ ịbà
ọ̀cha n’anya B B n‟o ̣bara.
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Hepatitis C
co-infection

Inflammation of the liver due to the
hepatitis C virus.
Non-A, non-B hepatitis, caused by the
hepatitis C virus, which appears to be
spread through sexual contact as well
as through sharing drug needles.

Ịbà ọ̀cha
n’anya C
Nnwekọ́ ọ́rịa
ọ̀zọ́ na ịbà
Ọcha n’anya
C

762

Hepatomegaly

Abnormal enlargement of the liver.

Ọzị́za imejù

763

Hepatotoxicity

764

Hereditary

Toxic damage to the liver. Drugs,
Mgbu imejù
including antiretroviral (ARV) drugs,
can cause hepatotoxicity.
Passed genetically, or capable of being Nsinà àgbụ̀rụ̀
passed genetically, from one
generation to the next.

765

Herpes Simplex
Virus 1 (HSV-1)
infection

760

Hepatitis C

761

An infection caused by herpes simplex
virus 1 (HSV-1) and usually associated with lesions on the lips, mouth,
and face. HSV-1 is infected (even if
lesions are not visible). Treatment
cannot completely clear HSV-1 from
the body, but antiviral therapy can
shorten and prevent outbreaks and
reduce the risk of transmission.

Ǹje akpàtà
(HSV-1)

Ọzịza imeju site n‟inweta nje
ọrịa ịbà ọ̀cha n‟anya C.
Ịbà ọ̀cha n‟anya C, nke naabụghị ịba ọcha n‟anya A ma ọ
bụ ịba ọcha n‟anya B, nke nje
ịba ọcha n‟anya C na-ebute; ọ
dị ka a na-enweta ya site na
mmekọ edine na njikọ otu
ntụtụ gbaa ọgwụ.
Obubu ibu imeju, nke naagbaghị aka.
Mmebi imeju, nke si na nsi.
Ọgwụ tinyere nke ONA nwere
ike ịkpata ọrịa a.
Nnyefe site n‟àgbụrụ, ma ọ bụ
nke e nwere ike inyefe site
n‟àgbọ̀, site na ndụdụ gaa na
ndụ.
Ọrịa, nke nje akpata HSV-1 naebute; onye o ji na-enwe ọnya
n‟egbugbere ọnụ, ọnụ, na ihu.
HSV-1 na-efe efe (ọ bụrụgodu
na ọnya apụtaghị). Ọgwụ
enweghi ike ikpochapụ nje
HSV-1 n‟ahụ mana ọgwụ
mgbu nje nwere ike ibelata ma
gbochie ndapụta na mbufe ya.
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An infection caused by herpes simplex
virus 2 (HSV-2) and usually associated with lesions in the genital or
anal area. HSV-2 is very contagious
and is transmitted by sexual contact
with someone who is infected (even if
lesions are not visible). Treatment
cannot eradicate HSV-2 from the
body, but antiviral therapy can shorten
and prevent outbreaks and reduce the
risk of transmission.
The varicella virus causes chicken pox
in children and may reappear in adults
as herpes zoster. Also called shingles,
herpes zoster consists of very painful
blisters on the skin that follow nerve
pathways.

Ǹje akpàtà
(HSV-2)

Ọrịa, nke nje akpata HSV-2 naebute; onye o ji na-enwe ọnya
n‟amụ na akụkụ ike. HSV-2
na-efe efe site na mmadụ na
onye o ji inwe mmekọ edine (ọ
bụrụgodu na ọnya apụtaghị).
Ọgwụ enweghi ike ikpochapụ
nje HSV-2 n‟ahụ mana ọgwụ
mgbu nje nwere ike ibelata ma
gbochie ndapụta na mbufe ya.

Nje akpàtà
zosta

Herpes virus

A family of viruses. Herpes also refers
to infection with one of the human
herpes viruses and characterized by
collections of small blisters.

Nje akpàtà

Nje akpàtà zoster na-ebute
akpàtà n‟ụmụaka ma nwekwaa
ike ịbịaghachi mgbe onye ahụ
mere okenye. E nwekwara ike
ịkpọ ya ọkọ, akpàtà na-aba
ọnya na-afụ ezigbo ụ̀fụ́ n‟anụ
ahụ ma na-eso agịrị aga.
Otù nje akpàtà gasị. Akpàtà
bụkwa mmadụ isi n‟otu nje
akpata ibute ọrịa na-aghọ
mmadụ ọkọ n‟ahụ.

Heterosexual

The pattern of sexuality in which
sexual behaviour and thinking are
directed towards people of the
opposite sex. It includes both normal
and deviant forms of sexual activity.

Mmekọ
nwoke na
nwaanyị

766

Herpes Simplex
Virus 2 (HSV-2)
infection

767

Herpes varicella
zoster virus

768

769

Usoro echiche mmekọrịta
edine ebe agwa na echiche
nwoke na nwaanyị na-aga
n‟inwe mmekọ ndina/edine nye
ogbo ya. Nke a gụnyere usoro
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mmekọ ndina dị mma na nke
adịghị mma.
770

Hiccups

This is an involuntary spasm of the
diaphragm and respiratory organs,
with a sudden closure of the glottis
and a characteristic gulping sound.

Etùtu

Nke a bụ inwe ututuru akpa na
ume na nkumume nke na-esite
na mmechi nkọlọ na ntụmadị
na ụda nlokpu.

771

High blood
pressure

Unusually high blood pressure in the
arteries. It encompasses a typical
elevation of either the peak blood
pressure at each heartbeat systolic
pressure, or the running pressure
between heartbeats diastolic pressure,
or both.

Ọ̀bàrà mgbali
elu

Ọ̀bàrà mgbali elu n‟okporo. Ọ
gụnyere mgbali ọbara elu kwa
nkumume ma ọ bụ mgbali
ọbara elu n‟etiti nkumume ga
ma ọ bụ ha abụọ.

772

High blood sugar

High blood sugar, or hyperglycemia, is Oke shugà
a major concern, and can affect people N’ọ̀bàrà
with both type 1 and type 2 diabetes.

773

High fever

High fever is an abnormally increased
body temperature.

Oke ahụ ọkụ

Nke a bụ ọnọdụ inwe oke ahụ
ọkụ.

774

High risk
behaviour

Behaviors that are most likely to lead
to infection: unprotected sex (anal,
vaginal, sometimes oral); using
contaminated needles/ sharing
syringes; coming in ultimate contact
with bodily fluids (blood, semen,
vaginal fluids, and sometimes saliva).

Ndụ̀ ọjọọ

Akparamagwa ga-eme ka e
bute ọrịa: inwe mmekọ edine a
kpachaghịrị anya (nke e si
n‟ike, ọtụ na n‟oge ụfọdụ ọnụ
eme); ntụtụ bụ nje/ọtụtụ ndị iji
otu ntụtụ gbaa ọgwụ; imetụ
mmiri ahụ bunje (ọbara, esi,
mmiri ọtụ na asọ mmiri).

Ọbara mgbali shuga bụ ezigbo
nsogbu; o nwere ike imetụta
ndị nwere ma ụdịdị ọrịa shuga
1 ma nke 2.
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775

High risk group

776

Histocompatibility
testing

777

Histoplasmosis

778

HIV associated
disease

779

HIV associated
nephropathy
(HIVAN)
HIV client

780

A group in the community with an
elevated risk of disease.
A method of matching the self
antigens on the tissues of a transplant
donor with those of a recipient. The
closer the match, the better the
chances that the transplant will not be
rejected.
A disease caused by the fungus
Histoplasma capsulatum. Most people
inhale spores of the fungus
histoplasma capsulation.
A word used for people who have a
decreased ability to fight infection.
People with HIV or AIDS are
immunosuppressed because their CD4
cells are decreased by the virus.
People being treated for cancers may
be immunosuppressed because of
drugs they are given to fight the
cancer.
HIV-associated nephropathy (HIVAN)
refers to kidney disease developing in
association with HIV infection.
This is a person who receives help or
advice about his/her status of HIV
from health practitioners.

Òtù ọjọọ

Nlele m̀yìrì
àhụ́
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Òtù n‟obodo nkwekarịrị ike
ibute ọrịa.
Usoro nlele mwere ahụ onyee
na nke ọnata; ka ha naadabakọrịta ka nnabata mbenye
akụkụ ahụ na-akawanye.

Ọrịa nje èbù Histoplasma
capsulatum na-ebute. Ọtụtụ
mmadụ nà-ekuru nje ọrịa a
ekuru.
Ọ́rịa ǹsò ONA Okwu e ji akọwa ndị ike
nchekwa ahụ ha nye ọrịa
belatara. Ike ndị nwere ONA
ma ọ bụ mmịnwụ akwụdoghi
n‟ihi nje ọrịa gbudara ọwọ
CD4 ha. Ndị a na-agwọ maka
izi nwekwara ike ịnọ n‟ụdị
ọnọdụ a n‟ihi ọgwụ a na-enye
ha maka ọrịa.
Nke a bụ ọrịa akụ̀rụ̀ ya na
Ọ́rịa imeju
ONA na-emekọ mmadụ.
ǹsò ONA
Ụdị ọ́rịa ngụ̀

Onye ọrịa
ÒNA

Onye ndị ọrụ ahụ-ike na-enye
ndụmọdụ ma ọ bụ enyere aka
ịmata ma o nwere nje ONA ma
ọ bụ na o nweghi.
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This is a clinic that provides medical
care to patients infected
with HIV/AIDS.
Characterized by a gradual deterioration of immune function. During the
course of infection, crucial immune
cells called CD4+ T cells are disabled
and killed, and their numbers
progressively decline. CD4+ T cells
play a crucial role in the immune
response, signalling other cells in the
immune system to perform their
special functions.

Ụlọ-ọgwụ
ONA

Nke a bụ ụlọ-ọgwụ ndị na-eleta
ndị nwere ONA/mmịnwụ.

Ọrịa ÒNA

E ji mbelata nwayọọ nwayọọ
n‟ọrụ nche ahụ mara ya. N‟oge
mbute ọrịa, a na-ememila ọ̀wọ̀
nche ahụ a na-akpọ CD4+ T
ma gbuo ha; ọnụ ọgụ ha naebelatawanye. Ọ̀wọ̀ CD4+ T
na-arụ ọrụ dị ezigbo mkpà na
nchekwa ahụ, na-akpalite ọ̀wọ̀
nche ahụ ndị ọzọ ka ha rụọ ọrụ
ha pụrụ iche.

HIV drug
resistance
(HIVDR)

This is the ability of HIV to mutate
and reproduce itself in the presence of
antiretroviral drugs.

ÒNA naanaghị anata
ọgwụ
(ONANAỌ)

Nke a bụ ike ONA nwere iji
mụbawanye onwe ya
n‟agbanyeghi ọgwụ a na-eri
maka ya.

784

HIV drugs

Drugs for HIV patients.

Ọgwụ ÒNA

Ọgwụ maka onye nwere ONA.

785

HIV
Encephalopathy

Brain inflammation and disorder
caused by HIV infection.

Ọ́rịa ụ̀bụ́rụ̀ so
ONA

Ọziza ma ọ bụ ọrịa ụ̀bụ́rụ̀ so
ONA.

786

HIV exposed
babies

These are babies whose parents are
HIV positive.

Ụmụ̀ aka
nne/nna ha
nwere ONA

Ndị a bụ ụmụ ntakịrị ndị nne
na nna ha nwere ONA.

787

HIV incidence

HIV incidence is the number of new
HIV infections in a population during
a certain time period.

Ọnụ ọgụ ndị
nwetara ONA
ọhụrụ

Nke a bụ ọnụ ọgụ nke ndị
nwetara ONA ọhụrụ n‟ogbe
n‟oge dị añaa.

781

HIV clinic

782

HIV disease

783
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Invasion of the body by harmful
organisms (pathogens), such as HIV.
HIVprevention programmes are
interventions that aim to halt the
transmission of HIV. They are
implemented to protect an individual
and his community.
A count of the amount of HIV virus in
the blood. It is measured in copies per
millilitre and gives an idea of how
active the virus is.
A drug used to treat HIV virus.

Ọrịa ONA

HIV negative

Having taken a test that revealed no
antibodies to HIV in the bloodstream.

Enweghị
ONA

793

HIV patient

794

HIV positive

Onye nwere
ONA
Nwere ONA

795

HIV positive
people

796

HIV prevention

This is a person who is living with
HIV virus.
Having shown by a test for antibodies
to HIV in the bloodstream to be
infected with HIV.
These are people that have been tested
with antibodies to HIV in the
bloodstream.
An action or actions taken to stop an
individual from contracting HIV or to
stop HIV from happening.

788

HIV infection

789

HIV interventions

790

HIV load

791

HIV medication

792

Ọgwụ́gwọ́
ONA

Ogo ONA

Ọ́gwụ̀ ONA

Ndị nwere
ONA
Mgbochi
ONA
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Mwakpo nje ọrịa na-awakpo
ahụ, dị ka ONA.
Atụmatụ mgbochi ÒNA bụ
amụma a na-ama iji kwụsị
mbufe ONA. A na-ama amụma
ndị a iji chekwa mmadụ na ndị
obodo ya.
Ntụ ogo nje ONA dị n‟ọbara.
A na-eji ole ọ dị n‟ime mililita
achọpụta etu nje a si dịdebe
ike.
Ọgwụ e ji agwọ nje ONA.
Nlele e mere gosiri na e
nweghi nche ahụ maka ONA dị
n‟ọbara.
Nke a bụ onye nwere nje ONA.
Nlele e mere gosiri na e nwere
nche ahụ maka ONA n‟ọbara
ndị nwere ONA.
Ndị a bụ ndị e mere nlele gosiri
na ha nwere nche ahụ ONA
n‟ọbara ha.
Ihe e mere iji kwụsị mmadụ
inweta ONA ma ọ bụ ịkwụsị
ONA ịdapụta.
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797

HIV screening

Looks for antibodies to HIV in the
blood or mouth fluid. (Antibodies do
not cause diseases. You cannot get
HIV from spit that doesn‟t have blood
in it.) It can take up to six months for
HIV antibodies to form after someone
has been exposed to HIV. If there is a
worry that someone has been newly
infected, a viral load may be drawn.

Nlele ONA

Nlele na-achọ nche ahụ ONA
n‟ọbara ma ọ bụ asụ. (Nche
ahụ anaghị ebute ọrịa. I nweghi
ike inweta ONA site n‟asụ
mmiri, nke ọbara adịghị.) Nche
ahụ ONA nwere ike iwere ihe
ruru ọnwa isii iji malite n‟ahụ
mmadụ. Ọ bụrụ na a na-atụ
uche na mmadụ nwetara ọrịa
ọhụrụ, e nwere ike ilele ibu nje
a.

798

HIV sensitive
protection

The protection of health workers that
deal with HIV patients.

Nchekwa ndị
ọrụ ONA

Nke a bụ ichekwa ndị ọrụ ahụike, ndị na-eleta ndị nwere
ONA.

799

HIV status

Whether a person has HIV infection or
not.

Ọnọdụ ONA

Ma mmadu ̣ nwere ONA ma o
nweghi.

800

HIV test

A test for the human immunodeficiency virus, the cause of AIDS.

Nlele ONA

Nlele maka nje ONA, nke naebute mmịnwụ.

801

HIV testing
services (HTS)

HIV testing services (HTS) include the Ọrụ Nlele
full range of services that should be
ONA
provided together with HIV testing.

Nke a bụ ọrụ ahụ-ike e kwesiri
ịrụ, nke ya na nlele ONA naagakọ.

802

HIV transmission

This is an act of getting HIV through
sex or other means

Mbufe ONA

Nke a bụ inweta ONA site na
mmekọ ndine ma ọ bụ ụzọ ọzọ.

803

HIV wasting
syndrome

A person with HIV wasting syndrome
loses at least 10 percent of their body
weight and has at least 30 days of

Ntamahụ́
nsìnà ONA

Onye nwere ntamahụ ONA naetufu o pekata mpe pasent iri
arụ ya ma nwee afọ ọsịsa; ike
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either diarrhoea or weakness and
fever. A person with HIV-associated
wasting is considered to have AIDS.
Severe loss of weight and muscle, or
lean body mass, leads to muscle
weakness and organ failure.

804

HIV work
planning

805

HIV/AIDS
Division (HAD)

806

HIV/AIDS Fund
(HAF)

807

HIV/AIDS
Programme
Sustainability

This is an act of providing avenues
Nhàzi
that can prevent one from getting HIV. ọ̀gwụ́gwọ́
ONA
The Division of AIDS (DAIDS) was
Ngalaba ụlọ
formed in 1986 to develop and
ọrụ ONA/
implement the national research
mmịnwụ
agenda to address the HIV/AIDS
epidemic. Towards that end, the
division supports a global research
portfolio on HIV/ AIDS, its related
co-infections, and comorbidities.
This is a foundation that is contributing to the reduction of HIV
infection in Nigeria especially HIV
prevention activities among people
living with HIV.
The HIV/AIDS Programme Sustainability Analysis Tool (HAPSAT)
was developed by the USAID funded

Ego ONA
/Mmịnwụ
(HAF)

Ngwa ọrụ
HAPSAT
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ọgwụgwụ na ahụ ọkụ o pekata
mpe ụbọchị iri atọ. A na-ewe
onye tara ụdị ahụ a dị ka onye
nwere mmịnwụ. Ajọ ntamahụ
na mmịkpọ, ịdị tịña tịña naeme ka anụ ahụ yọkpọọ nakwa
ka akụkụ ahụ dị iche iche
gharịpụ.
Nke a bụ ịtụpụta atụmatụ dị
iche iche nwere ike igbochi
mmadụ inweta ONA.
A malitere Ngalaba Ụlọ Ọrụ
Mmịnwụ n‟afọ 1986 imejupụta
ebumnobi ala anyị n‟ịbagide
ndapụta ONA/mmịnwụ.
N‟imejupụta nke a, ụlọ ọrụ a
na-akwado nchọcha mba-ụwa
na-eme maka ONA/mmịnwụ,
ọrịa na-eso ya na nsogbu ha ndị
ọzọ.
Nke a bụ nkwado ego a naenye iji bèlata ọrịa ONA na
Naịjirịa ọkachasị mbọ a naagba igbochi ONA n‟ebe ndị
bu ya nọ.
Nke a bụ ngalaba mbagide
ONA/mmịnwụ nke ndị ngalaba
USAID bụ „Health Systems
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Analysis Tool
(HAPSAT)

Health Systems 20/20 Project to assist
governments and donors with the
development of HIV/AIDS policies
and implementation plans.

808

HIV-related
tuberculosis

809

HLA-b*5701 test

Tuberculosis which develops at the
instance of the immune compromise
caused by HIV.
A test that detects the presence of
HLA-B*5701. The HLA-B*5701
molecule is linked to hyper-sensitivity
to the antiretroviral (ARV) drug
abacavir. A person who tests positive
for HLA-B*5701 should not use
abacavir.

810

Hodgkin disease

811

Holding hands

Ụkwara nta
so ONA
Nlele HLA –
b*5701

Hodgkin disease is a type of
Ọrịa Hodgkin
lymphoma. Lymphoma is a cancer of a
part of the immune system called the
lymph system. The first sign of
Hodgkin disease is often an enlarged
lymph node. The disease can spread to
nearby lymph nodes. Later it may
spread to the lungs, liver, or bone
marrow.
Holding hands is one of the more
Ojiji aka
casual, yet simultaneously intimate
physical acts.

20/20 Project‟ wubere iji nyere
gọvment na ndị obi ọma aka
iwepụta iwu na usoro a ga-eji
mejupụta atụmatụ gbasara
ONA/mmịnwụ.
Ụkwara nta nke na-apụta ihe
site na mbute ONA.
Nke a bu ̣ nlele na-egosi ma
HLA-B*5701 adị mmadụ
n‟ahụ ma ọ bụ na ọ dịghị. Onye
nwere HLA-B*5701 ñụọ ọgwụ
abacavir, ọ ga na-agbakasị ya
ahụ. Onye o ̣ bu ̣la nwere HLAB*5701 n‟ahụ ekwesighị ịṅụ
ọgwụ abacavir.
Ọrịa Hodgkin bụ ụdị ọrịa izi.
Nke a bụ izi akụkụ usoro nche
ahụ a na-akpọ usoro mmiri
ọ̀wọ̀ izi. Akara ọrịa izizi ya bụ
ọzịza aba mmiri ọwọ. Ọrịa a
nwere ike imetụta mmiri ọbara
dị ya gburu gburu. E mechaa, o
nwere ike imetụta ngụ, imeju
ma ọ bụ ụmị ọkpụkpụ.
Nke a bụ otu ihe a na-emekarị
mana ọ na-egosipụtakwa adịna-mma.
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812

Home prepared
milk

This is a home-made milk prepared for Mmiri ara ehi
a child.
e meere nwa
n’ụlọ

Nke a bụ mmiri ara ehi a
kwadobere nwa n‟ụlọ.

813

Home visit

The teams included technical
Nleta n’ụlọ
personnel, as well as community
volunteers, including teachers, youth
and NGO/community based organization staff, along with monitors and
supervisors. Meeting with all members
of the household, including children,
the team discussed Ebola and provided
a bar of soap to promote hand
washing. The family then answered
questions that allowed the volunteers
to determine if there were potential
Ebola cases or deaths in the household. Each household received print
materials and a small sticker with an
Ebola prevention message that was
applied to their doorway.

814

Home visitor

Home visitor is a home-based
programme by health workers that
provide comprehensive head start
services to families.

Ndị otu a gụnyere ndị ọrụ ahụike, ndị ọrụ mwepụta onwe nke
obodo tinyere ndị nkụzi, ụmụ
ntorobịa na ndị otu nnọrọ
onwe/ọrụ obodo na ndị isi
nlekọta. Mgbe ha na-ezute ndị
ezi na ụlọ, gụnyere ụmụ aka;
ha kpara nkata gbasara Ebola
ma weta ncha iji kwalite
ọkwụkwọ aka. E mechaa, ndị
ezi na ụlọ ahu zara ajụjụ ndị
ga-enyere ndị mwepụta onwe
aka ịmata ma Ebola enwere ike
inweta ha ma ọ bụ ma e nweela
ndị nwụrụ n‟ezi na ụlọ ahụ
n‟ihi Ebola. E nyere ezi na ụlọ
ahu ọ bụla akwụkwọ nkesa na
nke mmado, nke na-akọwa ka a
ga-esi gbochie Ebola, bụ nke
ha ga-amado na mgbo mpụga
n‟ụlọ ha.
Ije n‟ụlọ bụ atụmatụ ndị ọrụ
ahụ-ike tụpụtara iji wetara ezi
na ụlọ nnyemaka mbido maka
mgbochi Ebola zuru oke.

Ndị ọrụ ahụike nleta
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815

Home-based care

Home-based care (HBC) is defined as
the provision of comprehensive
services, including health and social
services by formal and informal
caregivers in the home. HBC includes
physical, psychosocial and
spiritual care.

Nlekwa n’ụlọ

816

Homologous

Ndịka

817

Homosexual

Similar in appearance or structure, but
not necessarily function.
Somebody who is sexually attracted to
members of his or her own sex.

818

Honey

Mmanụ añụ

819
820

Horizontal
transmission
Hormone

821

Hospital wards

822

Host

Sweet fluid produced from plant
nectar by bees.
Plane parallel to the horizon of
spreading a disease.
A chemical messenger produced by
the body and carried by the blood.
The block forming a division of a
hospital (or a suite of rooms).
The animal or plant (or specific part of
an animal or plant) in which another
organism or microorganism lives.

Susupe/supe

Nsì fèrè ibè
Ọ̀jalị
Ime ụlọ-ọgwụ
Obudo

Nlekwa n‟ụlọ ka a na-akọwa dị
ka enyemaka zuru oke, nke
gụnyere ọrụ ahụ-ike na
mmekọrịta mmadụ na ibe ya
site n‟aka ndị ọrụ na ndị
nnyemaka n‟ụlọ. Nlekwa n‟ụlọ
gụnyere nke nhụrụnanya,
mmekọrịta mmadụ na ibe ya,
na mgbazi nke ekpere.
Oyiyi n‟ọdịdị na ewumewu
mana ọ bụghị n‟ọrụ.
Nwoke ọ na-adọ ka ya na
nwoke ibe ya na-enwe mmekọ
ndina/edine ma ọ bụ nwaanyị ọ
dịkwa etu a.
Mmanụ na-atọ ụtọ, nke añụ naemepụta site n‟ododo osisi.
Nje na-esi n‟ibe ebunye ibe
ọrịa.
Mmiri nje ozi si n‟ahụ, nke
ọbara na-ebu.
Ụlọ bụ ngalaba ebe ụlọ ọgwụ
(ma ọ bụ ọnụ ụlọ gasị).
Anụmanụ ma ọ bụ osisi (ma ọ
bụ akụkụ ha) na-ebudo ekereke
ọzọ.
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823

Host factors

824

Household
contact/Contact
tracing
Human

825
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The body‟s potent mechanisms for
containing HIV, including immune
system cells called CD8+ T cells,
which may prove more effective than
any antiretroviral drug in controlling
HIV infection.
Household contacts should be
considered “epidemiology linked”.

Ọ́nọ̀dụ́
mbudo

Usoro nche ahụ nwere ike
igbochi ONA tinyere ọ̀wọ̀ nche
ahụ CD8+ T, nke nwere ike ịdị
ire karịa ọgwụ n‟igbochi mbute
ONA.

Mmetụta ndị
ezi na ụ́lọ̀

A ga-ewere mmekọrịta ezi na
ụlọ dị ka ọwa ọrịa.

Of or belonging to the species Homo
sapiens or its closest relatives.

Mmadụ

Gbasara ma ọ bụ sonye
n‟agbụrụ mmadụ ma ọ bụ
anụmanụ yiri ya.
Ụ̀dị ọjali, nke na-esi n‟azịza
nke na-akpali mmụọ ime ihe,
dị ka uto.
Ọrịa nke nje akpata HHV-6 naebute; ọ na-esi n‟asụ mmiri
agbasa; ọ na-adịkarị n‟ụmụ aka
ma ọ bụ ndị nche ahụ naesichaghị ike. Nje HHV-6
nwere ike ibute ọrịa agịrị dị ka
ọzịza ma ọ bụ ọdụdọ; o
nwekwara ike ibute ahụ ọkụ na
akpụkpa, nke na-emekarị ụmụ
aka dị n‟agbata ọnwa 6 na afọ
abụọ.
Nke a bụ ụdị nje ọrịa akpata
na-esi n‟asụ mmiri ndị nwere

826

Human Growth
Hormone (HGH)

A hormone that is produced by the
pituitary gland and stimulates growth.

Ọjalị uto

827

Human herpes
virus 6 (HHV-6)
infection

Ọ́rịa nje
HHV-6

828

Human herpes
virus 7 (HHV-7)

An infection caused by human herpes
virus 6 (HHV-6). HHV-6 is primarily
transmitted through saliva and usually
causes disease only in children or
people with weakened immune
systems. HHV-6 can cause
neurological diseases, such as
encephalitis and febrile seizures.
HHV-6 can also cause fever and rash
(roseola), which mostly affect children
between 6 months and 2 years old.
A type of herpes virus found in the
saliva of people infected with human

Ọrịa nje
HHV-7
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herpes virus 7 (HHV-7). HHV-7 has
not been definitively documented to
cause a specific disease.
1. The retrovirus isolated and
recognized as the etiologic (i.e.
causing or contributing to the cause of
a disease) agent of AIDS. HIV-1 is
classified as a lentivirus in a subgroup
of retroviruses. 2. Most viruses and all
bacteria, plants and animals have
genetic codes made up of DNA, which
uses RNA to build specific proteins.

ụdị nje akpata HHV-7. O
nwebeghi ihe doro anya a
chọpụtara na-akpata ọrịa a.
1. Nje ONA a hụtarala ma
chọpụta na-akpata mmịnwụ.
ONA-1 bụ ụdị nje so n‟agbụrụ
nje na-ebibi nche ahụ. Imirikiti
nje bakteria, nje vaịrọs, osisi na
anụmanụ nwere ọdịmara agbọ,
nke ihe mejupụtara ya bụ eriri
agbọ (DNA), nke na-eji agịrị
agbọ (RNA) emebeta odozi
ahụ dị iche iche.

829

Human
Immunodeficiency
Virus (HIV-1)

830

Human
Immunodeficiency
Virus (HIV-2)

A virus closely related to HIV-1 that
has been found to cause immune
suppression.

ONA -2

Nke a bụ nje ya na ONA-1 si,
nke a chọpụtara na-egbu nche
ahụ.

831

Human
Immunodeficiency
Virus (HIV)

Acronym for the human immunodeficiency Virus, the cause of AIDS
(acquired immunodeficiency
syndrome).

Òri Nchekwa
Ahụ (ONA)

Ndebirisi pụtara ori nchekwa
ahụ (ọkpata mmịnwụ).

832

Human leukocyte
antigens (HLA)

A group of molecules found on the
surface of almost every cell in the
body. Human leukocyte antigens
(HLAs) present protein fragments
(peptides) to immune cells. If the cells
recognize the peptides as foreign, the
body mounts an immune response.

Nlele HLA

Òtù mkpụrụ na-adị n‟ahụ
imirikiti ọ̀wọ̀ dị n‟ahụ. Ụmị
mmadụ na-ebugara ochekwa
ahụ odozi ahụ. Ọ bụrụ na ọwọ
ahụta odozi ahụ ndị a dị ka
ọrịa, ọ na-abagide ya ọgụ.

ONA -1
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833

Human papilloma
virus (HPV)

A virus that is the cause of warts of the Nje nsi
hands and feet, as well as lesions of
nwaanyị
the mucous membranes of the oral,
(HPV)
anal and genital cavities. More than 50
types of HPV have been identified,
some of which are associated with
cancerous and precancerous conditions. The virus can be transmitted
through sexual contact and is a
precursor to cancer of the cervix.

834

Human T-cell
lymphotropic virus
type figure 1
(HTLV-figure 1)

835

Human to human
transmission

836

Humoral
immunity

A retrovirus that infects only T
lymphocytes (T cells). Human T cell
lymphotropic virus type 1 (HTLV-1)
is transmitted through exposure to
contaminated blood, through sexual
contact, and from an infected mother
to her child at birth or through
breastfeeding via breast milk.
Human to human transmission refers
to the infected avian sources to
humans that have been a concern since
the first documented case of human
infection in 1997 due to the global
spread that constitutes a pandemic
threat.
The branch of the immune system that
relies primarily on antibodies.
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Nke a bụ nje na-akpata etuto
aka na ụkwụ, nakwa mmerụ
ahụ n‟ọnụ, ike na ọwa akụkụ
ahụ e ji amụ nwa. A chọpụtala
ụdị nje a karịrị iri ise; ụfọdụ
n‟ime ha na-ebute nsireme izi
na izi dị iche iche. E nwere ike
bute ma ọ bụ bufenye nje a site
na mmekọ edine nwoke na
nwaanyị. Nke a na-abụ
mmalite ọrịa izi.
Nje ONA na-emetụta naanị nje
Nje ọ̀wọ̀
ọ̀wọ̀ ọ̀bàrà T (ọwọ T). Nje ọ̀wọ̀
ọ̀bàrà
ọ̀bàrà T, ụdị nje 1, (nje HTL1); a na-ebufe ya site n‟imetụ
ọbara nwere ya, mmekọ edine,
nakwa site na nne nwere ya
fere nwa ọhụrụ ma ọ bụ site
n‟inye ma ọ bụ ịñụ mmiri ara.
Mbunye ọrịa site na mmadụ
Mbunye ọrịa
fee mmadụ bụ ọrịa sitere na
site na
nnụnụ bu ọrịa; kamgbe 1997 a
mmadụ fee
chọpụtara ọrịa a izizi, a na-amụ
mmadụ
gbasara ya n‟ihi na ọ na-agbasa
na mba ụwa niile ma naadapụta kwa mgbe kwa mgbe.
Nkwudo ǹsìnà Ngalaba usoro nche ahụ dabere
na nche ahụ.
ǹche àhụ́
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837

Hybrid

An offspring produced from mating
plants or animals from different
species, varieties or genotypes.

Ngwakọ́ta

Nke a bu ̣ nwa si n‟anụ ma ọ bụ
osisi a gwakọtara ụdịdị ya ma ọ
bụ ọwọ ya ọnụ.

838

Hybridoma

A hybrid cell produced by the fusion
of an antibody-producing lymphocyte
with a tumor cell. Hybridomas are
used in the production of monoclonal
antibodies.

Akpụ ǹsìnà
ngwakọ́ta

Ọwọ ngwakọta bụ ọ̀wọ̀ si na
mmakọ mmiri na ọwọ akpụ
ahụ. E ji akpù ǹsìnà ngwakọ́ta
emepụta mkpukpu nche ahụ.

839

Hydration

This is a condition of adequate supply
of body fluids.

Ntinye mmiri

Nke a bụ ọnọdụ itinye mmiri
n‟ahụ.

840

Hygiene

The science dealing with the
preservation of health.

Àdịmọcha

Ngalaba amụmamụ, na-amụ
maka nchekwa ahụ-ike.

841

Hyperglycemia

Abnormally high blood sugar
(glucose) level. The use of some
antiretroviral (ARV) drugs may cause
hyperglycemia.

Oke shugà
n’ọ̀bàrà

842

Hyperlipidemia

Excess lipids (cholesterol, triglycerides, or both) in the blood. Hyperlipidemia increases the risk of high
blood pressure, heart disease, and
stroke.

Oke àbụ̀bà
n’ọ̀bàrà

Nsogbu mgbali ogo shugà
n‟ọ̀bàrà. Ọñụñụ ọgwụ ONA
nwere ike ịkpata oke shugà
n‟ọ̀bàrà.
Nnwefe àbụ̀bà oke n‟ọbara.
Oke àbụ̀bà n‟ọ̀bàrà na-akpali
inwe ọbara mgbali elu, ọrịa
mkpụrụ obi, na mba mmụọ.

843

Hyperplasia

An increase in the number of cells in a
tissue or organ. Hyperplasia may be
due to a normal, increased demand for
cells or may be a sign of precancerous
changes.

Mmụ́bàfe ọ̀wọ̀ Nke a bu ̣ mmu ̣bawanye ọ̀wọ̀
n‟anu ̣ ma ọ bụ akụkụ ahụ.
Mmụ́bàfe ọ̀wọ̀ nwere ike i site
na nchọkwu ọwọ n‟ahụ ma ọ
bụ akara izi na-amalite.
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844

Hypersensitivity
syndrome

A life-threatening allergic reaction to a Oke ǹsọ́mahụ́
drug. Hypersensitivity syndrome is
characterized by fever, rash, organ
involvement (most frequently the
liver), and high blood levels of
eosinophils (a type of white blood
cell).

Ahụ mmadụ ịsọ ọ́gwụ, nke
nwere ike ịkpata ọnwụ.
Njirimara ya bụ ahụ ọkụ, ọkọ,
imeju nrụjọ ọrụ, na mgbali ogo
ọ̀wọ̀ ọbara ọcha.

845

Hypertension

Persistently elevated blood pressure.
Blood pressure is the force of blood
pushing against the walls of the
arteries. Hypertension can harm the
arteries and increase the risk of stroke,
heart attack, and kidney failure.

Ọ̀bàrà mgbali
elu

Ọ̀bara ịgbali elu akwụsịghị
akwụsị. Ọ̀bàrà mgbali elu bụ
ọkwụkwa ọbara n‟ahụ okporo.
Ọ̀bàrà mgbali elu nwere ike
imerụ okporo ndị a ma ọ bụ
mee ka e nwee mba mmụọ,
ngharịpụ mkpụrụ obi, na ọnwụ
ike akụrụ.

846

Hypertriglyceride
mia

Excessive accumulation of
triglycerides (a type of fat) in the
blood. Hypertriglyceridemia increases
the risk of high blood pressure, heart
disease, and stroke.

Oke àbụ̀bà
n’ọ̀bàrà

Oke mkpụkọ abụba n‟ọbara.
Oke mkpụkọ àbụ̀bà a nwere
ike ịkpata ọbara mgbali elu,
ọrịa mkpụrụ obi na mba mmụọ.

847

Hyperuricemia

Much higher-than-normal levels of
uric acid in the blood. Hyperuricemia
may be an adverse effect of some
antiretroviral (ARV) drugs.

Nnwefè mmiri Ogo mmiri mmụọ karịrị akarị
n‟ọbara. Nnwefè mmiri mmụ́ọ́
mmụ́ọ́
a nwere ike isite n‟ịñụ ọgwụ
ONA ụfọdụ.

848

Hypogammaglobulinemia

Abnormally low levels of
immunoglobulins.

Mpe mkpụ́rụ́
ọ̀bàrà

Nsogbu mgbada ogo mkpụ́rụ́
ọ̀bàrà n‟ahụ.
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849

Hypoglycemia

Hypoglycemia, also known as low
blood sugar or low blood glucose, is
when blood sugar decreases to below
normal levels.

Mpe shugà
ọ̀bàrà

Ọnọdụ mpe shụga ọ̀bàrà, nke
nwere ọtụtụ aha na Bekee, ọ̀ bụ
mgbe ogo shuga dị mmadụ
n‟ọbara gbadara karịa ka o
kwesiri.

850

Hypogonadism

Condition in which the sex glands
produce little or no hormones.
Hypogonadism commonly occurs
during HIV infection.

Nrùpe akụkụ
mmekọ edine

Nke a bụ ọnọdụ mgbe akụkụ
mmekọ edine emepụtaghi ọjali
ahụ ka o kwesiri. A naenwekarị ọnọdu a mgbe
mmadụ nwere ONA.

851

Hypothesis

A tentative statement or supposition
that may then be tested through
research.

Ụma okwu

Amụma ma ọ bụ echere nke e
nwere ike ịtụle site na nchọcha.

852

Hypoxia

Reduction of oxygen supply to tissue.

Mpe ìkùkù
ndù ̣

Nke a bụ mbelata n‟ikuku ndụ
a na-enye anụ ahụ.

853

Identification of
cases

This is an act of identifying patients
that have a notifiable disease, e.g.
Ebola virus.

Nchọpụta ndị
nwere ya

Nke a bụ inyochapụta ndị ọrịa
nwere nje Ebola.

854

Idiopathic

Occurring spontaneously or from an
unknown cause.

Ndapụta ọrịa, nke a na-amaghị
mkpatara ya.

855

Idiopathic
Thrombocytopenic
Purpura (ITP)

An autoimmune disorder in which the
immune system destroys platelets. The
destruction of platelets leads to
abnormal blood clotting and easy or
excessive bruising and bleeding. The
exact cause of idiopathic thrombo-

Amaghị
m̀kpàtàrà
Amaghị
m̀kpàtàrà
àkpàtà
(AMA)

Nke a bu ̣ ọrịa nche ahụ, nke
na-eme ka ọ na-ebibi ọkpụkpụ
ọbara. Mbibi ọbara a na-ebute
mkpụkọjọ ọbara, nke na-akpata
mmerụ ahụ ọsịịsọ na ọgbụgba
oke ọbara. A matabeghi
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cytopenia purpura is unknown;
however, the disorder may develop
with a viral infection, including HIV.
Secondary unintended effect of a
medical treatment that is unique or
peculiar to an individual.
The unique and characteristic parts of
an antibody‟s variable region, which
can themselves serve as antigens.

Ọrịa nsọ́mihe
onye

856

Idiosyncratic side
effect

857

Idiotypes

858

Illness

A disease, sickness, or indisposition.

Ọ́rịà

859

Immune

Nchedo ahụ

860

Immune
complexes

861

Immune deficiency

Protected against infection, usually by
the presence of antibodies.
An immune complex, sometimes
called an antigen-antibody complex, is
a molecule formed from the integral
binding of an antibody to a soluble
antigen. The bound antigen and
antibody act as a unitary object,
effectively an antigen of its own with a
specific epitope.
A breakdown or inability of certain
parts of the immune system to
function, thus making a person
susceptible to certain diseases that
they would not ordinarily develop.

Ụdị ahụ ihe

Ukwu nche
ahụ

Enweghị nche
ahụ
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mkpatara ọrịa a; etu o sila dị, a
na-eche na ọrịa nje, tinyere
ONA, nwere ike ịkpata ya.
Ọrịa sitere n‟etu ahụ mmadụ si
asọ ihe.
Njirimara akụkụ ahụ pụrụ iche
nke ngalaba nche ahụ, nke
nwere ike ịrụ orụ dị ka ọ̀wọ̀
mmiri ahụ.
Ọrịa, ahụ ọnwụnwụ ma ọ bụ
enweghị ike ime ihe.
Nchedo ahụ nye ọrịa, nke naesitekarị n‟inwe nche ahụ.
Ukwu nche ahụ bụ ụdị nche
ahụ si na mmakọ nche-ahụ ga.
A na-akpọkwa ya ukwu ọkpali
nchekwa ahụ na nchekwa ahụ.
Ha na-arụkọ ọrụ ọnụ dị ka ụdị
nche ahụ nwere agwara pụrụ
iche.
Nke a bụ enwekwaghị ike, nke
nchekwa ahụ ma ọ bụ akụkụ
ụfọdụ ya ịrụ ọrụ; nke a na-eme
ka onye nwere ya na-amabute
ọrịa ọ gaaraghị na-arịa.
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862

Immune response

The activity of the immune system
against foreign substances.
The interacting combination of all the
body‟s ways of recognizing cells,
tissues, objects, and organisms that are
not part of itself, and initiating the
immune response to fight them.

Nzaghàchi
Nche àhụ́
Nchedo ahụ

863

Immune system

864

865

Immune
Thrombocytopenic
Purpura
Immunity

Bleeding disorder or a blood bleeding
problem due to immune disorder.

Ọ́rịa
m̀gbamọ̀bàrà

This is the balanced state of having
adequate biological defences to fight
infection, disease, or other unwanted
biological invasion, while having
adequate tolerance to avoid allergy,
and autoimmune diseases.
The process of making someone
immune, e.g. by vaccination.

Nche àhụ́

866

Immunization

867

Immunocompetent

This is the ability of the body to
produce a normal immune response
following exposure to an antigen.

Ònwunwe
nche àhụ́

868

Immunodeficiency

A deficiency of immune response or a
disorder characterized by a deficient

Mpe nche ahụ

Àgbamọ́gwụ̀
mgbochi

Iche nche megide nje dị iche
iche na-abanye mmadụ n‟ahụ.
Mmekọrịta usoro nchekwa ahụ
niile, nke na-eme ka ha naamata ọwọ, anụ ahụ na ihe ndị
ọzọ na-esonyeghi n‟ahụ
mmadụ, nke na-eme ka ha
malite ichekwa ahụ mmadụ site
n‟ibuso ha agha.
Nsogbu m̀gbamọ̀bàrà ma ọ bụ
ọ̀gbụgba ọ̀bàrà nke sitere na
nsogbu nchekwa ahu ̣.
Nke a bụ ọnọdụ nnwezu nche
ahụ megide ọrịa ma ọ bụ
mwakpo nrịa nrịa ndị ọzọ
nakwa ahụ mbarasa megide
nsọmihe na ọrịa nchekwa ahụ.
Usoro ime ka mmadụ nwee
nche ahụ, d.k. site n‟ịgba ọgwụ
mgbochi.
Nke a bụ ahụ inwe ike iwepụta
nche ahụ dị mma maka ọrịa
mgbe a kpaliri ọjali nche ahụ
ime nke a.
Nke a bụ enweghi ike chekwaa
ahụ ma ọ bụ nche ahụ ịda mba;
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immune response; classified as
antibody (B cell), cellular (T cell),
combined deficiency or phagocytic
dysfunction disorders.
A substance, also called an antigen,
capable of provoking an immune
response.

nke a gụnyere ọwọ B na ọwọ
T; njikọta ma ọ bụ nnụ ọrịa.

Òmebe nche
ahụ

Ọjali nche ahụ, nke a naakpọkwa òmebe nche ahụ, nke
nwere ike ịkpalite nchekwa
ahụ.

The ability of an antigen or vaccine to
stimulate an immune response.

Enwemike
nchekwa ahụ

Nke a bụ onwunwe ike nche
ahụ ma ọ bụ ọgwụ mgbochi
ichekwa ahụ.

Immunoglobulin

Also known as antibodies, they are
glycoprotein molecules produced by
plasma cells (white blood cells). They
act as a critical part of the immune
response by specifically recognizing
and binding to particular antigens,
such as bacteria or viruses and aiding
in their destruction.

Mkpụ́rụ́
ọ̀bàrà nche
ahụ

A na-akpọkwa ya nchekwa
ahụ; ha bụ mkpụrụ odozi
nchekwa ahụ ọwọ ọbara ọcha
na-emebeta. Ha na-arụ ọrụ dị
ajọ mkpa na nchekwa ahụ site
n‟ịmata, ịwakpo na igbu nje
ọrịa dị iche iche dị ka nje
bakteria ma ọ bụ nje vaịrọs.

872

Immunological
surveillance or
immunosurveillance

Immune surveillance is a theory that
the immune system patrols the body
not only to recognize and destroy
invading pathogens but also to host
cells that become cancerous.

Nke a bụ atụtụ na-akọwa na
Ngagharị
nleta nke nche nche ahụ na-eleta ahụ site
n‟ịgagharị gburu gburu ya,
ahụ
ịmata na ịwakpo nje ọrịa na
ọwọ izi budoro ha.

873

Immunomodulator Any substance that influences the
immune system.

869

Immunogen

870

Immunogenicity

871

Nhàzi nche
àhụ́

Mmiri ahụ ọ bụla nwere agba
n‟ọrụ nchekwa ahụ.
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874

Immunostimulant

Any agent or substance that triggers or
enhances the body‟s defence; also
called immunopotentiator.

Ọ̀kpalite nche
àhụ́

Omee ma ọ bụ ihe ọ bụla naakpalite ma ọ bụ echedo ahụ; a
na-akpọkwa ya ọ̀kwalite nche
àhụ́.
Okwu e ji akọwa ndị
enwechaghị ike ichekwawa
ahụ-ike ha site n‟ọrịa. Nche
ahụ ndị nwere ONA ma ọ bụ
mmịnwụ enweghi ike ichekwa
ahụ-ike ha n‟ihi na nje ọrịa ndị
a bidara ọwọ CD4 ha. Ndị naañụ ọgwụ ọrịa izi nwere ike
inwe mpe nche ahụ n‟ihi ọgwụ
ha na-añụ.

875

Immunosuppressed

A word used for people who have a
decreased ability to fight infection.
People with HIV or AIDS are
immunosuppressed because their CD4
cells are decreased by the virus.
People being treated for cancers may
be immunosuppressed because of
drugs they are given to fight the
cancer.

Mpe ǹche àhụ́

876

Immunosuppression

A state of the body in which the
immune system is damaged and does
not perform its normal functions.
Immunosuppression may be induced
by drugs or result from certain disease
processes, such as HIV infection.

Mbutù ǹche
àhụ́

Mgbe e mebiri usoro nchekwa
ahụ, nke na ọ naghị arụkwa ọrụ
o kwesiri ịrụ. Ọgwụ, ma ọ bụ
ọrịa dị ka ONA nwere ike
ịkpata ụdị ọnọdụ a.

877

Immunotherapy

Treatment aimed at reconstituting an
impaired immune system.

Ọ̀gwụ́gwọ́
ǹche àhụ́

Ọ̀gwụ́gwọ́ , nke mbunuche ya
bụ ịkwazi usoro nche ahụ naadịchaghị mma.

878

Immunotoxin

A plant or animal toxin (i.e. poison)
Ògbu ǹche
that is attached to a monoclonal
àhụ́
antibody and used to destroy a specific
target cell.

Nke a bu ̣ nsị osisi ma o ̣ bu ̣
anụmanụ na-amado n‟ahụ nje
ọrịa, nke na-ebibi ọwọ dị añaa.
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879

Impaired kidney

Kidney disease is the reduced ability
of the kidney to carry out its normal
functions.

Nkwarụ
àkụ̀rụ̀

Ọrịa àkụ̀rụ̀ nọteelara aka, nke
na-ebèlata ike o nwere ịrụte
ọrụ aka.

880

Impetigo

Impetigo is a contagious skin infection
that usually produces blisters or sores
on the face, neck, hands, and diaper
area.

Ọnya
akpụkpọ ahụ

Ọrịa akpụkpọ ahụ na-efe èfè,
nke na-aba ọnya n‟ihu, olu,
aka, nakwa ike.

881

Implementation
kit

Provides national and local stakeholders, as well as programme
managers, with key considerations and
a road map for instituting and
implementing critical, relevant,
practical and timely communication
for responding to the threat of an
Ebola Virus Disease EVD) outbreak.

Ngwa ọrụ
ahụ-ike

Ngalaba ọrụ ahụ-ike na-ahụ
maka ịgbasara ndị nkwado
obodo na ogbe ozi tinyere ndị
nhazi ọrụ ahụ-ike ntụzi aka na
usoro iwube na ịgbasa ozi dị
mkpa ozigbo maka ịbagide
napụta nje ọrịa (NỌE).

882

In vitro

In an artificial environment, referring
to a process or reaction occurring
therein, as in a test tube or culture
medium.

N’ime ọnọdụ
akamere

N‟ime gburu gburu aka-mere,
nke a na-akọwa usoro ma ọ bụ
nzaghachi n‟ime ya, dị ka akpa
nwa ma ọ bụ mbanye ihe akamere.

883

In vivo

(“In life”) Studies conducted within a
living organism (e.g. animal or human
studies).

N’ime ndụ

Nke a bụ nchọcha e mere
n‟ime ekereke, d.k. anụmanụ
ma o ̣ bu ̣ mmadu ̣.

884

Incest

This is a sexual relationship between
people classed as being too closely
related to marry each other.

Mmekọ ndine
ụmụ nne

Nke a bụ mmekọ edine bụ arụ,
nke ụmụnne ndị na-enweghi
ike ịlụ di na nwunye.
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885

Incidence

886

Incubation period

887

Indication

888

Indicator

889

Indigestion

890

Infant diagnosis

891

Infant feeding
options

The number of new cases occurring in Ndapụ̀ta
a given population over a certain
period of time.
The period between the time
Oge mmụba
somebody is infected with a disease
and the appearance of its first
symptoms.
In medicine, a strong reason for
Nzigosi
believing that a particular course of
action is desirable. In a wounded
patient, the loss of blood, which would
lead to circulatory collapse, is an
indication for blood transfusion.

A sign that shows the condition or
existence of something: a pointer or
light that shows the state or condition
of something.
Pain or discomfort in the stomach
associated with difficulty in digesting
food.
Identification of a disorder in a child
within the first year of life.
Alternatives to breastfeeding as the
best choice for a baby may be

Ihe ngosi

Mgbarụ afọ

Nchọpụta ọrịa
ọhụrụ
Nhọrọ nri
ụmụaka

Ọnụ ọgụ ndị nwetara ọrịa
ọhụrụ n‟ime ndị dị añaa n‟oge
dị añaa.
Nke a bụ oge dị n‟etiti mgbe
mmadụ nwetara nje ọrịa na
mgbe nsireme ya bidoro
pụtawa ihe.
N‟ọgwụgwọ, ihe kpatara e ji
kwenyesie ike n‟ịgbaso usoro
ọgwụgwọ dị añaa dị mkpa. Ịma
atụ, n‟onye merụrụ ahụ,
mgbafu nnukwu ọbara, nke gaakpata na ọbara agakwaghị
agazu ahụ na-egosi na e
kwesiri ịgbanye onye ahụ
ọbara.
Akara na-ezi na ọnọdụ ma ọ bụ
ihe dị añaa dị: ọdịmara ma ọ bụ
ìhè na-egosi ọnọdụ ihe dị na
ya.
Mgbu ma ọ bụ mgbarụ afọ, nke
egwerighi nri ọsịịsọ na-ebute.
Nchọpụta ọrịa nwata n‟afo ̣ izizi
ndụ ya.
Inye nwata nri abu ̣ghi ̣mmiri
ara nwere ike site n‟o ̣no ̣du ̣ nne
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892

Infected fluid

893

Infected needle

894

Infected person

895

Infected sharp
objects

896

Infection

897

Infectious

898

Infectious (EBV)
mononucleosis

determined by maternal inadequacy,
illness or absence, and by infant illness
or deformity.
Any body secretion that can transfer
Mmiri àhụ́ bu
infection from one person to another.
nje
These are needles that were not
sterilized or that have been
contaminated by blood.
Someone who has contracted a disease
from another person.
The exposure (to microbial contamination) of any device or object used to
puncture or lacerate the skin.

Ntụtụ nwere
nje

The invasion and multiplication of
microorganisms such as bacteria,
viruses, and protozoa. The effective
agent may be transmitted by a patient
or carrier, in airborne droplets
expelled during coughing and
sneezing, or by direct contact.
Capable of being transmitted by
infection, with or without actual
contact.
An acute infectious disease associated
with Epstein-Barr virus. Symptoms
may include: fever, swelling of lymph

Ọ́rịa

Onye bu ọrịa
Agụ̀ba bu nje

Na-efe èfè
Ọrịa nje EB
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ya - ọrịa ma ọ bụ anọghị ya, na
kwa o ̣no ̣du ̣ ahu ̣ike nwatakirị .̣
Nke a bụ mmiri àhụ́ ọ bụla
nwere ike ibufe nje ọrịa site
n‟otu onye ruo n‟onye o ̣zo .̣
Ndị a bụ ntụtụ, nke a naesigbughi esigbu ma ọ bụ nke
metụrụ ọ̀bàrà nwere nje.
Onye si n‟onye ọzọ nweta ọrịa.
Ndị a bụ ọrịa e si n‟ọbara ma ọ
bụ mmiri ahụ ebute site n‟iji
ntụtụ ma ọ bụ aga ọzọ dụpuo
anụ ahụ.
Mwakpo na mmụba ekereke
nta dị ka nje bakteria, nke
vaịrọs, na ebu. Onye bu ọrịa a
nwekwara ike ịgbasa ya site
n‟ịkwa ụkwara, ize uzere na
imetụta ahụ.
Onwunwe ike ịgbasa site
n‟ọrịa, ma e metụrụ ma ọ bụ na
e metụghị ahụ.
Ọrịa ọjọọ na-efe efe, nke nje
EB na-ebute. Nsireme ya
gụnyere ahụ ọkụ, ọzịza akị
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nodes, and a decrease in the cells that
fight infection.
Any disease that can be transmitted
from one person to another.
This is the immediate defensive
reaction of tissue to any injury, which
may be caused by infection, chemicals
or physical agents. It involves pain,
heat, redness, swelling, and loss of
function of the affected part.

Ọrịa na-efe
efe
Ọ̀zị́za

899

Infectious disease

900

Inflammation

901

Inflammation of
the testicle

Orchitis is an inflammation of one or
both testicles in men, usually caused
by an infection.

Ọ̀zị́za
mkpụ́rụ́ amụ̀

902

Inflammation or
swelling of the
brain

Ọ̀zị́za ụ̀bụ́rụ̀

903

Influenza

Encephalitis is an inflammation of the
brain tissue. It is most often caused by
viral infections. In some cases,
bacterial infections can cause
encephalitis.
Any human respiratory (lung)
infection of undetermined cause.
Symptoms may include: sudden onset,
fever, feeling physically or mentally
tired, severe aches and pains, and
shortness of breath.

Òkponọ́hà

azịza na mbelata n‟ọnụ ọgụ
ọwọ na-ebuso ọrịa agha.
Ọrịa ọ bụla nwere ike isi n‟otu
onye fere onye ọzọ.
Nke a bụ ọgụ nchekwa, nke
anụ ahụ na-alụ ozigbo e
merụrụ ya, nke nwere ike i site
n‟ọrịa, mmiri mmụọ ma ọ bụ
ihe a na-ahụ anya. Ọ gụnyere
ahụ ụfụ, èkpòmọkụ, nchagharị,
ọzịza na mgbanwụ ebe o
metụtara.
Ọzị́za mkpụrụ amụ bụ okuko
otu ma ọ bụ mkpụrụ amụ abụọ
n‟ụmụ nwoke, nke mbute ọrịa
na-akpata.
Ọ̀zị́za ma ọ bụ okuko ụ̀bụ́rụ̀.
Ọtụtụ oge, ọ bụ nje bu ọrịa naakpata ya. Oge u ̣fo ̣du ̣, nje
bakteria nwekwara ike ịkpata
ya.
Ọrịa nkumume ọ bụla na
mmadụ, nke a na-amaghị ihe
kpatara ya. Nsireme ya nwere
ike ịgụnye: mbido mberede,
ahụ ọkụ, ngwụmike n‟ahụ ma ọ
bụ echiche, ajọ isi ọwụwa, ahụ
mgbu na ume ọkụ.
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OMM bụ usoro ọrụ ahụ-ike
Ozi, Mmụta
na Mgbasa ozi nke mbunuche ya bụ ịgbanwe
ma ọ bụ ịgbazi akparamagwa
(OMM)
ndị mmadụ gbasara ahụ-ike ha,
tụmadị ka o si metụta ndị e bu
n‟uche n‟oge dị añaa site
n‟usoro na atụtụ mgbasa ozi.

904

Information,
Education and
Communication
(IEC)

IEC refers to a public health approach
aimed at changing or reinforcing
health-related behaviours in a target
audience, concerning a specific
problem and within a predefined
period of time, through
communication methods and
principles.

905

Informed consent

A type of protection available to
Nnata ikike
people considering entering a drug
trial. Before entering the trial,
participants must sign a consent form
that contains an explanation of:
(a) why the research is being done,
(b) what researchers want to
accomplish, (c) what will be done
during the trial and for how long,
(d) what risks are in the trial, (e) what
benefits can be expected from the trial,
(f) what other treatments are available,
and (g) the participant‟s right to leave
the trial at any time.

Nke a bụ ụdị nchekwa dịịrị ndị
na-achọ isonye na nnwale
adịmire ọgwụ. Tupu ha abanye
na nnwale ahụ, ndị nsonye gaebinyeriri aka na fọọm nkweta,
nke na-egosi nkọwa gbasara
ihe ndị a: (a) ihe kpatara e ji
eme nchọcha, (b) mbunuche
ndị nchọcha, (ch) ihe a ga-eme
na nchọcha na n‟oge dị añaa,
(d) ihe ntụmadị nwere ike
ịdapụta, (e) uru a tụrụ anya na
nchọcha ahụ, (f) ụdịrị usoro
ọgwụgwọ ọzọ dịgasị, na
(g) ikike ndị nsonye nwere ịpụ
mgbe ọ bụla masịrị ha.

906

Injection Drug
Users (IDU)

Substance use, abuse, and dependence that have been closely associated with HIV infection since the
beginning of the epidemic. Injection

A na-eche na añụmihe, erizighi
na ndabere n‟ọgwụ na-enye
aka n‟ibunye mmadụ ọrịa ONA
kamgbe ọrịa a malitere. N‟u ̣wa

Ndị Mgbanye
Ọgwụ n’ahụ
(NMỌN)
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907

Injection

908

Inoculation

909

Inpatient
department

910

Institutional
Review Board
(IRB)

drug use accounts for approximately
10% of HIV infections globally and
30% of those outside of Africa.
Drug injection is a method of
introducing a drug into the body with a
hollow needle and a syringe which is
pierced through the skin into the body
(usually intravenous, but also intramuscular or subcutaneous).
The introduction of a substance
(inoculums; e.g. a vaccine, serum or
virus) into the body to produce or to
increase immunity to the disease or
condition associated with the
substance.
A patient who is admitted to a bed in a
hospital ward and remains there for a
period of time for treatment,
examination or observation.
1. A committee of physicians, statisticians, community advocates and
others that ensures that a clinical trial
is ethical and that the rights of study
participants are protected. All clinical
trials in the United States must be
approved by an IRB before they begin.
2. Every institution that conducts or
supports biomedical or behavioral

Àgbamọ́gwụ̀/
ọ́gwụ̀
ọ̀gbụ́gba

Àgbamọ́gwụ̀
mgbòchi

Ngàlàbà
ènyèmakwà

Òtù IRB

niile, ndị mgbanye o ̣gwụ n‟ahụ
ruru 10 pasent ndi ̣bu ONA ebe
ha ruru 30 pasent n‟Afirị ka.
̣
Ịgba ọgwụ bụ usoro e ji
agbanye ọgwụ n‟ahụ site n‟iji
ntụtụ oghe na amị sirinji pịnye
ya n‟ahụ (mgbe ụfọdụ
n‟akwarà nakwa n‟anụ ahụ).
Ịgbanye (ọgwụ mgbochi, d.k.
ọgwụ mgbochi, mmiri ahụ ma
ọ bụ nje) n‟ime ahụ iji mepụta
ma ọ bụ kwalite nchekwa ahụ
nye ọrịa ma ọ bụ ọnọdụ
metụtara ọgwụ mgbochi ahụ.
Onye ọrịa e nyere àkwà n‟ụlọọgwụ ma nọrọ ebe a ọtụtụ oge
maka ọgwụgwọ, nlele na
nlekwa.
Nke a bụ òtù ndị ọkacha-mara
dibịa, ndị mgbakọ, ọrụ obodo
na ndị ọzọ na-ahụ na nnwale
ọgwụ gbasoro ezi usoro nkwa
na e chekwara ikike ndị
nsonye. N‟Amerika, ndị ụlọ
ọrụ IRB ga-akwadorịrị nnwale
ọgwụ ọ bụla tupu ọ malite.
2. Site n‟iwu ala Amerika, ndị
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research involving human subjects
must, by federal regulation, have an
IRB that initially approves and
periodically reviews the research so as
to protect the rights of human subjects.

911

Insulin

912

Integrase

913

Integration

914

Intense weakness

A natural hormone made by the
pancreas that controls the level of
sugar glucose in the blood.
An HIV enzyme used by the virus to
integrate its genetic material into the
host cell‟s DNA.
The process by which the different
parts of an organism are made a
functional and structural whole,
especially through the activity of the
nervous system and of hormones. As
related to HIV, it is the process by
which the viral DNA migrates to the
cell‟s nucleus where it is spliced into
the host‟s DNA with the help of viral
integrase.
Weakness is the feeling of body
fatigue (tiredness). A person
experiencing weakness may not be

Ọjalị́

Ǹgwe ONA

Njìkọ́ta

Ajọ ike
ọ̀gwụ́gwụ́
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ụlọ ọrụ IRB ga-akwadoriri ụlọ
nchọcha ọ bụla na-eme
nchọpụta ma ọ bụ na-akwado
mgbọrọgwụ na mkpa akwụkwọ
ma ọ bụ nchọcha gbasara
akparamagwa; ụlọ ọrụ IRB naatụlegharị nchọcha ndị a kwa
mgbe kwa mgbe iji chekwa
ikike ndị mmadụ.
Ọjali nsi-na-chi, nke ụma naemebeta, nke na-ejizi ogo
shuga dị n‟ọ̀bàrà.
Ngwe ONA, nke nje ji amakọ
eriri agbọ ya na nke ọwọ
mbudo ya.
Nke a bụ usoro, nke akụkụ
ekereke dị iche iche ji enwe otu
mwube ma na-arụkọta ọrụ ọnụ,
ọkachasị site n‟agịrị etiti ụbụrụ
na ọjali. Dị ka o si metụta
ONA: usoro nke nje eriri agbọ
ji agafe n‟ụmị ọwọ ebe ọ naamakọ n‟eriri ọwọ agbọ DNA
site n‟enyemaka ngwe nje.
Ezigbo ike ọgwụgwụ nke ahụ.
Mmadụ nwere ike ịdị na-enwe
ike ọgwụgwụ, nke nwere ike
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able to move that part of their body
properly or they may experience
tremors (uncontrollable movement or
twitches) in the area of weakness.
Analysis of clinical trial results that
Nzùbe
includes all data from patients in the
ọ̀gwụ́gwọ́
groups to which they were randomized
(i.e. assigned through random distribution) even if they never received the
treatment.

ime na ọ gaghị aga ije,
megharịa ahụ nke ọma ma ọ bụ
na-enwe ahụ ọma jijiji n‟ihi ike
ọgwụgwụ.
Nke a bụ ọnọdụ mpụtara
nkọwa, nke nlele nchọpụta, nke
gụnyere datà niile si n‟aka
onye ọrịa n‟otu ebe e tinyere
ya, ọ bụrụgodu na ha anataghị
ọgwụgwọ.

915

Intent to treat

916

Interferon

A general term used to describe a
family of 20-25 proteins that cause a
cell to become resistant to a wide
variety of viruses. They are produced
by cells infected by almost any virus.

Ọ̀wọ̀

Nke a bụ okwu izugbe e ji
akọwa odozi ahụ 20-25, nke
na-akpata ọ̀wọ̀ inupu isi
n‟inweta ụmụ nje. Ha na-apụta
site n‟ọ̀wọ̀ nwere nje ọ bụla.

917

Interleukin-2
(IL-2)

One of a family of molecules that
control the growth and function of
many types of lymphocytes.
Interleukin-2 is an immune system
protein produced in the body by T
cells. It has potent effects on the
proliferation, differentiation and
activity of a number of immune
system cells, including T cells, B cells
and natural killer cells. Commercially, IL-2 is produced by
recombinant DNA technology and is
approved by the Food and Drug

Ọ̀wọ̀-2 (IL-2)

Ụdịdị mkpụ̀rụ̀ ahụ, nke na-ejizi
òtuto na ọrụ ọtụtụ ọ̀wọ̀ n‟ahụ.
Ọ̀wọ̀-2 bụ odozi ahụ, nke nche
ahụ mepụtara site n‟ọ̀wọ̀ T. O
nwere ike n‟ọrụ mgbasa,
nkewasị na usoro ọwọ
nchekwa ahụ tinyere ọ̀wọ̀ T,
ọ̀wọ̀ B na mgbu ọ̀wọ̀. E ji nkana-ụzụ akpụ eriri agbọ; ndị
Njikwa Nri na Ọgwụ kwadoro
ya maka ịgwọ izi ọ̀wọ̀ akụ̀rụ̀ .
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918

Internal bleeding

919

Interstitial

920

Intervention

921

Intimate partner

922

Intimate Partner
Violence (IPV)

923

Intramuscular

Administration for the treatment of
metastatic renal (i.e. kidney) cell
cancer.
This is a blood disorder inside the
body.
Relating to or situated in the small,
narrow spaces between tissues or parts
of an organ.
The act of intervening, especially a
deliberate entry into a situation or
dispute in order to influence events or
prevent undesirable consequences.
Intimate partner has to do with friends
or relationships that are so close,
familiar; personal, private; warm,
friendly and more importantly
involving sexual relations.
This is a behaviour within an intimate
relationship that causes physical,
psychological or sexual harm to those
in the relationship, including acts of
physical aggression, sexual coercion,
psychological abuse and controlling
behaviours.
Injected directly into a muscle.

Àgbamọ̀bàrà
ime ahụ
Gbàsara ọ̀wọ̀

Mgbapụ̀ta
Ọgwụ́gwọ́

Ọyị
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Nke a bụ ọnọdụ nsogbu
agbamọ̀bàrà ime ahụ.
Gbasara ma ọ bụ dị
n‟obere,kpachi kpachi n‟etiti
anụ ahụ ma ọ bụ akụkụ ahụ.
Usoro mgbapụta, ọkachasị
mbanye n‟ime ọnọdụ ma ọ bụ
ọgbaghara iji kwalite
mmemme ma ọ bụ gbochie
mpụtara adịghị mma.
Ndị ọyị bụ ndị enyi mara onwe
ha ọfụma, na-akpaso onwe ha
ezi agwa, na-ayị, ma nke ka
nke, na-enwe mmekọ edine.

Ọyịyị ndịnà
mkpagbu
(IPV)

Nke a bụ àgwà a na-ahụgasị
n‟ime ọyị, nke na-emerụ ndị
na-ayị ọyị ahụ, ndị gụnyere
mwakpo, ịmanye mmekọ edine
n‟ike, ịgbaka isi na ọchịchị aka
ike ndị ọzọ.

Gbàsara anụ́
àhụ́

Nke a gbanyere n‟anụ ahụ.
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924

Intrapartum
period

Intrapartum period is the period from
the onset of labour to the end of the
third stage of labour.
Injected into the fluid surrounding the
spinal cord.

925

Intrathecal

926

Intravenous (IV)

927

Intravitreal

Within the eye.

928

Investigational
New Drug (IND)

The status of an experimental drug
after the Food and Drug
Administration agrees that it can be
tested in people.

929

Investigational
new drug
application

A programme to provide experimental treatments to a class of patients
who lack satisfactory alternative
treatment. IND stands for
Investigational New Drug application,
which is part of the process to get
approval from the Food and Drug
Administration for marketing a new
prescription drug in the US.

Oge ọ̀mụ́mụ́
nwa

Gbàsara
gburu gburu
ọkpụkpụ azụ
Of or pertaining to the inside of a vein, Gbasara ime
as of a thrombus, or an injection,
akwara
infusion or catheter.
Gbàsara ime
anya
Ntụle Ọ́gwụ̀
ọhụrụ

Njimọ́gwụ̀
ọ́hụ́rụ́ àgwọ́
(NỌA)

Nke a bụ bido n‟oge ime
omume nwaanyị ruo n‟oge
ọmụmụ nwa.
Mgbanye ihe na mmiri ahụ
gbara ọkpụkpụ azụ okirikiri.
Maka ma ọ bụ gbasara ime
akwara, dị ka ịgbanye ọgwụ
ma ọ bụ mmịta ọbara na mmiri
ahụ.
N‟ime anya.
Nke a bụ ọnọdụ ọgwụ ọhụrụ
nọ, mgbe ndị ụlọ ọrụ na-ahụ
maka Njikwa Nri na Ọgwụ
nyere ntụzi aka ka e leele ya na
ndị mmadụ.
Nke a bụ amụma e ji enye ndị
nọ na nsogbu ọgwụ, nke a ka
na-elele elele n‟ihi na ha
enweghi ọgwụ ọzọ ka mma ha
ga-añụ. NỌA pụtara itinye
ọgwụ ọhụrụ n‟ọnụ; nke a bụ
ụzọ e si enweta ntụzi aka
n‟Amerika site n‟ụlọ ọrụ naahụ maka Njikwa Nri na Ọgwụ
ka a malite rebe ọgwụ ọhụrụ.
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930

Iodine solution

Dissolution of iodine in an aqueous
medium to form an admixture.

Àyọ̀din

931

Iridocyclitis

Ọ́rịa anya

932

Iritis

Inflammation of the iris and ciliary
body of the eye.
Inflammation of the iris of the eye.

Mgbaze ayọ̀din na mmiri ma
mee ka ọ na-acha anụna anụna
ma ọ bụ uhie uhie.
Ọ̀zịza akụkụ mkpụrụ anya.

Ọ́rịa anya

Ọ̀zịza akụkụ mkpụrụ anya.

933

935

Isoniazid (INH)

Inadequacy of blood due to
insufficient intake of mineral iron.
Seclusion from the majority for a
special purpose, e.g. observation.
Isoniazid, marketed under other names
including isonicotinyl-hydrazide
(INH) and Hydra, is an antibiotic used
as a first-line agent in the prevention
and treatment of tuberculosis.

Mpe ọbara

934

Iron deficiency
anaemia
Isolation

936

Isospora belli

Ǹje Isospora
belli

937

Itraconazole

Cystoisospora belli, previously known
as Isospora belli, is a parasite that
causes an intestinal disease known as
cystoisosporiasis. This protozoan
parasite is opportunistic in immune
suppressed human hosts.
Itraconazole is a triazole antifungal agent prescribed to patients
with fungal infections. The drug may
be given orally or intravenously.

Mpe ọbara nke sitere na mpe
nnyeike.
Mwepụ mmadụ n‟ebe ndị ọzọ
nọ maka mmata pụrụ
̣ iche.
Ọ́gwụ̀ ụ́kwarà ntà e ji aha ndị
ọzọ dị ka isonikotinil
haịdrazaịd (INH) na Haịdra
ere; ọ bụ ọgwụ ogbu nje so
n‟ọgwụ izizi e ji egbochi ma
na-agwọ ọrịa, ma ọ bụ ọgwụ
ụkwara nta.
Ọrịa amịmị eriri afọ, nke a
maburu dị ka Aịsospora beli.
Ọrịa amịmị a na-emekarị ndị
nwere ONA.

Ndebe ichè
Ọ́gwụ̀ ụ́kwarà
ntà (INH)

Ọgwụ̀ èbù

Nke a bụ ọ́gwụ̀ nke e ji
egbochi ori mbọ. E nwere ike
ñụọ ya añụ ma ọ bụ gbaa ya
agba.
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938

Joint United
Nations
Programme on
HIV and AIDS
(UNAIDS)

The Joint United Nations Programme
on HIV and AIDS (UNAIDS) is the
main advocate for accelerated,
comprehensive and coordinated global
action on the HIV/AIDS epidemic.

939

Kaposi’s sarcoma

A previously uncommon form of
cancer that attacks the connective
tissue, bones, cartilage and muscles of
the body. The cancer may spread and
also attack the eyes. If the cancerous
area is near the surface of the skin,
lesions inches in length may develop.

940

Karnofsky score

A subjective score between 0 and 100,
assigned by a physician to describe a
patient‟s ability to perform common
tasks.

Nlele
Karnofsky

941

Ketoconazole

Ụdị ọ́gwụ̀ èbù

942

Kidney

Ketoconazole is a synthetic
imidazole antifungal drug used
primarily to treat fungal infections.
Either of a pair of organs in the
abdomen of vertebrates that filter
waste liquid resulting from
metabolism of the blood, which is
subsequently excreted as urine.

Atụmatụ
Njikọ Otu
Mba ụwa
maka ONA na
mmịnwụ
(ANOMOM)
Izi Kaposi

Akụ̀rụ̀

Atụmatụ Njikọ Mba Ụwa
Maka ONA na mmịnwụ bụ otu
a ma ama, na-achọ atụmatụ
njikọ mba ụwa zuru oke maka
ibuso ONA/mmịnwụ agha
ọsịịsọ.
Nke a bụ ụdị izi na-adịghị
ụbara na mbụ, nke na-emetụta
anụ ahụ njibi, ọkpụkpụ na anụ
ahụ mmadụ. Izi a nwere ike
ịgbasa metụta anya. Ọ bụrụ na
ebe izi a metụtara nọdebere
akpụkpọ ahụ, o nwere ike bido
wochaba anụ ahụ.
Nke a bụ ụdị nlele, nke dibịa ji
ntụ efu ruo otu narị atụle ka
onye ọrịa si emedebe ihe ọ naeme kwa ụbọchị; ọ bụ ụdị
nlele.
Ụdị ọ́gwụ̀ èbù e ji àgwọ́ ọrịa
èbù.
Nke ọ bụla n‟ime akụrụ mkpị
dị n‟afọ anụ niile nwere
ọkpụkpụ, nke na-ayọcha mmiri
ahụ si na mgbaze ọbara, nke a
na-emecha nyụpụ dị aka
mamịrị.
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943

Kidney failure

Renal failure, also known as kidney
failure or renal insufficiency, is a
medical condition in which the
kidneys fail to adequately filter waste
products from the blood.

Nkwụ́sị ọ́rụ́
àkụ̀rụ̀

Nkwụsị ọrụrụ ọrụ nke akụrụ;
nke a bụ ọrịa mgbe akụrụ naenwekwaghị ike ịyọcha mmiri
ọbara.

944

Killer T cells

Killer cells attack cells infected with
HIV or other viruses or transformed
by cancer. Also known as cytotoxic T
cells (or cytotoxic T lymphocytes).

Ụdị nche àhụ́

Ọwọ̀ nchekwa ahụ, nke nwere
ONA ma ọ bụ nje ọzọ, ma ọ bụ
nke izi nwogharịrị enwogharị;
a na-akpọkwa ya mgbu ọwọ T
(ma ọ bụ mmiri mgbu ọwọ T).
Ọ bụ ụdị nchekwa ahụ.

945

Kupffer cells

Specialized macrophages in the liver.

Ọ̀wọ̀ Kupffer

946

Lab mice

The laboratory mouse is a small
mammal of the order Rodentia which
is bred and kept for scientific research.

Òke
bèkee/òke
nchọpụta

Ọ̀wọ̀ ọ̀bàrà ọcha pụrụ iche dị
n‟akụ̀rụ̀.
Òke bèkee bụ obere oke a naazụ ma na-edebe maka
nchọcha.

947

Laboratory

1. Place for scientific research: a
place where research and testing are
carried out. 2. Room for teaching
science: a room or place with
appropriate equipment for teaching
science or doing scientific work.

Ụlọ ọ́rụ́
nchọ́cha

1. Ebe nchọpụta: ebe a na-eme
nchọcha ma na-elele nlele.
2. Ọnụ ụlọ ebe a na-akụzi
usoro nchọpụta, ọnụ ụlọ ma ọ
bụ ebe e nwere ngwa ọrụ zuru
ezu maka ịkụzi usoro ma ọ bụ
ime nchọpụta.

948

Labour

The sequence of actions by which a
baby and the afterbirth placenta are
expelled from the uterus at childbirth.

Ime omume

Emereme niile, nke nwa ọhụrụ
na ehe ji apụta ma a mụchaa
nwa.
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949

Lack of care

Lack of care is defined as lack of
Enweghị
feeling, emotion, interest, and concern. nlekwa

Enweghị nlekwa bụ ọnọdụ
mmadụ enweghị mkpatụta
n‟ụdị ọ bụla.

950

Lack of interest

Lack of interest is an act of showing
less concern about something.

Enweghị
mmasị

Nke a bụ mmadụ igosi na ihe
agbasaghị ya.

951

Lack of support

The actual or perceived absence of
meaningful assistance in negotiating
challenges encountered in the course
of pursuing a goal.

Enweghị
nkwado

Mmadụ iche na o nweghi
nkwado, nke nwere ike iwetara
ya obi nkoropu.

952

Lactic acidosis

Lactic acidosis is a physiological
condition characterized by low pH in
body tissues and blood (acidosis)
accompanied by the build-up
of lactate, especially L-lactate, and is
considered a dis-tinct form
of metabolic acidosis. Lactic acidosis
is characterized by lactate levels
>5 mmol/L and serum pH <7. 35.

Mkpomume

Nke a bụ ọnọdụ enwem mpe
mmiri mmụọ n‟ahụ; ọ na-ebute
mgbada pH n‟ahụ na n‟ọbara;
mmiri L-laktet na-agbakọ, naeme ka mmiri dọrọ mmadụ
n‟ahụ. Mkpomume na-enwe
ogo laktet >5 mmol/L na mmiri
ahụ pH <7. 35.

953

LAI

A group of closely related HIV
isolates that includes the LAV, IIIB
and BRU strains of HIV. Used in HIV
vaccine development.

Nje mmịnwụ

Otu agbọ agịrị ONA, ndị
gụnyere LAV, IIIB na BRU. E
ji ha arụ ọgwụ̀ mgbochi ONA.

954

LAK cells

Lymphocytes transformed in the
laboratory into lymphokine activated
killer cells, which attack tumor cells.

Ụdị́ ọ̀wọ̀

Ndị a bụ mmiri ògbu ọ̀wọ̀ e
nwogharịrị na laab ma mee ka
ha bụrụ ogbu ONA, nke naawakpo akpụ izi.
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955

Langerhans cells

Dendritic cells in the skin that pick up
an antigen and transport it to the
lymph nodes.

956

Lassa fever

957

Latency

Viral disease carried by rats. It is
common in West Africa. Infections
occur through direct contact with or
consumption of food contaminated by
rodent‟s urine or faecal matter
containing virus particles.
The period when an organism (i.e. a
virus or a bacterium) is in the body
and not producing any ill effects.

958

Latent period

959

Left ventricle

960

Legionella

Ọ̀wọ̀ elu àhụ́

Nke a bụ ọ̀wọ̀ mgbochi nje nke
anụ ahụ, na-atụtụrụ omebe
nche ahụ buga ya na mmiri
ọwọ.
Ọrịa nje mpe, nke na-esite
Ahụ́ ọ́kụ́
n‟òké. Ọ bara ụba n‟Ọdịda
Lassa
Anyanwụ Afrika. A na-enweta
ya site n‟imetụ ma ọ bụ iri ihe
mamịrị ōké ahụ metụrụ ma ọ
bụ mposi nwere nje ōké a.
Oge mgbe nje ọrịa (ya bụ, nje
Oge nzobe
bakteria ma ọ bụ vaịrọs) nọ
ọ́rịa
n‟ahụ mana ọ naghị enye onye
ahụ nsogbu.
Oge ngosipu ̣ta Nke a bu ̣ oge ONA na-ewe iji
gosipụta Mmịnwụ n´uju.
mmịnwụ

This is the amount of time it takes for
HIV infection to become full-blown
AIDS. It depends on the general health
and nutritional status of the person
before and during the time of HIV
infection, but may last up to 10 years.
Left ventricle, thicker than the right,
Akụkụ obi
receives blood from the pulmonary
nke mbupụ
vein via the left atrium and pumps it
ikuku
into the aorta.
The genus Legionella is a pathogenic
group of Gram-negative bacteria that

177

Ǹje Lijiọnela/
Ọ́rịa Lijiọnela

Akụkụ obi, nke mbupụ ikuku
dị agbidi karịa nke aka nri; ọ
na-anata akwara nkumume
ọbàrà site n‟akwara aka ekpe
ma nuga ya n‟okporo ukwu.
Agbụrụ nje Lijiọnela na-emebe
nje ọrịa bakteria, nke gụnyere
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includes the species L. pneumophila,
causing legionellosis (all illnesses
caused by Legionella) including a
pneumonia-type illness called
Legionnaires‟ disease and a mild flulike illness called Pontiac fever.
Cymbopogon, better known as lemon
grass is a genus of Asian, African,
Australian, and tropical island plants
in the grass family. Some species are
commonly cultivated as culinary and
medicinal herbs because of their scent,
resembling that of lemons.

oyi ngụ, ọrịa ndị yiri ya, nakwa
ọrịa okponọha, nke a na-akpọ
ahụ ọkụ Pọntịak.

Àchàrà aghọ́

Nke a bụ ahịhịa achara a naenwetakarị n‟Eshia, Afrịka,
Ọstrelia nakwa ala ekpòmọkụ
ndị ọzọ. A na-akọ ụfọdụ ya dị
ka inene na ọgwụ n‟ihi ukoro
ya dị ka nke achara.

“Slow” virus characterized by a long
interval between infection and the
onset of symptoms. HIV is a lentivirus
as is the simian immunodeficiency
virus (SIV), which infects non-human
primates.

Àgbụ̀rụ̀ nje
lenti

Nje „ije nwayọọ‟, nke e ji igbu
oge n‟igosi nsireme ya mara.
ONA na nje SI na-arịa
ọzọdimgba so n‟agbụrụ nje a.

Lesbian

A lesbian is a female homo-sexual: a
female who experiences romantic love
or sexual attraction to other females.

Supe

Supe bụ nwaanyị na-enwe
mkpali na mmasị ka ya na
nwaanyị ibe ya na-enwe
mmekọ ndina/edine.

Lesion

A general term to describe an area of
altered tissue (e.g. the infected patch
or sore in a skin disease).

Mmerụ́ àhụ́

Okwu izuzugbe e ji akọwa
nkwarụ anụ ahụ (d.k. ebe e
merụrụ ahụ ma ọ bụ e nwere
ọnya n‟ọrịa akpụkpọ ahụ.

961

Lemongrass

962

Lentivirus

963

964
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965

Leukaemia

An often fatal cancer in which white
blood cells displace normal blood,
leading to infection, shortage of red
blood cells, anaemia, bleeding, and
other disorders. Certain types of
childhood leukaemia respond well to
treatment, which includes drugs
chemotherapy and radiotherapy.

Izi ọ̀bàrà

Izi ọbara ọjọọ ebe ọ̀wọ̀ ọbara
ọcha na-anọchi ọbara nkịtị, nke
na-akpata ọrịa, mpe ọbara
mmee, mpe ọbara, agbamọbara
na ọrịa ndị ọzọ. Ụfọdụ ụdị izi
ọbara ụmụaka na-anata ọgwụ,
tinyere nke nchamọkụ na
mmịkpọ.

966

Leukocytes

All white blood cells.

Ọ̀wọ̀ ọ̀bàrà

Ọ̀wọ̀ ọ̀bàrà ọcha niile.

967

Leukopenia

A decrease in the number of white
blood cells. The adult threshold value
for leukopenia is usually taken as less
than 4000 white blood cells per cubic
millimetre of blood.

Mpe ọ̀bàrà

Mpe n‟ọnụ ọgụ ọwọ ọbara
ọcha. Ntụ mpe ọbara bụ mgbe
ọwọ ọbara ọcha na-erukwaghị
puku anọ n‟ime otu kubik
milimita ọbara.

968

Light sensitivity

Light sensitivity (Photophobia) is not
an eye disease, but a symptom of
many conditions such as infection or
inflammation that can irritate the eyes.
Light sensitivity can also be a
symptom of underlying diseases that
do not directly affect the eyes, such as
virus-caused illnesses or severe
headaches or migraine.

Nsọ́ anwụ́

Nsọ ọkụ abụghị ọrịa anya
n‟onwe ya; ọ bụ nsireme ọtụtụ
ọrịa dị ka ọrịa ma ọ bụ ọzịza
na-akọ ọkọ n‟anya. O
nwekwara ike ịbụ nsireme ọrịa
zoro ezo na-emetụtaghị anya,
d.k. ọrịa nje, oke isi ọwụwa na
ọkịrị mgbawa isi.

969

Lipid

Any of a group of fats and fat-like
compounds, including sterols, fatty
acids and many other substances.

Àbụ̀bà

Abụba na mmanụ abụba ndị
ọzọ.
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970

Liposomes

A spherical particle in an aqueous
(watery) medium (e.g. inside a cell)
formed by a lipid bilayer enclosing an
aqueous compartment.

Mmiri ọ̀wọ̀

Mkpụrụ oroghoro dị n‟ihe dị
mmiri mmiri (d.k. n‟ime ọwọ)
nke ọkpụkpụ abụba naekpuchi.

971

Liver

The largest solid organ in the body,
situated in the upper part of the
abdominal cavity.

Imejù

Nnukwu akụkụ ahụ sikarịchara
ike n‟ahụ, nke dị n‟elu ime afọ.

972

Liver function

The liver filters and processes blood as Ọ́rụ́ imejù
it circulates through the body. It
metabolizes nutrients, detoxifies
harmful substances, makes blood
clotting proteins, and performs many
other vital functions.

Ka ọbara na-erugharị n‟ahụ,
imeju na-ayọchasị na-azachasị
ya. Ọ na-agbaze nri, naasachasị ihe ga-ebutere mmadụ
ọrịa, na-emebe odozi mkpụkọ
ọbara ma na-arụkwa ọrụ ndị
ọzọ dị mkpa n‟ahụ.

973

Loading dose

A loading dose is an initial higher dose Ogo ọ́gwụ̀
of a drug that may be given at the
mbido
beginning of a course of treatment
before dropping down to a
lower maintenance dose.

Nke a bụ ogo ntụ ọ́gwụ̀ dị elu,
a na-enye na mbido ọ́ñụñụ
ọgwụ tupu e wetuo aka naenyezi ọnụ ọgwụ kwesiri, nke
onye ọ́rịa ga-erigide tutuu
ọgwụ agwụ.

974

Local Government
Action Committee
on AIDS (LACA)

Community-level governmental
agency for integrated response to
prevent new HIV infections and
mitigate the impact of AIDS on human
development in the state.

Ngalaba ọchịchị imeobodo naahụ maka ịgbakọta aka ọnụ
gbochie napụta ONA ọhụrụ ma
belata mkpa-mkpa mmịnwụ
na-akpa, ya na nkwalite ndụ
ndị mmadụ.

Kọmiti
Gọvment Etiti
maka
Mmịnwụ
(KGEM)
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975

Local herbal
remedies

Herbal remedies can be a safer, less
expensive alternative to
pharmaceuticals, and can be grown in
one‟s backyard.

Ọgwụ
mgbọrọgwụ
ọdị̀nàlà

Ọgwụ mgbọrọgwụ na mkpa
akwụkwọ nwere ike dịkarịa ire
na ọnụ ala karịa ọgwụ oyibo; i
nwekwara ike ịkọ ya n‟azụ ụlọ
gị.

976

Lofa county

One of the highest cumulative
incidences of EVD in Liberia.

Ogbè Lofa

Otu n‟ime ogbe e nwekarịrị
ndapụta ọrịa Ebola na Laịberia.

977

Loneliness

A state of being without company.

Nrikpu

Ọnọdụ enweghi onye abụọ.

978

Long Terminal
Repeat Sequence
(LTR)

A component of the AIDS genome.

Àgbọ
Mmịnwụ

Akụkụ agbọ mmịnwụ.

979

Long-term nonprogressors

Individuals who are HIV-infected for
seven or more years, have stable
CD4+ T cell counts of 600 or more
cells per cubic millimetre of blood, no
HIV-related diseases and no previous
antiretroviral therapy.

Obu arịaghị

Ndị nwere ONA afọ asaa ma ọ
bụ karịa ma nwee ọnụ ọgụ ọ̀wọ̀
CD4+ T ruru narị isii ma ọ bụ
karịa dị mma n‟ime kubik
milimita ọbara ọ bụla,
n‟enweghi ọrịa ONA ma ribuo
ọgwụ ya na mbụ́ .

980

Lopinavir (LPV)

Lopinavir (ABT-378) is an antiretroviral of the protease inhibitor
class. It is used against HIV infections
as a fixed-dose combination with
another protease inhibitor.

Ọ́gwụ̀ LPV

Lopinavir (ABT-378) bụ ọgwụ
mgbochi na mbèlata mgbasa
ONA. A na-agwakọ ya na
ọgwụ ONA ọzọ, na ntụ
agbanweghi agbanwe.

981

Loss

The feeling of grief after losing
someone or something of value.

Ùju

Iri uju ka a nwụnahachara
mmadụ ma ọ bụ ka ihe dị mkpà
fùnahụchara ya.
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982

Lubricant

An oily liquid applied to moving parts
of a mechanism in order to reduce
friction, heat, or wear, or to surfaces in
close contact to prevent them from
adhering to one another.

Ùde

Mmiri dị mmanụ mmanụ, nke
a na-ete n‟akụkụ ihe naagagharị agagharị ma ọ bụ
efegharị efegharị iji belata
nkwọcha, okpo-ofu, nka, ma ọ
bụ n‟elu ihe ya na ihe ọzọ naemetụ iji gbochie ha ịmakọ.

983

Lumbar

Of, relating to or constituting the loins
or the vertebrae between the thoracic
vertebrae and the sacrum region.

Ukwu

Maka, banyere ma ọ bụ
mejupụta ukwu ma ọ bụ
ọkpụkpụ azụ; ọ dị n‟etiti obi na
ọkpụkpụ ukwu azụ.

984

Lumbar puncture

A procedure in which fluid from the
subarachnoid space in the lumbar
region is tapped for examination.

Nke a bụ usoro isi n‟ọkpụkpụ
ukwu mịrị mmiri si n‟ụbụrụ
maka nlele.

985

Lungs

In air-breathing vertebrate animals,
either of the paired spongy respiratory
organs, situated inside the rib cage,
that transfer oxygen into the blood and
remove carbon dioxide from it.

Ewemmiri
ụ̀bụ́rụ n’
ọ́kpụ́kpụ́ àzụ́
Ǹgụ̀

986

Lymph

The fluid present within the vessels of
the lymphatic system. It consists of
fluid that bathes the tissues, which is
derived from the blood and is drained
by the lymphatic vessels. It passes
through a series of filter lymph nodes

Ụdị mmiri
ọ̀wọ̀

Mmiri dị n‟ime obu mmiri
ọwọ; ihe mejupụtara ya bụ
mmiri si n‟ọbara, nke naasachasị anụ ahụ, nke obu
ọbara na-amịkọrọ. Ọ na-agafe
n‟ọtụtụ myọ mmiri ọbara ma si

N‟anụmanụ nwere ọkpụkpụ
azụ na-eku ume, nke ọ bụla
n‟ime ngụ mkpị dị ka ogbo,
nke dị n‟ime ịsịsa; ọ na-ebuga
ikuku ndụ n‟ọbara ma naewepụ ikuku ọnwụ site na ya.
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ebe ahụ banyekwa n‟ọbara site
n‟ọwa obi.

and is ultimately returned to the
bloodstream via the thoracic duct.
987

Lymph nodes

Small, bean-sized organs of the
immune system distributed widely
throughout the body. Lymph fluid is
filtered through the lymph nodes in
which all types of lymphocytes take
up temporary residence. Antigens that
enter the body find their way into the
lymph or blood and are filtered out by
the lymph nodes or spleen
respectively, for attack by the immune
system.

Mmiri ọ̀wọ̀

Obere akụkụ nche ahụ ha ka
mkpụrụ agwa, jupụtara n‟ahụ.
Mkpụrụ mmiri ahụ na-asachasị
mmiri ọwọ; ebe a ka nche ahụ
niile na-anọgodu. Omebe nche
ahụ ọ bụla batara n‟ahụ naabanye na mmiri ọwọ ma ọ bụ
ọbara; mkpụrụ mmiri ọwọ ma
ọ bụ ụma na-azachasị ya ka ọ
dị njikere maka ọrụ nchekwa
ahụ.

988

Lymphadenopathy
Associated Virus
(LAV)

This was the former name given to
HIV.

ONA - 1

Nke a bu ̣ aha ONA na mbu ̣.

989

Lymphadenopathy
Syndrome (LAS)

Generalized lymphadenopathy is an
early sign of infection with HIV.

Ọ́rịa azịza

Mgbaama izizi nke ONA.

990

Lymphatic vessels

A body-wide network of channels
similar to the blood vessels that
transport lymph to the immune organs
and into the bloodstream.

Ọ́wà/obu
mmiri ọ̀wọ̀

Njikọ ọwa gbara ahụ gburu
gburu, nke yitere obu ọbara naebugara akụkụ nchekwa ahụ
mmiri ọwọ ma si ebe ahụ
banye n‟ọbara.

991

Lymphoid organs

Include tonsils, adenoids, lymph
nodes, spleen and other tissues. Act as
the body‟s filtering system, trapping

Ọ́gànụ̀ mmiri
ọ̀wọ̀

Nke a gụnyere azịza, mkpụrụ
mmiri ọ̀wọ̀, ụma na anụ ahụ
ndị ọzọ. Ha na-arụ ọrụ ịyọcha
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ọbara, ịnwụde nje ọrịa chọrọ
ịbanye mmadụ n‟ahụ ma naegosi ha igwe nchekwa ahụ
gbakọrọ n‟ebe ahụ. N‟ime
myọcha ahụ ndị a, nchekwa
ahụ na-agbakọ n‟akụkụ a naakpọ ọsụụ nje, ebe a ka ogbu
nje ndị a na-ejikọ aka ma naanwụde nje ndị a.

invaders (i.e. foreign particles from
bacteria, viruses, etc.) and presenting
them to squadrons of immune cells
that congregate there. Within these
lymphoid tissues, immune activity is
concentrated in regions called
germinal centres, where the thread-like
tentacles of follicular dendritic cells
(FDCs) form networks that trap
invaders.
992

Lymphoid tissue

The part of the body‟s immune system
that is important for the immune
response. It occurs as discrete organs
in the form of the lymph nodes,
tonsils, thymus, and spleen, and also
as diffuse groups of cells not separated
from surrounding tissues.

Ọ̀wọ̀ mmiri
ọ̀wọ̀

Akụkụ nche ahụ dị mkpa maka
nzaghachị nche ahụ. Ha nwere
ike ịkwụrụ onwe ha dị ka myo ̣
ahụ (mkpụrụ mmiri ọwọ, azịza,
ngụ mmiri, ụma) ma ọ bụ dị
n‟otu ọwọ dịkọrọ ọnụ.

993

Lymphokines

Products of the lymphatic cells that
stimulate the production of diseasefighting agents and the activities of
other lymphatic cells. Among the
lymphokines are gamma interferon
and interleukin-2.

Ụdị́ ọ̀wọ̀

Ngwa ọrụ mmiri ọ̀wọ̀ nke naakpalite mmepụta nche ahụ na
ọrụ mmiri ọwọ. N‟ime ụdị́
ọ̀wọ̀ a, e nwere gama intaferọn
na intalukin-2.

994

Lymphoma

A malignant tumor of the lymphoid
tissue. The major types of lymphoma
are Hodgkin‟s disease and nonHodgkin‟s lymphomas.

Izi ọ̀bàrà ọ́cha Izi ọ̀bàrà ọ́cha. ụdịdị izi a bụ izi
Hodgkin na nke na-abụghị izi
Hodgkin.
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995

Lysis

Rupture and destruction of a cell.

Mbibì ọ̀wọ̀

Mgbawa na mbibi ọ̀wọ̀.

996

Macrophage

Ụdị ọ̀wọ̀
ọ̀bàrà ọ́cha

Nnukwu ọ̀wọ̀ ọ̀bàrà ọcha naegbu nje na ụmụ ọrịa ndị ọzọ. ọ
na-akpalite nche ahụ ndị ọzọ
site n‟inyetụ ha akụkụ nje a. O
nwere ike ikpuchi ọtụtụ ONA
n‟anwụghị; n‟ebe a, ọ na-arụ
ọrụ ka ọdọnọ nje.

997

Magnetic
Resonance
Imaging (MRI)

Nnyocha MRI

Onyoonyo na-eji ndamụda arụ
ọrụ. Ụdị nlele a bụ usoro
mmata ọrịa nke na-eji nwayo ̣o ̣
egosi ọdịdị na ọrụ akụkụ ime
ahụ dị iche iche.

998

Maintaining
oxygen level
Maize

A large immune cell that devours
invading pathogens and other
intruders. Stimulates other immune
cells by presenting them with small
pieces of the invader. Macrophages
can harbour large quantities of HIV
without being killed, acting as
reservoirs of the virus.
Medical imaging that uses radio
frequency radiation as its source. MRI
is a noninvasive diagnostic technique
that can provide information on the
form and function of internal tissues
and organs of the body.
This is an act of stabilizing respiration
system.
Maize, known in some Englishspeaking countries as corn, and in the
United Kingdom as sweetcorn, is a
large grain plant domesticated by
indigenous peoples in Mesoamerica in
prehistoric times.

Nhagide ogo
ikuku nụ
Ọ́kà

The major histocompatibility
complex (MHC) is a set of cell surface
proteins essential for the acquired

Nsògbu myiri
nche ahụ

Nke a bụ ime ka usoro okuku
ume kwụdo.
Ọka bụ osisi na-amị ọtụtụ
mkpụrụ nke e webatara dị ka
akụkụ ụlọ na Mesoamerica na
mgbe ochie. Ọ na-enwe ogbo
na ọtụtụ mkpụrụ; e nwere ike
isi ya esi ma ọ bụ ñaa ya n‟ọkụ
maka oriri.
Nke a bu ̣ o ̣wo ̣ ndozi ahu ̣ nke
na-enye aka ka myiri nche ahụ
mata ihe ndi ̣ekwesighi nke

999

1000

Major
Histocompatibility
Complex (MHC)
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immune system to recognize foreign
molecules in vertebrates.
Decreased intestinal absorption
resulting in loss of appetite, muscle
pain and weight loss.

ahụrụ n‟ụbụrụ.
Afọ́ echeghi
nri

Nke a bụ nsògbu mgbaze nri
nke na-egosipụta enweghị
mmasị iri nri, ahụ mgbu na
ntamahụ.

A generalized, non-specific feeling of
discomfort.

Àhụ́ ǹtụ̀ ñarị
ñarị

Nke a bụ ọnọdụ mgbakasị ahụ.

Malaria

An infectious disease caused by a
parasite that is transmitted by the bite
of infected mosquitoes. Common in
tropical countries, the disease is
characterized by recurring chills and
fever.

Ịba

Ọrịa ofufe na-esite n‟arụ anwụ
nta bu nje ahụ. ọ na-adịkarị
n‟obodo èkpòmọkụ; njirimara
ya bụ ọmụma oyi na ahụ ọkụ.

Malaria smears

The mainstay of malaria diagnosis has Nlele/
been the microscopic examination of
nchọ̀pụ̀ta ịba
blood, utilizing blood films. Although
blood is the sample most frequently
used to make a diagnosis, both saliva
and urine have been investigated as
alternative, less invasive specimens.
More recently, modern techniques
utilizing antigen tests or polymerase
chain reaction have been discovered,
though these are not widely implemented in malaria endemic regions.

1001

Malabsorption
syndrome

1002

Malaise

1003

1004

Otu ụzọ e si amatakarị ịba bụ
nlele ọbara. N‟agbanyeghị na
ọbara bụ nhọrọ e ji amatakarị
ọrịa a, a na-ejikwa asu ̣ na
mamịrị achọpụta ya. Ma ugbu
a, a chọpụtala ụzọ ọhụrụ
gụnyere nlele nche ahụ. Etu o
sila dị, e bidobeghi jiri usoro
ọgbara o ̣hụrụ a gwọba ya
n‟obodo ịba sụrụ ụdụ.
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1005

Male condom

Male condoms are condoms men wear
on the penis to protect them from STD
during sexual intercourse.

1006

Malnutrition

A lack of healthy foods in the diet, or
an excessive intake of unhealthy
foods, leading to physical harm.

1007

Management of
Ebola/AIDS

These are ways and manner by which
Ebola/AIDS are managed.

1008

Marasmous

1009

Marburg
hemorrhagic fever

1010

Mast cell

This is the state of weakening and
wasting away of the body which
occurs most often in children and
infants.
Marburg hemorrhagic fever is a rare,
severe type of hemorrhagic fever
which affects both humans and nonhuman primates. Caused by a
genetically unique zoonotic (that is,
animal-borne) RNA virus of the
filovirus family, its recognition led to
the creation of this virus family.
A granulocyte found in tissue. The
contents of the mast cells, along with
those of basophils, are responsible for
the symptoms of allergy.
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Òkpu-nna-bụ- Nke a bụ òkpu-nna-bụ-enyi
nke ụmụ nwoke ji na-ekpunye
enyi.
n‟amụ ha mgbe ha na-enwe
mmekọ ndine.
Erighị ezi nri Erighi ezi nri kwesiri ekwesi,
ma ọ bụ iri ọtụtụ nri nke adịghị
mma n‟ahụ, nke na-eduba
mmadụ na nsogbu.
Ndị a bu ̣ ụzọ dị iche iche e si
Njikwa
ejikwa ọrịa Ebola/Mmịnwụ.
Mmịnwụ́/
Ebola
Nke a bụ ọnọdụ enweghi ike na
Ụdị ǹtàmàhụ́
mmịkpọ anụ ahụ na-emekarị
ụmụ aka.
Àhụ́ ọ́kụ́
Marburg

Oke àhụ́ ọ́kụ́ ọgbụgba ọbara
Marburg nwere ike riạ mmadu ̣
ma o ̣ bu ̣ anu ̣-ọhịa. Ọ bụ nje otu
agbụrụ anụ-ọhịa na-ebute o ̣riạ
a.

Ọ̀wọ̀ ǹsọ́mahụ́ Nke a bụ mkpụrụ ọ̀wọ̀ ọ̀bàrà
ọ́cha na-adị mmadụ n‟ahụ.
Ndịna ọ̀wọ̀ ndị a bụ ihe na-eme
ka mmadụ na-asọ iri ihe dị
añaa.
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1011

Masturbation

This is an act of reaching orgasm by
manual stimulation. It is seen as a
release for sexual tensions that a
teenager feels strongly and frequently.
It is practically of no physical harm.

Nkwọcha amụ̀ Nke a bụ ịgbapụ esi site n‟ịhịọ
aka. A na-ahụta ya dị ka
nnweta onwe site n‟achọm
mmekọ edine nke na-ama ụmụ
ntorobịa ahụ parị parị ọtụtụ
mgbe. O nweghi mmerụ ahụ
nke o ̣ na-ebute.

1012

Maternal

Pertaining to the mother.

Gbàsara nne

1013

Maternal
mortality

The number of deaths due to
complications of pregnancy,
childbirth, and the puerperium
expressed as a proportion of all births
(i.e. including stillbirths).

Ogo ọ́nwụ́ nne Ogo ọ́nwụ́ nne n‟ọ̀mụ̀mụ n‟ihi
nsogbu afọ ime, ọmụmụ nwa,
n’ọ̀mụ̀mụ
n‟izu isii a mụchara nwa
tinyere ndị e kworo ekwo na
ndị a mụgburu amụgbu.

1014

Maternal,
Newborn and
Child Health
(MNCH)

The maternal newborn and child
health programme (MNCH2) is a
country led programme which aims to
reduce maternal and child mortality in
Northern Nigeria and it is funded by
the Department for International
Development (DFID).

Atụmatụ
Nchekwa
Ahụ-ike Nne,
Nwa Ọhụrụ
na Ụmụ
(ANANỤ)

Atụmatụ ahụ-ike nne, nwa
ọhụrụ na ụmụ (ANANỤ) bụ
atụmatụ gọvment etiti nke
mbunuche ya bụ ibelata ọnwụ
nne na nwa na Mgbago Ugwu
Naịjirịa; ndị na-ahụ maka ya
bụ ndị Ngalaba Na-Ahụ Maka
Mmepe Mba ụwa (NNMM).

1015

Maximum
Concentration
(Cmax)

A pharmacokinetic measure used to
determine drug dosing. Cmax is the
highest concentration of a drug in the
blood, cerebrospinal fluid, or target
organ after a dose is given.

Ogo ọ́gwụ̀
Nkacha
(OỌN)

Ntụ ọgwụ e ji ama oke ọgwụ a
ga-enye kasị. Ogo ọgwụ
nkacha bụ ntụ kasị ga-adị
n‟ọbara, mmiri ọkpụkpụ azụ na
akụkụ ahụ e bu n‟obi ma e
nyesie ntụ ọgwụ.

Gbàsara nne.
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1016

Mean

The arithmetic average or the sum of
Ǹhàta nhà
all the values divided by the number of
values.

1017

Median

The middle number in a sequence of
numbers, taken as the average of the
two middle numbers when the
sequence has an even number of
numbers (e.g. 4 is the median of 1, 3,
4, 8, 9).

Ndịnetiti

Ọnụ ọgụ dị n‟etiti n‟ahịrị ọnụ
ọgụ, nke a na-ewe dị ka nke
nhata nha mgbe ahịrị anụ ọgụ
ndị dị ndịnetiti n‟aka nri na aka
ekpe ha aha (ịma atụ, anọ bụ
ndịnetiti n‟ahịrị ọnụ ọgụ mbụ,
atọ, anọ, asatọ, iteghete).

1018

Medical
laboratory

A place where research and testing is
carried out.

Ùlọ̀ nlele ọ́rịa

Ebe a na-eme nchọcha na nlele.

1019

Medical referral

In medicine, referral is the transfer of
care for a patient from one clinician to
another. Tertiary care is usually done
by referral from primary or
secondary medical care personnel.

Nnyefe n’aka
ụ́lọ̀ ọ́gwụ̀ ọ̀zọ́

N‟ọgwụgwọ ọrịa, nke a bụ isi
n‟otu ụlọ ọgwụ nyefee
ọgwụgwọ onye ọrịa n‟aka ụlọ
ọgwụ̀ ọzọ. A na-esi n‟ụlọ izizi
ma ọ bụ nke abụọ enyefe onye
ọrịa n‟ụlọ ọgwụ ogo nke atọ.

1020

Medical visor

These are glasses/transparent shields
used to cover the eyes during any
surgical operation.

Mkpuchi ihu

Ndị a bụ ugegbe e ji ekpuchi
anya mgbe a na-awa mmadụ
ahụ.

1021

Memory cells

A subset of T lymphocytes that have
been exposed to specific antigens and
can then proliferate (i.e. reproduce)

Ọwọ̀ nchèta

Nke a bụ ụdị agbọ ọ̀wọ̀ mmiri
ahụ T nke e gosilara omebe
nche ahụ nke nwere ike

Nke a bụ oke ha nhata nha nke
onye ọ bụla dị n‟ihe na-eketa
ma ọ bụ mkpokọta ọnụ ọgụ
niile nke e jiri ọnụ ọgụ ndị
tụtara ya kee.
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rapidly on subsequent immune system
encounters with the same antigen.
1022

Meningitis

1023

Menstruation

1024

Menstrual
problem

1025

Messenger RNA

1026

Metabolism

A disease of the brain and spinal
column that may be either a mild
illness caused by a virus or a more
severe, usually life-threatening, illness
caused by bacteria. Symptoms may
include: fever, headache, vomiting,
malaise (yucky or blah feeling), and
stiff neck.
The discharge of blood and tissue
from the uterus at the end of the
female reproductive cycle.

Ịbà
ọ̀kpọ́nụ̀bụ́rụ̀

A disorder involving the hormoneregulated build-up and shedding of the
inner lining of the human uterus in
mature females.
An RNA (ribonucleic acid) that carries
the genetic code for a particular
protein from the nuclear DNA (i.e. the
DNA in the cell‟s nucleus) to a
ribosome in the cytoplasm and acts as
a template, or pattern, for the
formation of that protein.
The sum of the processes by which a
particular substance is handled (as by

Nsògbu nsọ
nwaanyị

Nsọ nwaanyị

Òje ozi agịrị
agbọ (OAA)

Mgbazè

ịmụbawanye ma ọ
bịakwutekwa ụdị omebe
nchekwa ahụ ahụ ọzọ.
Ọrịa ụbụrụ na ọkpụkpụ azụ nke
nwere ike isi na nje mpe ma dị
obere ma ọ bụ o si na nje
bacteria ma dị nnukwu njọ.
Nsireme nwere ike ịgụnye: ahụ
ọkụ, isi ọwụwa, ịgbọ agbọ, ahụ
ịtụñarịñarị na olu nkwechi.
Ọpụpụ ọbara nke na-apụ nne
nwaanyị kwa ọnwa nke naegosi n‟oge ịdịnwu ime nke
ọnwa ahụ agaala.
Nke a bụ ọrịa nsọ nwaanyị ma
ọ bụ nsọ nwaanyị agazighi
n‟oge ya.
Nke a bụ agịrị agbọ nke na-ebu
akara àgbụrụ dị añaa site
n‟eriri agbọ (y.b. eriri agbọ dị
n‟ụmị ọwọ) gaa n‟agịrị dị na
mmiri agbọ nke na-arụ ọrụ dị
ka ihe atụ maka imebeta odozi
ahụ dị ka ya.
Mkpokọta usoro niile nke e ji
agbaze ihe (site n‟iri na
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1027
1028

1029

1030
1031
1032

assimilation and incorporation or by
detoxification and excretion) in the
living body.
Any substance produced by
Metabolite
metabolism or by a metabolic process.
Transfer of a disease-producing agent
Metastasis
(e.g. cancer cells or bacteria) from an
original site of disease to another part
of the body with the development of a
similar lesion in the new location (e.g.
spread of cancer from an original site
to other sites in the body).
Methadone (drugs Methadone is an opioid medication.
An opioid is sometimes called
for substitution
anarcotic. Methadone reduces withtreatment)
drawal symptoms in people addicted
to heroin or other narcotic drugs
without causing the “high” associated
with the drug addiction.
Microscopic living organisms,
Microbes
including bacteria, protozoa and fungi.
An agent (e.g. a chemical or antiMicrobicide
biotic) that destroys microbes.
Microencapsulated Surrounded by a thin layer of
protection. A means of protecting a
drug or vaccine from rapid
breakdown.
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mgbaze ma ọ bụ ịsacha na
ịnyụpụ) n‟ahụ mmadụ.
Ǹsìnà mgbazè
Mfèga izi

Ihe ọ bụla si na mgbaze ma ọ
bụ usoro mgbaze.
Mbufe nje ọrịa (d.k. ọ̀wọ̀ izi
ma ọ bụ nje bakteria) site n‟ebe
ọ malitere gaa n‟akụkụ ahụ ọzọ
ebe ọ na-agbasakwa (d.k.
mfesa izi site n‟otu akụkụ ahụ
gaa n‟akụkụ ahụ ndị ọzọ).

Ọ́gwụ̀
Methadone

Methadone bụ ụdị ọgwụ e ji
agwọ ndị na-añu ̣ ọgwụ ike; ọ
na-ebelata nsọkwụ nke e ji
mara ndị na-añu ̣ ọgwụ ike
n‟arapụ taghị ha dị ka ndị
añụrụ ma ọgwụ.

Ụmụ ǹje

Ụmụ ekereke anaghị eji anya
nkịtị ahụta, d.k. nje na ebu.
Ọgwụ (d.k. mmiri mmụọ ma ọ
bụ ògbu nje) nke na-egbu nje.
Nke ihe nchekwa kpuchiri.
Ụzọ e si echekwa ọgwụ nkịtị
ma ọ bụ ọgwụ mgbochi site
n‟imebi ọsịisọ.

Ògbu ǹje
Mkpùchiri
ǹje
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1033

Microscopic
examination

1034

Microsporidiosis

1035

Midwife

1036

Mild anaemia

1037

Minimum
Concentration
(Cmin)

1038

Mixed feeding

1039

MN

1040

Morbidity

Microscopic examination is a rapid
screening method for the detection of
yeast and bacteria.
Disease resulting from infection with a
protozoal pathogen from the
Microsporida order.
Somebody trained to help deliver
babies and offer support and advice to
pregnant women.
Mild anaemia is defined as
haemoglobin levels between 10 g/dL
and 12 g/dL.
A pharmacokinetic measure used to
determine drug dosing. Cmin is the
lowest concentration of a drug in the
blood, cerebrospinal fluid, or target
organ after a dose is given.

Nnyòcha ǹje

This is combining breastfeeding and
bottle feeding.
A strain of HIV used in vaccine
development.
Any departure, subjective or objective,
from a state of physiological or
psychological wellbeing. In this sense
sickness, illness and morbid condition
are similarly defined and synonymous.

Nnyekọta nri
na mmiri ara
Ọ́nya njiri
rụpụta ọ́gwụ̀
Ọnọdụ ọrịa

Ǹsọ́ ǹje eriri
afọ́
Ọghọ nnwa

Mpe ọ̀bàrà
Ogo ọ́gwụ̀
mpeka Cmin

Nnyòcha ǹje bụ usoro ime
nlele ọsịisọ maka nchọpụta èbù
ma ọ bụ nje bakteria.
Ọrịa site na nje amịmị nke eriri
afọ́.
Onye a zụrụ azụ nke ọrụ ya bụ
inye aka ịmụ nwa na ịgbaziri
ndị dị ime.
Mpe ọbara bụ mgbe ogo ọbara
gbadatara n‟agbata g/dL iri na
g/dL iri abụọ.
Ntụ ọgwụ e ji ama oke ọgwụ a
ga-enye pekarịchara. Ogo
ọgwụ mpeka bụ ntụ kasị ala
ga-adị n‟ọbara, mmiri ọkpụkpụ
azụ na akụkụ ahụ e bu n‟obi
ma e nyesie ntụ ọgwụ.
Nke a bụ nnyekọta nri na
mmiri ara.
Agịrị ONA e ji emepụta ọgwụ
mgbochi.
Ọnọdụ ahụ ọ bụla na-abụghị
ahụ isi ike. N‟ebe a, ọrịa na
ahụ ọnwụnwụ bụ otu. E ji ntụ
atụ ahụ ọnwụnwụ (a) ndị dara
ọrịa (b) oge ma ọ bụ etu ahụ si
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1041

Mobilizers

1042

Molluscum
contagiosum

1043

Monkey

1044

Monoclonal
antibodies

Morbidity can be measured in terms of
3 units: (a) persons who were ill;
(b) the illnesses (periods or spells of
illness) that these persons experienced;
(c) the duration (days, weeks, etc.) of
these illnesses.
To assemble, prepare, or put into
active service.
A disease of the skin and mucous
membranes caused by a poxvirus. It is
characterized by scattered flesh-toned
white papules. The disease most
frequently occurs in children and
adults with impaired immune
response. It is transmitted from person
to person by direct or indirect contact
and lasts up to three years.

A medium-sized primate belonging to
a group including baboons,
marmosets, capuchins, macaques,
guenons, and tamarins, but excluding
apes, lemurs, and tarsiers. Native to
tropical regions.
Antibodies produced by a hybriddoma or antibody-producing cell
source for a specific antigen.
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rịa mmadụ (c) oge ọrịa
nọdebere (ụbọchị izu, dg.).

Onye
nchịkọta
Ọ́rịa àhụ́
nrụ̀pu

Ènwè

Otù ụ̀dị́ ǹche
àhụ́

Iji chịkọba, kwado, ma ọ bụ
tinye n‟ọrụ.
Ọrịa akpụkpọ na anụ ahụ nke
nje kịtịkpa na-ebute. Ọ naachagharị ahụ ma na-abụkasị
ntụpọ ọcha n‟ahụ. Ọrịa a naemekarị ụmụaka na ndị
okenye, ndị nche ahụ ha
esichaghị ike. A na-ebute ya
site n‟otu onye imetụ onye ọ
na-arịa aka ma ọ bụ imetụ onye
metụrụ onye ọ na-arịa; o nwere
ike imeru mmadụ afọ atọ.
Anụ yiri mmadụ nke dị n‟otu
agbụrụ ka utobo na enwe dị
iche iche mana ha agụnyeghi
ọzọdimgba na anụ ndị ọzọ yiri
ya; ha si n‟ala ekpomọkụ.
Nche ahụ ọ̀wọ̀ pụrụ iche e
mepụtara maka òmebe nche
ahụ pụrụ iche. Otù ụ̀dị́ ǹche
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àhụ́ dị mkpa maka inyochapụta
mkpụrụ odozi ahụ dị añaa.

1045

Monocyte

Monoclonal antibodies are useful as a
tool for identifying specific protein
molecules.
A large white blood cell that ingests
microbes or other cells and foreign
particles. When a monocyte enters
tissues, it develops into a macrophage.

1046

Monovalent
vaccine

A vaccine that is specific for only one
antigen.

Otu ụ̀dị́ ọ́gwụ̀
mgbòchi

1047

Morphine

Ọ́gwụ̀ ahụ
mgbu

1048

Mortality

1049

Mortality measure

1050

Mosquito bite

1051

Most-at-Risk
Populations
(MARPs)

An analgesic and narcotic drug
obtained from opium and used
medicinally to relieve pain.
The incidence of death in the
population in a given period.
This is a number of deaths within a
given period of time.
Mosquito bite is the itchy bump that
appears after mosquitoes use their
mouthparts to puncture the skin and
feed on blood.
Populations most-at-risk (MARP) for
becoming infected with HIV include
injection drug users, sex workers and
their clients, men who have sex with

Ụdị ọ̀wọ̀
ọ̀bàrà ọ́cha

Ogo Ọ̀nwụ́
Ogo
anwụmanwụ
Ọtịta
anwụntà

Ndị
nwekarịsịrị
ike inweta
ọrịa (NNINỌ)

Nke a bụ nnukwu ọ̀wọ̀ ọ̀bàrà
ọ́cha nke na-ekpuchi ekereke
nta, ọ̀wọ̀ ndị ọzọ na ihe ndị si
ebe ọzọ bata. Mgbe ọ̀wọ̀ ọ̀bàrà
ọ́cha banyere n‟ahụ ọ naaghọrọ nnukwu ọwọ ọbara
ọcha.
Ọgwụ̀ mgbòchi nke e mere
ịkwalite naanị otu òmebe nche
ahụ.
Nke a bụ ọgwụ ụfụ e si n‟ọgwụ
ike mepụta.
Ogo ndapụta ọ̀nwụ́ ndị mmadụ
n‟oge dị añaa.
Nke a bụ mmadụ ole nwụrụ
n‟oge dị añaa.
Nke a bụ ntukantu na-eto n‟ahụ
n‟ebe anwụ nta tara mmadụ ma
mịa ọbara.
Ndị pụkarịsịrị inweta ọrịa
ONA gụnyere ndị na-agba
ọgwụ ike, ndị nkwụgharị na
ndị nkwàdo ha, ndị susupe na
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men, and prisoners. MARPs are
considered at risk for HIV due to
behaviours and practices that heighten
their vulnerability to the virus.
1052

Mothers who are unaware of their HIV
status.
Food and voice organ in people and
animals.
Mouth sores, including cancer sores,
are minor irritations that usually
disappear after a week or two.

Nne amaghị
ọ́nọ̀dụ́ ONA
Ọ́nụ́

1053

Mothers of
unknown status
Mouth

1054

Mouth sores

1055

Mucocutaneous

Anything that concerns or pertains to
mucous membranes and the skin (e.g.
mouth, vagina, lips, anal area).

Gbàsara ime
àhụ́

1056

Mucosa

Mucous membrane.

1057

Mucosal immunity

Gbàsara ime
àhụ́
Nchekwa ime
àhụ́

1058

Mucous
membrane

Resistance to infection across the
mucous membranes. Dependent on
immune cells and antibodies present in
the lining of the urogenital tract,
gastrointestinal tract and other parts of
the body exposed to the outside world.
A moist layer of tissue that lines body Ime àhụ́
cavities or passages that have an

Ọ́nya ọ́nụ́
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ndị nga. E chere na ndị
NNINỌ nwekarịsịrị ohere
ibute ONA n‟ihi usoro obibi
ndụ ha na akparamagwa ha naarara ha nye ọrịa.
Ndị nne amaghị ọnọdụ ha
gbasara ONA.
Mmadụ na anụmanụ ji ya eri
nri na-ekwu okwu.
Ọnya ọnụ, tinyere ọnya izi bụ
obere mkpakasị ahụ na-ala
n‟ime otu izu ụka ma ọ bụ
abụọ.
Ihe ọ bụla gbasara ma ọ bụ
metụtara ọnụ na ahụ (d.k. ọnụ,
ọtụ̀, egbugbere ọnụ, ebe ọnụ
ikè.
Gbàsara ime àhụ́.
Nnwemike igbochi mbute ọrịa
n‟ime ahụ. Ọ dabere ọwọ
nchekwa ahụ na ogbu nje dị
n‟ahụ ọwa mamịrị, ọwa mgbịrị
afọ na akụkụ ahụ ndị ọzọ
(pụtara ihe).
Nke a bụ izize anụ ahụ dị n‟elu
ime uji na ọwa ime ahụ ndị
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1059

Multi-Drug
Resistant TB
(MDR-TB)

1060

Multi-Country
AIDS Program
(MAP)

opening to the external world (e.g. the
lining of the mouth, nostrils or
vagina).
Multi-drug-resistant tuberculosis
(MDR-TB, also known as Vank‟s
disease) is a form of TB infection
caused by bacteria that are resistant to
treatment with at least two of the most
powerful first-line anti-TB drugs,
isoniazid (INH) and rifampicin
(RMP).
This programme was implemented in
three stages. The first stage would be
an “emergency response,” which
entails putting in place essential
structures, policies, and capacity;
working with communities in
delivering services; better understanding of implementation dynamics;
and generally learning by doing. Stage
two would scale up and main-stream
prevention, treatment, and care, based
on evidence of effective innova-tion as
outlined in The World Bank‟s
Commitment to HIV/AIDS in Africa.
Stage three would focus on areas or
groups where the spread of the disease
continued.

tụpụtara ọnụ n‟ihe (d. k. izize
ime ọnụ, imi ma ọ bụ ọtụ).
Ụkwara Nta
na-ajụ nnụ
ọgwụ (ỤNNNỌ)

Ụkwara nta na-ajụ ọtụtụ ọgwụ;
a na-akpọkwa ya o ̣rịa Vank;
nje ỤN na-ajụ ọtụtụ ọgwụ ike
ụkwara nta abụọ (INH) na
rifampisin (RMP).

Atụmatụ Igwe
Obodo maka
Mmịnwụ
(AIOMM)

E mejupụtara atụmatụ a n‟agba
atọ. Agba nke mbụ gụnyere
“nzaghachi ozi gbata gbata”
nke gụnyere ịkwado ihe dị
mkpa, iwu na ndị ọrụ, inyere
ndị obodo aka ime ihe dị mkpa;
ịghọta nke ọma usoro ọrụ na
ịmụta site n‟omume. Agba nke
abụọ ga-agbago site n‟atụmatụ
igbochi, ịgwọ na nlekwa nke
gbadobere ụkwụ n‟ụzọ ọgbara
ọhụrụ dị ka ndị ọba Ego Mba
ụwa si tụpụta ya n‟ọrụ nye
ONA na mmịnwụ n‟Afrịka.
Agba nke atọ ga-eleba anya
n‟ebe na ndị ọrịa a ka naagbasa.
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More than two sexually related
friends.
Muscle pain is most often related to
tension, overuse, or muscle injury
from exercise or physically demanding
work.
This is a change in the genetic material
DNA of a cell, or the change this
causes in a characteristic of the
individual, which is not caused by
normal genetic processes.
Any bacterium of the genus Mycobacterium or a closely related genus.

Ọ̀tụ́tụ́ ọ̀yị̀

Mycobacterium
Avium Complex
(MAC)

A bacterial infection that can be
localized (limited to a specific organ
or area of the body) or disseminated
throughout the body. It is a lifethreatening disease, although new
therapies offer promise for both
prevention and treatment. MAC
disease is extremely rare in people
who are not infected with HIV.

Nje ụ́kwarà
ntà nnụ̀nụ̀

1066

Mycoplasmal

Ọ́rịa ọkọ amụ̀

1067

Mycosis

Of, pertaining to, or caused by
mycoplasmas.
Any disease caused by a fungus.

1061

Multiple partners

1062

Muscle pain

1063

Mutation

1064

Mycobacterium

1065

Mgbu anụ́
àhụ́
Nnwògharị

Ǹje ụ́kwarà
ntà

Ọ́rịa èbù
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Onye nwere ọtụtụ ọyị, nke
mmekọ edine.
Mgbu anụ́ àhụ́ na-esitekarị
n‟ụjọ, nrụgbu onwe n‟ọrụ, ma
ọ bụ mmerụ ahụ site
n‟egwuregwu ma ọ bụ ọrụ ike.
Nke a bụ mgbanwe n‟agbọ nke
ọ̀wọ̀, ma ọ bụ mgbanwe nke a
na-eweta na njirimara onye,
nke na-esiteghi n‟usoro agwara
agbọ.
Nje bakteria ọ bụla dị n‟agbụrụ
ma ọ bụ nke na-akpata
ụkwaranta.
Ọrịa nje bacteria nke nwere ike
ịnọ n‟otu ebe (n‟otu akụkụ ma
ọ bụ ebe n‟ahụ ) ma ọ bụ
gbasaa agbasa n‟ahụ niile. Ọ
na-adị njọ; etu o sila dị, usoro
ọgwụgwọ ọhụrụ na-eme ka a
na-enwe olile anya na mgbochi
na ọgwụgwọ ya ga-adị. Nje
ụkwara nta nnụnụ dị ezigbo
ụkọ na ndị na-enweghi ONA.
Maka, gbasara, ma ọ bụ nke
nje mmiri ọbara kpatara.
Ọrịa ọ bụla èbù kpatara.
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1068

Myelin

1069

Myelosuppression

1070

Myelotoxic

1071

National Agency
for the Control of
AIDS (NACA)

1072

A substance that sheathes nerve cells,
acting as an electric insulator that
facilitates the conduction of nerve
impulses.
Impairment of the blood cellproducing function of the bone
marrow.

Àbụ̀bà
mkpụ̀chi agịrị

Mmiri àbụ̀bà kpuchiri agịrị
ọ̀wọ̀, na-arụ ọrụ ichekwa na
ime ka ọ na-arụzi ọrụ ya.

Ọkpàgbu
òmebe ọ̀wọ̀

Destructive to bone marrow.

Ògbu òmebe
ọ̀wọ̀
Ngàlàbà Oje
Ozi Njikwa
Mmịnwụ
(NONM)

Nke a bụ enweghi ike ịrụzi ọrụ
nke ụmị ọkpụkpụ nke naemepụta ọwọ ọbara ụmị
ọkpụkpụ.
Ògbu òmebe ọ̀wọ̀ ụmị
ọkpụkpụ.
Ngàlàbà oje ozi na-ahụ maka
mmelata ONA na mmịnwụ na
Naịjirịa.

A Nigerian government organization
set up to coordinate intersectoral
collaboration for limiting the
HIV/AIDS epidemic. It was initially
known as the National Action
Committee on AIDS (NACA).
National AIDS and This is a nationally representative
survey of 10 000 respondents
Reproductive
consisting of 5 128 women aged 15-49
Health Surveys
years and 4 962 men aged 15-64 years.
(NARHS)
The objective was to provide information on levels of HIV preventive
knowledge and behaviour, other
sexually transmitted diseaeses, HIV
voluntary counselling and testing,
stigma and discrimination against
people living with HIV/AIDS,
maternal health, sexual behaviour, and

Ụlọ ọrụ Ntụle
Adịm Ahụ-ike
na Mmịnwụ
(ỤNAM)

Nke a bụ ndị nnọchite a gbara
ajụjụ ọnụ a họrọ n‟usoro nhọrọ
adịm dị puku iri ndị gụnyere
ụmụ nwaanyị puku ise, otu nari
na iri abụọ na ise dị n‟agbata
afọ iri na ise ruo iri ano na
iteghete, na ụmụ nwoke puku
anọ, nari iteghete na iri isii na
abụọ dị n‟agbata afọ iri na ise
ruo iri isii na anọ. Ebumnobi
nchọcha a bụ ịchọpụta ka ndị
mmadụ si matadewe gbasara
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reproductive health issues including
family planning, female circumcision,
gender violence and communication
for behaviour change.
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mgbochi ONA, etu ha si agba
mbọ ichekwa onwe ha, ọrịa nsi
n‟edine, nlele na mgbazi
gbasara ONA, ịkpa oke na nso ̣
ahụ megide ndị nwere
ONA/mmịnwụ, ahụ-ike nne,
mmeso nye mmekọ edine, na
ihe gbasara ọmụmụ, tinyere
mmụta ka a ga-azụli, ibe
nwaanyị ugwu, mwakpo ikike
nwoke ma ọ bụ nwaanyị n‟ike
na amụma gbasara nnwogharị
agwa.
A malitere atụmatụ AMỌMON
n‟afọ 1987 dị ka ngalaba ègbò
na-ahụ maka ibu agha megide
ONA/Mminwụ.

1073

National AIDS and
STI Control
Programme
(NASCP)

The National AIDS and STI Control
Programme was established in 1987 to
spearhead the Ministry of Health‟s
interventions on the fight against
HIV/AIDS.

Atụmatụ
Njikwa
mmịnwụ na
ọrịa mbute
nke obodo
Naijiịa
(AMỌMON)

1074

National AIDS
Clearing House

Information centre provided by CDC.

Ngàlàbà
Mgbasa Ozi
maka
mmịnwụ́
(NMOM)

Ngàlàbà nhazi ozi gbasara
mmịnwụ nke otu CDC wepụ
tara.

1075

National AIDS
Spending

NASA is a tool within the national
monitoring and evaluation framework

Òtu Ntule
Mmefu Ego

ONEM bụ ngalaba n‟ụlọ ọrụ
na-ahụ maka ntụle na mgbakọ
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Assessment
(NASA)

and is a recommended measurement
tool to track HIV spending at country
level to report to GARPR indicator.

Mmịnwụ
(ONEM)

1076

National Blood
Transfusion
Service (NBTS)

Ụlọ Ọrụ Etiti
Maka Ntinye
Ọbara
(ỤLEMỌ)

1077

National Cancer
Institute (NCI)

1078

National Ebola
Response Centre
(NERC)

NBTS was established to provide
adequate provision and equitable
distribution of safe donor blood
throughout Nigeria in order to
eliminate the hazards associated with a
decentralized, hospital-based and
unregulated blood transfusion
services.
An NIH institute with the overall
mission of conducting and supporting
research, training and disseminating
health information with respect to the
causes, diagnosis and treatment of
cancer. NCI also performs these
functions for HIV infections and
associated diseases.
The Sierra Leone government‟s
national agency for coordinating the
fight against the Ebola epidemic.

1079

National Institute
of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases
(NIAID)

An NIH institute that conducts and
supports research to study the causes
of allergic, immunologic and
infectious diseases, and to develop

nye mmefu e mefuru n‟ala
Naịjirịa maka ONA; ha naenyefe ndị GARPR nchọpụta
ha.
E wubere ỤLEMỌ iji hụ na e
tinyere ọbara zuru oke dị mma
n‟ala Naịjirịa niile; nke a bụ iji
kpochapụ nsogbu na-adapụta
n‟itinye ọbara aghara aghara
n‟ụlọ ọgwụ na ebe ndị ọzọ.

Ụlọ̀ nchọcha
maka izi
(UNI)

Nke a bụ ngàlàbà ỤNI nke
ebumnobi ya bụ ime na ịkwado
nchọcha, ọzụzụ na mgbasa ozi
maka mkpatara. Mmata na
ọgwụgwọ izi. ỤNI na-arụkwa
ọrụ ndị a maka ONA na ọrịa
ndị ọzọ metụtara ya.

Ụlọ ọrụ Gbata
Gbata maka
Ebola
(ỤGME)
Ụlọ̀ nchọ́cha
ọrịa Nsọmihe
na Ofufe
(ỤNỌNO)

Ngalaba gọvementi obodo
Sierra Leone na-ahụ maka igbo
mkpa ndapụta Ebola ozigbo.
Nke a bụ ngalaba ỤNA na-eme
ma na-akwado nchọcha
gbasara mkpatara nsọmihe,
ọrịa nchekwa ahụ na nke ofufe,
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1080

National Institute
of Child Health
and Human
Development
(NICHD)

1081

National Institutes
of Health (NIH)

better means of preventing, diagnosing
and treating illnesses. NIAID is
responsible for the federally funded,
national basic research programme in
AIDS.
An NIH institute that conducts and
supports research on the reproductive,
developmental and behavioural
processes that determine the health of
children, adults, families and populations. Thus, NICHD supports clinical
research related to the transmission of
HIV from infected mothers to their
offspring, the progression of disease in
HIV-infected infants and children, and
the testing of potential therapies and
preventatives for this population.
A multi-institute agency of the Public
Health Service (USA), NIH is the
federal focal point for health research.
It conducts research in its own
laboratories and supports research in
universities, medical schools, hospitals
and research institutions throughout
the country and abroad.

Ụlọ̀ nchọ́cha
maka Ahụ-ike
ụmụ aka na
agamnihu
mmadụ
(ỤNANAM)

Ụlọ̀ nchọ́cha
ahụ-ike
(ỤNA)
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na ịchọpụta ụzọ ka mma
n‟igbochi, ịmata na ịgwọ ọrịa.
ỤNỌNO na-ahụ maka nchọcha
gbasara mmịnwụ nke go ̣vment
etiti na-ahụ maka ya.
Nke a bụ ngalaba ỤNA na-eme
ma na-akwado nchọcha
gbasara ọmụmụ, uto na o ̣zụzụ
na-agbazi ahụ-ike ụmụaka, ndị
okenye, ezi na ụlọ, na obodo.
Ya bụ, ỤNANAM na-akwado
nchọcha gbasara ahụ-ike
metụtara nnweta ONA site na
nne fere nwa, uto ọrịa a n‟ụmụ
ọhụrụ na ụmụ aka, na nlele
ọgwụ nwere ike igbochi na
ịgwọ ya n‟ahụ ndị a.
Nke a bụ ụlọ ọrụ ahụ-ike
gọvment etiti nwere ọtụtụ
ngàlàbà nchọcha, ỤNA bụ ụlọ
ọrụ ahụ-ike go ̣vment etiti naahụ maka nchọcha gbasara
ahụ-ike. Ọ na-eme nchọcha
n‟onwe ya ma na-akwado
nchọcha na mahadum, ụlọ
akwụkwọ nkụzi ahụ-ike, ụlọ
ọgwụ na ụlọ nchọcha n‟ala
anyị na ofesi gbaa gburu gburu.
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1082

National Library
of Medicine
(NLM)

An NIH institute, NLM is one of three
US national libraries. It is the world‟s
largest research library in a single
scientific and professional field (i.e.
medicine). NLM provides (among
others) electronic and print
information services relating to
HIV/AIDS, including AIDSLINE,
AIDS-TRIALS, AIDS DRUGS and
the AIDS Bibliography.

Ọ́ba
akwụ́kwọ́ ụlọ
akwụkwọ
ahụ-ike Etiti
(ỌỤ -AE)

1083

National
Prevention
Information
Network (CDCNPIN)

Disseminates information on
HIV/AIDS, viral hepatitis, other
sexually transmitted diseases, and
tuberculosis (TB). Information is
available via the Web, phone, e-mail,
and postal mail.

Òtù Njikọ Ozi
maka
Mgbochi nke
Obodo
(ONOMNO)

1084

National security

Nchedo obodo

1085

Natural history
study

1086

Natural killer cells

The protection of a nation from attack
or other danger by maintaining
adequate armed forces and guarding
state secrets.
Study of the natural development of
something (such as an organism or a
disease) over a period of time.
A type of lymphocyte that does not
carry the markers to be B cells or T

Amụ̀màmụ̀
akụkọ ndụ̀
Ụdị ǹche àhụ́
ǹsìnàchi

Dị ka ụlọ nchọcha ỤNA, ỌỤAE so n‟Ọ́ba akwụ́kwọ́ atọ
Amerika. N‟ụwa niile, ya
kachasị n‟ọba akwụkwọ niile e
nwere n‟otu ngalaba amụmamụ
(y.b. amụmamụ ọgwụgwọ).
ỌỤ -AE na-agbasa ozi n‟ikuku
na-ekesakwa akwụkwọ maka
ONA/Mmịnwụ, tinyere ndị aha
ha bụ “AIDSLINE”, “AIDSTRIALS”, “AIDS DRUGS na
AIDS Bibliography”.
Ọ na-agbasa ozi maka
ONA/Mmịnwụ, ịba ọcha
n‟anya, ọrịa nsina mmekọ
edine na ụkwara nta. A naenweta ozi ndị a site n‟ududo,
ekwe-ntị, ọwa ozi ntanet, na
post o ̣fis.
Nchedo obodo site na mwakpo
ma ọ bụ ihe egwu ndị ọzọ site
n‟inwe ndị agha na ichekwa
ihe nzuzo obodo.
Nke a bụ amụ̀màmụ̀ nsiripu na
uto ihe (dị ka ekereke ma ọ bụ
ọrịa) n‟oge dị añaa.
Ụdị ọ̀wọ̀ ǹche àhụ́ ǹsì-nà-chi
nke anaghị ebu akara ọ̀wọ̀ B
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1087

Nebulize (V)

1088

Nebulizer

1089

Neck

1090

Necrolysis

1091

Needle

cells. Like cytotoxic T cells, they
attack and kill tumor cells and protect
against a wide variety of infectious
microbes. They are “natural” killers
because they do not need additional
stimulation or need to recognize a
specific antigen in order to attack and
kill. Persons with immunodeficiences
such as those caused by HIV infection
have a decrease in “natural” killer cell
activity.
To administer medication in the form
of a mist inhaled into the lungs.
A nebulizer or nebuliser (see spelling
differences) is a drug delivery device
used to administer medication in the
form of a mist inhaled into the lungs.
The part of the body joining the head
to the shoulders. It is the region
supported by the cervical vertebrae.
Shedding of surface components of
tissue, such as cells from internal body
surfaces, due to the death of a portion
of tissue.
A small sharp metal pin used in
acupuncture to stimulate points on the
body.

Mmem ǹkuku
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ma ọ bụ ọ̀wọ̀ T. Dị ka mgbu
ọ̀wọ̀ T, ha na-awakpo ma naegbu akpụ ọwọ izi ma naechekwa mmadụ site n‟aka
ọtụtụ nje na-efe efe. Ha bụ
ogbu nsi-na-chi n‟ihi na ha
anaghị achọ njali ma ọ bụ
izigosi ha nje tupu ha awakpo
ma gbuo ya. Ndị nwere mpe
nchekwa ahụ dị ka ONA naenwe mpe nche ahụ nsi-na-chi.
Inye ọgwụ n‟ụdị ǹkuku.

Mmem ǹkuku

Ngwa enyemọgwụ nke e ji
etinye ọgwụ̀ n‟ụdị nkuku nke a
na-ekubanye na ngụ̀ .

Olu

Akụkụ ahụ jikọtara olu na ubu.
Ọ bụ ngalaba ahụ nke ọkpụkpụ
ukwu budoro.
Nke a bụ mgbụ́chàpụ́ akpụ́kpa
ahụ́ ka ọ̀wọ̀ si n‟ime ahụ naapụta, n‟ihi ọnwụ akụkụ anụ
ahụ ma ọ bụ nke ọ̀wọ̀.
N‟usoro ọgwụgwọ ndụpu,
obere ntụtụ igwe e ji akpali ebe
ọgwụgwọ dị iche iche n‟ahụ.

Mgbụ́chàpụ́/
akpụ́kpa ahụ́
Ǹtụ́tụ́
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1092

Needle and
Syringe
Programmes
(NSPs)

1093

Neem tree

1094

Nef

1095

Nelfinavir (NFN)

Needle and syringe programmes
(NSPs) are a type of harm reduction
initiative that provides clean needles
and syringes to people who inject
drugs (sometimes referred to as
PWID).
Azadirachta indica, also known as
Neem, Nimtree, and Indian Lilac is a
tree in the mahogany family
Meliaceae.
One of the regulatory genes of the
HIV virus. Three HIV regulatory
genes − tat, rev and nef − and three socalled auxi-liary genes − vif, vpr and
vpu − contain information necessary
for the production of proteins that
control the virus‟s ability to infect a
cell, produce new copies of the virus
or cause disease.
Nelfinavir (NFN) (brand name
Viracept) is an antiretroviral drug used
in the treatment of the human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV).
Nelfinavir belongs to the class of
drugs known as protease
inhibitors (PIs) and like other PIs it is
almost always used in combination
with other antiretroviral drugs.

Atụmatụ
Ntụtụ na
Amịmị (ANA)

Dogoyarò

ANA bụ amụma mbelata
nsogbu si n‟ọgbụgba ọgwụ site
n‟ịhụ na a na-enye ndị na-agba
ọgwụ amịmị na ntụtụ dị ọcha
(oge ụfọdụ, a na-akpọ ha ndị
ọgba ọgwụ).
Osisi dị n‟agbụrụ ọjị
(Azadirachta indica); a na-afọ
ya dị ka ọgwụ ịba.

Àgbọ nje
ONA

Nke a bụ otu n‟ime agbọ naahàzi nje ONA. Agbọ nhazi atọ
ndị a gụnyere – tat, rev na nef;
e nwekwara agbọ nnyemaka;
ha bụ vif, vpr na vpu; ha bu
ngwa odozi ahụ nke na-enye
nje ike ife ọwọ, mụbaa onwe
ya ma kpata ọrịa.

Ọgwụ̀
Virasept

Nelfinavi (NFN) bụ ọgwụ
ONA. Ọgwụ a nọ n‟otu ọgwụ
mgbochi. Dị ka ọgwụ mgbochi
ndị ọzọ, a na-agwakọ ya na
ọgwụ ONA ndị ọzọ agwakọ.
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1096

Neonatal

Concerning the first four weeks of life
after birth.

1097

Neoplasm

An abnormal and uncontrolled growth
of tissue; a tumor.

1098

Nephrotoxic

1099

Nerve

1100

Neuralgia

1101

Neurological
Complications of
AIDS
Neuropathy

1102
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Gbàsara
ọmụmụ nwa
ọ́hụ́rụ́
Ajọ́ ǹtomọ̀wọ̀

Banyere izu anọ izizi so
ọmụmụ nwa.

Poisonous to the kidneys.

Ògbu àkụ̀rụ̀

Nsi nye àkụ̀rụ̀.

A bundle of fibres that uses electrical
and chemical signals to transmit
sensory (a bundle of conducting
nerves that transmits impulses from
the brain or spinal cord to the muscles
and glands) and or inwards from the
sense organs to the brain and spinal
cord.
A sharp, shooting pain along a nerve
pathway.
Central Nervous System (CNS)
damage.

Agịrị

Ukwu agịrị nke na-eji akara
nchamọkwụ na mkpali agbasa
ozi na (ukwu agịrị na-agbasa
ozi site n‟ụbụrụ ma ọ bụ
ọkpụkpụ azụ gaa n‟anụ ahụ na
azịza) ma ọ bụ site n‟akụkụ
ahụ banye n‟ụbụrụ na ọkpụ
kpụ azụ.
Ajọ ụfụ na-agbasa n‟ọwa agịrị.

The name given to a group of disorders involving nerves. Symptoms
range from a tingling sensation or
numbness in the toes and fingers to
paralysis. It is estimated that 35
percent of people with HIV disease
have some form of neuropathy. A

Mgbu agịrị

Nke a bụ otuto na mmụba anụ
ahụ aghara aghara nke naagbaghị aka; akpụ izi.

Nsògbu ụbụrụ Mmerụ Usoro agịrị Etiti
(MUAE)
nsìnà
mmịnwụ́
Aha e nyere ọrịa niile metụtara
Ọrịa ụ̀bụ́rụ̀
agịrị. Nsireme ya gụnyere ọtịta
ngwere ma ọ bụ mgbanwụ aka
na ụkwụ. Ihe dị ka pasent iri
atọ na ise n‟ime ndị nwere
ONA nwere otu ụdị ọrịa ụbụrụ
ma ọ bụ nke ọzọ. “Ọrịa ndịna
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1103

Neutralization

1104

Neutralizing
antibody

1105

Neutralizing
domain

1106

Neutropaenia

1107

Neutrophil

1108

Niger Delta AIDS
Response (NiDAR)

“peripheral neuropathy” refers to the
peripheral nerves outside the spinal
cord.
The process by which an antibody
binds to specific antigens, thereby
“neutralizing” the microorganism.
An antibody that keeps a virus from
infecting a cell, usually by blocking
receptors on the cell or the virus.
The section of the HIV envelope
protein gp120 that elicits antibodies
with neutralizing activities.
An abnormally low level of circulating
white blood cells (neutrophils) that
remove bacteria.
Also called polymorph nuclear
neutrophil (PMN). A white blood cell
that plays a central role in the defence
of a host against infection. Neutrophils
engulf and kill foreign
microorganisms.
The secret of the success of NiDAR is
that the communities are in charge.
Each of the hospitals is managed by a
committee headed by a nominee of the
community. The committee is
responsible for the efficient

akụkụ ụbụrụ ” bụ ọrịa ụbụrụ
na-abụghị nke ọkpụkpụ azụ.
Mmerụ
Ǹche ahụ́
òmerụ
Ọsụụ mmerụ́
Ụdị mpe
ọ̀bàrà ọ́cha

Nke a bụ usoro nche ahụ si
amakọ na mmiri ahụ dị añaa si
etu ahụ kechie nje.
Nke a bụ nchekwa ahụ naegbochi nje ịbanye n‟ọ̀wọ̀, site
n‟ime ka ọnabata dị n‟ahụ ọ̀wọ̀
ma ọ bụ nje ghara ịnabata ya.
Nke akụkụ odozi ahụ
ngwugwu ONA gp120 nke naakpali nche ahụ-ikechi nje.
Ajọ mpe ogo ngarube ọ̀wọ̀
ọbara ọcha na-egbu bakterịa.

Ụdị́ ọ̀wọ̀
ọ̀bàrà ọ́cha

Nke a bụ ọ̀wọ̀ ọ̀bàrà ọ́cha bụ isi
sekpu ntị n‟ichekwa mmadụ
n‟aka ọrịa. Ọ na-agba nje
okirikiri gbuo ya.

Otu gbata
gbata Maka
Mmịnwụ na
Niger Delta
(OGMM-ND)

Ihe kpatara otu OGMM-ND ji
dị ire bụ makana ndị obodo naachịkwa ya. Onye ndị obodo
họpụtara na-achịkwa ụlọ ọgwụ
ọ bụla n‟ime ha. Otu kọmiti
ahụ na-ahụ maka ezi nchịkwa
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1109

Nigeria Business
Coalition Against
AIDS (NIBUCAA)

1110

Nigeria Centre for
Disease Control
(NCDC)

1111

Nigeria National
Response
Information
Management
System (NNRIMS)

management of the hospital and
provision of the required services.
NIBUCAA‟s vision is to help develop
a private sector which is informed and
committed to addressing the growing
challenges of HIV & AIDS in the
workplace and in the broader
community. Member companies
ensure that employees living with HIV
are given the same rights, benefits and
opportunities as their colleagues.

The Nigeria Centre for Disease
Control (NCDC) was established in
2005. It is an agency aimed at
strengthening Europe's defences
against infectious diseases. NCDC's
mission is to identify, assess and
communicate current and emerging
threats to human health posed by
infectious diseases.
The Nigeria National Response
Information Management System
(NNRIMS) was put in place to track
the successes and challenges of
strategic plans. The primary goal of
the NNRIMS Operational Plan is to

Otu
Azụmahịa
Megide
Mmịnwụ
(OAMM)

Ogige
Mgbochi Ọrịa
nke Naịjirịa
(OMỌNN)

Ngalaba
Usoro Njikwa
Ozi Gbata
gbata Na
Naịjirịa
(NUNOGN)
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ya bụ ụlọ ọgwụ na iweta ihe
niile a chọrọ.
Nchụta OAMM bụ inye aka
wube ndị otu nnọrọ onwe
maara ihe gbasara mmịnwụ ma
bụrụ nke ọ na-anụ ọkụ n‟obi
ịbagide nsogbu ONA/mmịnwụ
na-abawanye n‟ụlọ ọrụ nakwa
n‟ebe ndị ọzọ. Ndị kọmpịnị dị
n‟otu a na-ahụ na ha na-enye
ndị ọrụ ha nwere ONA otu
ikike, orubere na ohere dị ka
ndị ọzọ.
A malitere Ogige Mgbochi
Ọrịa nke Nigeria (OMỌNN)
n‟afo ̣ 2005. Ọrụ OMỌNN
gụnyere nchọpụta, ntụle na
ịgbasa ozi banyere ọrịa nfesasị.

E wubere NUNOGN ịhụ na e
deturu nsogbu dị na mmeri e
nwetarala na mkpu gbata gbata
maka ONA/Mmịnwụ n‟obodo
anyị. Isi ihe bụ ebumnuche
NUNOGN bụ iwepụta ụzọ dị
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provide a simple and robust
monitoring and evaluation system that
will facilitate (a) tracking of progress
in the implementation of the National
HIV/AIDS response and (b) using
information to inform programmes,
policies and service delivery as part of
the multi-sectoral HIV and AIDS
response in Nigeria based on the
National Strategic Framework (20052009).
This is a virus transmitted to humans
via animals.

1112

Nipah fever

1113

Nocardia

Nocardia is the causative agent of an
infectious disease affecting either the
lungs (pulmonary nocardiosis) or the
whole body (systemic nocardiosis).

1114

Nocardiosis

A generalized disease in humans and
other animals caused by nocardia
asteroides characterized by primary
pulmonary lesions that may be
subclinical or chronic hematogenous
spread to deep viscera, including the
central nervous system; most
commonly occurs in immunosuppressed patients.

mfe dị ire a ga-eji na-amata: (a)
agamnihu n‟imejupụta atụmatụ
gọvment etiti gbasara
ONA/Mmịnwụ na (b) ozi
metụtara atụmatụ, iwu na
inweta ihe a chọrọ nke
gbadobere ụkwụ na Atụmatụ
Nza Gọvment Etiti Naịjirịa nke
afọ (2005-2009).

Àhụ́ ọ́kụ́
ǹsìnà
anụ́manụ̀
Ụdị ọ́rịa ǹgụ̀

Nke a bụ nje nke mmadụ naenweta site n‟anụmanụ.

Ụdị ọ́rịa ǹgụ̀

Ọrịa ngụ nwere ike ime ma
mmadụ ma anụmanụ nke
njirimara ya bụ ọnya ọwa ume
nke nwere ike ịgbasada n‟ime
mgbịrị afọ tinyere agịrị ụbụrụ
etiti; ndị nche ahụ ha gbadara
na-enwetakarị ọrịa ngụ.

Ọrịa ngụ a na-efe efe; ọ naemetụta ngụ (ọrịa ngụ
nkumume) ma ọ bụ ahụ niile
(usoro ngụ nkumume).
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1115

1116

1117
1118

NonGovernmental
Organization
(NGO)
Non-Hodgkin’s
lymphoma

Non-infectious
disease
Non-reactive test

1119

Nonsteroidal AntiInflammatory
Drug (NSAID)

1120

Nucleic acid

1121

Nucleoli
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A non-profit organisation dedicated to
helping individuals and families
overcome poverty.

Òtù nnọ̀rọ̀
onwe

Otu nnọ̀rọ̀ onwe na-arụ ọrụ
inyere ndị mmadụ na ezi na ụlọ
ịkwalite ọnọdụ obibi ndụ ha.

Non-Hodgkin lymphoma is a cancer
that starts in cells called lymphocytes,
which are part of the body's immune
system.
Any disease that cannot be transmitted
from one person to another.
Behavioural patterns of individuals
when the test result is good.
A distinct class of analgesic drugs
which provides pain relief by
counteracting the body‟s inflammation
process.
Molecule consisting of many
nucleotides chemically bound
together; e.g. deoxyribonucleic acid
(DNA) and ribonucleic acid (RNA).
Biologically occurring polynucleotides
in which the nucleotide residues are
linked in a specific sequence by
phosphodiester bonds: DNA and
RNA.
Bodies in the nucleus that become
enlarged during protein synthesis and

Ọ́gwụ́ nkịtị

Nke a bu ̣ izi nke na-amalite
n‟o ̣wo ̣ lymphocytes, nke so na
nchekwa ahu ̣

Ọrịa anaghị
efe èfè
Apụtaghị
n’oge nlele
Ọ́gwụ̀
mbèlata ọ́zịza

Ọrịa ọ bụla nke anaghị efe efe.

Mmiri ụ̀mị́
ọ̀wọ̀

Mkpụrụ ọwọ nwere ọtụtụ ụmị
makọtara ọnụ; eriri agbọ na
agịrị agbọ. Ha dị n‟ihe ọ bụla
nwere igwe ụmị; ukwu ụmị
niile nwere usoro ha ji amakọ
tinyere eriri agbọ (EA) na agịrị
agbọ (AA).

Ime ụ̀mị́ ọ̀wọ̀

Ndịna ụmị nke na-ebuwanye
mgbe a na-agwakọ odozi ahụ

Ụdị àgwà ndị mmadụ na-akpa
mgbe nlele ha gara nke ọma.
Nke a bụ ọgwụ mbelata u ̣fu ̣
nke na-ebelata u ̣fu ̣ site
n‟igbochi ọ̀zịza.
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1122

Nucleoside
analogue

1123

Nucleotide

1124

Nucleus

contain the DNA template for
ribosomal RNA.
Nucleosides are related to nucleotides, Ùkwu ụ̀mị
the subunits of nucleic acids; however,
they do not carry the phosphate groups
of the nucleotides. Nucleoside analogues generally are synthetic
compounds similar to one of the
components of DNA or RNA; a
general type of antiviral drug (e.g.
acyclovir and AZT).
A subunit of DNA or RNA that
Ùkwu ụ̀mị
consists of a nitrogenous base (A, G,
T, or C in DNA; A, G, U or C in
RNA), a phosphate molecule, and a
sugar molecule (deoxyribose in DNA,
and ribose in RNA).

1. The central controlling body within
a living cell, usually a spherical unit
enclosed in a membrane and
containing genetic codes for
maintaining the life systems of the
organism and for issuing commands
for growth and reproduction. 2. The
nucleus of a cell is an organelle (i.e. a
cellular organ) that is essential to such

Ụmị

nke nwere ihe atụ eriri agbọ
(EA) maka agịrị agbọ (AA).
Ukwu ụmị na agịrị ụmị si; ụmụ
mkpụrụ mmiri ọwọ; etu o sila
dị, ha enweghi nri agịrị ọwọ.
Ukwu ụmị bụ ngwakọ akamere nke yitere otu n‟ime
ndịna eriri agbọ (EA) ma ọ bụ
agịrị agbọ (AA); ụdị ọgwụ
ONA izugbe (d. k. ọgwụ
acyclovir na AZT).
Akụkụ eriri agbọ (EA) ma ọ bụ
agịrị agbọ (AA) nke ntọala
ikuku naịtrojin mejupụtara (A,
G, T, ma ọ bụ C na EA; A, G,
U ma ọ bu (na AA), fosfet
mọlekụl na mọlekụl shuga
(deoxyribose na EA nakwa
ribọọs nke dị n‟AA).
1. Ojikwa dị n‟ime ọwọ ndụ; ọ
dị ka akwa ma na-adị n‟ime
ahụ; ọ na-enwe ọdịmara agbọ
maka usoro mmụbata agbụrụ
ya, na inye ntụzi aka maka uto
na mmụbawanye. 2. Ụmị ọ̀wọ̀
bụ mpaghara dị mkpa maka
ọrụ ọwọ, dị ka mmụbawanye
na ngwakọ odozi ahụ.
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cell functions as reproduction and
protein synthesis.
1125

Null cell

A lymphocyte that develops in the
bone marrow and lacks the
characteristic surface markers of the B
and T lymphocytes. Null cells
represent a small proportion of the
lymphocyte population. Stimulated by
the presence of an antibody, null cells
can attack certain cellular targets
directly and are known as “natural
killer” or NK cells.

Ọ̀wọ̀ efù

Ọ̀wọ̀ na-eto n‟ime ụmị
ọkpụkpụ mana o nweghi akara
agba elu njirimara ọwọ B na T.
Ọnụ ọgụ ọwọ̀ efù adịghị ọtụtụ
nye ọwọ ndị ọzọ. Nje kpalie
ọwọ efu, ọwọ ndị a nwere ike
ịwakpo nje ọwọ; ya ka e ji
ogbu nje nsi-na-chi ma ọ bụ
(ONN).

1126

Nurse

Somebody trained to look after sick or
injured people, especially somebody
who works in a hospital or clinic,
administering the care and treatment
that a doctor prescribes.

Nọ́ọ́sụ̀

Onye a zụrụ maka ilekọta ndị
ọrịa ma ọ bụ ndị merụrụ ahụ,
tụmadị ndị na-arụ ọrụ n‟ụlọọgwụ ma ọ bụ ndị na-enye ndị
ọrịa ọgwụ dibịa denyere ha.

1127

Nylon

A class of synthetic polyamide
materials made by copolymerizing
dicarboxylic acids with diamines.

Àkpà fịrị
fịrị/ahụrụ

Ụdị akpa rọba dị fịrị fịrị e
mebere site na ngwakọ mmiri
mmụọ na rọba diamines.

1128

Ocular

Pertaining to the eye.

Gbàsara anya

Gbàsara anya.

1129

Onion

A monocotyledonous plant of the
genus Alium allied to garlic, used as
vegetable and spice.

Yabasị

Ụdị mkpụrụ ahịhịa nwere
abụbara dị n‟agbụrụ achara ma
yie galik; e ji ya eme inene ma
ọ bụ ukoro.
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1130

Open-label trial

A clinical trial in which doctors and
participants know which drug or
vaccine is being administered.

Nlele oghe

Nlele ọgwụ nke ndị nsonye na
ndị dibịa mara ọgwụ ma ọ bụ
ọgwụ mgbochi a na-enye.

1131

Opportunistic
infection

An illness caused by an organism that
usually does not cause disease in a
person with a normal immune system.
People with advanced HIV infection
suffer opportunistic infections of the
lungs, brain, eyes and other organs.

Ọ́rịa ǹsò

Nje efuru, na-enweghi ike
ibunye onye nche ahụ ya kwụ
akwụ, nwere ike ibunye onye
nche ahụ ya gbadara agbada
ọrịa. Ndị nwere ONA dị elu
na-ebute ọrịa ngụ, ụbụrụ, anya
na akụkụ ahụ ndị ọzọ site na
nje efuru.

1132

Opt-in HIV testing

This is a condition of voluntary testing
which targets the screening of
pregnant women for HIV infection to
avoid transmission to the baby.

Nlele ONA
ǹdị̀nà iwu

Nke a bụ ọnọdụ nlele ụmụ
nwaanyị dị ime maka ọrịa
ONA iji gbochie ibufe ọria site
na nne gaa na nwa.

1133

Opt-out HIV
testing

This is a condition of performing
an HIV test after notifying the patient
that the test is normally performed but
that the patient may elect to decline or
defer testing. Consent is then assumed
unless the patient declines testing.

Nlele ONA
mmasị̀rị̀ onye

Nke a bụ ilele onye ọrịa ONA
mgbe a gwasịrị ya na a na-adị
na-eme ya bụ nlele bèlụ sọọsọ
ma ọ chọghị ma ọ bụ na ọ
chọrọ ime ya n‟ọdịnihu. A naewere ya na o kwetara bèlụ sọ
ma ọ jụrụ ajụ.

1134

Oral Polio Vaccine
(OPV)

This is a drug used to prevent an
infectious viral disease affecting the
central nervous system that causes
paralysis.

Nke a bụ ọgwụ a na-enye iji
Ọ́gwụ̀
mgbòchi ntụ́rị̀ gbochie ọrịa nje na-emetụta
agịrị ụbụrụ etiti na-ebute ịda
ụ́kwụ́
ngwọrọ.
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Ọ́ganụ̀
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Nke a bụgasị akụ̀kụ̀ ime àhụ́.

1135

Organ

A part of the body that has a specific
function.

1136

Oropharyngeal

Relating to that division of the
Gbàsara ọ́nụ́
pharynx between the soft palate and
nà àkpị́rị́
the epiglottis. Pharynx is a tube that
connects the mouth and nasal passages
with the oesophagus, the connection to
the stomach. Epiglottis is a thin, valvelike structure that covers the glottis,
the opening of the upper part of the
larynx (the part of the throat
containing the vocal cords), during
swallowing.

Gbasara akụkụ akpịrị dị
n‟agbata azụ akpo na nkọlọ.
Akpịrị bụ ọwa jikọrọ ọnụ na uji
imi na ashịna ya n‟afọ.
Ọkwụchi nkọlọ bụ obere
ọkwụchi na-ekpuchi nkọlọ,
oghere elu akpịrị (akụkụ olu
ebe mkpọ ụda dị na ya).

1137

Orphan

A child whose parents are both dead
and who has been abandoned by his or
her parents, especially a child not
adopted by another family.

Mgbei

Nwata nke nne na nna ya
nwụrụ anwụ ma ọ bụ nwata
nne na nna ya ghahapụrụ,
ọkachasị nwata ezi na ụlọ ọzọ
ekughi.

1138

Orphan and
vulnerable
children (OVC)

The concept generally refers to
orphans and other groups of children
who are more exposed to risks than
their peers.

Mgbei na
ụmụaka
n’enweghi ka
ọ hà ha

E ji ya atu ̣nyere mgbei na
ụmụaka ndị ọzọ n‟enweghi ka
ọ hà ha n‟ebe ndị ọgbọ ha nọ.

1139

Outpatient

A patient who comes to the hospital,
clinic, or dispensary for diagnosis and
or/ treatment but does not occupy a
bed.

Ndị ọ́rịa e
nyeghị àkwà

Onye ọrịa na-abịa ụlọ-ọgwụ,
ma ọ bụ ebe nnara ọgwụ maka
nchọpụta na/ma ọ bụ ọgwụgwọ
n‟eweghi akwa.
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1140
1141

Outpatient
department
Outreach kits

A section of the hospital where
outpatient cases are handled.
The outreach kits include guidelines,
practical tips, activities and other
resources to help scientists participate
more fully with youth groups,
community organizations, classroom
teachers and students in kindergarten
through high school (K-12).

1142

Ovary

1143

Pain

Part of the female reproductive
Àkpa àkwa
system. One of a pair of female
gonads (a gamete-producing gland)
found on each side of the lower
abdomen, beside the uterus, in a fold
of the broad ligament. At ovulation, an
egg is extruded from a follicle on the
surface of the ovary under the
stimulation of certain hormones.
An unpleasant sensation that can range Ụfụ
from mild, localized discomfort to
agony. Pain is a response to impulses
from the peripheral nerves in damaged
tissue, which pass to nerves in the
spinal cord where they are subjected to
a gate control. This gate modifies the
subsequent passage of the impulses in

Ngalaba ndị e
nyeghị àkwà
Ngwa ọrụ
nrụ́pụ̀ga

Ngalaba ndị ọrịa a na-enyeghi
akwa.
Ngwo ngwo ọrụ mpụ ga
gụnyere usoro ọrụ, ntụnye
mgbazi, emereme dị iche iche
na ngwa nnyemaka ndị ọzọ gaenyekarịrị ndị nchọcha aka
n‟ịgbaziri ndị ntorobịa, otu dị
n‟obodo, ndị nkụzi na
ụmụakwụkwọ ọta akara ruo
kọleji (SS3).
Akụkụ usoro ọmụmụ nwa nke
nwaanyị. Otu n‟ime àkpa àkwa
mkpị (àkpa àkwa na-esi na ya)
dị na ndịda afọ, n‟akụkụ akpa
nwa fịkọrọ afịkọ. Site na
mkpali ọjali, mgbe akwa nwa
na-apụta, akwa na-esi n‟oghere
ya apụta.
Mgbu nwere ike ịdị n‟agbata
obere, dị ofu ebe ma na-ebute
arịrị. Ahụ ụfụ bụ nzaghachi
agịrị dịdebere ebe e nwere
mmerụ ahụ, nke na-aga agịrị
ọkpụkpụ azụ ebe a ahụ na-ejizi
ya. Njizi a na-ahazi ahụ ụfụ
n‟ahụ mmadụ.
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accordance with descending controls
from the brain.
Light in colour or shade; containing
little colour or pigment.
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Nchagharị ma ọ bụ mgbaji,
inwe obere agba ma ọ bụ
ntụmagwa.

1144

Pale

1145

Palliative

A treatment that provides symptomatic Gbàsara
relief, but not a cure.
mgbòlata

Ọgwụgwọ nke na-ebelata
mgbu mana ọ naghị agwọ
mkpatara ọrịa.

1146

Palliative care

Palliative care is a multidisciplinary
approach to specialized medical
care for people with serious illnesses.
It focuses on providing patients with
relief from the symptoms, pain,
physical stress, and mental stress of a
serious illness − whatever the
diagnosis.

Mgbòlata

Nleta bụ ọgwụgwọ ọrịa site
n‟ụzọ abụla ụzọ maka ndị nọ
n‟ajọ ọrịa. ọ na-agbado ụkwụ
n‟ibelata nsireme ụfụ na
ndọkasị ahụ na oke echiche so
ajọ ọrịa, ihe ọ sọrọ ọrịa, ya
bụrụ.

1147

Pancreas

A gland situated near the stomach that
secretes a digestive fluid into the
intestine through one or more ducts
and also secretes the hormone insulin.

Anyị̀nya

Azịza nọdebere akpakwuru nke
na-anyụbanye mmiri ngwe na
ọjali n‟eriri afọ site n‟otu ọwa
ma ọ bụ karịa.

1148

Pancreatitis

Inflammation of the pancreas that can
produce severe pain and debilitating
illness.

Ọ̀zị́za ànyị̀nyà

Ọzị́za ànyị̀nyà nke nwere ike
iweta ịfụ ụfu ̣ na ajọ ọrịa.

1149

Pancytopenia

Deficiency of all cell elements of the
blood.

Mmebi ọ̀wọ̀

Enweghị ndịna ọ̀wọ̀ ọbàrà ọ
bụla.

Nchagharị
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1150

Pandemic

1151

Pap smear

1152

Papilloma

1153

Parallel track

1154

Parasite

Gbasara ọrịa nwere ike
ịdapụtazu n‟ogbe, obodo, mba
ma ọ bụ ụwa dum.
Nke a bụ usoro e ji achọpụta
izi n‟oge ya na nkwarụ ọwa
ọmụmụ nwa ụmụ nwaanyị
tụmadị ọnụ akpa nwa, akpa
nwa, site n‟iji ọwọ a
gbanyelara na mmiri ọtụ; a naeji usoro pụrụ iche
enyochapụta anụ ahụ mebilara
emebi.
Ajọ etuto izi (dị ka eshishi ma
ọ bụ akpụ ) na-apụta site na
ntopụta akpụ n‟anụ ahụ jikọrọ
akwara na akpụkpọ ahụ.

A disease prevalent throughout an
entire country, continent or the whole
world.
A method for the early detection of
cancer and other abnormalities of the
female genital tract, especially of the
cervix and uterus, employing
eụfoliated cells (cells that have been
shed into vaginal fluid) and a special
technique for microscopic examination
that differentiates diseased tissue.

Gbàsara
mfesazu

A benign tumor (as a wart or
condyloma) resulting from an
overgrowth of epithelial tissue on
papillae of vascularized connective
tissue as of the skin.
A system of distributing experimental
drugs to patients who are unable to
participate in ongoing clinical efficacy
trials and have no other treatment
options.

Ụdị nsi
nwaanyị

Nlele nchọ́cha

Nke a bụ ọnodụ ma ọ bụ sistèm
eji eme ekesà ọgwụ ebe ndị
ọrịa ndị enwe ike ịbịa ihe nlele
nchọpụta ma ọ bụ enweghi
nhọrọ ọgwụgwọ ọzọ.

A plant or animal that lives and feeds
on or within another living organism;
does not necessarily cause disease.

Àmịmị

Osisi ma ọ bụ anụmanụ bi
n‟ime osisi ma ọ bụ anụ ọzọ
ma si na ya na-amịta nri; nke a
apụtaghị na ọ na-ebunye ya
ọrịa.

Nlele ọ́nụ́
àkpà nwa
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1155

Parenchyma

1156

Parent to child

1157

Parent to children
transmission

1158

Parenteral

1159

Paresthesia

1160

Paternal mortality

The tissue of an organ (as
distinguished from supporting or
connective tissue).
Concerning the connection between
individuals and their offspring (e.g.
communication dynamics, transfer of
traits, or transmission of infection).
The transmission of HIV from a HIVpositive mother to her child during
pregnancy, labour, delivery or breastfeeding is called mother-to-child
transmission.
Not in or through the digestive system.
For example, parenteral can pertain to
blood being drawn from a vein in the
arm or introduced into that vein via a
transfusion (intravenous), or to
injection of medications or vaccines
through the skin (subcutaneous) or
into the muscle (intramuscular).

Anụ ahụ
akụkụ ahụ

Any subjective sensation experienced
as numbness, tingling or a “pins-andneedles” feeling.
Paternal mortality is the number of
deaths of fathers within a given period
of time.

Ọ̀tịta ngwèrè

Ǹsìnà nne na
nna fère nwa

Mbufe nsìnà
nne na nna
fère nwa

Ǹsìnà akwarà

Ogo ọ́nwụ́
nnà
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Nke a bụ anụ ahụ akụkụ ahụ
(nke dị iche n‟akụkụ ndị ọzọ
kwadoro ma ọ bụ jikọrọ ya).
Gbasara njiko ̣ta ndị mmadụ na
ụmụ ha.

Nke a ka a na-akpọ mbunye
ONA site na nne nwere ONA
fere nwa n‟oge adịmime, ime
omume, mmụpụta ma ọ bụ
enyemara.
Abụghị na/ma ọ bụ site n‟usoro
ngweri nri. Ịma atụ, nsìnà
akwarà nwere ike ịgbasata isi
n‟akwara aka mịrị ma ọ bụ
gbanye ọbara (nsina akwara),
ma ọ bụ ọgwụ ọgbụgba ma ọ
bụ nke mgbochi site n‟akpụkpọ
ahụ (nsina akpụkpọ ahụ ) ma ọ
bụ n‟anụ ahụ (nsina anụ ahụ ).
Nke a bụ mmetụta ahụ ọ bụla
gụnyere mgbanwụ, ọtịta
ngwere.
Nke a bụ onụọgụ nna ole
nwụrụ n‟oge dị añaa.
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1161

Pathogen

1162

Pathogenesis

1163

Pattern of spread

1164

Peer counsellor

1165

Peer outreach

1166

Peer review

1167

Pelvic
Inflammatory
Disease (PID)

Any disease-producing microorganism
or material.
The origin and development of a
disease.
This is a process by which diseases
spread.
Peer counsellors are compassionate
guides. They apply knowledge, use
specific tools, and follow certain rules
to help people get past obstacles and
reach their goals.

Nje

Nje ọ bụla nwere ike ibute ọrịa.

Ǹsìripu nje

Nke a bụ mbido na ntowanye
ọrịa.
Nke a bụ etu ọrịa si efesasị.

An effort to bring services or
information to people of one‟s sociodemographic group where they live or
spend time.
The process by which new scientific
or medical findings, announced by one
researcher, are reviewed by other
scientists or physicians before these
findings are published.
A term used to describe infections of
the uterus, the fallopian tubes and the
ovaries. PID is usually the result of
untreated sexually transmitted disease,
primarily chlamydia or gonorrhoea.

Mgbasa ozi
òtù ọ̀gbọ́

Usoro mfesasị
Onye mgbàzi
ọ̀gbọ́

Ndị a bụ ndị ndu ebere. Ha naeji amamihe, ngwa dị iche iche
na usoro iwu wee mee ka ndi ̣
mmadụ chefuo nsogbu gara
aga ma gaa niiru nwetazuo
ebumnobi ha.
Mbọ a na-agba ime ka mgbasa
ozi ruo ndi ̣òtù ọ̀gbọ́ ebe ha no ̣.

Ntụ́legharị
ọgbọ

Nke a bụ usoro nke ndị
nchọcha ma ọ bụ dibịa ji
atụlegharị nchọpụta onye
nchọcha ọzọ tupu e bipụta ya.

Ọzịza
ọkpụkpụ
ukwù
nwaanyị
(ỌUN)

Nke a ka e ji akọwa ọrịa akpa
nwa, ọwa akpa nwa na akpa
akwa. Ihe na-akpatakarị ỌUN
bụ ọrịa a na-agwọghị agwọ nke
site na mmekọrịta edine tụmadị
nsi nwaanyị na ibi.
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1168

Penis

The external male sex organ. The
penis contains two chambers, the
corpora cavernosa, and corpus
spongiosum.

Amụ̀

Akụkụ ahụ ụmụ nwoke pụtara
ihe nke ha ji enwe mmekọ
edine. Amụ nwere akpa abụọ.

1169

Pentamidine

An approved antiprotozoal drug used
for the treatment and prevention of
Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia
(PCP) infection. It can be delivered
intravenously or intramuscularly or
inhaled as an aerosol. Aerosolized
pentamidine is approved for the
prophylaxis of PCP in HIV-positive
individuals with CD4+ counts below
200 per cubic millimetre or for those
with prior episodes of PCP.

Ọ́gwụ̀
Pentamidin

Ọgwụ nwere ntụzi aka maka
ọgwụgwọ oyi ngụ. E nwere ike
ịgba ya site n‟akwara ma ọ bụ
n‟anụ ahụ ma ọ bụ site na
nkuru ekuru. A nabatara nke
nkuru ekuru maka ndị nwere
ONA nche ahụ dị n‟ogo CD4+
ma pekarịa narị abụọ n‟ime otu
kubik milimita; a nabatakwara
ya maka ịgwọ ndị nwebulara
oyi ngụ. A na-akpọkwa ya
Pentam na NebuPent.

1170

People Who Inject
Drugs (PWID)

People who inject drugs continue to
face punitive legal environments, a
variety of human rights abuses and
have poor access to services; these and
other factors combine to exacerbate
their risk of acquiring HIV.

Ndị Na-agba
Ọgwụ (NNỌ)

Iwu na-emesiwanye ndị naagba ọgwụ n‟onwe ha ike; nke
a bụ otu ụzọ e ji anapụ ndị
mmadụ ikike ha nwere; a naghị
enyekarị ha ihe e ji elekwa
ndụ; ihe ndị a na-akpatawaga
ohere ha ji nweta ONA.

1171

Peptide

Biochemical formed by the linkage of
up to about 50 amino acids to form a
chain. Longer chains are called
proteins. The amino acids are coupled

Ụdị mpeka
nrị anụ

Odozi ahụ dị n‟ụdị ịnyagba nke
e si n‟ihe dị aka ngwa odozi
ahụ 50 mebeta. Ịnyagba
tokarịrị ogologo ka a na-akpọ
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by a peptide bond, a special linkage in
which the nitrogen atom of one amino
acid binds to the carboxyl carbon atom
of another. OR: Peptide is the smallest
unit of protein.

odzi ahụ. Ngwa odozi ahụ ndị
ana-amakọ ọnụ; nke a bụ njikọ
pụrụ iche ebe mpekiri naịtrojin
nke odozi ahụ otu ngwa odozi
ahụ na-amakọ mpekiri kanon
kabọgzil ngwa odozi ahụ ọzọ.
Ma ọ bụ, mpeka nri anụ
pekarịsịrị na mpe.

1172

Percentage
adherence

The degree to which a patient‟s
compliance with a recommended
regimen approaches full compliance
on a percentage grading scale.

Ogo
nñụ́mọ́gwụ̀
etu kwesiri

Nke a bụ ka onye ọrịa si
añụdebe ọgwụ ka e si denye ya
ha.

1173

Perianal

Around the anus.

Gbàsara
okirikiri ọnụ
ike

Gbàsara gburu gburu ọnụ ike.

1174

Pericarditis

Acute or chronic inflammation of the
membranous sac (pericardium)
surrounding the heart.

Ọzịza àkpà
obì

Ajọ ọ̀ziza ma ọ bụ ọzịza.
mkpuchi ime ahụ mkpụrụ obi.

1175

Pericardium

A fibrous membrane that forms a sac
surrounding the heart and attached
portions of the main blood vessels.

Àkpà obì

Ahụ àkpà obi nke gbara
mkpụrụ obi okirikiri ya na
mbuọbara gbakwụnyere ha.

1176

Perinatal

Pertaining to the period immediately
before and after birth.

Gbàsara oge
ọmụmụ nwa

Gbàsara tupu na mgbe a
mụchara nwa òzigbo.

1177

Peripheral Blood
Mononuclear Cell
(PBMC)

Peripheral Blood Mononuclear Cell.

Ọ̀wọ̀ PBMC

Ọwọ otu ụmị ọbara akụkụ.
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1178

Peripheral
neuropathy

Damage to or disease affecting nerves
which may impair sensation,
movement, or other aspects of health,
depending on the type of nerves
affected.

Ọtị́ta ǹgwèrè

Ndị a bụ ọrịa na-emetụta usoro
agịrị, agamụije nakwa ọdịdị
ahụ-ike ndiọzọ.

1179

Pernicious
anaemia

A severe form of anaemia, found
mostly in older adults, that results
from the body‟s inability to absorb
vitamin B12. Symptoms include
weakness, breathing difficulties, and
weight loss.

Mpe ọbara

Ajọ mpe ọ̀bàrà, nke a naahụkarị na ndị okenye, nke naesi n‟ahụ enwekwaghị ike ịmịrị
odoma B12. Nsireme ya
gụnyere ike ọgwụgwụ, ekùghị
ume ọfụma na ịta ahụ.

1180

Persistent
Generalized
Lymphadenopathy
(PGL)

Chronic, diffuse, non-cancerous lymph Ọzịza azịza
node enlargement. Typically, it has
been found in those with immune
system disturbances who develop
frequent and persistent bacterial, viral
and fungal infections.

1181

Personal health

This is the overall well-being of a
person.

Àhụ́ ike onwe

Nke a bụ ọnọdụ ọdịdị mma
ahụ-ike mmadụ.

1182

Personal safety

Personal safety refers to freedom from
physical harm and the threat of
physical harm, and freedom from
hostility, aggression, harassment, and
devaluation. Safety includes worry
about being victimized as well as
actual incidents.

Nchekwa
onwe

Nchekwa onwe bụ ọnọdụ
nnwere onwe site na mmerụ
ahụ ma ọ bụ mmaja, mwakpo,
mmekpa ahụ na mmebọ.
Nchekwa gụnyere nchekasị
gbasara mmeso ọjọọ na
mkpagbu n‟onwe ya.

Ọzịza azịza dị njọ, gbasaa
agbasa na-enweghi izi. A naahụkarị ya n‟ahụ ndị nche ahụ
ha gbadara ma na-ebute ọrịa
nje na-ebu kwa mgbe kwa
mgbe.
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1183

Persons affected
by AIDS (PABA)

1184

Petechiae

1185

Phagocyte

1186

Phagocytosis

1187

Pharmacists

1188

Pharmacokinetics

1189

Phlebotomy

1190

Physical comfort

Persons who are not HIV infected but
whose lives are touched by the HIV
epidemic through close associates who
are/were HIV infected.
A pinpoint-sized purple or red spot on
the skin
A cell that is able to ingest and destroy
foreign matter, including bacteria.
The process of ingesting and
destroying a virus or other foreign
matter by phagocyte.
Pharmacists, also known as chemists,
are health care professionals who
practice in pharmacy, the field of
health sciences focusing on safe and
effective medication use.
The processes (in a living organism)
of absorption, distribution, metabolism
and excretion of a drug or vaccine.

Ndị mmịnwụ
metụtara
(NNM)

Ndị ebughị ONA mana ha
nwere ihe u ̣fu ̣ site na mmetu ̣ta
ha na ndi ̣nwere ONA.

Nkwọ́cha m̀pe

Mbụkasị ihe na nchagharị nke
akpụkpọ ahụ.
Òwὸ nwere ike ikpuchi na igbu
nje tinyere nje bakteria.
Usoro mkpuchi ọwọ na igbu
nje.

A surgical incision made in a vein, or
a puncture made by a needle to draw
blood for testing.
This is the feeling of well-being
brought about by internal and
environmental conditions that are
experienced as agreeable and

Ọ̀mị̀mị́ ọ̀bàrà

Ụdị ọ̀wọ̀
ọ̀bàrà
Usòrò nlòmi

Ọ̀kụ́ ọ́gwụ̀

Ngarube
ọ́gwụ̀ n’àhụ́

Ahụ-ike dị
mma

Ndị ọ̀kụ́ ọgwụ, bụ ndị ọrụ ahụike na-enye ọgwụ n‟ụlọ ọgwụ;
ụdị ọmụmụ ahụ-ike gbadoro
ụkwụ n‟ijizi na inye ọgwụ dị
ire.
Usoro (n‟ihe dị ndụ) mgbaze,
nkesà, mbanye ọgwụ n‟ahụ na
nnyụpụ ọgwụ ma ọ bụ nke
mgbochi.
Ndụwa akwara, ma ọ bụ ọnụ
ntụtụ a dụpuru iji mịta ọ̀bàrà
maka nlele.
Nke a bụ ọnọdụ onwe ịdị mma
nke ime ahụ na gburu gburu
nke a hụ tara dị ka izu oke site
n‟afọ ojuju na onwe iju afọ.
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1191

Phytohemagglutinin (PHA)

1192

Pill boxes

1193

Pill count

1194

Pint of blood

associated with contentment and
satisfaction.
Phytohaemagglutinin is a lectin found Ọ̀wọ̀ PHA
in plants, especially certain legumes.
PHA actually consists of two closely
related proteins, called leucoagglutinin
(PHA-L) and PHA-E. The letters E
and L indicate these proteins
agglutinate erythrocytes and
leukocytes.
Pill boxes are pill dispensers used in
Akpa ọ́gwụ̀
keeping drugs
Pill count is a kind of strategy that can Ọ̀gụ́gụ́ ọ́gwụ̀
be very helpful for confirming
medication adherence and helping to
reduce the risk of diversion.
The average adult has about 10 pints
of blood in his body. Roughly 1 pint is
given during a donation. A healthy
donor may donate red blood cells
every 56 days, or double red cells
every 112 days. A healthy donor may
donate platelets as few as 7 days apart,
but a maximum of 24 times a year.

Ogo ọ̀bàrà
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Ọ̀wọ̀ PHA.

Akpa ọ́gwụ̀ bụ igbe e ji
edokwa ọgwụ.
Ịgụ mkpụrụ ọgwụ bụ otu ụzọ
nwere ike inye ezigbo aka
n‟ịchọpụta ka onye ọrịa si
añụdebe ọgwụ ya na ibelata
iwega ọgwụ ebe ọzọ.
Okenye ọ bụla nwere ogo
ọbara ruru pantị ọbara iri n‟ahụ
ya. Ihe dị ka naanị otu pantị ka
a na-amịrị mgbe a na-enye
ọ̀bàrà. Ònye ahụ zuru oke
nwere ike inye ọwọ ọ̀bara
mmee kwa ụbọchị iri ise na
isii, ma ọ bụ mkpị ya kwa
ụbọchị otu narị, iri na abụọ.
Onye ahụ zuru oke na-enye
mkpụrụ ọbara nwere ike ime
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nke a kwa ụbọchị asaa mana ọ
gaghị akara ugboro iri abụọ na
anọ kwa n‟afọ.
Azịza ọ̀jalị́ na-ejikwa usoro na
ka ọjali ime ahụ ndị ọzọ si arụ
ọrụ. Ọ ha ka mkpụrụ ube ma
kpọo ̣ isi ala site n‟ukwu ụbụrụ;
obere anụ ahụ kodoro ya. O
nwere akụkụ atọ, ibe akpọta
ihu, nke ndịnetiti na nke n‟azụ.

1195

Pituitary gland

The pituitary gland regulates the
activities of other endocrine glands
and many body processes. It is a peasized gland hanging from the base of
the brain. It is attached by a short
stalk. The pituitary consists of three
parts: anterior lobe, intermediate lobe
and posterior.

Azịza ọ̀jalị́

1196

Placebo

An inactive substance against which
investigational treatments are
compared for efficacy.

Ọ́gwụ̀ obìzu
òkè

Ọ́gwụ̀ obìzu òkè bụ ọgwụ
izugbe nke e ji adịmire ọgwụ
nnwale atụnyere.

1197

Placebo controlled
study

A method of investigation of drugs in
which an inactive substance (the
placebo) is given to one group of
patients, while the drug being tested is
given to another group. The results
obtained in the two groups are then
compared.

Njizi
amụ̀mamụ̀
Obìzu òkè

Nke a bụ usoro nchọcha ebe a
na-enye ofu otu ndị ọrịa ọgwụ
izugbe ma nye otu ndị ọrịa ọzọ
ọgwụ nnwale. E mechaa, a
tụlee adịmire ọgwụ ndị a n‟ahụ
otu abụọ ndị a.

1198

Placebo effect

A physical or emotional change
occurring after a substance is taken or
administered that is not the result of
any special property of the substance.
The change may be beneficial,
reflecting the expectations of the

Nzipụ̀ta obìzu
òkè

Nke a bụ mgbanwe n‟ahụ ma
ọ bụ na mkpatụta na-adapụta
mgbe añu ̣chara ọgwụ, nke naesighi na ya bụ ọgwụ.
Mgbanwe a nwere ike ịba uru
dị ka onye ọrịa ma ọ bụ onye
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patient and, often, the expectations of
the person giving the substance.
The liquid part of the blood and
lymphatic fluid in which the blood
cells are suspended.
Large antibody-producing cells that
develop from B cells.

Mmiri ọ̀bàrà

1199

Plasma

1200

Plasma cells

1201

Plasmapheresis

The selective removal of certain
proteins or antibodies from the blood
(followed by reinjection of the blood).
This process is sometimes used in the
treatment of some peripheral
neuropathies and is an integral part of
passive immunotherapies for HIV.

Nnyòcha
mmiri ọ̀bàrà

1202

Platelets

Ọ̀wọ̀ ọ̀bàrà
mkpụ́kọ̀

1203

Platelets counts

An irregularly shaped disc-like
cytoplasmic fragment of megakaryocyte that is shed in the marrow
sinus and subsequently found in the
peripheral blood, where it functions in
clotting.
This is the number of cytoplasmic
body in the blood that aids in clotting.

1204

Pneumocystis

Pneumocystis jiroveci (previously
classified as Pneumocystis carinii)
causes pneumonia in immuno-

Ọ̀wọ̀ mmiri
ọ̀bàrà

Ọ̀nụ́ ọgụ́ ọ̀wọ̀
ọ̀bàrà
mkpụkọ
Ụdị ọ́rịà ngụ̀
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na-enye ya bụ ọgwụ si tụọ
anya.
Akụkụ mmiri ọ̀bàrà na mmiri
ọ̀wọ̀, nke ọ̀wọ̀ ọ̀bàrà na-adị na
ya.
Ọwọ na-esi n‟ ọwọ B etolite
nke na-emepụta nche ahụ buru
ibu.
Nhọrọ ụfọdụ odozi ahụ ma ọ
bụ nche ahụ na iwepụ ha site
n‟ọbara (nke mgbanyeghachi
ọbara na-esochi). Oge u ̣fọdụ, a
na-eji usoro a agwo ̣ ọrịa agịrị
na-emetụtaghị ụbụrụ; o so
n‟usoro mkpuke e ji akwalite
nche ahụ ndị nwere ONA.
Ọ̀wọ̀ ọ̀bàrà mkpụ́kọ̀ na-adị ka
ọkwa nke na-abanye na ọwa
ụmị ma si ebe ahụ gaa n‟ọbara
dịdebere akpụkpọ ahụ ebe ọ
na-arụ ọrụ mkpụkọ ọbara.
Nke a bụ ole ọwọ ọbara naenye aka na mkpụkọ ọbara dị
n‟ahụ.
Ụdị nje ọrịa ngụ, nke naebunye ndị ọrịa ndị nche ahụ
ha gbadara agbada oyi ngụ
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tụmadị ndị e ji nchamọkụ
àgwό.

suppressed patients, usually following
intensive chemotherapy.
The kind of pneumonia that happens
to people living with HIV/AIDS. OR:
A life-threatening lung infection that
can affect people with weakened
immune systems, such as those
infected with HIV. More than threequarters of all people with HIV
disease will develop PCP if they do
not receive treatment to prevent it.
It is found everywhere in the soil, but
only causes disease in immunosuppressed people (like HIV and
AIDS). Causes fever, a dry cough and
shortness of breath that gets worse
over days to weeks. Can be fatal if not
treated.

Ọ́rịa ǹje oyi
ngụ (ỌNON)

1205

Pneumocystis
Carinii Pneumonia
(PCP)

1206

Pneumocystis
Jiroveci
Pneumonia

1207

Pneumonia

Inflammation of one or both lungs,
Ọ́rịà ngù
with dense areas of lung inflammation.

1208

Poliomyelitis

This is an infectious viral disease
affecting the central nervous system
that causes paralysis.

Nje ọrịa
ỌNON

Ọ́rịà ntụrị
ụ́kwụ́

Nke a bụ ụdị ọrịa ngụ̀ na-eme
ndị nwere ONA/Mmịnwụ. Ma
ọ bụ ọrịa ngụ̀ ọjọọ nwere ike
ime ndị nche ahụ ha adịghị ike,
dị ka ndị nwere ONA. Ihe
karịrị ụzọ atọ n‟ime anọ na ndị
niile nwere ONA ga-enwe
ỌNON ma ọ bụrụ na e nyeghi
ha ọgwụ iji gbochie ya.
A na-ahụ nke a n‟ebe niile
n‟ala mana ọ na-akpata ọrịa
naanị na ndị nche ahụ ha (dị ka
ndị ONA/Mmịnwụ) gbadara
agbada. ọ na-eme ahụ ọkụ,
ụkwara ọkpọ nkụ, ume ọkụ naakawanye njọ. O nwere ike
igbu mmadụ ma ọ bụrụ na a
gwọghị ya.
Ọ̀zịza otu n‟ime ma ọ bụ ngụ̀
abụọ, ya na mkpụ kọ akụkụ
ngụ̀ ọ zachiri.
Nke a bụ ọrịa nje na-efe efe
nke na-emetụta usoro agịrị etiti
(UAE) ma na-akpata mkpọnwụ
akụkụ ahụ.
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1209

Polymerase

1210

Polymerase Chain
Reaction (PCR)

1211

Polyneuritis

1212

Polyvalent vaccine

1213

Porcupine

1214

Postnatal
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Nke ọ bụla n‟ime ngwe nke naakpalite mmebe eriri agbọ
(EA) ma ọ bụ agịrị agbọ (AA)
site n‟iji eriri ma ọ bụ agịrị
agbọ dị adị mere mgbakwasị
ụkwụ.
1. A laboratory process that selects a
1. Usoro nchọpụta na laab nke
Nlele
DNA segment from a mixture of DNA Mmegwa
na-ahọpụta eriri agbọ (EA) site
chains and rapidly replicates it; used to Ịnyagba Ngwe na ịnyagba ngwakọ EA ma
create a large, readily analyzed sample (NMỊN)
mụbata ya; e ji ya ekepụta
of a piece of DNA. It is used in DNA
nnukwu agbọ e nwere ike
fingerprinting and in medical tests to
inyocha. A na-eji ya elele akara
identify diseases from the infectious
aka nakwa inyochapụta ọrịa si
agent‟s DNA. 2. As related to HIV: A
n‟eriri agbọ nje na-efe efe. 2.
sensitive laboratory technique that can
Dị ka o si metụta ONA: Usoro
detect and quantify HIV in a person‟s
nchọpụta ike nwere ike
inyochapụta ma kwuo o ̣hụ ọgụ
blood or lymph node.
ONA dị mmadụ n‟ọbara ma ọ
bụ ọ̀wọ̀ ọbara.
Inflammation of many nerves at once. Ọ̀zị́za agịrị
Ọ̀zị́za ọtụtụ agịrị otu oge.
Any of several enzymes that catalyze
Ụdị Ǹgwe
the formation of DNA or RNA from
precursor substances in the presence of
pre-existing DNA or RNA acting as
templates (i.e. patterns).

A vaccine that is active against
multiple viral strains.
A large rodent covered with long
sharp quills.
Relating to or denoting the period after
childbirth.

Ọ́gwụ̀ ogbu
nnụ nje
Ebì ogwu
Nlekwa
nwaanyị
mụrụ nwa

Ọgwụ mgbochi na-egbochi
ọtụtụ nje.
Nnukwu oke nke ogwu
jupụtara n‟ahụ.
Gbasara ma ọ bụ metụtara oge
a mụchara nwa.
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1215

Post-test
counselling
Premarital
abstinence

This is counselling that is done after
undergoing a HIV test.
This is an act of avoiding having sex
before marriage especially when HIV
status is not certain.

Mgbazi so
nlele
Ǹjụ́ mmekọ́
ndinà tupu
àlụ́malụ́

1217

Premarital HIV
test

Nlele ONA
tupu àlụmalụ́

1218

Precautionary
quarantine

1219

Precaution

This is a condition of going for HIV
test to know one‟s status before
marriage.
This is an act of temporarily isolating
for observation an asymptomatic
individual who is suspected of having
a contagious disease.
A measure taken beforehand to ward
off evil or secure good or success;
precautionary act; as to take
precautions against risks of accident.

1220

Precursor cells

Cells from which other cells are
formed by natural processes.

Ọ̀wọ̀ ǹsìrìpu

1221

Pregnancy

The state of carrying a developing
embryo or foetus within the female
body.

Ime

Ọnọdụ ibu àkwà nwa ma ọ bụ
nwa n‟afọ ime.

1222

Pregnant

Carrying a developing foetus within
the body.

Adị́mime

Ọnọdụ adịmime ime nwa.

1216

Mkpàchàra
anya chere
mara
Nkwụcha

Nke a bụ ndụmọdụ a na-enye
ma e mechaa nlele ONA.
Nke a bụ ịgha inwe mmekọ
edine tupu mmadụ a lu ̣o ̣ di ma
ọ bụ nwaanyị tụmadị mgbe
mmadụ amaghị ma o nwere
ONA ma ọ bụ na o nweghi.
Nke a bụ ime nlele ONA iji
mata ọnọdụ enwem ONA tupu
a lụọ di na nwunye.
Nke a bụ ike nkwụcha (tụmadị
idebe mmadụ n‟ebe chere
mara) gbasara ihe ntụmadị
nwere ike ịdapụta.
Ihe emere tupu ihe eme iji
kwachapụ ajọ ihe ma ọbụ
nweta ezigbo ihe ma ọ bụ
mmeri; ike nkwụcha;
ịkpachapụ anya megide ihe
ọghọm ma ọ bụ mberede.
Nne ọ̀wọ̀ ndị ọzọ.
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1223

Pregnant woman

1224

Prescription

1225

President’s
Emergency Plan
for AIDS Relief
(PEPFAR)

1226

Pre-test
counselling
Prevalence

1227

1228

Prevention of
Mother-to-Child
Transmission

1229

Preventive medical
services

A woman carrying a developing
embryo or foetus.
A written order issued by a physician
or other qualified practitioners that
authorizes a pharmacist to supply a
specific medication for a patient, with
instructions on its use.
This is a United States governmental
initiative to address the global
HIV/AIDS epidemic and help save the
lives of those suffering from the
disease, primarily in Africa.
This is counselling that is done before
going for a test.
A measure of the proportion of people
in a population affected with a
particular disease at a given time.
Prevention of mother-to-child
transmission (PMTCT) programmes
provide antiretroviral treatment to
HIV-positive pregnant women to stop
their infants from acquiring the virus.
These are services to prevent people
from getting sick and detecting
diseases and conditions before they
become serious.

Nwaanyị dị
ime
Ndepụta
ọgwụ
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Nwaanyị dị ime.

Akwụkwọ dibịa bèkee ma ọ bụ
onye tozuru etozu depụtara
ọgwụ nke na-enye ọkụ ọgwụ
ikike iresi onye ọrịa ọgwụ dị
añaa ya na usoro o ̣ñu ̣ñu ̣ ya.
Nke a bụ atụmatụ gọvment
Àtụmatụ
Amerika wepụtara iji bagide
Enyemaka
Gbanụ Gbanụ mfesasị ONA/Mmịnwụ n‟ụwa
ma nyee aka zọpụta ndị na-arịa
nke Onye isi
ọrịa ndị a, ọkachasị n‟Afrịka.
Amerika
(AEGOIA)
Nke a bụ ndụmọdụ a na-enye
Mgbazi tupu
tupu e mee nlele.
nlele
Ntụ ogo ndị mmadụ ọrịa dị
Ogo njụ́pụ̀ta
añaa metụtara n‟obodo n‟oge
dị añaa.
Atụmatụ mgbochi ọrịa isi na
Mgbochi nke
Mbufe Nne na nne fere nwa na-enye ụmụ
nwaanyị dị ime nwere ONA
Nwa
ọgwụ ONA iji gbochie ụmụ ha
inweta ya bụ nje.
Ndị a bu ̣ ọgwụgwọ a na-enye
Ọ́gwụ́gwọ́
iji gbochie ndị mmadụ ịda ọrịa
mgbòchi
na ịchọpụta ọrịa na ọnọdụ ha
tupu ha adị njọ.
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1230

Preventive vaccine

The branch of vaccines whose main
aim is the prevention of diseases.

Ọ́gwụ̀
mgbòchi

1231

Primary
caregivers

Ndị ọ́rụ́ àhụ́
ike ogbè

1232

Primates

1233

Proctitis

A primary caregiver is the person who
takes primary responsibility for
someone who cannot care fully for
themselves. It may be a family
member, a trained professional or
another individual. Depending on
culture there may be various members
of the family engaged in care.
A member of an order of mammals
with a large brain and complex hands
and feet, including humans, apes, and
monkeys.
Inflammation of the rectum.

1234

Prodrome

1235

Progenitor

1236

Prognosis

The forecast of the probable outcome
or course of a disease.

Amụma

1237

Progressive
Multifocal
Leukoencephalopa
thy (PML)

PML is a rare and usually fatal viral
disease characterized by progressive
damage (-pathy) or inflammation of
the white matter (leuko-) of the brain

Ọ́rịà izi ọbara
nganihu

A symptom that indicates the onset of
a disease.
Parent or ancestor.

Anụ́ ogo elu

Ọ́rịa ọ́nụ́
òtùlè
Ngosi mbido
ọ́rịà
Nsìrìpu

Ụdị ọgwụ ọgbụgba nke
ebumnuche ya bụ mgbochi
ọrịa.
Ndị a bụ ndị ọ bụ ọrụ ha ilekwa
ndị ezi na ụlọ na-enweghi ike
inyere onwe ha aka.

Ụdị anụmanụ nwere ọgụgụ isi
ogo elu aka na ụkwụ ukwu,
tinyere mmadụ, ọzọdịmgba na
enwe.
Òkukό ọnụ òtùlè.
Nsireme na-egosi mbido ọrịa.
Nne, nna ma ọ bụ ndị ichie.
Ibu amụma gbasara ihe nwere
ike ịdapụta ma ọ bụ etu ọrịa
ga-esi mee mmadụ.
Oke órịà izi ọbara naagawanye n‟ihu. Ọ bụ nje JC
na-ebute ya.
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(-encephalo-) at multiple locations
(multifocal). It is caused by the JC
virus, which is harmless except in
cases of weakened immune systems.
Any means taken to prevent disease,
such as immunization against
diphtheria or whooping cough or
fluoridation to prevent dental decay in
children.

Mgbòchi ọ́rịà

1238

Prophylaxis

1239

Prostitution

This is the exchange of sex for money.
The majority of prostitutes are women
who sell their services to men. There
are some men also who sell their
services.

1240

Protease

An enzyme that hydrolyses (i.e. breaks Ụdị ngwe
down) proteins to their component
peptides.

1241

Protease inhibitors

HIV protease is an aspartyl enzyme
Ògbochi ngwe
essential to the replicative life cycle of
HIV. The three-dimensional molecular
structure of the HIV protease has been
fully determined. Pharmaceutical
developers are therefore able to
rationally design compounds to inhibit

Ọgbụgba
akwụna
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Ụzọ ọ bụla e jiri gbochi ọrịa, dị
ka ọgbụgba ọgwụ mgbochi
megide ọrịa ntụhịọ, ụkwara
ọkpọ tịkọ tịkọ, na itinye
nchekwa eze iji gbochie eze
ure n‟ụmụaka.
Nke a bụ iji mmekọ
ndinà/edine achụ ego. Imirikiti
na ndị akwụna bụ ụmụ
nwaanyị ndị ụmụ nwoke naedine na-akwụ ụgwọ. E
nwekwara ụfọdụ ụmụ nwoke
bụ akwụna.
Ụdị ngwe na-egweri odozi ahụ
ka dị na mkpụrụ na mkpụrụ ya.
Ngwe ONA bụ ụdịngwe
dịmkpa n‟ịmụbawanye ONA.
A chọpụtala na nje ONA naadịkọ ọnụ atọ atọ. Ndị ọkụ
nweziri ike kụpụta ọgwụ nwere
ike igbochi ya ma bibie ike o
nwere ịmụbawanye.
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1242

Protective barriers

1243

Protein

1244

Protocol

1245

Protoplasm

1246

Protozoa

1247

Provider-Initiated
Testing and
Counselling
(PITC)

it and thus interfere with the
replication of the virus.
Any material that constitutes a shield
for reducing the risk of exposure to
harm.
One of the three nutrients used as
energy sources (calories) by the body.
A protein molecule is a complex
structure made up of one or more
chains of amino acids which are linked
by peptide bonds.
The detailed plan for a clinical trial
that states the trial‟s rationale,
purpose, drug or vaccine dosages,
length of study, routes of administration, who may participate and other
aspects of trial design.
A general term for the colloidal
complex of protein that constitutes the
living material of a cell. It includes
cytoplasm and nucleoplasm.
A group of one-celled animals. Some
protozoa can cause human disease.
Screening for HIV infection that
occurs on the recommendation of a
health care provider such as a doctor
or nurse.

Ngwa
mgbochi ahụ
Nriahụ́

Usòrò
ǹsìmeme
nchọcha

Mmiri ọ̀wọ̀

Ǹje Àrịkwa

Mgbazi na
Nlele Oweta
(MNO)

Ngwa mgbochi nke ndị ọrụ
ahụ-ike na-eji echekwa onwe
ha na nje ọrịa.
Otu n‟ime ụdị nri atọ ahụ e si
na ha enweta ike. Mkpụrụ
odozi ahụ dị n‟ukwu na
n‟ịnyagba nke nkwụkọ mkpụrụ
odozi ahụ mejupụtara.
Nke a bụ nkọwasị etu a ga-esi
mee nnwale ọgwụ nke gụnyere
mkpatara ya, mbunuche ya, ntụ
na ọnụ ọgwụ, oge nchọcha gaewe, etu a ga-esi nye ọgwụ, ndị
nwere ike isonye n‟ihe ndị ọzọ.
Aha izugbe a na-akpọ ukwu
mmanụ odozi ahụ nke
mejupụtara ọwọ dị ndụ; ọ
gụnyere ụmị na ahụ ya.
Otu ụmụ anụmanụ nwere otu
ὸwὸ. Ụfọdụ nje arịkwa nwere
ike ibunye mmadụ ọrịa.
Nlele maka ONA nke onye
dibịa si ka e mee.
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Pruritic papular eruption of HIV
(human immunodeficiency virus) is
often reported as the most common
rash seen in HIV infection.
A virus-like particle.

Mgbapu ọ́kọ́
(PPE)

Mgbapụ ọkọ ka na-akọwa
pụtakarịrị ihe akpụkpa ahu naabụkasị ndị nwere ONA.

Ndịka nje

Mkpụrụ ihe yitere nje.

Psoriasis

Psoriasis is a long-lasting autoimmune
disease characterized by patches of
abnormal skin. These skin patches are
typically red, itchy, and scaly.

Ǹra

1251

Public Health
Service (PHS)

Ndị ọrụ ahụike obodo

1252

Public Health
Specialists

The Public Health Service (PHS) is
the operating division of
the Health and Human
Services Department (HHS)
responsible for promoting the
protection and advancement of the
American population's physical and
mental well-being.
Experts in the overall health of the
community.

Nke a bụ ọrịa metụtara
nchekwa onwe nke na-afịkọ
akpụkpọ ahụ. Mfịkọ akpụkpọ
ahụ ndị a na-acha mmee mmee,
na-akọ ọkọ ma na-ewocha
ewocha.
Ngalaba na-ahụ maka nkwalite
ahụ-ike ndi ̣mmadu ̣ n‟obodo
Amerika.

1253

Public health
workers

1248

Pruritic Papular
Eruption (PPE)

1249

Pseudovirion

1250

Community health workers (CHWs)
are frontline public health
workers who have a close
understanding of the community they
serve.

Ọkachamara
n’ahụ-ike
obodo
Ndị ọrụ ahụike obodo

Ọkachamara n‟ahụ-ike ọha na
eze.
Ndị akpụka ọrụ ahụ-ike
n‟obodo, ndị ghọtara ka ihe si
kwụrụ n‟obodo ha na-arụ ọrụ
na ya.
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1254

Pulmonary

Pertaining to the lungs.

Gbasara ǹgụ̀

Gbasara ngụ̀.

1255

Pulmonary artery

Either of two arteries that carry blood
in need of oxygen from the right side
of the heart to the lungs.

Okpòrò ǹgụ̀

Nke ọ bụla n‟ime okpòrò abụọ
na-ebuga ọbara chọrọ ikuku
ndụ site n‟akanri mkpụrụobi
gaa na ngụ.

1256

Pulmonary edema

Accumulation of fluid in the lungs.

Ọzịza ngù ̣

Nke a bụ ọrịa mgbakọ mmiri
ọbara na ngụ.

1257

Pulmonary valve

A device that controls the movement
of liquids or gases through pipes or
other passages by opening or closing
of the channels.

Amị obi

Ngwa na-ejizi ngarube mmiri
na ikuku site n‟opi na oghere
ahụ sitere na mmechi ma o ̣ bu ̣
imeghere ọwa dị iche iche
n‟ahụ.

1258

Pulmonary vein

One of the four veins that carry
oxygen-rich blood from the lungs to
the left side of the heart.

Akwara obi

Otu n‟ime akwara obi anọ naeburu ọbara jupụtara n‟ikuku
ndụ site na ngụ̀ gaa n‟akụkụ
akaèkpè mkpụrụobi.

1259

Pulse

The regular expansion and contraction
of an artery, caused by the heart
pumping blood through the body. It
can be felt through an artery that is
near the surface such as the one in the
wrist on the same side as the thumb.

Ǹkụ́ ọ̀bàrà

Ikò na ijikọ okporo kwa mgbe
kwa mgbe nke ihe na-akpata ya
bụ inuga ọbara n‟akụkụ ahụ
niile. E nwere ike ịhụta ya site
n‟okporo nọdebere elu ahụ dị
ka nke dị na njibi aka, nọ n‟otu
akụkụ ka isi aka.

1260

Pulse rate

Number of peripheral arterial
pulsations palpated in a minute.

Ogo ǹkụ́
ọ̀bàrà

Ogo ǹkụ́ ọ̀bàrà okporo n‟otu
nkeji.
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1261

Purpura

1262

Pyrazinamide

1263

Quarantine

1264

Randomized trial

1265

Rape

1266

Rapid Diagnostic
Test (RDT)

1267

Rapid feedback

This is any of several diseases
characterized by small haemorrhages
under the skin.
Pyrazinamide is a drug used to treat
tuberculosis. The drug is largely
bacteriostatic, but can be bacteriocidal
on actively replicating tuberculosis
bacteria.
Enforced isolation of people or
animals that may have been exposed
to a contagious or infectious disease,
e.g. when entering a country.

Nkwọ́cha
mpeka

A study in which participants are
randomly assigned to either a
treatment arm or placebo arm of a
clinical trial.
The crime of using force to have
sexual intercourse with somebody.

Nhọrọ
tụ̀mbọm
tụmbọm

This is a fast test taken to find out
what kind of disease a person has.

Ọgwụ̀ ụkwarà
ntà

Chetụ mara

Ndine n’ike

Nlele
nchọ́pụ̀ta
ọ́sịịsọ́
Rapid-feedback evaluation is a method Nzaghachi
to improve the retention rates of an
ngwa ngwa
HIV/AIDS health care intervention.
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Nke a bụ nke ọ bụla n‟ime ọrịa
na-agba mmadụ ọbara ọ̀bàrà
n‟ime ahụ.
Pyrazinamide bụ ọ́gwụ̀ e ji
àgwọ ụkwarà ntà. Ọ́gwụ a naebèlata mmụba nje, mana o
nwekwara ike igbu nje ụkwara
nta na-amụbawanye.
Mkpọpụ mmadụ ma ọ bụ
anụmanụ nwere ike metụta ọrịa
na-efe efe ma ọ bụ onye nwere
ya, d.k. mgbe a na-abanye
n‟obodo ọzọ.
Nke a bụ nchọcha nke e ji
usoro tụmbọm tụmbọm etinye
ndị nsonye n‟otu nnwale ma ọ
bụ otu ntụnyere.
Arụrụ ala gụnyere iji ike
manye mmadụ na mmekọrịta
edine.
Nke a bụ nlele a na-eme ọsịịsọ
iji chọpụta ụdịrị ọrịa mmadụ
nwere.
Nlele nzaghachi ngwa ngwa bụ
ụzọ e ji akwalite ogo ncheta
ụdị enyemaka ONA/Mmịnwụ e
nyeelara.
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1268

Rapid test kit

1269

Rash

1270

Reactive test

1271

Reactogenicity

1272

Receptor

1273

Recipient

1274

Recombinant

1275

Rectum

These are the materials used for
actualizing same-day result test.
A temporary eruption on the skin,
usually typified by reddening − either
discrete red spots or generalized
reddening − which may be
accompanied by itching.
When a test sample for HIV is positive
(HIV infected), it is called a reactive
test.
The capacity to produce adverse
reactions.
A molecule on the surface of a cell
that serves as a recognition or binding
site for antigens, antibodies or other
cellular or immunological
components.
In medicine, someone who receives
something from a donor, such as a
blood transfusion or a kidney
transplant.
An organism whose genome contains
integrated genetic material from a
different organism.
The last 6 to 8 inches of the large
intestine. The rectum stores faeces
until defecation.

Akpa ngwa
nlele ọ́sịịsọ́
Ọ́kọ́

Ndi¸a bu ̣ akpa ngwa nlele
ọ́sịịsọ́.
Etuto n‟akpụkpọ ahụ nke gaeme ka ọ chaa mmee mmee n‟otu ebe ma ọ bụ ebe niile nke
nwere ike ịkọ ọkọ.

Mpụ̀tàrà
n’ogè nlele

Nke a bụ mgbe nlele gosiri na
onye e lelere nwere nje ONA.

Enwemike
nchekwa
Ọwọ̀ nnabàta

Onwunwe ike ịjụ nnabata ihe.

Ọnata

Nke a bụ mkpụrụ dị n‟elu ahụ
ọ̀wọ̀ nke na-arụ orụ ịmata ma ọ
bụ ebe omebe nche ahụ, ọgwụ
na ọwọ nchekwa ahụ ndị ọzọ
na-amakọ.
N‟amụmamụ ọgwụgwọ, onye
na-anata onyee ihe dị ka ọbara
ma akụrụ.

Ǹkà ndụ̀ aka
mèrè

Ihe dị ndụ nke agbọ ya si
n‟agbọ aka mere.

Akpa nsị

Akụkụ eriri afọ nnukwu
ikpeazụ dị n‟agbata inchis isii
ruo asatọ. Akpa nsị na-ebu nsị
tutuu anyụpụ ya.
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1276

Red blood cell

Any red-coloured cell in blood that
contains haemoglobin and carries
oxygen to the tissues.

Ọ̀wọ̀ ọ̀bàrà
mmee

Ọwọ ọbara ọ bụla na-acha
mmee mmee nke nwere ọbara
ndụ mana-ebuga ikuku ndụ
n‟anụ ahụ.

1277

Red zone

A particular area that is prone to
infectious disease.

Ogbè ọ́rịa

Ebe dị añaa ọrịa ofufe naabanyekarị.

1278

Redness of the eye

This is a condition by which the eyes
become hyperaemic and appears to
turn red.

Anya
ǹchamọ́bàrà

Nke a bụ ọrịa nke na-eme ka
mkpụrụ anya na-acha ọbara
ọbara.

1279

Referral form

A document for directing a patient to
an appropriate specialist or agency for
definitive treatment.

Kaadị nnyefè

Fọm e ji eziga onye ọrịa n‟aka
ọkammụta n‟ụlọ ọgwụ ọzọ
maka nchọpụta na ọgwụgwọ
ọrịa dị añaa.

1280

Regulatory genes

1281

Regulatory T cells

As related to HIV: Three regulatory
Ọ̀wọ̀ T njikwa
HIV genes − tat, rev and nef − and
three so-called auxiliary genes − vif,
vpr and vpu − contain information for
the production of proteins that control
(i.e. regulate) the virus‟s ability to
infect a cell, produce new copies of
the virus or cause disease.
T cells that direct other immune cells
Ọ̀wọ̀ T
to perform special functions. The chief Njikwa
regulatory cell, the CD4+ T cell or T
helper cell, is HIV‟s chief target. See
also CD4 (T4) or CD4+ cells; T cells.

Ka o gbasata ONA: agbọ njizi
ONA atọ − tat, rev na nef −
na agbọ nnyemaka atọ − vif,
vpr na vpu; ha ji agwara e ji
emebeta odozi ahụ nke na-ejizi
ike nje nwere ike banye n‟ọwọ
mụbanwanye ma ọ bụ kpata
ọrịa.
Ọ̀wọ̀ T na-amànye ọwọ nche
ahụ ndị ọzọ ka ha rụo ̣ ọrụ pụrụ
iche. Nke bụ isi ha, ya bụ ọwọ
CD4+T ma ọ bụ ọwọT
nnyemaka bụ nke nje ONA naebu n‟uche ka o nweta. Hụ kwa
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CD4 (T4) ma ọ bụ ọwọ CD4+
na ọwọ T.
Rejection by family is the physical and Mmapụ̀ èzi nà Ọjụjụ ezi na ụlọ bụ nchụpụ ma
or emotional distancing between at
ọ bụ enweghi mmekọrịta dị
ụ́lọ̀
least two family members in an
n‟etiti opekata mpe ndị ezi na
arrangement which is usually
ụlọ abụọ n‟ebe opekata mpe
considered unsatisfactory by at least
otu onye n‟ime ha kwenyere na
one involved party.
nke a ezighi ezi.

1282

Rejection by
family

1283

Relapse of Ebola
disease

Little is known about Ebola relapse
because this is considered to be rare.
Severe, sudden illness associated with
the detection of the Ebola virus in the
body of a person who has recovered
from an initial infection was first
documented in 2015.

Mbịaghachi
ọrịa Ebola

Amachaghị ihe gbasara
mbịaghachi ọrịa Ebola.

1284

Relapsing fever

An acute infectious disease caused by
spirochetes of the genus borrelia and
transmitted by the bite of the genus
ornithodoros and of body lice.

Mbịaghachi
ahụ́ ọ́kụ́

Ajọ ọrịa ahụ ọkụ na-efe efe nke
akọrọ na igwu na-atanye
mmadụ nje n‟ahụ.

1285

Remissions

The lessening of the severity or
Nlamọ́rịa
duration of outbreaks of a disease, or
the abatement (diminution in degree or
intensity) of symptoms altogether over
a period of time.

Mbèlata ike ọrịa ma ọ bụ oge
ndapụta ọrịa, ma ọ bụ nkwụsị
(mbèlata n‟ogo ma ọ bụ
nchamọkụ) nsireme niile ka
ogologo oge gasịrị.

1286

Renal

Pertaining to the kidneys.

Gbàsara àkụ̀rụ̀.

Gbàsara
àkụ̀rụ̀
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1287

Replacement
feeding

Alternate to breastfeeding.

1288

Replication

A turning back, repetition, duplication, Mmụ́ba
reproduction. It is a process by which
DNA makes copies of itself when the
cell divides. The two strands of the
DNA molecule unwind and each
strand directs the synthesis of a new
strand complementary to itself.

1289

Reproductive
health

Reproductive health is defined as a
state of physical, mental, and social
well-being in all matters relating to the
reproductive system, at all stages of
life.

Ahụ-ike
mmụba

1290

Resistance

The degree of immunity that the body
possesses: a measure of its ability to
withstand disease.

Anabàtàghị

1291

Respiratory arrest

Respiratory failure is inadequate gas
exchange by the respiratory system,
with the result that levels of arterial
oxygen, carbon dioxide or both cannot
be maintained within their normal
ranges.

Nkwụ́sị́/nsògb
uǹkùmume

Nri nnọchi
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Ụdị nri ọzọ na-abụghị mmiri
ara.
Nlaghachị azụ, mmekwa ọzọ,
mmụbata na mmụwanye. Nke
a bụ ụzọ eriri agbọ (EA) ji
amụbata onwe ya ma ọwọ ya
kewaa. Ahịrị mkpụrụ eriri agbọ
na-atọghe; nke ọ bụla n‟ime ha
na-amụbata nke ọhụrụ wee
mejupụta onwe ya.
Ahụ-ike mmụba bụ ọnọdụ
inwe ahụ zuru oke ma n‟ime
ahụ, echiche na mmekọrịta
mmadụ na ibe ya n‟okwu
gbasara ọmụmụ n‟agba ndụ
mmadụ niile.
Ogo nchekwa nke ahụ nwere:
ntụ nnwemike o ji echekwa
ahụ mgbe ọrịa bịara.
Nke a bụ enwelighi ike
gbanwekọrịta ikuku n‟usoro
nkumume nke mere na e
nwekwaghị ike ichekwa ogo
ikuku ndụ, ikuku ọjọọ ma ọ bụ
nke ha abụọ ka o si kwesi
ekwesi.
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1292

Response to Ebola

The way in which the body or part of
the body reacts to the symptoms of
Ebola.

Nzaghachị
Ebola

Ụzọ ahụ ma ọ bụ akụkụ ahụ si
egosipụta ka Ebola si eme.

1293

Response to
HIV/AIDS

The way in which the body or part of
the body reacts to the disease of
HIV/AIDS.

Nzaghachị
ONA

Ụzọ ahụ ma ọ bụ akụkụ ahụ si
egosipụta ka ONA/Mmịnwụ si
eme.

1294

Reston Ebolavirus

Reston virus is one of five known
viruses within the genus Ebola- virus.
Reston virus causes Ebola virus
disease in non-human primates; unlike
the other four ebolaviruses, it is not
known to cause disease in humans, but
has caused asymptomatic infections.
Reston virus was first described in
1990 as a new "strain" of Ebola
virus (EBOV).

Ebola Reston

Nke a bu ̣ otu n‟ime nje Ebola
ise e nwere. Ebola Reston pu ̣ru ̣
iche n‟u ̣di ̣Ebola ndi ̣o ̣zo ̣ maka
na o ̣ bu ̣ so ̣ ya na-akpata o ̣riạ
Ebola n‟u ̣mu ̣ anu ̣manu ̣. A
mataghị ma ọ na-ebutere ndi ̣
mmadụ ọrịa.

1295

Reticuloendothelial cells

A system of interstitial cells that
includes all the phagocytic cells,
which trap and consume foreign
agents, except the leukocytes
circulating in the bloodstream. This
system forms a network throughout
the body and is another of the body‟s
defence systems against invading
organisms in the connective tissues of
the body.

Ọ̀wọ̀ akwarà

Nke a bụ ọdịdị ọwọ gụnyere
ogbu nje niile na-ejide nje ma
rie ha; bere so ̣ ọwọ ọbara naerugharị n‟iyi ọbara. Usoro a
gbara ahụ niile okirikiri wee
bụrụ usoro nche ahụ ọzọ
megide nje chọrọ ịbanye
mmadụ n‟anụ ahụ.
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1296

Retina

Light-sensitive tissue at the back of
the eye that transmits visual impulses
via the optic nerve to the brain.

Ụmị̀ anya

Anụ ahụ dị n‟azụ anya nke e ji
ahụ ụzọ site n‟agịrị ahụ mụzọ
ma na-ezigara ụbụrụ ihe ọ
hụrụ.

1297

Retinitis

Inflammation of the retina, linked in
AIDS to CMV infection. Untreated, it
can lead to blindness.

Ọzị́za ụ̀mị̀
anya

Ọzị́za ụmị anya nke nje
Mmịnwụ na ọrịa CMV naakpata. O nwere ike ikpù
mmadụ isì ma ọ bụrụ na a
gwọghị ya.

1298

Reused syringe

Non-smart syringes that have been
used once before for any purpose and
re-introduced for use again with or
without sterilization.

Ntụtụ e jiri
gbaa ọgwụ
ugboro
ugboro

Ntụtụ e jiri gbaa ọgwụ ugboro
ugboro n‟esigbughi ̣nje di ̣na
ya.

1299

Rev

One of the regulatory genes of the
HIV virus. Three HIV regulatory
genes − tat, rev and nef-and three socalled auxiliary genes − vif, vpr and
vpu − contain information necessary
for the production of proteins that
control the virus‟s ability to infect a
cell, produce new copies of the virus
or cause disease.

Ụdị àgbọ

Otu n‟ime agbọ njikwa nje
ONA. E nwere ụdị agbọ njizi
atọ – tat. rev na nef na agbọ
nnemaka atọ – vif, vpr na vpu
– ha bu agwara maka mmebeta
odozi ahụ na-ejizi ike nje
nwere ịmụbata ma ọ bụ kpata
ọrịa.

1300

Reverse
transcriptase

An enzyme that permits DNA to be
made, using RNA as the template. An
enzyme found mainly in retroviruses
that catalyses the synthesis of DNA

Ǹgwe mmebe
eriri agbọ

Ngwe na-ekwe ka e mebeta
eriri agbọ site n‟iji agịrị agbọ
dị ka ntụzi aka. Ọ bụ nje a naahụ karị na ONA na-akpalite
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mmebe eriri agbọ site n‟agịrị
agbọ. Ọ na-eme ka agịrị agbọ
nje makọọ n‟obudo eriri agbọ.

from RNA. It enables the viral RNA to
be integrated into the host DNA.
1301

Rhesus factor

A group of antigens that may or may
not be present on the surface of the
blood cells. It forms the basis of the
rhesus blood group system. Most
people have the rhesus factor, i.e. they
have Rh-positive.

Ọbàrà Rhesus

Òtù òmebe nche ahụ nwere ike
ịdị n‟elu ahụ ὸwὸ ọbara ma
nwee ike ghara ịdị; ọ bụ ya ka
e ji ekewa ụdịdị ọbara. Imirikiti
mmadụ nwere ya; ya bụ na ha
nwere-Rh.

1302

Rhesus negative

The absence of Rhesus factor on the
surface of an individual‟s blood cells.

Enweghi
Resus

Ndị na-enweghi Rhesus n‟ ὸwὸ
ọbara ha.

1303

Rhesus positive

The presence of Rhesus factor on the
surface of an individual‟s blood cells.

Nnwere Resus

Onwunwe Rhesus n‟elu ahụ
ὸwὸ ọbara.

1304

Rheumatic fever

A non-contagious acute fever marked
by inflammation and pain in the joints.
It chiefly affects young people and is
caused by a streptococcal infection.

Ụdị àhụ́ ọ́kụ́

Oke ahu ̣-ọkụ nke anaghị efe
efe, nke e ji ọzị́za na ahu ̣ mgbu
mara. Ọ na-arịakarị ụmụaka.

1305

Ribonucleic acid
(RNA)

A nucleic acid, found mostly in the
cytoplasm of cells, which is important
in the synthesis of proteins. The
amount of RNA varies from cell to
cell. RNA, like the structurally similar
DNA, is a chain made up of subunits
called nucleotides. In protein
synthesis, messenger RNA (mRNA)
replicates the DNA code for a protein

Agịrị àgbọ

Nke a bụ ụmị mmiri mmụo ̣ a
na-ahụ n‟ọwọ nke dị nnukwu
mkpa n‟ịgwakọ odozi ahụ.
Agịrị agbọ ole dị n‟ọwọ dị iche
site n‟ ὸwὸ gaa n‟ ὸwὸ. Dị ka
eriri agbọ yiri ya, agịrị agbọ bụ
ịnyagba ụmị ọwọ. Na ngwakọ
odozi ahụ, agịrị agbọ oje ozi
(AAO) na-amụbata eriri agbọ
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and moves to sites in the cell called
ribosomes.
A cytoplasmic organelle composed of
ribonucleic acid and protein that
functions in the synthesis of protein.
Ribosomes interact with messenger
RNA and transfer RNA to join
together amino acid units into a polypeptide chain according to the
sequence determined by the genetic
code.
Rifampicin, also known as rifampin, is
an antibiotic used to treat a number of
bacterial infections.

Mpụ̀ta nri
anụ́ ọ̀wọ̀
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maka odozi ahụ ọ bụla nke gaaga n‟ọnọdụ ya n‟ime ọwọ a
na-akpọ nri anụ ọwọ.
Akụkụ ọwọ nke agịrị ọwọ na
odozi ahụ mejupụ tara; ọ naarụ ọrụ n‟ịgbaze odozi ahụ. Nrị
anụ ọwọ na agịrị agbọ oje ozi
(AAO) na-arụkọ wee bufe agịrị
agbọ ka ya na ngwa ndozi ahụ
jikọọ ka akara agbọ ya si tụzie
aka.

1306

Ribosome

1307

Rifampicin

1308

Right auricle (of
the heart)

The right auricle of the heart is a
Uji obi aka
small, cone-shaped pouch which
nri
comes out from the upper and front
part of the atrium and overlaps the root
of the aorta. It is muscular, and pumps
deoxygenated blood from the
bloodstream into the heart's right
ventricle.

Uji mkpụrụ obi. Nke a bụ uji
na-arụ ọrụ dị ka ọdọnọ ọbara si
na mkpụrụ obi.

1309

Right ventricule

The right ventricle pumps blood
received from the vanae cavae (via the
right atrium) into the pulmonary
artery.

Akụkụ obi nke na-enuga ọbara
si na vana kave gaa n‟okporo
ngụ.

Ọ́gwụ̀ ụ́kwarà
ntà
Rifampisin

Akụkụ obi
nke mbupụ
ikuku

Rifampisin, nke a makwara dị
ka rifampin, bụ ogbu nje e ji
àgwό ọtụtụ ọrịa nje.
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1310

Risk
communication

1311

Risk factor

1312

Risk reduction

The process by which national and
local government authorities provide
information to the public in an understandable, timely, transparent and
coordinated manner before, during and
after a crisis; also promotes effective
exchange of information and opinion
among scientists, public health and
veterinary experts during the alert
phase to better assess, manage and
coordinate preparedness and response
activities.
Something that increases a person‟s
chances of developing a diseases, such
as a habit (cigarette smoking) or
exposure to some environmental
hazards, that leads the individual
concerned to have a greater likelihood
of developing an illeness.
In epidemiology, risk reduction can be
absolute or relative.The absolute risk
reduction is the change in the risk of
an outcome of a given treatment or
activity in relation to a comparison
treatment or activity. The relative risk
reduction is a measure calculated by
dividing the absolute risk reduction by
the control event rate.

Mgbasa ozi
ntinye isi

Ọnọdụ
mmụba ọrịa
n’ahụ

Mbèlata
ọ̀ghọ́m

Usoro ndị ọrụ ngalaba
gọvmenti dị iche iche si ezisara
ọha na eze ozi n‟ụzọ a gaaghọta, n‟ezi oge, n‟ụzọ doro
anya e jikọrọ ofụma tupu,
n‟ime mgbe ọgba aghara dapụ
tasịrị. Ọ na-akwalitekwa
mgbasakọrịta ozi n‟etiti ndị
nchọpụta, ndị ọrụ ahụ-ike
n‟oge ihe egwu iji tụle, jikwa
na hazie nkwadobe na mbagide
ihe ndapụta ọ bụla.
Ihe na-akwalite ohere inweta
ọrịa. Dị ka mmamahụ (ise
siga), ma ọ bụ akpachaghị anya
nye ọnọdụ gburu gburu nke
nwere ike ịkwalite ohere onye
a na-ekwu nwere ike inweta
ọrịa.
N‟ọmụmụ mfesà ọrịa, mbèlata
ọ̀ghọm nwere ike bụrụ mmezu
ma ọ bụ nke abụghị mmezu.
Mmezu mbèlata ọ̀ghọm bụ
mgbanwe mpụtara ọgwụgwọ
nke e nyere maọbụ mmereme.
Nke emezughị mbèlata ọghọm
ahụ bụ nke agbakọrọ site
n‟ikèwa mmezu mbèlata
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ọ̀ghọm e mere site na njikwa
ogo mmèmme.
Ritonavi (RTV) bụ ọgwụ ONA
a na-añụkọ ya na ndị ọzọ iji
gwọọ ONA/mmịnwụ.
Ọgwụgwọ ngwakọ a ka a naakpọ ọgwụgwọ ONA dị
nnukwu ike (ỌODNI). Ọtụtụ
oge, a na-agwakọ obere ọnụ
ọgwụ a na ọgwụ mgbochi nje.

1313

Ritonavir (RTV)

Ritonavir (RTV) is an antiretro-viral
medication used along with other
medications to treat HIV/AIDS. This
combination treatment is known
as highly active antiretroviral
therapy (HAART). Often, a low dose
is used with other protease inhibitors.

Ọ́gwụ̀
Ritonavi

1314

Roots of infection

A root canal procedure is performed
when the nerve of the tooth becomes
infected or the pulp becomes
damaged.

Ntọala mbute
ọrịa

A na-achọpụta ụzọ ntọala ọrịa
mgbe eze na-ègbú mmadụ
ḿgbu ma ọ bụ mgbe e merụrụ
anyụrụ ahụ.

1315

Rubella

An acute contagious disease that is
milder than typical measles but is
damaging to a baby when occurring
early in pregnancy. Can cause a flulike disease with joint pain in adults.

Akpàtà/
àrụ̀bara

Ajọ ọrịa na-efe èfè na-erughị
ka arụbara mana ọ dị njọ n‟ahụ
nwa e bu n‟afọ tụmadị nwa ka
abanyere ọhụrụ. O nwere ike
ibute ajọ ahụ -ọkụ na mgbu
njibi na ndị okenye.

1316

Ryan white CARE
act

The Ryan White Comprehensive
AIDS Resources Emergency (CARE)
Act of 1990 represents the largest
dollar investment made by the US
Congress to date specifically for the
provision of services for people with
HIV infection.

Iwu nke Ryan
White

Iwu Ryan White bụ Mwekọta
Ihe Gbanụ Gbanụ N‟oge
Ndapụta Mmịnwụ nke 1990 bụ
mmapụta ego ndị Omebe Iwu
Etiti Amerika wepụ tagoro
maka inweta ihe dị mkpa maka
ndị nwere ọrịa ONA.
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1317

Sadness

The state or emotion of being sad.

Mwute

Ọnọdụ ma ọ bụ mmetụta
mwute.

1318

Safe/Safer sex

Safe sex is a sexual activity engaged in
by people who have taken precautions
to protect themselves against sexually
transmitted infections (STIs) such as
HIV.

Mmekọ́
ndị́ne/ndina
n’enweghi
nsogbu

Nke a bụ mmekọ edine/ndina
nke ndị na-eme ya kpachapụrụ
anya chekwaa onwe megide
ọrịa ofufe si na mmekọ edine,
d.k. ONA.

1319

Safety box

These are the things that are needed to
prevent accident in the company or
hospital.

Igbe nchekwa

Ndị a bụgasị ihe a chọrọ iji
gbochie ọghọm mberede n‟ụlọ
ọrụ ma ọ bụ ụlọ ọgwụ.

1320

Saline solution

In medicine, saline (also saline
solution) is a general phrase referring
to a sterile solution of sodium chloride
(NaCl, more commonly known as
table salt) in water, but is only sterile
when it is to be placed parenterally
(such as intravenously); otherwise,
a saline solution is a salt water
solution.

Mmiri nnu
drip

N‟ọmụmụ ọgwụ, mmiri nnu bụ
aha izugbe a na-akpọ mmiri e
tinyere nnu. Mana ọ na-abụ
mmiri nnu naanị mgbe a naagbanye ya n‟akwara. E
wezuga nke a, ọ bụ naanị
mmiri nnu.

1321

Saliva

A watery secretion in the mouth
produced by the salivary glands that
aid in the digestion of starch.

Asụ

Nke a bụ mmiri na-alọ alọ si
n‟ọnụ apụta, nke azịza asụ
mmiri na-emepụta iji nyee aka
n‟igweri akpụ.

1322

Salmonella

Salmonella is a genus of rod-shaped
Gram-negative bacteria of the
Enterobacteriaceae family.

Nsi Salmonela

Nke a bụ ụdịrị nje bakteria dị
ka igwe. E nwere ụdịdị ya
abụọ.
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1323

Salt and warm
water

A readily available aqeous solution
with potentials for use as a home
remedy.

Nnu na mmiri
ñara ñara

Nke a bụ iji nnu na mmiri dị
ñara ñara gwụọ ọrịa.

1324

Salvage therapy

Salvage therapy, also known as
rescue therapy, is a form of therapy
given after an ailment does not
respond to standard therapy. The most
common diseases that require salvage
therapy are HIV and various tumors.
The word is not clearly defined; it is
used both to mean a second attempt
and a final attempt.

Ọgwụgwọ
mgbapụ̀ta

Nke a bụ ụdị ọgwụgwọ a naakpọkwa ọgwụgwọ nzọpụ ta; ọ
bụ ụdị ọgwụgwọ a na-enye
mgbe ọrịa na-anabataghị
ọgwụgwọ izugbe. Ọrịa naachọkarị ọgwụgwọ nzọpụta bụ
ONA na akpụ izi. A
kọwachabeghi okwu a nke
ọma; e ji ya akọwa ọnwụnwa
nke ugboro abụọ na ọnwụnwa
nke ikpe azụ.

1325

Samples

A small part or quantity of something
such as blood or soil, for scientific or
medical examination or analysis.

Ǹjireme

Obere akụkụ ma ọ bụ ntakịrị
ihe dị ka ọbara ma ọ bụ aja e
were maka ime nchọpụta ma ọ
bụ nnyocha.

1326

Sanitary condition

Sanitation generally refers to the
provision of facilities and services for
the safe disposal of human waste.

Ọnọdụ
àdị́mọ́cha

N‟izugbe, adịmọcha pụtara
iwekọta ihe dị iche iche dị
mkpa maka ịtụfu nsị na mamịrị
ọfụma.

1327

Sanitation

The study and maintenance of public
health and hygiene, especially the
water supply and sewage systems.

Adị́mọ́cha

Ómùmù na ndozi ahụ-ike na
adịmọcha ọha na eze, ọkachasị
mmiri na mposi.
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1328

Sanitizer

Sanitizers are substances or
preparations designed to kill germs.

Ògbu nje

Nke a bụ nkụkọ na ngwakọ dị
iche iche na-egbu nje.

1329

Sanitizer gel

Sanitizer gel is a supplement or
alternative to hand washing with soap
and water. Many preparations are
available, including gel, foam, and
liquid solutions.

Ude ogbu nje

Ude ogbu nje bụ ụzọ ọzọ e ji
asacha aka karịa iji ncha na
mmiri. Ọtụtụ akụrakụ dị
tinyere ude, ụfụfụ na ncha
mmiri ndị ọzọ.

1330

Saquinavir (SQV)

Saquinavir (SQV) is an antiretroviral
drug used together with other
medications to treat or
prevent HIV/AIDS.

Ọ́gwụ̀
Sakwinavi

Sakwinavi bụ ụdị ọgwụ ONA a
na-añụkọta ya na ndị ọzọ iji
gwọọ ma ọ bụ gbochie
ONA/Mmịnwụ.

1331

Sarcoma

One of a group of tumors usually
arising from connective tissues. These
tumors may occur in any part of the
body, as they arise in the tissues that
make up an organ rather than being
restricted to a particular organ.

Izi elu ahụ

Otu n‟ime akpụ izi naapụtakarị na njikọ anụ ahụ.
Akpụ izi ndị a nwere ike ịpụta
n‟akụkụ ahụ ọ bụla, dị ka ọ naetopụta n‟akụkụ anụ ahụ ọ bụla
karịa n‟akụkụ ahụ dị añaa.

1332

Scarlet fever

Infectious disease caused by a
bacterium called group A
streptococcus.

Àhụ́ ọ́kụ́
mmee

Ọrịa ahụ́ ọ́kụ́ nke nje bakteria
na-akpata.

1333

Screening of blood

This is the process of exposing a
sample of the blood specimen to
investigative analysis for the detection
of relevant infections that may
disqualify the specimen for clinical
use.

Nnyòcha
ọ̀bàrà

Nke a bụ inyocha ọbara tupu e
si n‟otu onye gbanye ya onye
ọzọ.
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1334

Screening test

This is a test designed to identify and
Nlele nnyòcha
eliminate those that are not affected by
a disease.

1335

Scrotum

It is a pouch that hangs below the
penis and contains the testes. It
consists of an outer thin, widely
wrinkled skin.

1336

Seborrheic

Excessive secretion of sebum by the
Gbàsara
sebaceous gland. The glands are
ụ́gwà
enlarged, especially on the nose and
central face. The condition predisposes
to acne and is common at puberty,
usually lasting for a few years.

Isi n‟azịza mmadụ gbapụta
mmanụ n‟ahụ karịa ka o
kwesiri. Azịza ndị a buru ibu
tụmadị n‟imi na ihu. Ọnọdụ naakpata akpụkpa na-awụkasị
mmadụ n‟ihu tụmadị na
ntorobịa; ọ na-adị ọtụtụ afọ.

1337

Seborrheic
dermatitis

A chronic inflammatory disease of the Ụgwà
skin of unknown etiology (i.e. cause or
origin) characterized by moderate
erythema; dry, moist or greasy scaling;
and yellow crusted patches on various
areas, including the mid-parts of the
face, ears, supraorbital regions (above
the orbit of the eye), umbilicus (the
navel), genitalia, and especially the
scalp.

Nke a bụ ajọ ọrịa ọzịza nke
akpụkpọ ahụ nke a maghị
mkpatara ya; nsireme ya
gụnyere mwocha akpụkpọ ahụ
n‟apa na-acha edo edo n‟ọtụtụ
ebe tinyere n‟etiti ihu, ntị, nku,
otubo, amụ nakwa akpụkpọ isi.

Àkpà amụ̀

Nke a bụ nnyocha nke
ebunuche ya bụ inyochapụta na
ikpochapụ ihe ndị ahụ ọrịa
metụtara.
Ọ bụ àkpà kodara n‟òkpuru
amụ̀ ma nwee mkpụrụ amụ
abụọ n‟ime ya. O nwere
akpụkpọ ahụ mpụta fịkọrọ
afịkọ
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1338

Second-line
treatment

Treatment that is given when initial
treatment (first-line therapy) does not
work, or stops working.

Àgbà
ọ̀gwụ́gwọ́ nke
àbụ́ọ̄

Agba ọgwụgwọ a na-enye
mgbe nke mbụ arụghị ọrụ ma ọ
bụ kwụsịrị ịrụ ọrụ.

1339

Sedative
medications

Sedatives encompass a wide variety of
drugs with different mechanisms of
action that can induce the depression
of the central nervous system (CNS).

Ọ́gwụ̀ ụ́ra

Ụmụ ọgwụ ụra gụnyere ọtụtụ
ọgwụ nwere etu ha si arụgasị
ọrụ nke nwere ike ime ka ike
gwụ suoro agịrị etiti.

1340

Self genital
examination

A genital self examination is used to
check for signs and symptoms that
might indicate the presence of a
sexually transmitted infection (STI) or
to find any abnormalities.

Nlele amụ
onwe

E ji nlele amụ onwe atụle akara
na nsireme nwere ike igosi ọrịa
mmekọrịta edine ma ọ bụ
nsogbu ọ bụla.

1341

Semen

The fluid that is released through the
penis during orgasm. Semen is made
up of fluid secreted by the prostate
gland and seminal vesicles with a
small contribution from Cowper‟s
glands.

Òlùlù/esi

Mmiri a na-agbapụta site n‟ọnụ
amụ mgbe a na-atụ nkwe
mmekọ edine. Ihe mejupụtara
olulu bụ mmiri azịza amụ na
akpa olulu tinyere nke si
n‟azịza Cowper.

1342

Sensitization

This is a process by which the
response to a stimulus increases with
repeated presentation of that stimulus;
for example, increased behavioural
response to the same dose of a drug.

Njalite

Nke a bụ usoro nke nzaghachi
njali na-akawanye ka a naegosipụta ya bụ njali, ịma atụ,
ngosi mmasị nye otu ọnụ
ọgwụ.

1343

Septicaemia

The multiplication of pathogenic
organisms or their toxins in the blood
along with signs of clinical infection.

Nsị ọ̀bàrà

Nke a bụ ọdịdị nje ọrịa ma ọ bụ
nsị ya n‟ọbara ya n‟akara
nnweta ya bụ ọrịa.
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Seroconversion

The development of antibodies to a
particular antigen. When people
develop antibodies to HIV or an
experimental HIV vaccine, they
“seroconvert” from antibody-negative
to antibody-positive.

Mgbanwète

1345

Serologic test

Nlele mmiri
ọ̀bàrà

1346

Seroprevalence

1347

Serostatus

Any of a number of tests that are
performed on the clear portion of
blood (serum). Often refers to a test
that determines the presence of
antibodies to antigens such as viruses.
As related to HIV infection: The
proportion of persons who have
serologic (i.e. pertaining to serum)
evidence of HIV infection at any given
time.
Results of a test for specific
antibodies.The state of either having
or not having detectable antibodies
against a specific antigen, as measured
by a blood test (serologic test). For
example, HIV seropositive means that
a person has detectable antibodies to
HIV; seronegative means that a person
does not have detectable HIV
antibodies.

Njupụ̀ta
mmiri ọ̀bàrà

Ọ́nọ̀dụ́
nnwem
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Nkwalite nche ahụ ka ọ bụrụ
òmebe ncha ahụ. Mgbe ndị
mmadụ kwalitere nche ahụ ha
nye ONA ma ọ bụ ọgwụ
mgbochi ONA a na-anwale
anwale, ọnọdụ nche ahụ ha naagbanwe site n‟enweghi nche
ahụ gaa na nnwe nche ahụ.
Nke ọ bụla n‟ọtụtụ nlele e ji
ọbara eme. Ọtụtụ oge, ọ pụtara
nlele ọ bụla na-atụle ma e
nwere nche ahụ, omebe nche
ahụ na nje n‟ọbara.
Dị ka o si metụta ọrịa ONA:
(gbasara ọbara) ogo ndị nwere
nje ONA n‟ọbara mgbe ọ bụla.

Mpụtara nke nlele nche ahụ.
Onọdụ nke nchọpụta maọbụ
achọpụtaghị nche ahụ gbasara
òmebe nche ahụ pụrụ iche, dị
ka egosipụtara site na nlele
ọbara (nlele àgwà ọbara).
Maka ọmụmaatụ, mmiri ọbara
ONA pụtara na onye ahụ
nwere nche ahụ ONA; enweghị
mmiri ọbara ONA pụtara na
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Mmiri ọ̀bàrà

achọpụtaghị ONA na nche ahụ
onye ahụ.
Mmiri ọ̀bàrà na-acha ọcha dị
zere zere ma na-anya anya naafọdụ mgbe ọbara kpụkọchara.
Mmiri ọbara anaghị enwe ọwọ
ọbara, mkpụrụ ọbara na
akpụkpọ.

1348

Serum

The clear, thin and sticky fluid portion
of the blood that remains after
coagulation. Serum contains no blood
cells, platelets or fibrinogen.

1349

Service delivery
framework

A service delivery framework (SDF) is Ǹjemozi
a set of principles, standards, policies
and constraints used to guide the
design, development, deployment,
operation and retirement of services
delivered by a service provider with a
view to offering a consistent
service experience to a specific user
community.

Atụmatụ nje ozi bụ iwu,
amụma, ntụzi aka na ọgbata
uhie ndị e ji agbazi usoro,
mmepụta, nziga, na mweghara
ọrụ nke onye nje ozi na-enye
nke ebumnobi ha bụ inye
obodo ọ bụla ụdị enyemaka ha
chọrọ.

1350

Service Delivery
Points (SDPs)

1351

Service provider

This is a set of components that
provides service delivery architecture
(such as service creation, session
control and protocols) for a type of
service delivered to a consumer,
whether it be a customer or other
system.
A company that provides a specific
service or services, e.g. health or life
insurance.

Nke a bụ ngwa mwube ọrụ,
nke ndị na-arụrụ mmadụ ọrụ
(dị ka nkepụta ọrụ, njizi
nrụpụta ọrụ, na usoro nrụpụta
ọrụ) maka ụdị ọrụ a rụụrụ onye
ahịa, ma ọ bụ onye ahịa ma ọ
bụ ndị ọzọ.
Nke a bụ ụlọ ọrụ ndị naenyegasị nleta ahụ-ike ọha na
eze, d.k. ndị ashọrans.

Nrụmaka
Ọrụrụ ọrụ
(NỌỌ)

Ndị njemozi
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Ọ́rịa ajọ
nkutume
(ỌAN)
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Ọ́rịa ajọ nkutume (ỌAN) bụ
ajọ ọrịa ǹgụ̀. Mkpàtàrà ya
sitere n‟aka ǹje nke a
chọpụtara n‟afọ̀ 2003. Ọrịa
nwere ǹje ỌAN na-ebute ajọ
nkutume na ọnwụ mgbe ụfọdụ.

1352

Severe Acute
Respiratory
Syndrome (SARS)

Severe acute respiratory syndrome
(SARS) is a serious form of
pneumonia. It is caused by a virus that
was first identified in 2003. Infection
with the SARS virus causes severe
breathing difficulty) and sometimes
death.

1353

Severe anaemia

Extreme reduction in the number of
Ajọ mpe ome
circulating red blood cells (RBCs), the ọ̀bàrà
amount of haemoglobin, or the volume
of packed red blood cells
(haematocrit).

Ezigbo mbèlata n‟ọnụọgụ
ngarube ọ̀wọ̀ ọbara (RBCs),
ogo ndịnà ọbara, maọbụ
ọnụọgụ nke ngwu ọ̀wọ̀ ọbara
(hematokriti).

1354

Severe
dehydration

Extreme shortage of fluids within the
body.

Ntakọ mmiri
n’ahụ

Ajọ ntakọ mmiri n‟ahụ.

1355

Severe exudative
pharyngitis

Severe inflammation of the pharynx
(throat). Symptoms may include:
enlarged or sore areas in your throat
that might be uncomfortable when
swallowing food or water.

Ǹhàchi ǹkọ́lọ̀

Ajọ ọzịza akpịrị nke na-ahachi
ǹkọ́lọ̀. Nsireme ya gụnyere:
okuko ma ọ bụ ọnya akpịrị nke
ga-eme ka ilo nri na-enye
nsogbu.

1356

Sex

Biological maleness and femaleness,
determined by genetic endowment and
hormones

Àbụ́m oke ma
ọ bụ anyị

Ọbụbụ nwaoke ma ọ bụ
nwaanyị nke si n‟ọdịdị agbọ na
ọjali.

1357

Sex worker

Someone who makes a living through
having sex.

Onye
mkwụgharị

Onye ji mmekọrịta ndinà/edine
nke a na-akwụ ụgwọ mere aka
ọrụ.
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1358

Sexual and
Reproductive
System (SRS)

This includes the external and internal
sex organs.

1359

Sexual debut

1360

Sexual health

This is an act of introducing young
women to sexual life for the first time.
OR: The first sexual experience.
Sexual health is a state of physical,
mental and social well-being in
relation to sexuality.

1361

Sexual networking

A sexual network is a social network
that is defined by the sexual relationships within a set of individuals.

Njikọta abụm
oke na nne

1362

Sexually
transmitted
disease (STD)

Ọrịa nsina
mmekọ
edine/ndina

1363

Sharps box or
sharps containers

Also called venereal disease. A
contagious disease usually acquired by
sexual intercourse or genital contact.
Historically, the five venereal diseases
are: gonorrhoea, syphilis, chancroid,
granuloma inguinale and lymphogranuloma venereum.
A sharps container is a container that
is filled with used medical
needles (and other sharp medical
instruments.

Mgbanwe
Usoro ọmụmụ
na Mmekọrịta
Edine
(MUỌME)
Ndinà mmekọ́
ìzìzì
Ǹzùrù òkè
gbàsara àbụ́m
oke nà nne

Igbe mkposa

Nke a gu ̣nyere o ̣gan o ̣mu ̣mu ̣
ma ndi ̣a na-ahụ anya na ndị
adịghị ahụ anya.

Nke a bụ mmekọ edine izizi
nwaanyị mere ma ọ bụ nwoke
ịbụ ya nwaanyị na ndụ ya.
Ahụ-ike mmekọrịta abụm
gụnyere ọnọdụ mmeko ahuịke
gbasara ọdịdị ahụ na usoro
echiche na mmekorịta.
Njikọta abụm oke na nne bụ
mmekọrịta mmadụ na ibe ya
nke gbadoro ụkwụ na
mmekọrịta edine dị n‟etiti otu
ndị dị añaa.
A na-akpọkwa ya nsi nwaanyị.
Ọ bụ ọrịa na-éfé èfè nke a naenweta site na mmekọ edine/
ndina ma ọ bụ mmetụ ọtụ na
utu. Akụkọ ọrịa gosiri na ha
gụnyere nsi nwaanyị, mwocha
amụ, ọnya ike, ibi ọcha na èdì.
Igbe mkpósá bụ akpatị a naakwanye ntụtụ na agụba ndị
ọzọ e jirila mechaa ihe.
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Agụba

Ihe ọ bụla dị nkọ nke nwere ike
imerụ mmadụ ahụ.

Sheep

An object that can cause injury to a
person.
A woolly ruminant of the genus ovis.

Atụrụ

1366

Shingles

Herpes Varicella Zoster Virus.

Òkù mmụ́ọ̄

Atụrụ bụ anụ ụlọ na-ata ahịhịa
na-atakwa mgbọlọ.
Nje okù mmụ́ọ̄.

1367

SHIV

Nje aka mèrè

1368

Shock

1369
1370

Shortness of
breath
Sickle cell

1371

Sickness

Genetically engineered hybrid virus
having a HIV envelope and an SIV
core.
Shock is a life-threatening condition
that occurs when the body is not
getting enough blood flow.
Difficulty in breathing. Medically
referred to as dyspnea.
A red blood cell that is crescentshaped as a result of an inherited
mutation in the cell‟s haemoglobin.
An illness or a disease.

1372

Side effects

The action or effect of a drug (or
vaccine) other than that desired. The
term usually refers to undesired or
negative effects, such as headache,
skin irritation or liver damage.
Experimental drugs must be evaluated
for both immediate and long-term side
effects.

Ndapụ̀ta
àñụ́mọ́gwụ̀

1364

Sharp object

1365

Nkụja
Ume ọ́kụ́
Ọ̀gbanje/ọwọ
nko
Ọrịa

Nke a bụ ọgwụ nje aka-mere a
gwakọrọ agwakọ nke nwere
ụmị SHIV na mkpuchi ONA.
Nkụja ma ajọ obi ịlọ mmiri nke
na-abịa mgbe ọbara anaghị
agarube ahụ etu o si kwesi.
Okuku ume ọkụ ọkụ ma ọ bụ
ume erughi ala.
Ọ̀wọ̀ ọ̀bàrà mmee nke gbagọrọ
agbagọ nke sitere na nnwogha
ọbara ọwọ nsi-na-chi.
Ahụ ọnwụnwụ ma ọ bụ ọrịa.
Etu ọgwụ si eme n‟ahụ nke a
chọghị. Okwu a na-emetụtakarị
etu ọgwụ si eme nke dị njọ
n‟ahụ, dị ka ịkpata isi
ọwụwa,nkọkasị ahụ ma ọ bụ
mmerụ imeju. A ga-atụleriri ka
ọgwụ nnwale si eme ozigbo a
chara ya na mgbe a ñu ̣chara ya
nọtee aka tupu a nabata ya.
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1373

Simian
Immunodeficiency
Virus (SIV)

An HIV-like virus that infects
monkeys, chimpanzees and other nonhuman primates.

ONA akamere

Nke a bụ nje dị ka ONA naarịa ènwè, ọzọdịmgba na anụ
ogo elu ndị ọzọ.

1374

Simple medication

Medication (also called medicine
or pharmaceutical drugs) is the use of
licensed drugs to treat or cure
an illness. Some drugs are freely sold.

Ọ́gwụ̀ ǹkị́tị́

Ọgwụ̀gwọ bụ iji ọgwụ nwere
ikike gwọọ ma ọ bụ gwọlaa
ọrịa. Orire ọgwụ ụfọdụ adịghị
n‟iwu.

1375

Single orphan

A child with one of the parents dead.

Nwa enweghị
nne ma ọ bụ
nna

Nwata nke nne ma ọ bụ nna ya
nwụrụ anwụ.

1376

Skin peeling

Peeling skin is unintended damage to
and loss of the upper layer of
your skin (epidermis).

Mkpepụ
akpụ́kpa ahụ

Mkpepụ̀ akpụ́kpa ahụ bụ
mmerụ ma ọ bụ mkpekapụ
agba elu akpụkpọ ahụ
n‟amaghị ama.

1377

Skin scraping

Skin scraping is a technique in
dermatology that is applied in a high
proportion of cases to obtain samples
of the uppermost layers of the skin for
analysis.

Nkọ́chàpụ́
akpụ́kpọ àhụ́

Nkọ́chàpụ́ akpụ́kpà ahụ́ bụ
usoro e ji agwọ ọtụtụ ọrịa
akpụkpọ ahụ n‟amụmamụ
akpụkpọ ahụ; e ji ya enweta
akpụ́kpọ àhụ́ nke a ga-enyocha.

1378

Small pox

Highly contagious disease caused by a
poxvirus and marked by fever and the
formation of scar-pustules. A worldwide inoculation programme has
almost eradicated the poxvirus from
the human population

Kị́tị́kpa

Ọrịa na-efe ajọ ofufe nke nje
kịtịkpa na-ebute; nsireme ya bụ
ahụ ọkụ na apa ọnya. Atụmatụ
ọgwụ mgbochi a bagidere na
mba ụwa niile na-akwado
ikpochapụ nje kịtịkpa n‟etiti
ụmụ mmadụ.
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1379

Social group

1380

Soiled linen

1381

Sore throat

1382

Source

1383

Sperm

1384

Spinal tap
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A social group is a collection of
people who interact with each other
and share similar characteristics and a
sense of unity. A social category is a
collection of people who do not
interact but who share similar
characteristics.
These are contaminated clothes as a
result of blood stain or worn by
infected people that had injury.
Pain in the throat. Sore throat may be
caused by many different causes,
including bacterial or viral infection of
the tonsils or pharynx.
The person, animal, object, or
substance from which an infectious
agent passes to a host.
Also called semen: 1. The generative
substance of male animals. 2. The
reproductive cell or gamete of the
male; a spermatozoon.

Òtù
mmekọrịta

Òtù mmekọrịta bụ ndị naakpakọrịta ma nwee njirimara
yitere na umezi kwụ akwụ.
Nkeji mmekọrịta bụ otu ndị naanaghị emekọrịta mana ha
nwere njirimara yitere.

Akwà atịtị

Ndị a bụ àkwà metọrọ emetọ
n‟ihi ọbara metụrụ ya ma ọ bụ
ndị ndị merụrụ ahụ yiri.
Ụfụ n‟akpịrị. Ọtụtụ ihe nwere
ike ịkpata ọnya akpịrị tinyere
ọrịa akpịrị ma ọ bụ mgbapịa

A lumbar puncture, also known as a
spinal tap, is a medical procedure in
which a needle is inserted into the
spine, most commonly to collect
cerebrospinal fluid for diagnostic
testing.

Mmị̀ta mmiri
ụ̀bụ́rụ̄

Ọnya àkpị́rị́

Nsìrìpu

Olulu/esi

Mmadụ, anụmanụ ma ọ bụ ihe
budoro nje tutuu o fee onye
ọnata.
A na-akpọkwa ya imi amụ̀ 1.
Nke a bụ èsì oke anụ manụ
niile na-anyụpụta. 2. Òwὸ
ọmụmụ nwa ma ọ bụ àkwà
nwa nke nwoke.
Nke a bụ usoro n‟ọgwụgwọ
nke a na-adụnye ntụtụ
n‟ọkpụkpụ azụ mịta mmiri si
n‟ụbụrụ maka nlele.
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1385

Spirit

1. Any distilled alcoholic liquor such
as brandy, rum, whisky, or gin. 2. An
aqueous solution of ethanol, especially
one obtained by distillation.

Mmanya ọkụ

1386

Spiritual care

Spiritual care is a person centredcare which seeks to help people
(re)discover hope, resilience and inner
strength in times of illness, injury,
transition and loss. Spiritual care is
provided by all who work in health
and social care as well as by patients,
carers and friends.

Àgbàmume
onye ọ́rịa

1387

Spiritual support

Offering spiritual support for family or Nkwàdo ime
friends. People who are very ill often
mmụọ
ask spiritual questions in seeking
comfort, meaning and hope.

1388

Spiritualist

Someone who believes that the spirits
of dead people can communicate with
the living, especially through
mediums.

Onye ekpere

1. Mmanya ọ bụla na-egbu
egbu e siri esi dị ka kaị kaị,
brandi, rọm, wiski, ma ọ bụ jin.
2. Mmiri a gwakọtara nkuku
tụmadị nke sichapụtara
esichapụta.
Àgbàmume ime mmụọ bụ
ọnọdụ inyere mmadụ aka site
n‟ime ka o nweekwa olile
anya, gbasikwuo ike tịa atị,
nwee ike n‟oge ọrịa, mmerụ
ahụ, ọnwụ na ọghọm. Ndị niile
na-arụ ọrụ ahụ-ike na nkwalite
mmekọrịta mmadụ na ibe ya
tinyere ndị ọrịa, ndị nlekwa na
ndị ikwu na ibe na-arụ ọrụ
nkwalite ime mmụọ.
Nke a bụ inye ndị enyi ma ọ bụ
ikwu na ibe nkwàdo ime
mmụọ. Ọtụtụ ndị ahụ na-emesi
ike na-ajụ nke ime mmụọ iji
nweta nkasi obi, uru ndụ bara
òlìle anya.
Onye kwenyere na mmụọ ndị
nwụrụ anwụ na ndị dị ndụ naemekọrịta site na ndị amụma
na dibịa afa.
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1389

Spleen

A ductless vascular organ in the left
Ụ̀ ma
upper abdomen of humans and other
vertebrates that helps to destroy old
red blood cells, form lymphocytes, and
store blood.

1390

Splenomegaly

An enlargement of the spleen.

Ọzịza ụ̀ma

Ọzịza ụ̀ma.

1391

Sputum

Ụ́kwarà

1392

Sputum for gene
expert testing

1393

Stage I-IV cancer

Asụ a na-akwapụta n‟ọnụ site
n‟akpịrị, d.k. asọ mmiri,
ngụsịsị ọnụ mmiri na ábú.
Nke a bụ asụ maka nlele iji
mata ma mmadu ̣ o bu ǹje
ụkwarà.
Ogo izi bụ usoro e ji achọpụta
etu izi si gbasadebe n‟ahụ.
Usoro nlele oge ugbu a naenye izi ọnụ ọgụ dị n‟agbata IIV. Akara I bụ izi ka nọ otu
ebe ma nke IV bụ nke
gbasachaarala nye ntụ nlele.

1394

Standards of care

1395

State Agency for
Control of AIDS

Substance coughed up from the
respiratory tract and usually ejected by
mouth, e.g. saliva, phlegm, or mucus.
A sample of phlegm that is collected
for laboratory testing from a patient
with suspected tuberculosis.
Cancer staging is the process of
determining the extent to which
a cancer has developed by spreading.
Contemporary practice is to assign a
number from I-IV to a cancer, with I
being an isolated cancer and IV being
a cancer which has spread to the limit
of what the assessment measures.
Treatment regimen or medical
management based on state-of-the-art
patient care.
In Nigeria, SACA is the Agency
solely authorized to facilitate all

Ụ́kwarà maka
nlele ǹje
Ogo izi I-IV

Ogo nlekwa

Otù Ngalaba
Njizi

Akụkụ ahụ enweghi oghere dị
n‟elu ime afọ mmadụ na anụ
ndị ọzọ nwere ọkpụkpụ azụ naenye ala ibibi ọwọ ọbara mmee
ochie site na mebeta nniri
ọbara ma dokwa ọbara.

Nke a bụ usoro ọgwụgwọ
gbadoro ụkwụ n‟usori nlekwa
kacha mma.
Na Naijiria, ONMS na-ejikọ
enyemaka gbanụ gbanụ niile
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(SACA)

stakeholders‟ HIV/AIDS activities in
every state.

Mmịnwụ nke
Steet (ONMS)

ndị mmadụ na-enye gbasara
ONA/Mmịnwụ na steet ọ bula.

1396

State Blood
Transfusion
Service (SBTS)

The SBTS provides blood to its
members in an emergency. The blood
is collected from their blood bank in a
state and is hand-carried, normally by
a trauma-trained anaesthetist, to the
treating doctor.

Ụlọ ọrụ Maka
Onyinye
Ọbara nke
Steet (ỤMOS)

Ngalaba na-enye ọbara ndị
chọrọ ọbara n‟oge ọghọm. Ha
na-esi n‟ọba ọbara ha dị na
steet weta ọbara nye ya
ọkachamara n‟ọgwụ ụfụ, bụ
onye ga-ewegara ya dibịa.

1397

Statistical
significance

A term based on statistical tests that is
used to denote the probability that the
observed association could have
occurred by chance alone. It does not
refer to the medical or biological
significance of an association. For
example, a statistical significance at
the 1-per cent level indicates a 1-in100 chance that a result can be
ascribed to chance.

Mpụ̀ta ihe
ọ́nụ́ ọ́gụ́

Okwu gbadoro ụkwụ na
mgbakọ nke e ji akọwa ma ihe
mere ọ dapụ tara adapụta ma ọ
bụ na ọ dapụtaghị adapụta. Ọ
pụ taghị mpụta ihe ọrịa ma ọ
bụ ọgwụgwọ. Ịma atụ, ihe
mgbakọ pụtara ihe n‟ogo 1
pasent gosiri na ihe ahụ nwere
ike ime otu ugboro n‟ime
ọnọdụ 100; ihe na-eme 1
ugboro n‟ime ọnọdụ 100 pụ
tara na ihe ahụ na-eme na
ndapụta.

1398

Stavudine

Stavudine is an antiretroviral
medication used to prevent and
treat HIV/AIDS.

Ọ́gwụ̀ ONA
Stavudin

Nke a bụ ọgwụ e ji egbochi ma
na-àgwό ONA/Mmịnwụ.

1399

Stavudine (D4T)

Stavudine (D4T) is a HIV treatment
drug which works by inhibiting HIV
replication.

Ọgwụ ONA
Stavudin
(D4T)

Ọgwụ mgbochi mmụba ONA
Stavudine (D4T).
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1400

Stem cell

An undifferentiated cell that is able to
renew itself and produce all
specialized cells within an organ.

Ǹsiripu ọ̀wọ̀

Ọ́wọ̀ nkịtị, nke nwere ike
inwogharị onwe ya ma mebeta
ọwọ niile pụrụ iche n‟ahụ.

1401

Stevens-Johnson
Syndrome

A severe and sometimes fatal form of
Erythema multiforme that is
characterized by conjunctivitis (eye
inflammation) and often results in
blindness, Vincent‟s angina (trench
mouth) and ulceration of the genitals
and anus.

Ọ́rịa StevensJohnson

Nke a bụ ajọ ọrịa anya
ogbugbu nke na-afụ ezigbo ụfụ
ma na-aza anya; ọtụtụ oge, ọ
na-akpata ikpu isi, awaka ọnụ
na ọnụ utu na ike.

1402

Stigma

The shame or disgrace attached to
something regarded as socially
unacceptable.

Ntụ̀pọ́ ihere

Ihe ihere ma ọ bụ mmebọ naatagide mmadụ mgbe ọ kpara
arụ.

1403

Stigmatization

This is an act of characterizing
something as disgraceful.

Ntụ̀pọ́ ihere

Nke a bụ ọnọdụ iji ihe ihere
mara ma ọ bụ meso mmadụ.

1404

Stomatitis

Any of the numerous inflammatory
diseases of the mouth having various
causes, such as mechanical trauma,
irritants, allergy, vitamin deficiency or
infection.

Ọrịa ọnụ

Nke ọ bụla n‟ime ọtụtụ ọrịa naàzá ọnụ, ndị ọtụtụ ihe naakpata, d. k. mmerụ ahụ,
mvụkasị, njụmihe nke ahụ,
mpe odoma ma ọ bụ ọrịa.

1405

Stool test

A stool analysis is a series
Nlele nsị
of tests done on a stool (faeces)
sample to help diagnose certain
conditions affecting the digestive tract.

Nnyocha nsị bụ usoro nlele e ji
nsị eme iji mata ọrịa dị añaa
na-emetụta ọwa mgbaze nri.

1406

Stooling

Faeces discharged from the anus.

Ànyụ́mụ́nsị

Nsị e si n‟ọnụ otule anyụpụ ta.
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1407

Stratification

A layered configuration.

Nkeji

Nke a bụ nkeji ihe site n‟etu
ihe si hadebe.

1408

Strengthening
Nigeria HIV/AIDS
Response (SNR)

Multi-level systems support for
integrated delivery of HIV/AIDS
services in Nigeria.

Nkwalite
Nzaghachị
ONA /
Mmịnwụ na
Naịjirịa
(NON)

Nke a bụ otu na-akwalite
mgbakọ aka a na-enye gbasara
ONA/Mmịnwụ.

1409

Stroke

The sudden death of brain cells due to
lack of oxygen caused by blockage of
blood to the brain. It is a sudden attack
of weakness affecting one side of the
body.

Mbà
mmụọ/strook

Ọnwụ mberede nke ụbụrụ ọwọ
n‟ihi enwetaghị ikuku ndụ, nke
mpịchi ọbara na-akpata. Nke a
bụ mkpọnwụ otu akụkụ ahụ.

1410

Subarachnoid
space

The space through which the spinal
fluid circulates.

Òghèrè ụ̀bụ́rụ̀

Nke a bụ ọwa ebe mmiri
ọkpụkpụ azụ si agarube.

1411

Subclinical
infection

An infection or phase of infection,
without readily apparent symptoms or
signs of disease.

Ọ́rịa apụ́tàchàbèghị̀ ihe

Nke a bụ ọrịa, ma ọ bụ agba
ọrịa, nke ebidobeghi gosiwe
nsireme ma ọ bụ akara ọrịa.

1412

Subcutaneous

Beneath or introduced beneath the skin Gbàsara
(e.g. subcutaneous injections).
òkpùrù
akpụkpọ ahụ

Nke a bụ okpuru ma ọ bụ ọgwụ̀
a gbanyere n‟ime anụ ahụ.

1413

Substitution
treatment

Substitution treatment is a medical
treatment that involves replacing an
illegal opioid, such as heroin, with a
longer acting but less euphoric opioid;
methadone or buprenorphine are

Nke a bụ ọnọdụ iji otu ọgwụ
nọchite anya ọgwụ ike dị n‟iwu
d.k. igbo heroin site n‟iji ọgwụ
na-aka dịtee aka n‟ebughi o ̣ñu ;̣
a na-ejikarị ọgwụ methadone

Mgbanwèrịta
usòrò
ọ̀gwụ́gwọ́
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ma ọ bụ buprenorphine eme
nke a; a na-ahụ na onye na-añu ̣
ya na-añu ̣ ya etu na mgbe o
kwesiri.

typically used and the drugs are taken
under medical supervision.

1414

Subunit HIV
vaccine

A genetically engineered vaccine that
is based on only part of the HIV
molecule.

Akụ̀kụ̀ ọ́gwụ̀
mgbòchi
(ONA) aka
mere

Ọgwụ mgbochi aka mere nke e
ji naanị mkpụrụ akụkụ ONA
mebeta.

1415

Sudan Ebola virus

A virus of the genus Ebolavirus is a
member of the species Sudan
ebolavirus if it is endemic in Sudan
and/or Uganda.

Ebola Sudan

Nje Ebola a hụrụ na Sudan.

1416

Sudden fever

A sudden fever is one of quick onset
in a patient who was otherwise feeling
well.

Ahụ ọkụ
mberede

Nke a bụ ahụ ọkụ ndapụta
mberede nke na-enweghi ihe
na-emebu onye ọ na-arịa.

1417

Sugar cane

A tall tough-stemmed species of grass
grown in warm regions throughout the
world as a source of sugar, which is
obtained from its sweet sap.

Okpètè

Osisi siri ike na-eto ka ahịhịa
n‟ala èkpòmọkụ na mba niile
dị n‟ụwa dị ka ụzọ e si enweta
shụga, nke e si n‟ogwe na-atọ
ụtọ enweta.

1418

Suicidal thoughts

Suicidal thoughts, also known
as suicidal ideation, are thoughts about
how to kill oneself, which can range
from a detailed plan to a fleeting
consideration and does not include the
final act of killing oneself.

Echìchè
àkwụ́mụ́dọ̀

Echìchè igbu onwe nke a naakpọkwa amụma mwere ndụ
onwe nwere ike ibido site
n‟echiche ngabiga nke naagụnyeghi igbu onwe n‟oge
ikpeazụ.
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1419

Sulfa drug

1420

Sulfonamides

1421

Superantigen

1422

Support for health
workers

1423

Support group

Any of a class of synthetic chemical
substances derived from sulfanilamide
and used to treat bacterial infections.
These drugs inhibit the action of paraaminobenzoic acid, a substance
bacteria need in order to reproduce.
Sulfa drugs are used primarily in the
treatment of urinary tract infections
and ulcerative colitis.
Sulfonamide (or called sulphonamide,
sulfa drugs, sulpha drugs) is the basis
of several groups of drugs. The
original antibacterial sulfonamides are
synthetic antimicrobial agents that
contain the sulfonamide group.
Investigators have proposed that a
molecule known as a superantigen,
either made by HIV or an unrelated
agent, may stimulate massive
quantities of CD4+ T cells at once,
rendering them highly susceptible to
HIV infection and subsequent cell
death.
Strengthening the health care
workforce.
In a support group, members provide
each other with various types of help,

Ọ́gwụ̄ Sọlfọ

Nke n‟ime otu ọgwụ aka mere
ọ bụla nke so ̣lfọ dị na ya e ji
agwọ ọrịa nje. Ọgwụ ndị a naegbochi mmiri mkpụrụ odozi
ahụ, nke nje ga-enwe iji wee
mụbaa. A na-ejikarị ọgwụ
sọlfọ agwụ ọrịa ọwa mamịrị na
ọnya mgbịrị afọ.

Ọ́gwụ̄ Sọlfọ

Ọ́gwụ̄ sọlfọ bụ ntọala ọtụtụ otu
ọgwụ. Ọgwụ nje sọlfọ izizi
ogbu nje aka mere e ji so ̣lfọ
kụo ̣.

Ọ́gwụ̀
ọ̀kwàlite

Ndị nchọpụta atụọla atụmatụ
ma mkpụrụ ọkwalite ike nke si
n‟ONA ma ihe ọzọ nwere ike
ịkpali ọtụtụ ọwọ C4+T otu nje,
nke ga-eme ka ọrịa ONA nwee
ike na-enweta ma na-egbu
ọwọ.

Nkwàdo
maka ndị ọrụ
ahụ-ike
Òtù nkwàdo

Nkwado ndị ọrụ ahụ-ike ogbe.
N‟otu nkwado, ndị otu naenyegasịrị onwe ha aka n‟ọtụtụ
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usually non-professional and nonmaterial, for a particular shared,
usually burdensome, characteristic.
(T8, CD8). Subset of T cells that halt Ọ̀wọ̀ T
antibody production and other immune mkpàgbu
responses.
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ụzọ maka nsogbu jikọrọ ha ọnụ
nke na-abụghị ego ma ọ bụ ọrụ
nka.
(T8, CD8). Ụdị nkeji ὸwὸ naakwụsị mmebeta nche ahụ na
ọrụ nchekwa ahụ ndị ọzọ.

1424

Suppressor T cells

1425

Surrogate marker

A parameter that can serve as a
substitute for an endpoint of interest.
In HIV disease, the number of CD4+
T cells and CD8+ cells is a surrogate
immunological marker of disease
progression.

Ọ̀wọ̀ nnọchi
anya

Nke a bụ nnọchite anya; onye
ma ọ bụ ihe na-anọchi anya
onye ma ọ bụ ihe ọzọ. N‟ọrịa
ONA, ọnụ ọgụ ọwọ CD4+t na
ọwọ CD8+ bụ akara nnọchi
anya etu ọrịa si etodebe.

1426

Surveillance

Close or continuous observation or
testing (e.g. serosurveillance), used,
among others, in epidemiology.

Ǹche

Mgbado anya ma ọ bụ nlele
kwa mgbe kwa mgbe (d.k.
nlekọta ọbara), nke e ji arụ ọrụ,
tinyere n‟ime ihe ndị ọzọ, na
ndapụta ọrịa.

1427

Survivor of EVD

A person who recovered from a
confirmed infection with the Ebola
virus.

Ǹsìnà Ebola
Gbakee

Nke a bụ onye a gwọtara naanwụghị n‟ọrịa Ebola.

1428

SWAAN

Acronym for Society for Women and
AIDS in Africa, Nigerian branch.

Òtù ỤMMA

Otu maka Ụmụ nwaanyị na
Mmịnwụ n‟Afrika, ngalaba
Naịjiria.

1429

Swab

A small piece of absorbent material att
ached to the end of a stick
or wire and used for cleansing

Òwu

Nwa obere ihe na-amịkọ ihe
amịkọ, nke a na-etunye n‟osisi
ma ọ bụ agịrị igwe ma jiri ya
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1430

Sweat

of a surface, applying medicine,
or collecting a sample of a substance.
The clear salty liquid that passes to the
surface of the skin when somebody is
hot or as a result of strenuous activity,
fear, anxiety, or illness.

1431

Swelling

Abnormal enlargement.

1432

Swimming pool

This is a humanly constructed body of Ọdọnọ mmiri
water where people swim for pleasure.

1433

Symptoms

Any perceptible, subjective change in
the body or its functions that indicates
disease or phases of disease, as
reported by the patient.

1434

Syncytia

(“Giant Cells”) Dysfunctional
Ọ̀wọ̀ ukwu
multicellular clumps formed by cellto-cell fusion. Cells infected with HIV
may also fuse with nearby uninfected
cells, forming balloon-like giant cells
called syncytia. In test tube experiments, these giant cells have been
associated with the death of uninfected
cells. The presence of so-called

Okpoofù

Ọ̀zị́za

Nsireme ọ́rịà

na-ehicha ihe, na-ete ọgwụ ma
ọ bụ na-esute ihe e ji eme nlele.
Mmiri, nke na-acha zaa, dị nnu
nnu, nke na-esi n‟ahụ mmadụ
apụta mgbe ahụ na-ekpo ya
ọkụ ma ọ bụ mgbe ọ na-arụ ọrụ
ike, nọrọ n‟ụjọ, na-atụ uche ma
ọ bụ n‟ọrịa.
Ọrịa ὸkùkό.
Nke a bụ ezu aka-mere ebe ndị
mmadụ na-egwu mmiri maka
obi ụtọ.
Mgbanwe ọ bụla a na-ahụ anya
ma ọ bụ na-emetụta ahụ
mmadụ ma ọ bụ nrụzi ọrụ ya,
nke na-egosi ọrịa ma ọ bụ agba
ọrịa, dị ka onye ọrịa si
kọwapụta ya.
(“Nnukwu Ọ̀wọ̀”) Nnukwu
ọ̀wọ́, nke na-esite na mmakọ
ọ̀wọ́ na ὸwὸ ibe ya, nke naanaghị arụ ọrụ. Ọ̀wọ̀ nwere
ONA na ọ̀wọ́ ndị dịdebere ya
nwekwara ike ịmakọ wee
mebeta nnukwu ὸwὸ dị ka
bulo-mbulo, nke a na-akpọ
ọ̀wọ́ ukwu. Na nchọpụta uji
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nlele, a chọpụtala na ụdị ọwọ a
so na-egbu ὸwὸ na-ebughi ọrịa.
A na-echekwa na ọdịdị ọwọ
ukwu n‟ahụ na-eme ka ọrịa
ONA na-agawanye n‟ihu na
ndị nwere nje ONA.

syncytia-inducing variants of HIV has
been correlated with rapid disease
progression in HIV-infected
individuals.

Otù nsireme ọrịa na ọrịa niile
Mkpokọ́ta
ǹjìrìmara ọrịa dị n‟ọnọdụ dị añaa.

1435

Syndrome

A group of symptoms and diseases
that are together characteristic of a
specific condition.

1436

Synergism/
Synergistic

An interaction between two or more
Nrụ́kọ́ ọnụ̀
agents (drugs) that produce or enhance
an effect that is greater than the sum of
the effects produced by the individual
agents.

Mmekọrịta dị n‟etiti ọgwụ
abụọ ma ọ bụ karịa, nke naeme ka ha dị ire karịa ire ha gaadị ma ha rụwa ọrụ otu otu.

1437

Synthesis

1438

Syphilis

1. In chemistry, the formation of a
Mwube
compound from simpler compounds or
elements. 2. The production of a
substance (e.g. as in protein synthesis)
by the union of chemical elements,
groups or simpler compounds, or by
the degradation (i.e. breaking down) of
a complex compound.
A sexually transmitted disease caused Ụdị ọrịa nsi
by a spirochaete bacteria called
nwaanyị
Treponema pallidum, resulting in the
formation of lesions throughout the
body.

1. N‟amụmamụ ngwakọ,
mmebeta ọkpụrụkpụ ihe site na
mmakọ ọtụtụ ihe, nke a gaghị
enwe ike ikewa ọzọ. 2.
Mmebeta ihe (d.k. na mmebe
odozi ahụ ) site na mgwakọ
mmiri ahụ dị iche iche ma ọ bụ
site na nzeda ọkpụrụkpụ ukwu.
Ọrịa mbute mmekọ
ndinà/edine, nke nje treponema
palidun na-ebute; ọ na-aba
ọnya n‟ahụ. Nje bakteria naabanye n‟ahụ mgbe a na-enwe
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mmekọ edine site n‟ọnya na
nkọba ahụ.
Nke a bụ aga, dị nịga nịga, e ji
agbanye ọgwụ mmiri n‟ahụ.

A tube with a nozzle and piston or
bulb for sucking in and ejecting liquid
in a thin stream, used for cleaning
wounds or body cavities, or fitted with
a hollow needle for injecting or
withdrawing fluids
An unpredictable, generalized adverse
reaction due to the triggering of an
immune-mediated inflammatory
process by a medication.
Systole is a regular contraction of the
heart. OR simply means when the
heart pumps.
A lymphocyte of a type produced or
processed by the thymus gland and
actively participating in the immune
response.
This is a material used for covering a
table.

Ǹtụtụ

Tablets

A small solid pill containing a
measured medicinal dose, usually
intended to be taken orally.

Mkpụ́rụ́ ọ́gwụ̀ Obere mkpụrụ ntụ ọgwụ, nke e
bu n‟obi ka a na-añụ añụ.

Tai forest
Ebolavirus TAFV

Ebolavirus found in Tai forest.

EbolaTaifo
rest

1439

Syringe

1440

Systemic drug
allergy

1441

Systole

1442

T lymphocytes

1443

Table cover/mat

1444

1445

Usòrò ǹjụ́
ọ́gwụ̀
Ǹtụ́
ǹkùmọ́bàrà
ǹkè elu
Ọ̀wọ̀ ọ̀bàrà
ọ́cha T

Mkpùchi
tebuul

Ahụ anabataghị ọgwụ, nke
nwere ike ịkpata uzere, nsogbu
iku ume, mvụkasị akpụkpa ma
ọ bụ ọkọ.
Nke a bụ mpịakọ na nkumume
mkpụrụ obi na nsoro oge. MA
ọ bụ mgbe mkpụrụ obi na-akụ.
Ọwọ̀ ọ̀bàrà ọ́cha, nke azịza ubu
na-emepụta; ọ na-arụ nnukwu
ọrụ n‟ichekwa ahụ.
Nke a bụ akwà e ji ekpuchi
ọkwa nri.

Nje Ebola a hụrụ na Taiforest.
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Nke a bụ ngụpụta ọrụ a gaarụpụta kwa ụbọchị.

1446

Target
reached/day

A progress charting method which
logs on a daily basis the achievement
of predefined objectives.

1447

Tat

One of the regulatory genes of the
Àgbọ̀ TAT
HIV virus. Three HIV regulatory
genes − tat, rev and nef − and three socalled auxiliary genes − vif, vpr and
vpu − contain information necessary
for the production of proteins that
control the virus‟s ability to infect a
cell, produce new copies of the virus
or cause disease. The tat gene is
thought to enhance virus replication.

Otu n‟ime agbọ njikwa, nke nje
ONA. Agbọ njikwa ONA atọ –
tat, rev na nef − na agbọ
nnyemaka atọ – vif, vpr na vpu
– bu ozi dị mkpa, nke e ji
emebe odozi ahụ, nke naejikwa ike nje nwere iji banye
n‟ọwọ, mụbata onwe ya ma ọ
bụ kpata ọrịa. A na-eche na
ọwọ tat na-enye aka na
mmụbawanye agbọ.

1448

Tattooing

Mark (a part of the body) with an
indelible design by inserting pigment
into punctures in the skin.

Nki

Igbu akụkụ ahụ ichi ma ọ bụ
èsèrese, nke na-anaghị
ehichapụ ehichapụ site n‟itinye
ya ntụrụmàgbà n‟ebe e gburu
nki.

1449

Technician

A person employed to look after
technical equipment or do practical
work in a laboratory.

Onye ọrụ aka

Nke a bụ onye e were n‟ọrụ ịhụ
maka ngwa ọrụ ma ọ bụ
inyochọpụta ọrịa na laab.

1450

Template

A gauge, pattern or mould used as a
guide to the form of the piece being
made. In biology, a molecule (such as
DNA) that serves as a pattern for the

Ntụ̀zi aka

Nke a bụ ntụ, ndịdị, ma ọ bụ
ọkwa ntụzi aka, nke e ji eme
ntọ-ala ihe a na-emepụta.
N‟amụmamụ ndụ, mkpụrụ ihe

Ebùmnobi
kwa ụbọchị
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generation of another macromolecule
(e.g. messenger RNA).

(dị ka eriri agbọ (EA), nke bụ
ntọala mmụbata agbụrụ ya ọzọ
(d.k. agịrị agbọ nje ozi).
Ǹsitere
n’àñụ́mọ́gwụ̀
n’afọ́ ime
Ndị otu Terry
Beirn

Ịkwarụ nwa n‟akpa nwa (y.b.
na-akpataa nkwarụ mburupụta-ụwa).

These are the hospitals that specialize
in complicated cases, e.g. provincial
or national hospitals.

Ụlọ̀ ọ́gwụ́ e
jechaa ọ̀gwụ́

Ndị a bụ ụlọ-ọgwụ Mahadum
na-ahụ maka ọrịa gbagwojuru
anya, d.k. ụlọ-ọgwụ obodo ma
ọ bụ nke steet.

The outcome of an investigation.

Mpụ̀tàrà nlele

Ihe a chọpụtara na nlele e
mere.

1451

Teratogenicity

The production of physical defects in
offspring in utero (i e. causing birth
defects).

1452

Terry Beirn
Community

The National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases (NIAID) started
the CPCRA in 1989, adding Terry
Beirn‟s name in 1991 in honour of the
late, former manager of the American
Foundation for AIDS Research and
health policy consultant for Senator
Edward Kennedy. CPCRA is one of
four HIV clinical trials programmes
supported by NIAID.

1453

Tertiary hospitals

1454

Test result

Ụlọ nchọcha NIAID malitere
atụmatụ CPCRA n‟afọ 1989;
ha gbakwụnyere aha Terry
Beirn na ya bụ atụmatụ n‟afọ
1991; nke a bụ iji kwanyere
nwa amadị a laalara mmụọ
ugwu. Terry Beirn bubu onye
isi Ngalaba Na-ahụ Maka
Nchọcha na Iwu Gbasara
Mmịnwụ, nke Senator Edward
Kennedy wubere. Atụmatụ
CPCRA bụ otu n‟ime nnwale
ọgwụgwọ anọ ụlọ nchọcha
NIAID na-akwado.
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1455

Testicles

1456

Testicular problem A disorder or disease of the testis or
testes.
This is an act of testing for
Testing for
tuberculosis infection.
tuberculosis
Tetanus (lockjaw) This is an infectious disease caused by
a bacteria Clostridium tetani which
usually enters the body through
wounds.
This is a process that engage
The social
mobilization pillar individuals to be pillars that fight
diseases.
A vaccine designed to boost the
Therapeutic HIV
immune response to HIV in persons
vaccine
already infected with the virus.
The treatment of disease. Therapy is
Therapy
synonymous with treatment.
Thiacetazone is used in the treatment
Thiacetazone
of tuberculosis; it has only weak
activity against Mycobacterium
tuberculosis and is only useful in
preventing resistance to more
powerful drugs like isoniazid and
rifampicin. It is never used on its own
to treat tuberculosis.

1457
1458

1459

1460

1461
1462

The male reproductive gland.
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Àkpa mkpụrụ
amụ̀
Ọ́rịa mkpụ́rụ́
amụ̀
Nlele màkà
ụ́kwarà ntà
Nkụchi àgbà

Azịza mkpụrụ amụ, nke ụmụ
nwoke ji amụ nwa.
Nsògbu ma o ̣ bu ̣ o ̣rịa mkpụ́rụ́
amụ̀.
Nke a bụ ilele ma e nwere
ụkwara nta.
Nke a bụ ọrịa na-efe efe, nke
na-abanyekarị n‟ahụ site
n‟ọnya.

Ìde
mkpọ́kọ̀ba
ọ̀hà nà ezè
Ọ́gwụ̀
mgbochi ONA

Ndị a bụ usoro e ji akpọta ndị
mmadụ ka ha bụrụ ide e ji
ebuso ọrịa dị iche iche agha.
Ọ́gwụ̀ mgbochi a rụrụ iji
kwalite nche ahụ megide ONA
n‟ahụ ndị nwetarala nje ya.
Ọgwụgwọ ọrịa.

Ọ̀gwụ́gwọ́
Ụdị ọgwụ̀
ụ́kwarà ntà

A na-eji ọgwụ tiasetazon agwọ
ụkwara nta; ọ naghị egbuli
ụkwara nta; nke akpatara a naeji ya egbochi ọrịa ịjụ ọgwụ
ndị ọzọ dị ire d.k. aịsoniazaịd
na rifampisin. A naghị eji naanị
ya agwọ ụkwara nta; a na-eji
ya ka e si eji ọgwụ mgbu
etambutol agwọ ọrịa.
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1463

Third-line
treatment

1464

Throat

1465

Third-line therapy, sometimes called
salvage or rescue therapy, is a term
describing treatment regimens for
people who have few or limited antiHIV drug options.

The throat is the anterior (front)
portion of the neck beginning at the
back of the neck.
Thrombocytopenia A decreased number of blood platelets
(cells important for blood clotting).

Àgbà
ọ̀gwụ́gwọ́ nke
atọ

Àkpịrị

Mpe ọ̀wọ̀
mkpụ́kọ̀

1466

Thrush

Sore patches in the mouth caused by
the fungus Candida albicans. Thrush
is one of the most frequent early
symptoms of an immune disorder. The
fungus commonly lives in the mouth,
but only causes problems when the
body‟s resistance is reduced either by
antibiotics that have reduced the
number of competitive organisms in
the mouth, or by an immune
deficiency such as HIV disease.

Ire ntụkasị

1467

Thymosin

A polypeptide hormone of the thymus
that influences the maturation of

Ọ́jalị
Thymosin

Ọgwụgwọ agba nke atọ, a naakpọkwa ya ọgwụgwọ nzọpụta,
okwu a na-akọwa usoro e ji
agwọ ndị nwere ONA, ndị naenweghi usoro ọgwụgwọ ọzọ
ma ọ bụ ndị ụzọ a ga-esi gwọ
ha peziri mpe.
Akpịrị bụ ihu olu, nke bidoro
n‟azụ olu.
Mbelata ọnụ ọgụ mkpụrụ ọbara
(ọ̀wọ̀ dị mkpa na mkpụkọ
ọ̀bàrà).
Ọnya ọnụ, nke nje ebu kandida
albakans na-akpata. Nke a bụ
nsireme ọrịa nche ahụ izizi.
Nje ebu a na-ebi n‟ọnụ mana ọ
na-akpata ọrịa naanị mgbe
nchekwa ahụ esikwaghị ike;
nke a nwere ike ịbụ n‟ọgwụ
ogbu nje ekpochapụla ekereke
ndị ọzọ na-emekpa ya ahụ
n‟ọnụ ma ọ bụ na nche ahụ
agbadaala, nke sitere n‟ọrịa dị
aka ONA.
Mkpụrụ ọjali, nke azịza ubu,
nke na-emebeta ma na-
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1468

Thymus

1469

Timing

1470

Tiredness

1471

Tissue

T cells destined for an active role in
cell-mediated immunity.
A mass of glandular tissue located in
Azịza ubu
the neck or chest of most vertebrates.
Found in the upper chest under the
breastbone in humans, the thymus is
essential to the development of the
body‟s system of immunity beginning
in fetal life (i.e. before birth). The
thymus processes white blood cells,
known as lymphocytes, which kill
foreign cells and stimulate other
immune cells to produce antibodies.
The gland grows throughout childhood
until puberty and then gradually
decreases in size.
Timing is a selection for maximum
Ǹtụ̀moge
effect of a particular moment for doing
something.
Weariness, state of being exhausted.
Ngwụmike
A collection of similar cells acting
together to perform a particular
function. There are four basic tissues
in the body: epithelial, connective,
muscle and nerve.

Mkpokọ̀ ọ̀wọ̀
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enyekwara ọwọ T aka ịka aka
maka ọrụ ọwọ n‟ichekwa ahụ.
Àkpà azịza dị n‟olu ma ọ bụ
obi n‟ọtụtụ anụ nwere ọkpụkpụ
azụ. Ọ na-adị n‟elu obi,
n‟okpuru ọkpụkpụ obi mmadụ;
azịza ubu dị mkpa maka iwube
usoro nche ahụ site n‟afọ ime
(y.b. tupu a mụọ mmadụ).
Azịza a na-akwado ọwọ ọbara
ọcha, ma mee ka o gbuo nje ma
kpalite ọwọ nche ahụ ka ha
mebeta nchekwa ahụ. Azịza
ubu na-amalite ito na nwata ma
togide tutuu ntorobịa; n‟oge a,
ọ na-ebido jiri nwayọọ naebelata n‟etu ọ ha.
Ntụmoge bụ ịhọta agbata oge
dị añaa kacha dị ire maka
imepụta ihe dị añaa.
Ike ọgwụgwụ, ọnọdụ ume
ngwụ.
Mgbakọta ọtụtụ ọwọ yiri onwe
ha iji rụpụta ọrụ dị añaa. E
nwere ụdịdị anụ ahụ anọ n‟ahụ;
akpụkpọ ahụ na elu ime ahụ,
njikọ, anụ ahụ na agịrị.
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Ogo ntụ

(Ntụ tịta). Ntụ si na laab nye ka
ọgwụ dị añaa hadebere n‟ime
ngwakọ.

Ikwò ọ́nwụ́

Ịtụ nkwe ọnwụ.

Toremifene is an oral selective
estrogen receptor modulator (SERM)
which helps to oppose the actions of
estrogen in the body.

Ọ́gwụ̀
Toremifin

Toremifin bụ̀ ọgwụ̀ ọñụ̀ñụ̀ naahàzi ọwọ ọjali n‟ụmụ
nwaanyị; ọ na-enye aka
egbochi ọrụ ọwọ ụmụ nwaanyị
n‟àhụ́.

Total Lymphocyte
Count (TLC)

A lymphocyte is one of the subtypes
of white blood cell in
a vertebrate‟s immune system.

Ọ́nụ́ ọ́gụ́ ọ̀wọ̀
ọ̀bàrà ọ́cha

Nke a bụ otu n‟ime ụdịdị ọ̀wọ̀
ọ̀bàrà ọcha na nche ahụ n‟anụ
ndị nwere ọkpụkpụ azụ.

1476

Toxic epidermal
necrolysis

Toxic epidermal necrolysis also
Nkwọ́cha àhụ́
known as Lyell‟s syndrome is a rare,
life-threatening skin condition that is
usually caused by a reaction to drugs.
The disease causes the top layer of the
skin (the epidermis) to detach from the
lower layers of the skin (the dermis),
all over the body, leaving the body
susceptible to severe infection.

Nke a bụ ajọ ọrịa akpụkpọ ahụ,
nke a na-akpọkwa ọrịa Lyell; ọ
bụ ahụ ịjụ ọgwụ na-akpata ya;
ọ dị ụkọ; ọ pụrụ igbu mmadụ;
ọrịa a na-ewocha akpụkpọ ahụ
niile ma na-eme ka ajọ ọrịa
nwee ike banye mmadụ n‟ahụ.

1477

Toxicity

Degree of virulence of a toxic microbe
or the degree of being harmful to the
body of a poison; the capacity of a

Nsi nsìnọ́gwụ̀

Ogo nsị nje nwedebere ịrịa
mmadụ; enwemike ọgwụ
imerụ anụ ahụ ma ọ bụ ime ka

1472

Titer

1473

To gasp

1474

Toremifene

1475

(Also “titre”). A laboratory
measurement of the amount (or
concentration) of a given compound in
solution.
To draw in breath with a sudden short
audible intake.
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ahụ ghara ịrụnwu ọrụ.

drug to damage body tissue or
seriously impair body functions.
1478

Toxoplasmosis

Toxoplasmosis is an infection that is
caused by the protozoan parasite
Toxoplasma gondii. The parasite is
carried by cats, birds and other
animals and is found in soil
contaminated by cat faeces and in
meat, particularly pork. The parasite
can infect the lungs, retina of the eye,
heart, pancreas, liver, colon and testes.
A traditional birth attendant (TBA) is
also known as a traditional midwife,
community midwife or lay midwife.
Tradition is important, but everyone
must find a way to respect the dead
and observe burial rites without
putting themselves or anyone else in
danger of catching Ebola.

1479

Traditional Birth
Attendant (TBA)

1480

Traditional burial
rituals

1481

Traditional healers Traditional medicine, as it is well
known, is a cultural gem of various
communities around the world and
encompasses all kinds of folk
medicine, unconventional medicine
and indeed any kind of therapeutical
method that had been handed down by
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Ọ́rịa nje
gondii

Ọ̀ghọ́ nwa
ọ̀dị̀nàlà
(ỌNỌ)
Ngụ́gọ́
Èlìmozu

Ndị dibịa
ọ̀dị̀nàlà

Ọrịa nje gondii bụ ọrịa, nke nje
gondii na-ebute. Amịmị a naesite na nwa ologbo, nnụnụ na
anụ ndị ọzọ; ọ na-adị n‟aja
nwere nsị ologbo na anụ,
tụmadị nke ezi. Amịmị a nwere
ike imetụta ngụ, mkpụrụ anya,
mkpụrụ obi, anyịnya, imeju,
eriri afọ ukwu na mkpụrụ amụ.
Onye ọghọ nnwa ọdịnala,
obodo, ogbe, nkịtị ma ọ bụ
nkupụta nwa.
Omenala dị mkpà, mana onye
ọ bụla ga-achọta ụzọ ọ ga-esi
sọpụrụ ndị nwụrụ anwụ ma
mee mmemme elimozu ha
n‟etinyeghi onye ọzọ na
nsògbu ibute ọrịa Ebola.
Ọgwụ ọdịnala, dị ka a mara
ọfụma, bụ omenala mba dị iche
iche n‟ụwa; ọ gụnyere usoro
ọgwụgwọ ọdịnala, tinyere
ọgwụ mgbọrọgwụ na mkpa
akwụkwọ, na-abụghị usoro
oyibo; ọ dị ọkpụ tọọrọ ọkpụ.
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1482

Traditionalist

1483

Transaminase

1484

Transcription

1485

the tradition of a community or ethnic
group.
Someone that has deep respect for
tradition, especially for cultural or
religious practices.

Onye na-eme
òmenàlà

Onye nwere ezigbo nsọpụrụ
nye ọdịnala, tụmadị òmenàlà,
na usoro òkpukpere chi ha.

A liver enzyme. A laboratory test that
measures transaminase levels is used
to assess the health of the liver.
When the double stranded DNA
molecules unwind and form mRNA.

Ǹgwe imeju

Transfer factor

A fraction of white blood cells that
apparently “transfers” capability to
mount an immune response to a
specific antigen.

Mpekele ọ̀wọ̀
ọ̀bàrà ọ́cha

Ngwe imeju. Nlele e ji
achọpụta ka imeju si arụdebe
ọrụ.
Mgbe mkpụrụ eriri agbọ mkpị
tọghere ma mebeta agịrị agbọ
(mAA).
Mpekere ọwọ̀ ọ̀bàrà ọ́cha
inyefe omebe nche ahụ dị añaa
ike ka o wubee nche ahụ.

1486

Transfusion

The transfer of blood or blood
products from one person (the donor)
into the circulation of the patient (the
recipient) whose blood is deficient in
quantity or quality through accident or
disease.

Ntinye ọ̀bàrà

Isi n‟onye na-enye ọbara tinye
onye na-anara anara; onye naanara anara bụ onye ọbara ya
na-ezughi ezu site n‟ihe ọghọm
ma ọ bụ ọrịa, ọbara ma ọ bụ
ngwa ọbara.

1487

This is a condition of giving HIV
Transfusion of
HIV infected blood infected blood through blood
transfusion to an uninfected person.

Ntinye ọ̀bàrà
nje ONA dị

Nke a bụ ọnọdụ itinye onye naenweghi nje ONA ọbara nwere
nje ONA.

1488

Transgender
people (TG)

Transgender people are people who
experience a mismatch between their

Mmepụ̀ta
odozi ahụ

Ndị a bụ ndị nwere mgbagwoju
Ndị nwere
ọganụ ọmụmụ anya gbasara ọbụbụ nwoke ma
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gender identity, or gender expression,
and their assigned sex.

oke na nne

ọ bụ nwaanyị ha nye ọrụ ha naarụ.

1489

Translation

As related to HIV: The process by
which HIV messenger RNA is
processed in a cell‟s nucleus and
transported to the cytoplasm, the
cellular material outside the nucleus.
In the cytoplasm, the cell‟s proteinmaking machinery translates the
messenger RNA into protein and
enzymes.

Mgbanwè

Dị ka o si metụta ONA: Usoro,
nke e ji arụgharị oje ozi agịrị
ọwọ ONA n‟ụmị ọwọ ma si
ebe ahụ buga ya n‟ahụ ọwọ.
N‟ahụ ọwọ, omebe ọwọ naagbanwe agịrị ọwọ oje ozi ka ọ
bụrụ odozi ahụ na ngwe.

1490

Transmission
channels

These are channels used to convey
messages.

Ọ́wà mbufè/
mbunye

Ndị a bụ ụzọ e ji agbasagasị
ozi.

1491

Transmit (v)

Convey.

Bufè

Bufèe

1492

Transplant

The implantation of organ or tissue
Mbenye àhụ́
from one part of the body to another or
from one person (the donor) to another
(the recipient)

1493

Treatment for
candida infections

This is a kind of treatment for yeast
infection that results from an
overgrowth of yeast (a type of fungus)
anywhere in the body. Candidiasis is
by far the most common type of yeast
infection.

Ọ̀gwụ́gwọ́
Kandida

Mbènye akụkụ ma ọ bụ anụ
ahụ site n‟otu akụkụ ahụ gaa
n‟ọzọ ma ọ bụ site n‟otu onye
(onyee) gaa n‟onye ọzọ
(ọnata).
Nke a bụ ụdị ọgwụgwọ maka
ọrịa èbù (ụdị èbù), nke na-esite
n‟ebu itofe etofe. Ọrịa kandida
bụ ọrịa ebu kachasị dị ụbara.
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1494

Treatment for
opportunistic
infections

This is a treatment for an illness
Ọ̀gwụ́gwọ́
caused by an organism that usually
ọ́rịa nsò
does not cause disease in a person with
a normal immune system. People with
advanced HIV infection suffer from
opportunistic infections of the lungs,
brain, eyes and other organs.

1495

Treatment for
prevention

Treatment for prevention refers to
HIV prevention methods that use
antiretroviral treatment (ART) to
decrease the risk of HIV transmission.

Ọ̀gwụ́gwọ́
maka
mgbòchi ọrịa

Ọgwụgwọ maka mgbochi ọrịa
bụ ụzọ mgbochi ONA, nke naeji ọgwụ ONA ebelata ohere
mmadụ nwere ibute ONA.

1496

Treatment for
tuberculosis

Anti-tuberculosis drug treatment can
Ọ̀gwụ́gwọ́
be first-line or second-line, and
maka ụ́kwarà
typically involves combination therapy nta
with antimicrobial drugs.

Nke a bụ ọ̀gwụ́gwọ́ maka ọrịa
ụ́kwarà nta.

1497

Treatment partner

Treatment partners also known as
Expedited Partner Therapy (EPT) is
the clinical practice of treating the sex
partners of patients diagnosed with
chlamydia or gonorrhoea by providing
prescriptions or medications to the
patient to take to his/her partner
without the health care provider first
examining the partner.

Ọ̀gwụgwọ ndị
ogbo

Nke a bụ ọgwụgwọ ọrịa, nke
nje na-apụghị ịkpata ọrịa
n‟onye nwere nche ahụ kwụ
akwụ. Ndị nwere ọrịa ONA dị
elu na-ebute ọrịa ndabere n‟ihi
na nche ahụ ha agbadaala; ọrịa
ndabere ndị a gụnyere ọrịa ngụ̀,
ụbụrụ, anya na akụkụ ahụ ndị
ọzọ.

Ọgwụgwọ ndị ogbo bụ usoro
ọgwụgwọ, nke a na-agwọ ndị
ogbo mmekọ edine otu oge site
n‟inye nke nwoke ma ọ bụ
nwaanyị ọgwụ ka o nye ogbo
ya n‟ebughi ụzọ lelee onye nke
abụọ ahụ nlele.
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1498

Tricuspid valve

A heart valve consisting of three flaps
that prevent blood from flowing back
into the right atrium when the right
ventricle contracts.

Akụkụ usoro
nhazi ọbara

1499

Tropical fever

Tropical fevers are defined as infections that are prevalent in, or are
unique to tropical and subtropical
regions. Some of these occur throughout the year and some especially in
rainy and post-rainy season.

Àhụ́ ọ́kụ́ àlà
èkpòmọ́kụ́

1500

Tuberculosis

1501

Typhoid fever

Active disease caused by MycoỤkwara nta
bacterium tuberculosis, as evidenced
by a confirmatory culture, or, in the
absence of culture, suggestive clinical
symptoms, including productive cough
lasting >3 weeks, chest pain, hemoptysis, fever, night sweats, weight loss,
and easy fatigability.
A serious and sometimes fatal
Ịba ojii
bacterial infection of the digestive
system, caused by ingesting food or
water contaminated with the bacillus
Salmonella typhi.
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Nke a bụ ọwa mkpụrụ obi, nke
nwere ọkwụchi atọ, nke naegbochi ọbara irughachi azụ
n‟ime okporo aka nri ma ọ
bụrụ na okporo nke aka nri
pịakọọ.
A kọwaburu ahụ ọkụ ala
ekpomọkụ dị ka ọrịa jupụtara
na/ma ọ bụ nke dị n‟ala
ekpomọkụ n‟ebe yitere ya.
Ọrịa ndị a na-adị oge niile
mana ndị ọzọ na-adapụtakarị
n‟oge udu mmiri na mbido oge
ọkọchị.
Ọrịa dị ike, nke nje ụkwara nta
na-akpata. Mbanye nje a
n‟ọgwụ na ngosipụta nsireme
ya na-egosipụta njirimara ya dị
ka ịkwa ụkwara izu ụka atọ,
obi mgbu, mgbọpụta ọbara,
ahụ ọkụ, okpo-ofu abalị, ịta
ahụ na agwụmike ọsịịsọ.
Ajọ ọrịa, nke na-egbu egbu oge
ụfọdụ, bụ ọrịa nje ịba ojii, nje
basilus salmọnela taịfi, naakpata ya; nje a na-emetụta
eriri afọ mgbe a ñụrụ mmiri ma
ọ bụ e riri nri, nke bu nje a.
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1502

Ulcer

An open sore on an external or internal Ọnya
surface of the body, caused by a break
in the skin or mucous membrane
which fails to heal.

Nke a bụ ọnya dị n‟elu ahụ ma
ọ bụ elu ime ahụ, nke jụrụ ịla
ala; ọ bụ mmerụ anụ ahụ ma ọ
bụ elu ime anụ ahụ na-ebute
ya.

1503

Undernourish

This is a condition of getting less than
the required food needed for health
and growth.

Erighi ezi nri

Nke a bụ erighi nri zuru oke
n‟odozi ahụ, ịkwado ahụ-ike,
na uto mmadụ.

1504

Undulant fever

Also known as Brucellosis, it is an
infectious disease caused by various
species of bacteria of the genus
brucella transmitted to humans from
lower animals, especially cattle, dogs
and goats.

Àhụ́ ọ́kụ́
mgbali nà
mgbadà

A makwara ya dị ka ọrịa
Bruselosis; ọ bụ ụdị ọrịa, nke
ọtụtụ nje dị n‟agbụrụ brusela
na-ebunye ya mmadụ site
n‟anụmanụ dị ka ehi, nkịta na
ewu.

1505

Unexplained
bruising or
haemorrhaging

Blood spots under the skin may be
either purpura or petechiae. Purpura
might look like bruises, but they are
not caused by an injury as most
regular bruises.

Mgbamọbàrà
a maghị
nsiripu

Ntụpọ ọbàrà n‟okpuru akpụkpọ
ahụ na n‟elu ime ahụ nwere ike
isite n‟akpata. Akpata na-adị
ka mmerụ ahụ mana ọ bụghị
mmerụ ahụ na-akpata ụdị
mgbamọbara a dị ka ọ dị na
mmerụ ahụ nkịtị.

1506

Unigold

This is a patented test kit used in
running rapid HIV testing in hospitals.

Usoro nlele
Unigold

Nke a bụ ngwa e ji eme nlele
ONA ọsịịsọ n‟ụlọ-ọgwụ.

1507

United Nations
General Assembly
Special Session on

The General Assembly of the United
Nations is expected to agree on a
declaration of commitment that will

Àgba Ọgbakọ
Njikọ Mba
Ụwa Gbasara

A tụrụ anya na Ọgbakọ Njikọ
Mba Ụwa ga-ekwekọrịta nkwa
adịmuchu gbasara
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HIV and AIDS
(UNGASS)

strengthen political commitment and
intensify efforts in the global fight
against HIV/AIDS.

ONA na
MMỊNWỤ

ONA/Mmịnwụ, nke ga-agba
ndị ọchịchị mba ụwa dị iche
iche ume ka ha na-agbawanye
mbọ n‟agha, nke a na-ebu
megide ONA/Mmịnwụ na mba
ụwa niile.

1508

United Nations
Mission for Ebola
Emergency
Response
(UNMEER)

United Nations Mission for Ebola
Emergency Response.

Òtù Njikọ
Mba Ụwa
Maka
Azamoku
Gbata Gbata
Nye Ebola
(ONMỤMAG
NE)

Òtù Njikọ Mba Ụwa Maka
Azamoku Gbata Gbata Nye
Ebola.

1509

Unprotected sex

This is an act of having sex without
using a condom in order to prevent
pregnancy and the spread of infectious
diseases.

Echekwaghị
onwe na
mmekọ
ndinà/edine

Nke a bụ inwe mmekọ edine
n‟ejighi okpu iji gbochie ịtụ
ime na mfesa ọrịa na-efe efe.

1510

Unscreened blood

Donor blood that has not undergone
recommended tests to certify it free of
infection or contamination.

Ọbàrà e
nyochàghị
enyocha

Nke a bụ ọbara a naenyochaghị ma nje ọrịa ọ dị ya
ma ọ bụ na ọ dịghị ya.

1511

Unsterilized object

An instrument, device or material that
has not undergone a process to render
it free of microbial contamination.

Ihe esichughi
esichu

Ndị a bụ ngwa tụmadị, nke
agbamọgwụ a na-esichughi
esichu; ọ pụtakwara ịkwụsị
ọtụtụ mmadụ iji otu ntụtụ na
agụba a na-esichughi esichu
gbaa ọgwụ.
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1512

Urinalysis

The analysis of the physical, chemical,
and microbiological properties of
urine, carried out to help diagnose
disease, monitor treatment, or detect
the presence of a specific substance.

Nlele mamịrị

Nkọwasị ndịna mamịrị, nke a
na-eme iji mata ọrịa, lekwaa
ọgwụgwọ ma ọ bụ chọpụta ihe
dị añaa dị na ya.

1513

Urine

The fluid excreted by the kidneys
which contains many of the body‟s
waste products.

Mamịrị

Mmiri akụrụ zachapụtara, nke
a na-anyụpụta anyụpụta, nke
bu ọtụtụ mposi.

1514

Urticaria

Urticaria, commonly referred to as
hives, is a kind of skin rash notable for
pale red, raised, itchy bumps.

Afụ̀fụ̀

A na-akpọkarị ya ọkọ; ọ bụ
akpụkpa na-acha mmee mmee.

1515

User-friendly
services

These are machines or systems or
items that are easy to use or
understand.

Ọ́rụ́ àhụ́ ike
dị mma

Ndị a bụ igwe ma ọ bụ usoro
ọgwụgwọ dị mfe ịghọta ma ọ
bụ jiri rụọ ọrụ.

1516

Uterus

A hollow muscular organ located in
the pelvic cavity of female mammals
in which the fertilized egg implants
and develops.

Àkpà nwa

Nke a bụ uji anụ ahụ, nke dị
n‟afọ nne anụ na-eche nwa ara,
ebe akwa nwa na-anọ etolite.

1517

Vaccination

It is an active immunization in which
dead or weakened microorganisms are
introduced into the body. The microorganisms sensitize the immune
system and if they enter the body next
time they are destroyed by already
produced antibodies.

Mgbamọ́gwụ̀
mgbòchi

Nke a bụ ịgbanye efuru nje
n‟ahụ; a na-eme nke a iji
kpalite nche ahụ ka ọ kwado
ọrụ nchekwa ahụ ma ọ bụ dị
njikere igbu nje ọrịa a gbara
ọgwụ mgbochi ya ma ọ bata
n‟ahụ n‟ọdịnihu.
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Ọgwụ
mgbòchi
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Mmiri ọgwụ mgbochi, nke naakpalite nche ahụ ka ọ kwado
ọrụ nchekwa ahụ ma ọ bụ dị
njikere igbu nje ọrịa a gbara
ọgwụ mgbochi ya ma ọ bata
n‟ahụ n‟ọdịnihu.

1518

Vaccine

A substance that contains antigenic
components from an infectious
organism. By stimulating an immune
response (but not disease), it protects
against subsequent infection by that
organism.

1519

Vagina

The muscular canal that extends from Ọ́tụ̀ nwaanyị
the cervix to the outside of the body. It
receives the erect penis during coitus:
semen is ejaculated into the upper part
of the vagina and from there the
sperms must pass through the cervix
and uterus in order to fertilize an ovum
in the fallopian tube.

1520

Vaginal

Related to the vagina.

Banyere ọtụ̀

Maka, ma ọ bụ banyere ọtụ.

1521

Vaginal secretions

This is the variable amount of
secretions from the glands in the
vagina and cervix.

Mmiri ọtụ

Nke a bụ ụdịdị mmiri ahụ dị
iche iche, nke azịza dị n‟ọtụ na
ọnụ akpa nwa na-emepụta.

1522

Variable antibody
region

The part of an antibody‟s structure that Mgbamonwe
differs from one antibody to another.
akụ̀kụ̀ nche
ahụ

Nke a bụ ọwa anụ ahụ, nke
bidoro n‟ọnụ akpa nwa pụta
n‟ahụ. Ọ na-anabata amụ keliri
ekeli mgbe a na-enwe mmekọ
ndinà/edine; a na-agbanye
olulu/esi n‟akụkụ elu ya; site
n‟ebe ahụ, olulu ahụ gaagaferiri n‟ọnụ akpa nwa na
akpa nwa wee banye n‟ọwa
eriri akpa nwa tupu ya na akwa
nwaanyị amakọ ghọrọ akwa
nwa.

Akụkụ ewumewu nche ahụ,
nke dị iche na nche ahụ dị iche
iche.
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1523

Varicose vein

A condition in which the surface
veins, especially of the legs, become
knotted and swollen, as a result of
flaws in the valves of the affected
veins.

Akwarà nrọ̀hị́

Ọnọdụ, nke akwara elu ahụ
tụmadị nke dị n‟ụkwụ na-aza
aza, dị rọhị rọhị ma na-acha
akwụkwọ ndụ akwụkwọ ndụ;
nke a na-esite na nrụhie ọrụ
n‟akwara ndị a.

1524

Vector

A nonpathogenic bacterium or virus
used to transport an antigen into the
body to stimulate protective immunity
(e.g. in a vaccine).

Òbu ọ́rịa

1525

Velum

A thin layer of tissue that covers or
separates something.

Ọ́dụ̀ àkpo

Nke a bụ nje bakteria ma ọ bụ
nje mpe na-anaghị akpata ọrịa,
nke e ji ebuga omebe nche ahụ
n‟ime ahụ iji kpalite ya ka o
chekwawa ahụ (d.k. ọgwụ
mgbochi).
Ọ́dụ̀ àkpo bụ mpekere anụ ahụ
na-ekpuchi ihe (d.k. uji imi).

1526

Vertical
transmission

A vertically transmitted infection is an Ǹsìnà nne fère
infection caused by bacteria, viruses,
nwa
or in rare cases, parasites transmitted
directly from the mother to an embryo,
foetus, or baby during pregnancy or
childbirth. It can occur when the
mother gets an infection as an
intercurrent disease in pregnancy.

Ọrịa nsina nne fere nwa bụ
ọrịa nje bakteria ma ọ bụ vaịrọs
ma ọ bụ oge ụfọdụ, amịmị si na
nne banye n‟ ọkpụ̀kpụ̀ ọbara
nwa, akwa nwa ma ọ bụ nwa
n‟afọ ime ma ọ bụ n‟oge
ọmụmụ nwa. O nwere ike isi
na nne, onye nwere ọrịa, fee
nwa o bu n‟afọ mgbe ọ dị ime.

1527

Violence

Behaviour involving physical force
intended to hurt, damage, or kill
someone or something.

Ime ike ike, nke mbunuche ya
bụ igbu ma ọ bụ imerụ mmadụ
ahụ, ma ọ bụ imebi ihe.

Mkpàgbu
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Mkpàgbu ụmụ nwaanyị nwere
ONA.

The presence of virus in the
bloodstream.

Mkpàgbu
ụmụ nwaanyị
nwere ONA
Ǹdìmụ̀ ǹje
n’ọ̀bàrà

Of or pertaining to a virus.

Gbàsara ǹje

Maka ma ọ bụ gbàsara ǹje.

Viral burden

The amount of HIV virus in the
circulating blood. Monitoring a
person‟s viral burden is important
because of the apparent correlation
between the amount of virus in the
blood and the severity of the disease:
sicker patients generally have more
virus than those with less advanced
disease. A new, sensitive, rapid test −
called the branched DNA assay for
HIV-1 infection − can be used to
monitor the HIV viral burden.

Ibu ǹje

1532

Viral culture

1533

Viral envelope

A laboratory method for growing
viruses.
As related to HIV: HIV is spherical in
shape with a diameter of 1/10,000 of a
millimetre. The outer coat, or
envelope, is composed of two layers of
fat-like molecules called lipids, taken

Mbànye ǹje
mpe
Mkpùchi ǹje
mpe

Etu nje ONA dị n‟iyi ọbara
hadebere. Ilekwa ibu nje dị
mmadụ n‟ahụ dị mkpa n‟ihi na
ka nje dị mmadụ n‟ọbara
hadebere na-egosi ka ọrịa naemedebe onye ọ na-arịa; ndị
ọrịa mpe ọbara na-enwekarị nje
karịa ndị ọrịa ha na-esibeghi
ike. E nwere ike iji usoro nlele
ọgbara ọhụụ, nke a na-akpọ
nlele nrọhị eriri agbọ maka ọrịa
ONA-1, na-elekwa ibu nje
ONA n‟ahụ.
Usoro nlele maka nje na-eto
eto.
Dị ka o si metụta ONA: ONA
dị okirikiri; àtà ya dị milimita
1/10,000. Ahịrị mkpụrụ abụọ
ya, ndị dị ka abụba, mejupụtara
akpụkpọ ahụ ya; ha si n‟elu

1528

Violence against
women with AIDS

Violence against women with AIDS.

1529

1530

Viraemia
(alternative
spelling viremia)
Viral

1531

Nke a bụ ọnọdụ ndina nje
n‟ime ọ̀bàrà.
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1534

Viral load

1535

Virion

1536

Virology

1537

Virucide

1538

Virus

1539

Virus natural
reservoir

1540

Visceral

from the membranes of human cells.
Embedded in the envelope are
numerous cellular proteins, as well as
mushroom-shaped HIV proteins that
protrude from the surface.
A count of the amount of HIV virus in
the blood. It is measured in copies per
millilitre and gives an idea of how
active the virus is.
A virus particle existing freely outside
a host cell. A mature virus.

Ọgụ ogo nje
mpe

Mkpụ́rụ́ ǹje
mpe

The study of viruses and viral
diseases.
Any agent that destroys or inactivates
a virus.
A self-replicating, infectious, nucleic
acid-protein complex that requires an
intact host cell for its replication; its
genome is either DNA or RNA.

Amụ̀mamụ̀
maka ǹje mpe
M̀gbu ǹje
mpe
Ǹje mpe

A natural reservoir or nidus (the latter
from the Latin word for “nest”) is the
long-term host of a pathogen of
an infectious disease.
Pertaining to the major internal
organs.

Ọ́dọ́nọ̀
ǹsìnàchi ǹje
mpe
Gbàsara ime
àhụ́

anụ ahụ ọwọ mmadụ.
N‟okpuru mkpuchi elu ime ahụ
ya, e nwere ọtụtụ odozi ọwọ na
odozi ahụ ONA, ndị dị ka ero,
sepụtara isi n‟elu ime anụ ahụ.
Ǹtụ ogo nje ONA dị n‟ọ̀bàrà.
A na-atụ ya site n‟ịmata ukwu
ole dị n‟ime otu milimita; ọ naegosi etu nje si dịdebe ike.
Mkpụ́rụ́ ǹje mpe kwụụrụ onwe,
nke na-adabedoghi n‟ọwọ ọzọ;
nje toputarala.
Amụ̀mamụ̀ gbasara nje vaịrọs,
na ọrịa ọ na-akpata.
Ihe ọ bụla na-egbu nje ma ọ bụ
emerụ ike ya.
Ukwu ụmị odozi ahụ na-efe efe
na-amụba onwe ya, nke naachọ ahụ mbudo maka mmụba
ya; ọwọ agbọ ya bụ eriri agbọ
ma ọ bụ agịrị agbọ.
Ọ́dọ́nọ̀ ǹsìnàchi ǹje mpe bụ ebe
obibi nje ọrịa na-efe efe.

Gbàsara akụkụ ime àhụ́.
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1541

Visual problem

There are several problems, that can
affect the surface of the eye, which
can affect vision, although usually
they mainly cause pain and redness.

Nsògbu
àhụmụzọ

E nwere ọtụtụ nsogbu nwere
ike imetụta elu anya, ya na ịhụ
ụzọ, n‟agbanyeghi n‟ọtụtụ oge,
ha na-egbu naanị mgbu naacha anya ọbara ọbara.

1542

Vital signs

The sign that indicate life, e.g. pulse,
body temperature, breathing, and
blood pressure.

Mgbaama
àhụ́ ike

Akàrà na-egosi ndụ, d.k.
nkụmọbara, ekpomọkụ ahụ,
nkumume na mgbali ọbara.

1543

Vitamin C

Vitamin C is a water-soluble vitamin.
It is needed for normal growth and
development. Water-soluble vitamins
dissolve in water. Leftover amounts of
the vitamin leave the body through the
urine. That means you need an
ongoing supply of such vitamins in
your diet.

Òdoma C

Òdoma C bụ odoma na-agbaze
na mmiri. Ọ dị mkpa maka ezi
uto na ịka aka. Odoma mgbari
(na mmiri) na-agbaze ma e
tinye ya na mmiri. Ndị fọrọ naapụ n‟ahụ dị ka mamịrị. Ya bụ
na odoma kwesiri ịdị n‟ihe a
na-eri mgbe niile.

1544

Voluntary

Arising, acting, or resulting from
somebody‟s own choice or decision
rather than because of external
pressure or force.

Mwepụ̀ta
onwe

Na-esi, na-eme, ma ọ bụ e
mere site na mkpebi ma ọ bụ
mmasị onye karịa na mmanye
ma ọ bụ nkwanye.

1545

Voluntary
Confidential
Counselling
&Testing (VCCT)

This is when a person chooses to
undergo HIV counselling so that they
can make an informed choice about
whether to be treated for HIV. It is
now known as VCT (voluntary
counselling and testing) or HCT (HIV
counselling and testing).

Mwepụta
onwe màkà
mgbàzi nlele
ọ̀bàrà

Nke a bu ̣ oge mmadu ̣ ji aka ya
nabata ndu ̣mo ̣du ̣ iji mata ma o ̣
chọrọ ka a gwọọ ya ONA.
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1546

Voluntary
disclosure

When a person shares information
about his/her HIV status with others.

Nkọ́wàpụ̀ta
ǹsìnà ònwe

Mgbe mmadụ na-akọrọ ndị
ọzọ, n‟onwe ya, ma o nwere
ma ọ bụ na o nweghi ONA.

1547

Voluntary health
workers

These are freewill volunteers that
work in the community.

Ndị ọrụ ahụike mwepụta
onwe

Ndị a bụ ndị wepụtara onwe ha
n‟ọrụ ahụ-ike n‟obodo n‟efu.

1548

Volunteer

To offer willingly.

Iwepụta onwe n‟efù.

1549

Vomiting

1550

Vomiting blood

To expel the contents of the stomach
through the mouth as a result of a
series of involuntary spasms of the
stomach muscle.
The reflex action of ejecting blood
from the stomach through the mouth.

Ndị mwepụ̀ta
ònwe
Àgbọ́magbọ́

Àgbọ́mọ́bàrà

1551

Vulva

The female external genitalia.

Ikpù

Isi n‟ọnụ gbọpụta ọbara si
n‟ime afọ nke a na-akpachaghị
anya.
Ikpù nwaanyị.

1552

WASH

WASH is an acronym standing for
“Water, Sanitation and Hygiene”.

Atụ̀matụ̀
MMA

1553

Washing of hands

1554

Water yam

This is an act of washing both hands to Àkwọ́maka
minimize microbial contamination and
cross infection.
Dioscorea alata, known as purple yam Àbàlà
and many other names, is a species of
yam, a tuberous root vegetable. The
tubers are usually bright lavender in

Isi n‟ọnụ gbọpụ ihe dị n‟afọ
n‟ihi mgbarụ afọ ma ọ bụ ọrụrụ
agbọ.

Nke a bụ ndebiri nọchiri anya
“Mmiri, Mkpọcha na Nzacha,
na Adịmọcha”.
Nke a bụ ịkwọ aka iji gbochie
nje.
Ji abala bụ ụdị ji, nke a naakpọkwa ohu ji na aha ndị ọzọ.
Ọ na-achakarị uhie-ọcha mana
oge ụfọdụ, ọ na-adị ọcha.
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1555

Weak pulse

1556
1557

Weakness of the
body
Weight loss

1558

Western blot test

1559

Wheezing

1560

White blood cell

1561

Widespread

colour, hence the common name, but
they may sometimes be white.
Weak pulse is when a person is
seriously injured or ill, one may have
difficulty feeling a pulse. The pulse is
the rate of one‟s heart beat.

Ǹkumume ike

It is also seen as body feebleness.

Ike ọ́gwụ́gwụ́

Weight loss is a decrease in body
weight which can be voluntary or
involuntary.
A laboratory test for the presence of
specific antibodies, more accurate than
the ELISA test.
A whistling noise in the chest during
breathing. Wheezing occurs as a result
of the narrowing of the air waves.
They are commonly heard in patients
with asthma.
One of the cells the body makes to
help fight infections.

Ǹtàràmàhụ́

Existing or happening in many places,
or affecting many people.

Njupụ̀ta

Nlele Western
blot
Ǹdàmume

Ọ̀wọ̀ ọ̀bàrà
ọ́cha
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Ǹkumume ngwụ bụ mgbe
mmadụ merụrụ nnukwu ahụ
ma ọ bụ nọrọ n‟ajọ ọrịa; n‟oge
a, iku ume nwere ike i siri onye
ahụ ike. Nkumume bụ ugboro
ole mkpụrụ obi mmadụ kụrụ
kwa oge.
Nke a bụ mgbe ike gwụrụ
mmadụ ime ihe ọ na-emebu.
Ǹtàràmàhụ́ bụ mbelata n‟arọ
mmadụ, nke mmadu ̣ nwere ike
chọọ ma ọ bụ ọ choghị.
Nlele e ji achọpụta nje dị añaa;
ọ ka egosipụta nje karịa nlele
ELISA.
Ndamume bụ mkpụrụ-ọhịọ obi
na-akwa mgbe a na-eku ume.
Ihe na-akpata ya bụ mpịkọ ọwa
ikuku. A na-ahụkarị ya na ndị
ọrịa nchinume.
Otù n‟ime ọwọ ọbara, nke ahụ
na-emepụta iji nyee aka n‟iluso
nje ọgụ.
Dị adị, na-eme n‟ọtụtụ ebe ma
ọ bụ na-emetụta ọtụtụ mmadụ.
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1562

Window period

This is a period of incubation of any
disease.

Ogè nzobe

Nke a bụ oge nje ọrịa ọ bụla ji
amụba n‟apụtaghị ihe.

1563

Witchcraft

Witchcraft (also called witchery or
spellcraft) broadly means the practice
of, and belief in, magical skills and
abilities that are able to be exercised
individually by designated social
groups, or by persons with the
necessary esoteric secret knowledge.

Ǹkà amoosu

Ǹkà amoosu (nke a naakpọkwa mgbashị) pụtara ịta
ma ọ bụ ikwenye n‟ike ịta
amoosu, nke ndị mmadụ, otu
nzuzo ma ọ bụ ndị nwere nka a
zopụrụ ezopụ.

1564

Women
empowerment

These are rights and privileges given
to women.

Ènyem ụ́mụ̀
nwaanyị ike

Ndị a bụ orubere na mmem e
nyere ụmụ nwaanyị.

1565

World Health
Organization

The World Health Organization is a
specialized agency of the United
Nations that is concerned with
international public health.

Òtù Ahụ-ike
Mba Ụwa

Òtù Ahụ-ike Mba Ụwa bụ
ngalaba mba ụwa pụrụ iche naahụ maka ahụ-ike ọha na eze
na mba niile.

1566

Xerosis (dry skin)

Dry skin (xerosis) is a condition of
rough, dry skin with fine scaling of
skin and, occasionally, with small
cracks in the skin. Dry skin is also
known as winter itch or asteatosis.

Mkpọ́mahụ́
nkụ́

Nke a bụ ọnọdụ inwe ahụ
mfịkọ na ịkpọ nkụ, mwocha
akpụkpọ ahụ na, n‟oge ụfọdụ,
obere mgbawa ahụ. A naakpọkwa ya “ahụ ịkpọ nkụ” ma
ọ bụ “ahụ ụgụrụ”.

1567

X-ray

Electromagnetic radiation of
extremely short wavelength (beyond
the ultraviolet), which passes through
matter to varying degrees depending
on its density.

Nlele site
n’ọkụ ènyò

Nchamọkụ igwe, nke nwere
obere ufere, nke na-achafe ime
ahụ iji seta ya site n‟etu ọkụ ya
dịdebere ike.
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1568

XXX

The Ebola hotline to speak to local
community leaders for advice if Ebola
is suspected in any community.
Overgrowth of yeast can affect the
skin (yeast rash), mouth (thrush), etc.

Akàrà ekwentị gbata
gbata
Ọ́rịa èbù

1569

Yeast infection

1570

Yellow fever

Yellow fever is an acute viral
haemorrhagic disease transmitted by
infected mosquitoes. The “yellow” in
the name refers to the jaundice that
affects some patients.

Ịba ọ̀cha
n’anya/
anya edo

1571

Zaire Ebola Virus

Ebola Virus found in Zaire.

Ebola Zaire

1572

Zidovudine (AZT)

Ọ́gwụ̀
Zidovudin

1573

ZMapp
(Experimental
Treatment)

An antiviral drug used in the treatment
of AIDS and HIV infection. The drug
slows the growth of HIV infection in
the body, but is not curative.
ZMapp is under development as
a treatment for Ebola virus disease. It
was first used experimentally to
treat some people with Ebola virus
disease during the 2014 Ebola crisis.

1574

Zoonotic disease

Common form of transmission of
Ebola through direct contact with a
person who is symptomatic (i.e.
showing symptoms).

Ọrịa ǹsìnà
anụ́manụ̀

Ọ́gwụ̀ Ebola
ZMap
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Akàrà ekwe-ntị, nke e ji akpọ
Eze ala mgbe ọ bụla ọ dị ka
Ebola abatala n‟obodo.
Mmụbafe nje èbù nwere ike
imetụta akpụkpọ ahụ, d.k. ọkọ,
awaka ọnụ, dg.
Nke a bụ ajọ ọrịa nje, nke naagba onye o nwetara ọbara, nke
anwụ-nta na-ebute. „Edo‟ dị
n‟aha a pụtara anya edo edo,
nke anya ndị ọrịa nwetara naacha n‟oge a.
Nje Ebola a hụrụ na mba Zaire.
Ọgwụ ONA, nke e ji agwọ
mmịnwụ na ọrịa ONA. Ọgwụ a
na-akwụsịlata uto ọrịa ONA
n‟ahụ, mana ọ naghị agwọ ya.
A ka na-atụle ọgwụ ZMap dị
ka ọgwụ nje ọrịa Ebola. A
nwalere ya dị ka ọgwụ Ebola
mgbe e jiri ya gwọọ ụfọdụ ndị
ọrịa Ebola, mgbe Ebola
dapụtara n‟afọ 2014.
Ụzọ e si ebufekarị Ebola bụ
site na mmetụ onye nsireme
Ebola pụtawarala n‟ahụ (y.b.
na-egosipụta etu o si eme).

